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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND mDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF NEZ PERCE

9

10

STATE OF IDAHO,

11

Plaintiff,

12

vs.
13

14

GEORGE J. BESAW, JR.,

15

Defendant.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CR 2011-0000419

CLOSING ARGUMENT

16

COMES NOW, George Besaw, by and through his undersigned Attorney of
17
18

Record, CHARLES M. STROSCHEIN, of the firm of Clark and Feeney, and submits this

19

written closing argument.

20

Attached hereto as Exhibit "A" are a number of e-mails and memos that were

21

developed by Idaho State Police (ISP). The e-mails and memos are bate stamped for ease
22
23

of reference. These items were made part of the record at the hearing on May 13, 2001.

24

25
26
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1.
FAILURE TO COMPLY WITH THE STANDARD REQUIREMENT OF
IDAHO CODE SECTION 18-8004(4)

2

The court would be wise to look at Wheeler v. Idaho Transportation Department,

3

148 Idaho 378,223 P.3d, 761 (Ct. App. 2009). Administration regulations are subject

4

to the same principles of statutory construction as statutes. See Mason v. Donnelly Club,

5
6

135 Idaho 581,586,21 P.3d 903,908 (2001). The court indicated that when interpreting

7

a statute or a rule, it has to be construed as a whole to get the intent ofthe Legislature or

8

promulgating entity. The court has to use the literal words of the rule and the words

9

should be given their plain, obvious and rational meaning. In Wheeler the court
10
11

interpreted the use of the word "should". One would have to believe that with the e-mails

12

that are part ofMr. Besaw's record, the Court of Appeals would have detennined that the

13

use of the word "should" was just a "weasel word" to get around any mandatory

14

requirement.
15
16

The court would be well served by reading Judge Lansing's dissenting opinion.

17

She cOlmnented on the fact that ISP had not formally promulgated administrative rules

18

prescribing testing equipment or requirements for its maintenance and operation. She

19

noted that the ISP announced its approved breath methods through SOPs, and manuals.
20
21

Judge Lansing wrote that appellate courts have to treat such documents as "rules" for the

22

purpose ofjudicial review because they constitute the only materials by which the ISP has

23

acted upon the 1. C. §§ 18-8002A and 18-8004(4) authorization for breath testing

24

25
26

standards.
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Judge Lansing noted:
1

2
3
4

5
6
7

8

"But a "standard" that is merely a recommendation, and hence optional, is
no standard at all- it is merely something that the officers maintaining and
operating the Intoxilyzer 5000 may do if they wish or may disregard."
At p. 388
Judge Lansing indicated that if the rules weren't mandatory, then there could not
be any sort of standard:
"This result, however, is obviously not what is intended by the ISP. The
ISP clearly did intend to promulgate standards, not just make optional, take
or leave suggestions for how an Intoxilyzer 5000 could be maintained and
operated. "

9

Atp.389
10
11
12
13

14
15

Boy was Judge Lansing wrong in this assessment 0 nsp . Judge Lansing also notes,
in footnote no. 7, the problem with the use ofthe term "approximately":
"There is no need here to go into an analysis of the propriety of using the
tenn "approximately" in a rule that is supposed to be setting defined
standards, but the problems caused by its use are as obvious as the problems
caused by the use of "should".

16

Atp.390
17
18

One would have to assume that the Court of Appeals wouldn't be very happy with

19

ISPFS if they had access to all ofthese e-mails and the fact that the people in charge of

20

the breath testing program in Idaho simply want to use "vagueness", "weasel words", and

21
22

"wiggle room". There are no breath testing standards. Judge Lansing's dissenting opinion

23

will become the majority opinion once the court has access to these e-mails and the real

24

thought behind the so called "standards" used by ISPFS. The Wheeler court reviewed the

25
26
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mandatory provision of the SOP at the time of the Wheeler ALS. Those mandatory
1
2

3

provisions, like for the 15 minute wait, are now discretionary. Why!? See Exh. "3",

••

Section 6.1 (should instead of must)

The court has to detennine the credibility~d competence of the arresting officer,

4

who was also the operator ofthe breath machine. In this particular instance, the arresting
5
6

7
8

office failed to properly advise Mr. Besaw of the requirement set out in I.e. § 18-8002A.
Trooper Talbott specifically indicated that he did not read the bold capitalized letters at
the bottom of the advisory section of the advisory fonn. He specifically failed to read the

9

10
11
12
13

following:

"THIS SUSPENSION FOR FAILURE OR REFUSAL OF THE
EVIDENTIARY TEST(S) IS SEPARATE FROM ANY OTHER
SUSPENSION ORDERED BY THE COURT."
Mr. Besaw asked about the consequences of his CDL Class A license, the officer

14
15

indicated to Mr. Besawthat there wasn't any real difference or there wasn't a consequence

16

different then the advisory. On the witness stand, Trooper Talbott indicated that he

17

provided wrong infonnation to Mr. Besaw and that there is a substantial difference in the

18

consequence for someone who has a Class A license. The court can note that the
19
20

consequence is a year's license suspension for a Class A license. Mr. Besaw had a Class

21

A License at the time of the arrest.

22

The court can look at State v. Bell, 115 Idaho 36,764 P.26 113 (et. App. 1988),

23

24

which interprets I.C. § 18-8004(4). The statute allows alcohol results, either blood, breath

25
26
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or urine, to be introduced into evidence without an expert testifying regarding the same.
1

2
3
4

5
6

7

8
9

10
11
12
13

The Court of Appeals stated:
"The admissibility ofthe result of a scientific test such as the blood-alcohol
test in I.e. § 18-8004 turns normally on a foundation which establishes the
acceptability, validity, reliability and accuracy of the test and test
procedures. In the admission of a test result for alcohol concentration the
Legislature has concluded that certain foundational elements need not be
presented at trial unless such elements are disputed. The Legislature has
acknow ledged that certain tests, due to a history of reliability and accuracy,
are presumed to be valid and acceptable ... The Legislature has enacted a
statutory scheme which allows an expedient method for admitting a bloodalcohol test result into evidence without the need for some expert
testimony ... Inherent in this statutory scheme, however, is an awareness by
the Legislature of the need for uniform test procedures. An "extremely
reliable" test result can only be the product of a test procedure which from
previous use is known to be capable of producing an accurate result. This
benefit is best provided by strict adherence to a uniform procedure. This
was recognized by the Legislature and is apparent first, from the statutory
language which provides for the test procedure to be determined by the
Idaho Department of Health and Welfare, and second, by the "shall"
language mandating adherence to the standards set by that Department.

14
15

Atp.39

16

The e-mails that were produced, based on freedom of information requests,

17

regarding the changes to the Standard Operating Procedure (SOP) are replete with the use

18

of vague language, "wiggle room", and "weasel words". ISP Forensic Services (ISPFS)
19
20

has detennined that it is more interested in getting past legal challenges then setting up

21

scientific standards that will follow the requirements of Bell and I.e. §18-8004(4). Also,

22

it's clear that Skylar Anderson, who is currently under investigation by ISPFS was

23
24

instrumental in adapting the SOP and reference manuals that were in place at the time Mr.

25
26
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Besaw was tested. The court can go through the e-mails and note that the people that are
1
2

3

making suggestions are not scientists. There is very little science discussed in these emails that were generated regarding the changes to the SOPs.
The court can look at the e-mail found at page 002, where Matthew Garnette notes

4

that there are a couple of changes he would like to make to the IDAPA rules. He states:
5
6
7

8

"They are fairly minor, but are causing all kinds of issues."
Why is ISPFS worrying about court issues? They should be worried about
scientific standards and not what makes life easier for prosecutors, ALS hearing officers

9

10

and police officers.

11

On page 003, there is a discussion involving Skylar Anderson and the use ofthe

12

term "approximately". On page 005, there is a discussion regarding the MIP/MIC

13

procedure as simply being a best practices provision and not a standard. On page 006,

14
15

there is an e-mail from Eric Moody to Mr. Garnette, noting that he is one of the Idaho

16

Transportation Department (lTD) hearing officers. He notes that two (2) attorneys during

17

oral argument noted problems with the SOP that was in effect for that particular set of

18

DUls. Why a hearing officer for ITS is commenting to ISPFS regarding the standards
19
20

21
22

that are in place is unknown.
ALS hearing officers have no business making these sorts of comments or
participating in scientific standards being developed for Idaho. It is very troubling to a

23

number of Idaho attorneys the level of contact that lTD hearing officers and their staff:
24

25
26
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have with prosecutors, police officers and ISP Forensic Services. ISPFS laboratory
1

2

officials are not above hiding and cheating as noted in the Brady material that is at page
104.

3

On page 009 of the e-mails, there is a discussion about the two (2) minute window

4

between breath samples. Again, the standards should be developed based on science, not
5
6

7
8

on what helps prosecute drivers who have been stopped for DUIs.
On page 013, there is a specific e-mail from Darren Jewkes to several employees
of the ISPFS. Mr. Jewkes states:

9

10
11

"I am not sure if I dare ask, but are there any other parts of the SOP that
you feel needs immediate attention, such as changing "will" to "may" or
"approximately" or doing away with "monthly" etc. (Jeremy here is your
chance:)."

12
13

It is interesting to note that in this e-mail, Darren Jewkes actually uses the ":)"

14

symbol. Is this the way scientists should be acting, is this the way standards are

15

developed?

16

17

On page 015, Jeremy Johnson uses the words: " .... I amjust suggesting putting in

18

some wiggle room language ... ", (emphasis added). Where is the science in usin.g "wiggle

19

room" language. The ISP concern seems to be that cases are being tossed. Whether cases

20

get tossed really isn't relevant to a discussion as to the scientific standards for breath
21
22

testing.

23

24
25
26
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There are also discussions regarding the use of the 0.2 solution and the need for
1

linearity. The only one who seems to be concerned about standards is David Laycock. On

2

page 016, he notes: "I just don't think this is the time to cut back on quality standards."

3

He goes into a discussion about compliance with SOP. In fact, Jeremy Johnson notes:

4

"It is good scientific practice to check linearity because that lends credence
to accuracy of the numbers that the instrument generates."

5

6

Atp.018

7

Of course, then the e-mails note the ability to just put all sorts oflanguage in that

8

9

10

protects the operators by having someone come in and testify around any problems. At
p.019

11

There is also a discussion by Jeremy Johnston noting that a mandatory word like
12
13
14
15

"must" would be replaced with a discretionary word like "should". Again, where is the
science? What would Judge Lansing say about this?
Again on page 020 ofthe e-mails, Jeremy Johnston uses the tenn "wiggle room"

16

17
18
19
20

regarding the 0.20 language. On page 021 the term "wiggle room" is used again
regarding the simulator.
It is also interesting to note that Jared Olson, who is the Traffic Safety Resource

Prosecutor for the Idaho Prosecuting Attorneys Association, seems to be instrumental in

21
22
23

making changes. Why a non-scientist prosecutor is involved in any process involving
generating standards must be considered suspect.

24
25

26
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It is interesting to note that Anne Nord indicates that the SOP is "an operator

1

SOP". At p. 036.

2

There is also a discussion involving Skylar Anderson and the use of the word

3

"approximately". He notes that he thinks the word "approximately" creates ambiguity in

4

the method and creates room for debate regarding when a performance verification is
5
6

7
8

valid. He notes:
"In this forensic lab, we all have strict deadlines regarding when we can use
a solution and I think BTSs are responsible enough to be held to a strict
standard. "

9

10

At p. 036

11

This language seems pretty laughable considering the investigation that Mr.

12

Anderson is under, but the words that he uses are to the point, "wiggle room" words are

13

used to create ambiguity in the method and creates debate. On page 040, Anne Nord,

14
15
16
17

again states:
"I want to thank both of you for all the work you have put in on these. I
hope we start seeing the payoff soon and some of these issues we have
been having with court interpretations will go away."

18

Again, why is 1SPFS worrying about court decisions instead of simply making
19
20

scientific standards? It is obvious that 1SPFS is not interested in science. ISPFS is

21

interested in convicting DU1 drivers.

22

Christine Starr, who is a prosecutor, has also had input into the development of the

23

24

standards. Her scientific background is not known. Most likely, she has none since she

25

is prosecutor. Jeremy Johnston notes:

26
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1

2
3
4

"I think we should limit it to police officers and attorneys. Defense might
try to use something in the e-mail to their advantage if they find about it
before the officers and prosecutors."
At p. 051
At page 054, there is a discussion with Jeremy Johnston noting that he doesn't
want the guidelines to read as mandatory because he knows some BTSs use the nuclear

5
6

approach and change solutions if they get an initial failed series oftests. So again, how

7

can the current SOP be mandatory. Standards are not guidelines. The holding in State v.

8

Bell, (supra) does not support the current SOP as a standard. The current SOP so that

9

nothing is mandatory.
10
11

On page 055, Jared Olson, asks questions about the term "calendar month" and the

12

use of the word "should" and noted that the procedure is a suggestion. Jeremy Johnston

13

decides that he can manipulate the requirements regarding the two samples requirement

14
15
16
17

18

being approximately two (2) minutes apart. See page 063. On August 24, 2010, Jesse
Avery asks a question:
"According to 5.1.2 ofthe Sop's there should be an air blank between the
2 verification checks on a lifeloc. The lifeloc does not perfonn an air blank
when doing a wet check. Is there something else we need to be doing?"

19

20
21
22

23
24

Atp.064.
Matthew Galnette notes on August 24,2010:
"I just talked to Jared and he is going to have a few more prosecutors read
the SOP over and he may have a few more comments."
At p. 066

25
26

CLOSING ARGTJMENT
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Again, why is ISPFS asking prosecutors for input regarding scientific standards. On
1

2

August 25 th 2010, Jared Olsen says:
"As a disclaimer, I recognize that there is absolutely no way the SOPs can
be constructed in a way that will not result in attacks in court."

3

4
5
6

Atp.068
With regard to the August 25 th e-mail, Jeremy Johnson responds from page 068
through page 072. The court can note the discussion regarding the 0.8 solution, the 0.2

7

8

solution, the tenn "calendar month" and Jeremy Johnson's concern about Clark & Feeney

9

coming up with a "legit argument" for the term "routinely". Jeremy Johnston also notes

10

on page 070: "I removed the "open door suggestions" andjust left if[ sic] vague." Jeremy

11

Johnson decides that he is going to explain the scientific standards he has developed as
12
13
14

15

follows:
"I thought that I had added enough weasel words to allow for different
jurisdictions to use their own policies and beliefs to decide." (emphasis
added).

16
17
18
19

20

Atp.071
On page 072 there is a discussion about that word "should" in that it is not being
mandatory; it simply allows for best practices as opposed to an actual standard.
ISP scientistJeremy Johnson in an e-mail dated August 26, 2010, states: "Do these

21
22
23

pants make my butt look fat?" At. page 075. The scientific scholarship that is found in
these e-mails is simply mind-numbing. The level of childish comments is inappropriate.

24
25
26
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Once again, Jared Olsen adds the real science to these comments about these SOPs
1

when he states:
"It would be good to get comments from some of the BTS's, prosecutors
in different jurisdictions and probably most importantly your own AGs who
could forward it on to the appellate division who could offer some
excellent insight. I recognize this is not a requirement of ISPFS and I just
want to reaffirm my appreciation that you would allow me to comment at
all. I see only benefits by us working together. So thanks again, and please
let me know if you have questions or if I can be of further assistance."

2

3
4

5

6

7

At p.079

8

Again, why involve prosecutors, attorney generals, and the appellate division of

9

the attorney generals' office in the development of legal standards. ISPFS has not
10
11

developed any legal standards, it's simply developing "weasel words".

12

13

The court should make a detennination that the "standards" in place on January
16,2011 don't meet the requirements ofI.C. § 18-8004(4) and the holding in Statev. Bell

14
15

(supra). The court has a challenge in front of it. Is the court going to comply with the

16

statutory requirements set out in I.C. § 18-8004(4) or is it simply going to follow the party

17

line.

18

20

II.
FAILURE TO COMPLY WITH THE STANDARD OPERATING
PROCEDURE REQUIREMENT OF A 0.20 SOLUTION

21

Mr. Besaw was arrested by Trooper Talbott on January 16,2001. Mr. Besaw blew

19

22

a 0.219, insufficient and a 0.20 1 breath test. The performance verification check was run

23

with a 0.8 solution, lot number 10802, bottle 0353. Idaho Code (I.C.) § 18-8004(4)
24

25
26
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requires that breath testing be run pursuant to standards developed by the ISP. The court
1

can also note the IDAP A rules that require standards be put into place.

2

The Lifeloc reference manual specifically indicates that it is not a standard. At

3

page 4 of 34 of Exh. "2". The only standards that are currently in place is the SOP,

4

Exhibit "3". The court can note that there are certain definitions found in the Lifeloc

5
6

reference manual. Calibration is defined as: "In the field this menu is used to run

7

performance verification checks, also known as wet checks or calibration checks. Actual

8

re-calibration of the instrument is done by the ISP labs and is password-protected." At

9

page 9 of34 ofExh. "2". There is a definition of performance verification which states:
10
11

"Your agency may require that only BTS handle the perfonnance verification checks.

12

Don't attempt perfonnance verification checks unless you have been train,ed in the proper

13

procedure." At page 24 of 34, Exh. "2". The court will find non of this in the SOP.

14

Exhibit "5" is the actual printout from Mr. Besaw's breath test. The court will note

15
16

the additional information that is found on Exhibit "5". After the breath test sequence,

17

there is an indication of last calibrated "cal standard" .206 and the date was August 26,

18

2009. Exhibit "2", page 27 of 34, has a similar printout that states similar language
19
20

regarding last calibrated and last check.

21
22

The court can read the manual (Exhibit "2") and note what the machine is
supposed to register regarding calibration and what was done in this particular

23

24

circumstance. There is no indication of another 0.20 solution check after August 26,

25

2009.

26
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Please review what is set out in Exh. "2", page 31
1

2
3

of 34. Exhibit "5" is

inconsistent with Exhibit "3". There is no verification on this record from the machine
that there was ever a 0.20 solution check after August 26,2009.
Based on the definition of calibration found in Exhibit "2", page 9 of 34, the

4

requirement of the 0.20 solution calibration or wet check or performance verification
5

6
7
8

check is suspect.
Exhibit "3" is the only standard that is set out and does not have any definition of
calibration other then noting that it is sometimes used to define a perfonnance verification

9

10

or simulator check. Exh. 3 at p. 2 of 21.

11

The Court can note the different procedure that is set out for minors in possession

12

or consumption on page 19 of21, Exh. "3 ". Paragraph 18.1 has a totally different set-up

13

and doesn't make a distinction between the instruments. See Exh. "3 ", p. 15 of 21, para.

14
15

6.2. The court has to wonder why there is a difference and why there is a distinction

16

between the process that is found at 8.1 versus the process that is found in the proceeding

17

sections, 6.2. The court can look at paragraph 8.3 to confinn the fact that there is a

18

difference in the operation requirements. No explanation is given. There is no explain,
19
20

there is no standard, but in this particular circumstance, there are many questions that are

21

left unanswered regarding this particular breath testing device and the breath test and

22

calibrations and performance verifications that took place.

23
24
25
26
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In this case, there was not a 0.20 solution verification check within 24 hours ofMr.
1

Besaw's test. The SOP that was in place at the time has a requirement that there be a 0.20

2

perfonnance verification within 24 hours. Pursuant to 5.1.4 of Exhibit "3 it specifically

3

notes that 0.20 performance verification was implemented for the sole purpose of

II

4

supporting the instruments results for an 18-8004C charge. Failure to timely perfonn a
5

6
7

8

9

0.20 performance verification will not invalidate tests perfonned that yield results at other
levels or in charges other then 18-8004C. Exhibit "3 ", SOP rule 5.1.4.1 states:
"The 0.20 performance verification satisfies the requirement for
performance verification within 24 hours, before or after an evidentiary test
at any level."

10
11

There is no such rule for a 0.80 solution for an excessive breath test. As was

12

argued at the time of the hearing, there has to be a specific standard in any SOP and

13

"wiggle room" is not allowed. It is clear that for a 0.20 blow, there has to be a 0.20

14
15
16
17

performance verification within 24 hours of the test. There was not and the SOP
was not complied with. As a result, there is not a valid breath test.

The portable breath testing instrument inspection and certification document

18

specifically support the issue of linearity regarding breath testing in other words there
19
20

very reason a 0.20 solution needs to be run. The whole reason for such testing is to

21

determine the accuracy of the instrument at a 0.40 breath test, a 0.80 test and a 0.20 breath

22

test, which are all statutory limits developed by the legislature.

23
24

25
26
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The original monthly performance verification solution change for the 0.80
1

solution was lot 10802, bottle 0353. It is also interesting to note that the breath testing

2

specialist indicated that anon-breath testing specialist could change the solution. Counsel

3

submits that the breath testing specialist doesn't know the requirements of the SOP. Only

4

a breath testing specialist can change solutions and do perfonnance verification solution
5
6

changes, not operators.
The breath tests results in this case should be stricken. The Standard Operating

7
8

Procedure (SOP) for a Lifeloc FC20 Portable Breath Machine has a specific standard for

9

10

perfonnance verification. The perfonnance verification must be run within 24 hours of

11

a breath test, either before or after evidentiary breath testing to be approved for evidentiary

12

use.

13

In this particular circumstance, pursuant to the log sheet, the arresting officer ran

14
15

a perfonnance verification on the Lifeloc using the .08 solution. Mr. Besaw's breath test

16

was noted as .219 insufficient and .201. Pursuant to the SOP a .2 solution verification

17

solution must be performed within 24 hours. Exhibit "3", SOP § section 5.1.4 it

18

specifically notes that the .2 solution perfonnance verification was implemented for the
19
20

21
22

sole purpose of supporting the instrument results for an Idaho Code § 18-8004C charge.
The Defendant had an alleged excessive breath test result and so the failure of the
operator to comply with the standards set out by Idaho State Patrol Forensic Services and

23
24

25
26

Idaho Code § 18-8004(4) and Idaho Code § 18-8002A(7)(d) requires the court to suppress
the breath test.

,
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1

It should also be noted that § 5.1.4.1 ofthe Exhibit "3 If SOP specifically allows the

2

.2 solution to be run for verification for any breath test result even though it's not

3

recOlmnended. However, there is no indication that .08 performance verification can be

4

5

run for a .2 or above breath result. The same mistake was done with regard to the breath

6

testing done on January 6, 2011. Exhibit "4" Instrument Log. There was an excessive

7

breath result but yet the operator used the .08 solution for the performance verification.

8

Said use of the .08 solution is in violation of SOP. It is clear that arresting officer,
9

10

operator, and breath testing specialist failed in the requirements of this breath test and

11

performance verification.

12

It also should be noted that there are problems with this breath machine. It keeps

13
14
15

noting "insufficient" and the .08 solution is registering constantly toward the low end of
the range of the Certificate of Analysis of Approval for solution lot number 10802.

16

Ill.
LACK OF TRAINING ON STANDARDS

17
18

19
20
21

22

The breath testing specialist and operator in this particular cas~ indicated that he

•

had not been trained or certified on the SOP that was put into effect on November 1,
2010. Therefore, he could not meet the standards set ou~in Masterson ¥. Department of
Transportation, 150 Idaho 126,244 P.3d 625 (Ct. App. ~10).

23

24
25

26
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IV.

1

FIELD SOBRIETY TEST
2
3

4
5

The court has the ability to review the video tape regarding the field sobriety test.
On the horizontal gaze nystagnus, the officer's testimony was that Mr. Besaw's pupils did
not appear to be the same size. The testimony indicated that the National Highway Traffic

6
7

Safety Administration Manual notes "If the eyes do not track together, or if the pupils are

8

noticeably unequal in size, the chance of medical disorder or injuries the nystagnus is

9

present". In this case, the pupil size was obviously noticeable because the arresting officer

10

put that in his police report, which he testified to at the time of the hearing. Therefore,
11

12
13
14

allowing the horizontal gaze nystagnus in as evidence would be improper. Scientific aura
behind the testing would prejudice that. With regard to the "walk and turn" the court can
note the slope that was present. The surface was not reasonably dry, wasn't level and it

15

was certainly slippery based on the amount of water that was present. The same can be
16
17

said for the "one-leg stand". The officer had no prior experience with Mr. Besaw and

18

would not know what his ability was to perform these field tests in normal conditions. It

19

was raining heavily in January 2011. During the course of the field sobriety test, the court

20
21
22
23

can note everything on the video tape. The court can also note the difference in what the
trooper was wearing and what Mr. Besaw was wearing.
The State should be allowed to introduce evidence on the field sobriety tests on the

24

grounds of foundation, relevance, and that its probative value is substantially outweighed
25

26
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1

by the danger of unfair prejudice. Allowing such evidence violates Mr. Besaw's

2

confrontation rights under the Idaho and United States Constitutions. In one study, over

3

98% of roadside HGN tests were determined to be not properly conducted. See "End-

4

5

Position Nystagmus as Indicator of Ethanol Intoxication", Science & Justice J ournal200 1.

6

See United States vs. Hom, 185 F Supp 2d 530 (D.Md. 2002) ( a copy of which is

7

attached hereto as Exhibit B) and State vs. Lasworth 42 P.3d 844 (N.M. App., 2001) (a

8

copy of which is attached hereto as Exhibit C). The appropriate test for measuring the
9

10

reliability of evidence is Rule 702 of the Idaho Rules of Evidence. See State vs. Gleason,

11

123 Idaho 62, 65, 844 P .2d 691 (1992). In that case, the Idaho Supreme Court questioned

12

the precedential value of State vs. Garrett, 119 Idaho 878, 811 P.2d 488 (1991). The

13

14

Gleason Court affirmed that at most the arresting officer could testify that a nystagmus

15

may only be an indicator of intoxication, not that it is conclusive evidence. Moreover,

16

such evidence cannot be used "to establish or infer any particular correlative BAC level

17

because nystagmus does stem from other causes other than the ingestion of alcohol." See
18
19
20

21

Schultz vs. State of Marvland, 665 A.2d 60, 77 (1995) anda study by Spurgeon Cole,
attached hereto as Exhibit D. Also see the Affidavit of Harold P. Brull in the case of
United States vs. Hom, attached hereto as Exhibit E and also see the Affidavit of Joel P.

22

Wiesen, Ph.D., attached hereto as Exhibit F. See Idaho Rules of Evidence, Rule 104. In
23
24

a more recent Court of Appeals decision, State vs. Parkinson, 128 Idaho 29, 909 P.2d 647

25
26
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1

(Ct.App.1996), the Court cites Gleason to say that the admission of expert testimony

2

regarding scientific evidence is governed by Rule 702, but goes on to "articulate the

3

inquiry envisioned by Rule 702" discussing Daubert vs. Merrell Dow Pharmaceuticals,

4

5
6
7
8

Inc., 502 U.S. 579,113 S.Ct. 2786, 125 L.Ed.2d 469 (1993), for guidance. 128 Idaho, at
p.34. Such inquiry requires,
a preliminary assessment of whether the reasoning or methodology
underlying the testimony is scientifically valid and of whether that
reasoning or methodology properly can be applied to the facts and issues.

9

10
11

12

(quoting Daubert) (emphasis added)
The Trial Court must make a preliminary assessment. Factors to be evaluated
include:

13
14
15
16

Whether the theory or technic in question can be tested, whether it has been
subjected to peer review and publication, its known or potential error rate,
the existence and maintenance of standards governing its use, and whether
it has attracted widespread acceptance within a relevant scientific
cOlmnunity. (quoting Dauber)

17

128 Idaho, at p. 34
18

19
20
21
22
23

24

The Court then synthesized, "other courts sand commentators" in listing these additional
factors:
1) The presence of safeguards and the technique,
,
2) Analogy to other scientific techniques whose resul\s are admissible,
3) The nature and breath of inferences drawn,
4) The extent to which the basic data are verifiable by the court and jury,
5) Availability of other experts to test and evaluate the technique,
6) The probative significance of the evidence and the circumstances ofthe case.

25

26

(Cites omitted) Id.
~
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1

However, the limitation in Parkinson, "just scientific expertise" has been done

2

away with the decision in U. S. Supreme Court case, Kumbo Tire vs. Carmichael, 119

3

S.Ct. 1169 (1999). In that case, the Supreme Court answered the question posed by Justice

4
5

Rehnquist's dissent in Daubert vs. Merrell regarding scientific evidence. Answering

6

affmnatively, in a fairly resounding decision, Justice Breyer authored the near unanimous

7

decision. The Court decided "how Daubert applies to the testimony of engineers and other

8

experts who are not scientists." Id., at p. 1171. Answering this question, resolved a circuit
9

10

split, where several circuits, notably the Third, Fifth, and Eighth had indicated that

11

Daubert applied to all expert testimony while the Second, Ninth, Tenth and Eleventh

12

Circuits held that Daubert applies only to the admission of "scientific" expert testimony.

13
14
15
16

The Court concluded that Daubert's strictures apply not just to "scientific" evidence, but
to all forms of proposed expert testimony. Kumbo 119 S.Ct., at 1171, 1175.
The Court, in stressing the importance of the gatekeeping function of a trial judge,

17

noted that its objective was to:
18

19
20

21
22
23

"ensure the reliability and relevancy of expert testimony, to make certain
that an expert, whether basing testimony upon professional studies or
personal experience, employs in the courtroom the same level dlfintellectual
rigor that characterizes the practice of an expert in the relevant field."
Id., at p. 1176.
In order to ensure this level of reliability, Daubert's teaching and tests must be

24

applied to all expertise, whether it be scientific or "technical" or "other specialized"
25
26
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1

knowledge. Kumbo, at p. 1174. These requirements must exist because all experts, not

2

just scientific ones, unlike ordinary witnesses are given this wide latitude to offer opinions

3

- including those not base upon firsthand observations or knowledge. Kumbo, at p. 1174.

4
5

While the Idaho Supreme Court has used a Rule 702 case-by-case test of reliability

6

for admission of expert testimony, the Court of Appeals has used Daubert, 509 U.S. 579

7

(1993) and similar factors, which include:

8
9

10
11

12

13
14

a) Whether the theory or technique in question can be tested;
b) Whether it has been subjected to peer review and publication;
c) Its known or potential error rate;
d) The existence and maintenance of standards governing its use; and
e) Whether it has attracted widespread acceptance within a relevant
scientific community.
The Idaho Court of Appeals uses the following criteria that a trial court might
consider when analyzing scientific evidence:

15
16

17
18

19
20

21

a) The presence of safeguards in the techniques;
b) Analogy to other scientific techniques whose results are admissible;
c) The nature and breadth of inference drawn;
d) The extent to which the basic data are verifiable by the court and jury;
e) Availability of other experts to test and evaluate the technique; and
f) The probative significance ofthe evidence in the circumstances of the case.
State vs. Konechny, 3 P.3d 535, 134 Idaho 410 (App.Ct.2000); Kumbo Tire vs.
Carmichael, 119 S.Ct. 1169 (1999); State vs. Parkinson, 909 P.2d 647, 128 Idaho 29,

22
23

(Idaho App. 1996).

24
25

26
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1

The field sobriety tests administered in Mr. Besaw's case do not meet the

2

requirements of Daubert, Kumbo or Rule 702, nor can the arresting officer lay a sufficient

3

foundation to admit such evidence. Further, Mr. Besaw has no way to confront or

4
5

6
7

challenge the officer's observations of these presumed psychological or psychophysical
reaction of eyes, therefore, such evidence should not be allowed.
In using the case law set out above, the Court must determine that the field sobriety

8

tests result lack reliability and do not follow the requirements of the Rule 702 standards.
9

10

The factors, as noted above, cannot be met by the State in this case. Mr. Besaw requests

11

that evidence obtained against him be suppressed on the grounds that his due process and

12

other constitutional rights, as protected under the Idaho State Constitution and the United

13

14

States Constitution, were violated. The Court can also note cases from Kansas and Ohio.

15

In State vs. Witte. 836 p.2d 110 (Kansas 1992), the Kansas Court criticized states like

16

Idaho for accepting field sobriety tests based on State vs. Superior Court. 718 P. 2d 171

17

(Arizona). The Kansas Court noted:

18

19
20
21
22
23

"The Idaho Supreme Court also followed the Arizona opinion. The Idaho
Court noted that no evidence or publication had been presented that refuted
the Arizona opinion." State vs. Garrett, 119 Idaho 878, 881,811 P.2d 488
(1991).
At pp. 1118 and 1119.
The Kansas Supreme Court went on to criticize the Arizona Court by outlining

24

several contrary scientific studies that dealt with the horizontal gaze nystagmus test. The
25

26
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1

2
3

4
5

Kansas Supreme Court concluded:
"If the Arizona Supreme Court had had the evidence before it, it may not
have held that the HGN evidence satisfies the Frye admissibility
requirements. The reliability of the HGN test is not currently a settled
position in the scientific community."
At p. 1121.

6
7

The Court may be better able to understand Mr. Besaw's position by looking at

8

Judge Lansing's dissenting opinion in State vs. Mazzuca, 132 Idaho 868,979 P.2d 1226

9

(Ct.App. 1999). This case dealt with the Intoxilyzer 5000 and the foundation for the

10

evidence allowing the breath result in. Judge Lansing stated:

11

12
13
14

"To bolster its holding that this foundation suffices, the majority opinion
relies upon several cases from other jurisdictions where the expert testimony
was more complete. In my view, this reliance is misplaced, for expert
testimony given in other cases cannot substitute for an evidentiary
foundation properly presented before the magistrate."

15
16

Atp.872.

17

Judge Lansing then went on to criticize the State vs. Garrett, supra, decision. She stated:

18

"Since then, the Idaho Supreme Court has made it crystal clear that the Frye
test is not to be utilized as the standard for admission of scientific or
technical evidence. See State vs. Faught, 127 Idaho 873, 876, 908 P.2d 556
(1995). Rather, the proper standard is stated in LR.E. 702."

19
20

21

At p. 872.

22
23
24

Judge Lansing concluded her dissenting opinion by stating:
"Thus, the admissibility of the Intoxilyzer 5000 test at issue here turns upon
the sufficiency of the foundational testimony presented to the magistrate in

25

26
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1

this case, not information contained in decisions from other courts."
(emphasis original)

2
3

Atp.872.

4

The Court's attention can also be drawn to a recent Eighth Circuit case, U. S. vs.

5

Iron Cloud, 171 F.3d 587, (8 th Cir.1999). In this case, Iron Cloud requested a Daubert

6

hearing on the reliability of the portable breath testing device. Said evidence being an
7

8

Aleo Sensor III. The trialjudge in Mr. Iron Cloud's case took the accuracy of the portable

9

breath test device for granted and he ignored the established procedure. It is interesting

10

that several states do not allow an Aleo Sensor III to be used at trial, holding that the

11

12

preliminary breath tester may only be admissible to establish probable cause. See Boyd

13

vs. City of Montgomery, 472 So.2d 694, 697 (Ala.App.1985). Patrick vs. State, 750

14

S.W.2d 391, 394 (Ark. 1988), State vs. Strizich, 952 P.2d 1365, 1371 (Mont. 1997),

15

Thompson vs. State Department of Licensing, 960 P.2d475, 477 (Wash. App. 1998). The
16
17

government argued in Iron Cloud that the District Court was correct in admitting the

18

results of the portable breath testing device without a Daubert hearing because the

19

technology had been in use for an extended period of time. The Court hoted, however,

20
21
22
23

24
25

"the mere fact that a test has been used for a long time does not make it reliable." At. P.
591. The Eighth Circuit goes on to state:
"The experts disagree on the reliability ofthe intoxilyzer test. The defense
counsel challenged the accuracy of both the PBT and the intoxilyzer test.
CLOSING ARGUMENT
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1
2

3
4

5

The intoxilyzer test is measured from the use of the breath, not the blood,
so a ratio must be applied to get the results in the form of the blood alcohol
level. The defense contended that this ratio can lead to inaccuracies. The
government's expert conceded on cross-examination that the blood test was
the most reliable of the three tests and that the intoxilyzer tests brought
many variables into play."
Atp.592.

6

Moreover, the Court must note that nothing in Daubert, Kumbo, Parkinson, and
7
8

Rule 702 require the Court to admit opinion testimony that is connected to existing data

9

only by the ipse dixit of an expert. Kumbo, at 1179.

10

In the case at bar, the government can not satisfy the reliability, accuracy, or

11

12

relevancy predicates for the admission of "expert" officer opinion testimony for the

13

standardized sobriety tests given or the Defendant's performance on them for the

14

following reasons:

15

1.

There is not a substantial basis as to what an average intoxicated person's
performance would be where a pretest practice session was not allowed;

2.

There is not a substantial factual basis as to what an average non-intoxicated
and uncoordinated persons' performance would be where a pretest practice
session was not allowed;
•

3.

There is not a substantial basis for believing the tests ·can distinguish
bet\veen an intoxicated person's perfonnance and the normal metal and/or
physical faculties, ofanormally coordinated and/or normally uncoordinated
non-intoxicated persons performance ofthe tests;

4.

There is not a substantial factual basis for believing the witness possesses
any specialized medical/scientific training to proffer an expert opinion;

16

17
18

19
20

21

22
23
24

25
26
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1

5.

There is not a substantial basis for knowing what the defendant's normal
mental and/or physical faculties were supposed to be at the time of police
testing in order to properly and relevantly compare his normal unpracticed
performance and the performance observed;

6.

There is not a substantial basis to believe that these tests were medically
tested to be medically reliable and accurate;

7.

There is not a substantial basis to believe that these tests have been
subjected to meaningful peer review;

8

There is not a substantial basis for believing that these tests have been
universally accepted within the medical and/or scientific community as
being accurate and reliable indicators of a person being intoxicated to the
exclusion of other non-intoxicated reasons for not having the same normal
mental and/or physical faculties of a perfectly average person;

9.

There is not a substantial basis for believing that either the methodology or
techniques utilized by the witness can be correlated to explicitly
distinguished between the test performance of an intoxicated person and a
perfectly average non-intoxicated person, and then to implicitly correlate
those performances and the perfonnances of the defendant in this case.

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11

12
13
14

15

In State vs. Homan, 732 N.E.2d 952, 89 Ohio St. 3d 421 (Ohio 2000), the Ohio
16
17
18

19
20

21

Supreme Court stated in discussing the field sobriety test:
"The small margins of error that characterized field sobriety tests make
strict compliance critical."
Atp.956.
The Court continued:

22
23

"The HGN test is not the only field sobriety test that required special care
in its administration."

24

Atp.956.
25
26
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1

The Court concluded its holding by stating:
2
3

4
5

"In contrast we fmd that strict compliance with standardized field sobriety
testing procedures is neither unrealistic nor humanly impossible in the great
majority of vehicle stops in which the policy choose to administer the test."

At p. 957.

6

The Court can also look at State vs. Evtchison, 136 Idaho 210,30 P.3d 988 (Idaho
7
8
9

10
11

12

App., 2001). The Court of Appeals in commenting on the use of an expert indicated:
"The admissibility of expert testimony is governed by Idaho Rule of
Evidence 702."
At. p. 990.
The Trial Court in Mr. Besaw's case is required to conduct a Rule 702 Parkinson,

13

14

Kumbo, hearing to detennine whether or not in this particular case field sobriety tests are

15

settled science, as required in Rule 702 and Idaho Criminal Rule 12(b). The Court of

16

Appeals in the Evtchison case commented on the change of the Federal Rule 702

17

regarding expert testimony. See p. 990, footnotes 1 and 2. See also changes to Idaho

18

19
20

21

Criminal Rule 16(b)(7).
The Federal Judicial Center has developed a Reference Manual on Scientific
Evidence as a result of the several federal cases that have developed regarding Rule 702

22

which have been cited above. The manual states in pertinent part:
23
24

25

26

"Objections to expert evidence relating to admissibility, qualifications of
a witness, or existence of a privilege should be raised and decided in
advance of trial whenever possible."
At. p. 53.

1
.J..
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The manual cites, in a footnote, Daubert vs. Merrell Dow Pharmaceuticals, supra:
2
3
4

5

"B efore admitting expert testimony, the trial court must make a 'preliminary
assessment of whether the reasoning or methodology underlying the
testimony is scientifically valid'." (emphasis added)
At p. 53.

6
7

8
9

10
11

12
13

14

The manual also states:
"In a criminal case in which the defense challenges the prosecution's expert
testimony, a trial court may choose to proceed differently than it would in
a civil case, in light of factors such as the narrower scope of discovery, the
defense's lack of resources and need for expert assistance, and the
Government's role in deVeloping the expertise that is now in question. AS
in civil cases, the Court must take into account the particular facts of the
case. Whatever the District Court does, a clear message that emerges from
the Court's remarkably detailed factual analysis in Kumbo is that the
District Court must explain its choices so that the Appellate Court now has
an adequate basis for review."

15

At p. 29.

16

The manual also states:

17
18

19
20

21

"Of course, even if a court has no objection to the particular methodology'S
relevance in proving causation, it may disagree with how it was applied in
the particular case. As the Supreme Court said in Joiner, 'Nothing ....
requires a District Court to admit opinion evidence which is co~cted to
existing data only by the ipse dixit ofthe expert'."
At. p. 33.

22

A North Dakota Law Review (Vol. 71, No.3, 1995) article strongly criticizes the
23
24

North Dakota decision in Citv of Fargo vs. McLaughlin, 512 N.W.2d 700, (N.D. 1994)

25
26
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1

and the use of such cases as the State vs. Superior Court, supra, regarding field sobriety

2

tests. The Law Review article, after an extensive review of field sobriety tests and the

3

horizontal gaze nystagmus test, concluded:

4
5

6
7
8

"The scientific foundation of the HGNT is at best weak. Although
:N'HTSAs work claims to have found a correlation between BAC and HGNT
performance, this research has not been replicated by independent
investigators. The lack of evidence makes the continued use ofHGNT's
grounding in scientific principles, the admittance of such evidence in the
courtroom suit should be subject to the standards of admissibility of
scientific evidence."

9

10

At p. 694.
The article indicated there has been minimal peer review and publication and that

11

12

the lack of interest in the area and the misunderstanding of findings had lead to a lack of

13

agreement within any scientific community which could be considered appropriate. The

14

last sentence of the article states:

15
16

17

"Therefore, the North Dakota Supreme Court erred in not requiring proof
of scientific validity through expert testimonv prior to the admittance of
HGNT results for the purpose of showing circumstantial evidence of
intoxication." (emphasis added)

18
19
20

21

•

At p. 696.

The science behind the field sobriety tests used in Mr. Besaw's case must be
analyzed by the Trial Court.

22

Statevs. Witte, 836 P.2d 110 (Kansas 1992) and Statevs. Homan, 732 N.E.2d 952,
23
24

89 Ohio St.3d 421 (Ohio 2000) which was cited above, support Mr. Besaw's argument

25
26
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1

that cases like State vs. Superior Court and the City ofF argo vs. McLaughlin, do not meet

2

the requirements of Rule 702 of the Idaho Rules of Evidence. The State will not refute

3

the criticisms raised by State vs. Witte, nor will the State refute the North Dakota Law

4

5

6

Review article criticizing the North Dakota Supreme Court's decision regarding the
horizontal gaze nystagmus test.

7

In State vs. Garrett, (supra) the Court in a plurality opinion, detennined the

8

scientific reliability ofthe horizontal gaze nystagmus. Chief Justice Bakes concurred in
9

10
11

12

the opinion while Justice McDevitt concurred in the results only. Justice Boyle filed a
special concurring opinion rejecting the use of the

Em

standard and Justice Johnson

dissented. Justice Johnson advocated a standard of independent reliability. Justice

13
14

Johnson's dissent reflects what has been done by the Idaho and Federal Courts in recent

15

cases like Parkinson and Eytchison, Daubert and Kumbo. In State vs. Garrett, the Court

16

stated:

17
18

19

"B ecause the reliability of a test based on a scientifically tested phenomenon
should not vary from jurisdiction to jurisdiction, we examine what other
jurisdictions have done when HG test results are offered as evidence in DUI
cases."

20
21
22
23
24

25

At p. 880.
In Footnote 3, the Court states:
"Such' decisions' are persuasive only as they contain analysis and reasoning
which recommend itself to this Court."
Atp.880.

26
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1

2
3
4
5

The Garrett Court cited State vs. Superior Court:
"We have been furnished with no publications or other authority which
refutes the reasoned decision of the Arizona Court."
At p. 88l.
It is submitted that Mr. Garrett's counsel did not provide an adequate argument

6

7

regarding filed sobriety tests. Mr. Besaw should not be held accountable for the failures

8

of Defendant counsel from a 1991 decision. Justice Johnson, in his dissent, lists succinctly

9

the problems ofthe holding of the plurality when he stated:

10
11

12
13

14
15
16
17
18

19

"If this {the testimony of the arresting officer} establishes the reliability for
admissibility for expert opinion based on new scientific methods, then we
must be prepared to accept the admissibility of the results ofthe polygraph
examination based on the testimony of polygraph operators, the
admissibility of DNA tests based on the testimony oflaboratorytechnicians
who conduct the tests, and the results of other forms of 'scientific' testing
based on the testimony of those who conduct the tests. In my view, this is
not the type of reliability that we should require before allowing testimony
of the results of tests conducted based on new scientific methods. The
foundation should be laid by experts who have researched the tests and are
available to testifY as to the scientific basis for the test." (emphasis added)
At p. 885.
The State ofIdaho has never provided said foundation with regard to field sobriety

20
21

tests. There has never been a true Rule 702 hearing as envisioned by Daubert, Kumbo,

22

Parkinson, or Konechv. The Garrett and Gleason cases are bad law and should be

23

overturned.

24
25

26
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1

The Court may also want to look at State vs. Duffy, 778 A.2d 415 (N.H. 2000). In

2

that particular case, Mr. DuffY was arrested after performing field sobriety tests. The New

3

Hampshire Supreme Court indicated:

4

"The defendant also argues that the results of the HON test were improperly
admitted. Because this issue is likely to arise on remand, we will address
it. (Cite omitted). New Hampshire Rule of Evidence 702 requires that
opinion evidence based upon scientific principles, must meet a threshold
level of reliability to be admissible. (Cite omitted). This Court has never
decided if the HON test is based on scientific principles within the meaning
of Rule 702. The trial court did make any preliminary determination in this
regard. Rather, with respect to the evidence, the court noted, "It is very,
very, subjective in this Court's opinion ... .It's a question of what weight I
give it, I guess." On remand, if the State intends to offer evidence of the
HON test, it should note that this court recently ordered, in a factually and
procedurally similar case, that the Concord District Court hold a hearing
regarding the reliability of the HON test and whether Rule 702 requires
preliminary findings prior to its admission."

5
6

7
8

9

10
11

12
13
14

At pp. 418-419.

15

In State ofN ew Hampshire vs. Michael Dahood, New Hampshire Case No. 99-510,
16

17

the Supreme Court remanded the issue of the HGN test to the District Court. It's Order

18

stated:

19
20
21
22
23

"In denying the defendant's motion to exclude the HON testimony, the
district court relied upon the reasoning of the supreme judicial court of
Main in State vs. Taylor 694 A.2d 907 (Maine 1997), which took judicial
notice ofthe reliability of the HON test. The district court also relied upon
the factual findings of a 1987 superior court order. The trial court did no,
however, hold a preliminary hearing to establish the reliability ofthe HON
test. "

24

See Order issued by State of New Hampshire Supreme Court, June 5, 2001.
25

26
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1

The Idaho Supreme Court in Garrett accepted standards that, even in the best

2

circumstances, (in the laboratory), have a 23% failure rate (HGN), a 32% failure rate

3

(walk and turn) and a 35% failure rate (one leg stand). There is a well written article by

4
5

Phillip B. Price and Sturgeon Cole in the April 21, 2001 magazine, The Champion

6

published by the National Association of Criminal Defense LaWyers. See Idaho Rules of

7

Evidence, Rule 104.

The authors criticize the National Highway Traffic Safety

8

Administration field sobriety test validation. The author states:
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16

17

"There has been no attempt to establish norms for the SFST. We have no
idea how well a sober person can perfonn on the SFST. How does age or
gender affect perfonnance? How does fatigue or practice affect
performance? If an individual perfonns poorly at a .11 % BAC, how does
that compare with his or her performance with a BAC of .OO%? Before any
individual's performance can be considered at 'test', that particular
individual's baseline with no alcohol must be known and factored in.
Without answers to these basic questions, the SFST remains in the same
category as tarot cards." (emphasis added)
At p. 42.
The authors then go on to discuss the number of false arrests:

18

19
20
21
22
23

"Of the sober individuals that were involved in the Colorado, Florida and
San Diego studies, the officers falsely arrested 24%, 18% and 29%,
respectively. That is an average of23 .6% false arrest rate. What this means
is that if the SFST are used as a decision of whether to arrest an individual
for an alcohol related offense, one out of every four sober people will be
falsely arrested." (emphasis added)
At p. 42.

24
25
26
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1

2
3

In the State vs. Gleason, case, no real "expert" was called. As Justice Johnson
indicated in Garrett, the "expert" in question was the individual who conducted the test.
In Gleason, Justice Bistline in his concurrence in result states: "The majority's bare

4
5

statement that l.R.E. 702 is the appropriate test provides no guidance to the bench and bar

6

as to how to determine scientific reliability." Justice Bistline then questions the use of

7

Rule 702 by stating:

8
9

10
11

12

"Questions that come to mind include: What level of scientific reliability,
if any, is required before evidence will assist the trier of fact? What
constitutes scientific reliability? How reliable does scientific evidence have
to be before it is admissible? On whose scale do we measure the amount of
reliability? What unit of measurement is being used?"
Atp.67.

13
14

There is in Gleason no Rule 702 analysis. The Rule 702 analysis, missing from

15

Gleason and Garrett, is found in cases like Daubert, Kumbo, and Parkinson. In Gehring,

16

supra, the Court allowed Officer Carrington to testifY about his assessment of a person's

17

sobriety, based on field sobriety tests, being 95% accurate. Officer Carrington's testimony

18
19
20
21

is in stark contrast to the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration's testing noted
above and other current studies. (See Hom, supra.)
The State may argue that :Mr. Besaw is trying to overturn prior precedent. The use

22

ofIdaho Rule of Evidence 702 is supported by Gleason. However, the use of a Rule 702
23
24

analysis is lacking, but can be expanded as required by federal case law and the Idaho

25

26
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1

cases that have accepted the federal court reasoning. A Trial Court must do more under

2

its gatekeeping function before any field sobriety test should be allowed before a jury.

3

Vv'hat scientific publications the Garrett Court refers to is unknown and not set out.

4
5

In fact, the State will not be able to support its position by pointing to any scientific

6

evidence that supports the use of the field sobriety tests let alone the horizontal gaze

7

nystagmus.

8

In State vs. Torres, 976 P.2d 20 (New Mexico 1999), the Court had at issue the
9

10

admissibility ofthe horizontal gaze nystagmus test. The Court applied a Daubert analysis

11

and determined that:

12

13

14

"The better view, however, is that the Albericio-Daubert standard is not
limited to novel scientific theories." (Cites omitted)
At p. 30.

15
16

The Court determined that the Trial Court, pursuant to the Rules of Evidence, must

17

ensure that any and all scientific testimony or evidence admitted pursuant to Rule 702 was

18

not only relevant but reliable. At p. 32. The Court stated:

19

20
21

"Our review ofthe record indicates that the trial court did not consider any
of the required factors for assessing the evidentiary reliability of HGN
testing in this case, nor was there an appropriate focus on principles and
methodology."

22

At p. Id.
23

24
25

26
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1

The New Mexico Court commented on State vs. Superior Court, the case that the

2

Idaho Supreme Court used in State vs. Garrett. The New Mexico Court noted that part of

3

the reason the Arizona Courts may regard additional expert testimony as unnecessary is

4

5

that in Arizona the Courts only admit the HGN evidence for limited purposes such as

6

establishing probable cause and corroborating the result of more reliable sobriety tests

7

such as chemical analysis of breath, blood or urine. (See Superior Court, 718 P.2d 181-

8

182) At pp 31-32. Will the Trial Court allow the use ofthe horizontal gaze nystagmus test
9

10

for more than probable cause purposes? In the Torres case, no chemical analysis of Mr.

11

Torres' BAC was provided. The Torres Court also concluded that the officer's training

12

and experience was not sufficiently probative of the test's evidentiary reliability.

13
14

The Court stated:
"Nevertheless, we find persuasive the reasoning of other courts which have
held that if police officers are not qualified to testifY about the scientific
basis underlying the HGN test, they are not competent to establish that the
test satisfies the relevant admissibility standard. (Cites omitted)

15

16
17

18
19

Id.
The Torres Court also determined that it was improper to look for scientific

20
21

acceptance only from reported case law. At p. 32. Shouldn't Idaho and this Trial Court

22

do the same? In the Torres case, the arresting officer testified that the National Highway

23

Traffic Safety Administration accepted the HGN testing, that the test was nationally

24

certified, and that the test was given routinely. Even with that evidence, the Court found

25

26
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1

that his testimony was not sufficient to establish the evidentiary reliability required by

2

Daubert. The Court stated:

3

4
5

6
7

"Officer Bowdich was not qualified to testify about the scientific basis of
HGN testing and although his testimony let support for a conclusion that the
test was widely used - thus giving rise to an inference of general acceptance
- his testimony did not explain how the test proved intoxication. He,
therefore, did not assist the trier of fact in understanding the scientific
validity of the test"

8

At p. 33.

9

The Court also determined:

10
11

12

"We therefore determine that judicial notice of the evidentiary reliability of
HGN testing would be inappropriate at this time."
At p. 33.

13
14

15
16
17

The record reflects that the arresting officer did not follow the requirements of the
NHTSA manual. See State vs. Homan, 732 N.E.2d 952 (Ohio 2000).
The Torres Court also addressed the issue of harmless error and found that the
admissions of the horizontal gaze nystagmus was not hannless error. It stated:

18

19
20
21
22
23

"Error in the admission of evidence in a criminal trial must be declared
prejudicial and not harmless if there is a reasonable possibility that the
evidence complained of might have contributed to the conviction."
(emphasis added)
"We conclude that the error in this case was not harmless, because there is
a reasonable possibility that the admission of Officer Bowdich's HON
testimony might have contributed to Torres' conviction." (emphasis added)
At p. 36.

25

26
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1

The Court in Wilson vs. State, 723 A.2d.494 (Maryland App. 1999) also found that

2

the decision on the HON from State vs. Superior Court was only sufficiently reliable to

3

be a factor in establishing probable cause. At p. 499. The Wilson Court also found that

4

5
6

the admission of horizontal gaze nystagmus was not harmless error. The Court stated:
"Because we cannot say the error did not contribute to the jury's conviction
as to the DUI charge, we must vacate the DUI conviction."

7

8
9

10

At p. 502.
The Court in State vs. Helms, 504 S.E.2d 293 (N.C. 1998) fourd that a police
officer could not provide adequate foundation for the correlation between intoxication and

11

12
13
14
15

nystagmus, and therefore his testimony was not adequate foundation for the admission of
HON test results. The North Carolina Court concluded that:
"Until there is sufficient scientifically reliable evidence as to the correlation
between intoxication and nystagmus, it is improper to permit a lay person
to testifY as to the meaning ofHON test results."

16
17
18

19

At p. 295.
The North Carolina Court found that the arresting officer's testimony was that of
a lay person. The North Caroline Supreme Court reversed the Court of Appeals with

20
21
22
23
24

regard to the HON test results being harmless error. The Court stated:
"We conclude that, in light of the heightened credence juries tend to give
scientific evidence, there is a reasonable probability that had evidence of the
HON test results not been erroneously admitted, a different outcome would
have been reached at trial. "

25

26
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1

2
3

At p. 296. See also State vs. Garrett, at pp. 88l.
In the Montana case, Hulse vs. State Department of Justice, Motor Vehicle
Division, 961 P.2d 75 (Montana 1998), the Court followed the rationale from the above

4

5

6
7

8
9

10
11

12
13
14
15

16

cited case:
"No testimony was presented either through Officer Kennedy or another
expert witness describing the underlying scientific basis of the HGN test
other than Officer Kennedy's explanation that everyone's eye will exhibit
nystagmus at 'maximum deviation', but that' [wJith the introduction of
alcohol into the system, the nystagmus becomes more prevalant and it
doesn't cease .... ' This testimony shows that Officer Kennedy was trained
to administer the HGN test and, in fact, administered the HGN test in
accordance with his training and, therefore, he was qualified to testifY as to
both his administration of the HGN test and his evaluation of Hulse's
performance. However, nothing in the evidence establishes that Officer
Kennedy had special training or education nor adequate knowledge
qualifYing him as an expert to explain the correlation between alcohol
consumption and nystagmus, the underlying scientific basis of the HGN test.
Accordingly, we conclude that there was insufficient foundation for the
admission of evidence concerning the HGN test and the district Court
abused its discretion when it summarily denied Hulse's motion in limine
and allowed Officer Kennedy to testifY as to Hulse's HGN test results."

17

At p. 95.
18

19

In State vs. Ito, 978 P.2d 191 (Hawaii App. 1999) the Court determined that the

20

horizontal gaze nystagmus test had a 23% error rate in detecting individuals with a BAC

21

of.1 % or greater and a 35% error rate in detecting persons with a .08% BAC or greater.

22
23

24

At p. 203. The Hawaiian Court cited State vs. O'Kev, 899 P.2d 687 (Oregon 1995). The
Oregon Court noted that part ofthe training the officers had to undergo required them to

25

26
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1

ask, before administering the HGN test, whether the person had a head injury, was ill or

2

was taking medication. The officer in Hawaii had a whole series of questions that were

3

required to be asked before the HGN test could be required. See page 204. No such

4

5
6

questions were asked of Mr. Besaw. The Hawaiian Court noted as to whether the HGN
test is susceptible to abuse, one of the criticisms leveled at the test is that,

7

"It is wholly subjective - the police officer has no physical sample to take

8

to the laboratory. Thus, the suspect is not able to have his or her expert
examine the evidence .... [and] cannot contradict the officer's testimony[.]
(Cite omitted), in our view, however, this concern is minimized as long as
the HGN test results are limited solely to probable cause determinations."
(emphasis added)

9

10
11

12

At p. 204.

13

In Mr. Besaw's case, the State does not want the field sobriety tests limited to a

14

probable cause detennination, but used as evidence to prove intoxication beyond a

15

reasonable doubt. The Hawaiian Court noted that in Mississippi, the HGN test was not
16

17

admissible at trial but that the Supreme Court of Mississippi held that the HGN test results

18

were reliable for purposes of determining probable cause. At p. 706. The Hawaiian Court

19

in vacating the Trial Court's detennination of probable cause on the HGN test noted that

20
21

officers are required to check themselves "monthly with an [8x15 square template or

22

cardboard with a diagonal line drawn from one comer to another to demark 45 degrees]

23

to be sure that your accuracy has been sustained." Footnote 10 at p. 210. The Court also

24

noted the warnings set out in the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration manual:
25

26
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1

2
3
4
5

6
7

"ONLY WHEN THE TESTS ARE ADMINISTERED IN THE
PRESCRIBED STANDARDIZED MANNER; AND ONLY WHEN THE
STANDARDIZED CLUES ARE USED TO ASSESS THE SUSPECT'S
PERFORMANCE; AND, ONLY WHEN THE STANDARDIZED
CRITERlAARE EMPLOYED TO INTERPRET THAT PERFORMANCE.
IF ANY ONE OF THE STANDARDIZED FIELD SOBRIETY TEST
ELEMENTS IS CHANGED, THE VALIDITY IS COMPROMISED."
At p. 210.
The opinion from State vs. Doriguzzi, 760 A.2d 366 (N.J. Super A.D. 2000) found

8

that it is unusual for an Appellate Court to exclusively on judicial notice and that,
9

10
11

12
13

14
15

16
17

"In the present case, a survey of the relevant decisions around the country
does not provide us with the level of certainty necessary to approve HGN
testing for future case. We also note that our ability to comprehend the
technical writings in this field or the interpretations of them by other
scientists is hampered by the very problem that cause our inquiry - i.e., we
are not scientists with technical backgrounds. While it may very well be
that the HGN testing can meet the Frve test, we believe that he case which
decides the issue for all other cases in New Jersey should be grounded in
sufficient expert testimony to assure defendants that the state alike that a
conviction for driving under the influence, when based in part on HGN
testing, is a conviction grounded in reliable scientific data. The
consequences of a drunk driving conviction are severe and may include
incarceration. "

18

19
20

21

At p. 342.
The New Jersey Court then goes on to cite quite extensively from the Kansas
Supreme Court in State vs. \Vitte in its criticism ofthe State vs. Superior Court decision

22
23

24

used by Idaho to support its horizontal gaz nystagmus decision. The New Jersey Court
then noted an Illinois decision. The New Jersey Court stated:

25

26
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1
2

3
4
5

"The Kirk court stated:
Reliance upon other court's opmlOns can be problematic: Unless the
question of general acceptance has been thoroughly and thoughtfully
litigated in the previous cases .... reliance on judicial practice is a hollow
ritual.' McCormick Section 203, at 870, n. 20."
At p. 346.

6
7

The Court then states:

8
9

10

"Judicial notice could become a yellow brick road for judicial acceptance
of bogus or at least unvalidated scientific theories or techniques."
Atp.346.

11

12
13
14
15
16

17
18
19

The New Jersey Court then commented on the Arizona decision by stating:
"The expert retained by the prosecution in Blake, Dr. Bums, was the
individual who conducted the study that lead to the National Highway
Traffic Safety Administration's adoption of the HGN test. Police
departments, in turn, have adopted the NHTSA's recommendations. In
Blake, Dr. Burns supported the NHTSA's manual and the fact that the test
is used by different police departments. By doing so, however, she in
essence referred back to her own conclusions, magnifying the opportunity
of error. We do not say that Dr. Burns' conclusions on the subject are
flawed, only that the issue has not been fully and thoroughly litigated."
At pp. 346-347.

20
21

The Court in the New Jersey case was also asked to find that the HGN test results

22

admitted to evidence would likely be hannless error. However, in the New Jersey case,

23

there was no breathalyzer result and the HGN test result was an integral part of the

24

decision in fmding the defendant guilty. The Court then states:
25

26
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1

2

3

"We know it a recurrent theme in the decision from other jurisdictions that
a jury may be inappropriate influenced by the apparent scientific precision
of the HGN testing or otherwise fail to properly understand it."
At p. 347.

4

5

The Court determined that it was not harmless error to allow the HGN test as

6

evidence and reverse the defendant's conviction. See State vs. Barcella, 135 Idaho 191,

7

199 (Ct.App. 2000).

8

u.

S. vs. Hom, 185 F Supp 2d 530 (D.Md. 2002) is also a case of extreme

9

10

inappropriateness and should be reviewed by the court regarding the experts call by both

11

sides, the state and the driver. The Court is asked to read this case as it has a complete

12

history of case reviews of the field sobriety tests throughout the Country.

13

V.
THERE IS NO 15 MINUTE WAIT

14
15

There are a number ofIdaho cases that are on point and are discussed below. There
16

17

has to be a 15 minute observation period prior to breath testing. See State v. Stump, 146

18

Idaho 857 (Ct. App. 2009). The Stump case is interesting because it points to the specific

19

standard of observation required. See also Wheeler v. Idaho Transportation Department,

20
21

(supra).

22

In Stump, the driver was transported to the Teton County Sheriff s office to test his

23

breath alcohol using an Intoxilyzer 5000. The arresting officer was in the same room with

24

Mr. Stump. The Court noted that there was no evidence in the record of any circumstances

25

26
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1

or conditions inside the room which might have interfered with or impaired the arresting

2

officer's senses. Officer Hurt also advised Mr. Stump to tell him if he had belched or

3

regurgitated during the 15 minute wait.

4

5

In Defendant's case, the arresting officer did not tell Mr. Besaw that he needed to

6

advise the officer ifhe actually belched, burped, or the like. In Mr. Besaw's case, they were

7

outside. The Court noted in State v. DeFranco. 143 Idaho. 335,338, 144 P.3d. 40, 43 (Ct.

8

App. 2006) that the fifteen minute monitoring period is not an odorous burden and
9

10

will be met if the Officer stays in close physical proximity to the test subject so the

11

Officer's senses of sight, smell and hearing can be employed.

12

In State v. Carson, 133 Idaho 451, (Ct. App. 1999), the Court was faced with a 15

13
14

minute wait that occurred in a law enforcement vehicle while the driver was being

15

transported to the Washington County Sheriffs Office to use the Intoxilyzer 5000. In that

16

case, Mr. Carson was asked ifhe had belched or vomited or burped, etc. during the drive.

17

The arresting officer said he intermittently observed Mr. Carson in the rearview mirror and

18
19

20
21

listened for any indication of belching or regurgitation. The arresting officer testified that
because of the late hour he encountered no traffic on the road and his police radio was quiet
throughout the trip. The officer then acknowledged during cross examination that is was

22

raining and that the windshield wipers were operating. The Court found that the arresting
23

24

officer's attention was not devoted to Mr. Carlson and that evidence presented at the motion

25

26
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1

hearing and common sense, tells us that an officer's ability to use his hearing as a substitute

2

for visual observation was impeded by noise with the automobile engine, tires on the road,

3

rain and windshield wipers.

4

5

In State v. DeFranco, (supra), a similar situation to .Mr. Besaw's case is presented.

6

The instrument used was the AlcoSensor III. In DeFranco. the officer left the patrol car's

7

rear door open and entered through the front passenger door, called dispatch momentarily

8

and removed his A1coSensor equipment that had been on the front seat. He then walked to
9

10

the rear of the vehicle, opened the trunk and looked through a file box to find a advisory

11

form. The Court found that the observation period was not possible based on these

12

circumstances.

13
14

The Court noted that, as in Carson, the officer was not always in a physical position

15

to either use his sight or alternatively his senses of smell or hearing to accomplish the

16

purpose ofthe monitoring period.

17

In Besaw, it is clear from the video that Trooper Talbott's attention was distracted
18

19
20
21

from.Mr. Besaw. It is clear that during the 15 minute wait, Trooper Talbott's attention and
senses were not on.Mr. Besaw. It is also clear, that 21st Street was quite a busy road during
the period oftime.Mr. Besaw sat in the back ofthe Trooper's vehicle.

22

It is interesting to note the [mal comments by the Court of Appeals in DeFranco,
23

24

(supra):

25
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1

2
3

4
5

"If an officer deviates from that practice, without beginning the fifteen
minute period anew, which is always an alternative in cases of uncertainty,
the officer risks that the breath test results will be rendered inadmissible.
Such is the result here."
At p.338

It is clear that the officer did not complete the 15 minute wait observation period.

6

He was distracted by outside influences. This is not a situation in which Mr. Besaw and the
7
8

officer were enclosed in a ten foot room. Mr. Besaw was sitting in the back of an ISP

9

vehicle, in a parking lot, next to one of the busiest streets in Lewiston.

10

The court should strike the breath test based on the fact that the 15 minute wait was

11

12
13
14

not complied with. The arresting law enforcement officer's senses were distracted by
outside influences.
The court watched the video at the time of the hearing. It is clear, during the 15

15

minute wait, that the Trooper was distracted by Lewiston police officers. There is a
16
17

specific reference to him telling them to leave him alone for the next four (4) minutes.

18

Instead of them leaving him alone, they continued to talk to him and he continued to talk

19

to them. He directed them to get the advisory fonus. This is not a situation in which all

20
21

of this is happening in an enclosed room similar to what one would find with the

22

Intoxilyzer 5000 EN at the Nez Perce County Jail. Mr. Besaw was sitting in the vehicle,

23

the door was open, the Trooper was standing outside talking to at least one Lewiston police

24

officer regarding the advisory form. The court can go back and review the discussion.

25
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1

During the breath testing waiting period and sequence one of the passengers got out

2

of the vehicle and approached the law enforcement vehicle. At that time, the Trooper's

3

attention was directed to the passenger, due in part to officer safety since he was there by

4

5

6

7

himself. His attention would have been directed away from Mr. Besaw and towards the
passenger. His sight and hearing was directed towards someone other then Mr. Besaw.
Please note that none of the case law cited about requires that anything be proven

8

by the driver other then the 15 minute wait wasn't followed. The case law is very clear.
9

10

On top of all of these distractions, in the middle of the breath testing sequence, the

11

officer's attention was again directed away from Mr. Besaw and to the wife of one ofthe

12

other passengers who had arrived, exited her vehicle, and approached the police vehicle.

13

14

There were three (3) separate distracting incidents during the 15 minute wait. It is

15

very clear that the appellate courts do not have much patience for the lack of the 15 minute

16

wait if its outside or in a vehicle.

17

In State v. Carson, (supra), the observation period was in the vehicle and the court

18

19
20
21

found that the observation period wasn't valid. In Carson, there were no other distracting
police officers, there weren't distractions of passengers or passenger's wives. Carson and
officer were in an enclosed car with window wipers, engine noise and tires on the road.

22

In Mr. Besaw's case there are the three interruptions by other people. There is the radio
23

24

traffic from dispatch during the 15 minute wait. There is the noise of the window wipers.

25

26
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1

There is the noise of passing traffic. It is clear that the 15 minute wait was not followed

2

in Besaw.

3

There is no evidence in this case, like in Carson, that some other senses replace the

4
5

senses of sight or hearing. There is no indication that standing outside a vehicle with

6

someone sitting inside a vehicle, that you could smell anything such as a burp or the like.

7

Obviously, the sense of touch and taste doesn't apply. The three (3) senses that were

8

applicable in this case were distracted or not realistically available during the 15 minute
9

10
11

12

wait. The court has to wonder why with the Intoxilyzer 5000 EN, approximately 5 or 10
minutes away from the location of the stop, was not used. The trooper used the Lifeloc
instead of the Intoxilyzer 5000 EN which is in an enclosed room at the jail, with no

13
14
15
16

distractions and the like.
Like in Defranco (supra) and Carson (supra), there was no proper 15 minute wait.
The court should make that fmding. The breath test result should be stricken.

17

VI.
CONCLUSION

18
19

The court has a duty to grant the motion to suppress the field sobriety tests and the

20
21

breath test in this case.

22
23

24
25

26
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DATED this

1

;;0 day of May, 2011.

2

CLARK and FEENEY,

3
4
y~LL--~

5

aries M. Stros ein, a member of
the firm. Attorneys for Defendant.

6
7

8

__~~~~~~

t1D

I hereby certify on the
day of May, 2011, a true copy

ofthe for\f;in g instrument
9

10

was:

Mailed
Faxed
Hand delivered to:

11

12
13
14

Justin J. Coleman
Deputy Prosecutor
Nez Perce County Prosecutor's Office
P.O. Box 1267
Lewiston, ID 83501

15
16

17
18

19
20
21
22
23

24
25
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IDAHO STATE POLICE
NOTICE OF ACTION ON PUBLIC RECORDS REQUEST
Name of Requestor:

Charles M, Stroschein

'

12/16/2010

Dale:

Clark and Feeney, LLP: charm@clarkandfeeney.com

Address of Requestor:

1. Request Granted

lSJ

The requested record is enclosed.

o You lllay inspect and photocopy the requested records during regular office hours by contacting
(;,;j ni;il.-W-aLVv'c,,-=--:-_ _ _ __
Records Custod1~/Designee

Telephone Numher

IL Reqnest Drilled in Part or Denied in its Entirety
Your request has been processed. However, after consultation willi legal counsel for the Idaho State Police, your request has been
denied in part; 0 denied in its entirety pursuant to:

o

o Idaho Code 9-340C(2) o Idaho Code 9-340D(1) 01daho Code 9-342 (3)(a)
o Idaho Code 9-340A(l)
o Idaho Code 9-340C(4)
o Idaho Code 9-340D(3) OIdaho Code 9-342 (3)(b)
o Idaho Code 9-340A(2)
o Idaho Code 9-340C(8) o Idaho Code 9-340D(11) OIdaho Code 9-342 (3)(d)
o Idaho Code 9-340B(1)
o Idaho Code 9-340C(9) o Idaho Code 9-340D(l5) OIdaho Code 9-342 (3)(e)
o Idaho Code 9-340C(1)
o Idaho Code 9-340C(17) o Idaho Code 9-340E(5)
o No Record Found
o Other/Exp1anation
o Record not maintained in format requested, contact records custodian for more information
o ISP is not llie custodian of this record, contact
o ISP cannot inform you when the requested record becomes available, contact records custodian \Nith new request
The statutory exemptions cited above are found in Idaho's Public WritiJlgs Act and are not a complete listh"'1g of all other legal bases or
privileges which may also apply.

o

You have the right to appeal this dellial or partial deninl of your request by filing a petition in cOnfOm1allCe '",ilh the provisions of
the Idaho Public Records Law, Title 9, Chapter 3, Idaho Code. Your petition must be filed in the 4th Judicial District CoUlt of the State
ofIdaho within one hundred eighty (180) calendar days ofllie date of mailing of this notice.

o

You may request these records from the

County Prosecuting Attorney's office.

IlL Additional Comments:
Sincerely,

K. Ann Cronin, SpeciaJ Assistant

EH 0206-05

Copy to Legal

Original to requestor

Copy - Records Request File
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Garnette, Matthew.·..·

Monday,'july: i 9)~1Q;j:Q: 1·t?9~AM'·
T6:

cd:

S\1Pl~ct~

Croiljn, Ann; Wlils; kli1drick
Gtunke; JerinyrJohrislpn. Jer$my
loAPA Chariges Needed

High
Ih.e~e gre tnEi two ch~hges we would li~eJ:o m';3i;,eto IP1WA, 1'h~ypre f'lirfy minor; ~ut -are causin'g,all~[!1.ds9J Tss!le$ in ~burt~ The
fifsfopels an Issue beC<iu~'wedo nof~Q tJi~ cr~ilth testTrij; Tn a lah6ratory (most ate qo'ne itt pblk~ '$tTorjs(irqri toe roii<iJ. The
seconcils -an iss!Je tb~t 'i{e'apprgvesgl¥tioDs and not. the vendors £lfth?sprutionsiAttcili'tey~ n;iVesta.ited to challenge\h~~ we.
cii:i. \!o.~.tia.\Te an approViol pfo'~ess' for a vendor, We fii~g !het with iliternal j:l.tQc~dl\rest but we don't juSt ~iv<! ve~~O(~b.I.$rJ\i?t
approyalJor any s'dhltion iJieymak~ (w~ v~riN'~§i:h 9l;leh Th!<5? are tlieonly' changes we want.¢d tcU'j1?k~ !lilti tbink S:fI:tp~aiiie
also had one i:o~Cem aboutther(JJ.e~i1i:1t spedtylngwb,Q equid In,,kethanges or be~jii C;of)1pliantwjtf;~h:ewayt!ie rule.s afe
currently written. I do!'!'t rem~ml!er the exact ha1~re of what she thought it he'aid tq c~fntaJni

OS. laboratory~ "Laborat.orY; sh?\l mean the place atwhlch speclallled devices,iDWurhent's;aTid,meth6d,s ~re used by trained
personneltd measl.!rethe concentration of alc6holln sampli:!s of bloQd~ or urifie for laWenfi:licement purposes.
05. Checks.E~ch breath testinginstrumentsliaH bE; ch:eckM £,In a s~hedule established by the [}epartment ft;ir accyrac'ywith a
siriiulatoi:'~Qlutiol1 provided by"drapprbVed by the pepa.rtirient orb;, a 50urccapPfDvcd by the department These checks shaH be
performed 8ceordirigJo a pfotl~t;lure establisnedhythe department. (3~19~99)

Matthew Garnette
Idaho State PoUce F6rensic:ServiCes
Quality Mai1ag~r

1
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Game~e,

Serif)'",

To:

Gc:

Subject:

JYlatthew

.Garnette, Matt~w
Tu~sday;'JuIY, 2b, 201 () 1:1o,P-M-:~

"

I.

,

.:

Johnston, Jeremy
Nord, Anne
Breath Alcohoi SOP Fixes-your attention required

Jeremy,
I mpde mQ}1V changes to the Breath Alcohol SOP. I titled it Idaho Breath AlCohol sop, r also added the cl.jrrent history
method ofdolhg reyfsions and made it revision O. Many attorneys complained that they coUld hot tell which version
they were Id6king atsq we will use the same format We use for everything else and sin!;e th¢fe Were no previolis.
revj$ibn.nufl1be.rs-'-'startih~with Oworksjustflne: I C!dd~d the approvar fociter, changed and added som!,! voca.!Julary
definitions, i3:ndmadetl;1e wqtdilig s.tandard as performanc~ venftc<;Itibn or perfortnai)ce verificatIon solution. I also
addedsome hypernhkihg)n the po.cument, r,«HI need ~ checklist done for this andi;lJl th\':! other documents, SRy!er and
Anne feInVbngly ~boutthe "approximately/l issue and J will let you decide on that and any othedinal revisioI!sb?fore
we pubiish this out to the world. B~c$usethis will be posted oil the internet page, I will make ita PDns part of the
public<ltipt) process. I will add a watermark when it is printed that allprintedversions are not official copies, Hopefully
thatwUr driVe them /Jack to the internet for the offiCial version,
.
The doclUnen.t is stili ill the same folder,-let me know when you are done witn your final review.

MattheW Garnette
IqphQStite Police Forensic Services
Quality Manager
700 South Stratford Drive Suite 125
Meridian Idaho 83642
208-884-7217 Voice
208-884-7290 Fax

1
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Fr,orri!f'.i , ....
SenL""i.~"· ~,"~..

subject: .,;..

"

Garnette, Mattne\v.

i'vIQ0day, .A'ugust·:2.$[:20':l-tl:£l~2ffi:,:e:M:+i. .' ,.'IsPsre-~thAlconoJ Chang6's

Dearthiefj Sheriff, Pi'ose~utor; BTS,or Breath liiS:triJmehtOperatof,

to lMorn; you that we have madesq.ffie- cha)1g¢st9 the br~ath C\l6;lho!prog.ram. rWan t )lcYu to be
aware oftn.es'€:: c!:I?Tfg!='S' and th$ Ways tni?ymay iriijJacfydur operation?; The ISPFS lapbn~ory sYsi;.ern Ms mad~ the
determinatioh to pursue ASCLO[LAB17025 at~reditatf¢ri iil Breath T.esting Instrument Calibration. As our deadlin~sfor
cerdficati(in ;3pprQac~J you will see more and rriorestlnpardizatTon in toe prbgnim; Effective today We have
implerrientel;i severgl chang~s, Tlie documents are ql! posted on the ISPFS Alcohol Website.

Th is COl]UTI{Jf1 icat!qri IS

1) There wH Ibe ttNp tiers of manuals for each 81'S or Operator.
• The Idaho Standard Operating Procedure (SOP) contains the methods to follow ih general. This. manual,
has been revised alidopdat~d.
.
• The "training manuals have been replaced by "reference manuals." Each Instrument series has a
reference manual. We found tha(in anulilper ofcasi2:s thetr~ihirig mqDuC\( and SOP had cO'nflitting
ihfbtm?ti!:)n
tHe GourtS were dEkidhlgwhich manual to use for lnterpretatlQIi. In the revised
manualS. we have made it very dear that the SOP is the document that should be referenced and the
referen(e manuals are really for the BtS or Ope;rator reference when working with the instrument
mer:ws. We trieq to t~k~ out any conflicting wbrdlng~ If we missed sQmefhing, please lelLis Know; The
BTS and Operators shoulr;i,be very falTlril~tVvith theSD?
2) Th~ vo¢.a\:lulary ft;J1,·tI1epi'ogram is tnangiiig to conform \ll{ith our accreciitatibn g),lidelines. You i"I,ritl DOUCe the
use oflfperforfnanCev~rifr<;$flQfI,j arid ')flerfo(marice Verification solution." While ~he instrt,lIT!ent sbl1vtt!te ri);(ly
stitt tall for a "calibration check"'-c-'wewlll now be call1lig any ch~ck[ng done by a BTS or operator in the fie.ld a
"performance verification!' The BTS.or Operator does not pe.rform any ca I ibration..,...th us the BTS orOperatof is
checking the perfimnpnce afthe instrument ('a performlmce verification). We know it-will. ttlk~ some tim€! to
get used to. the new vocahulary; hutthe only time w~will use the tei'm "calibration" is iii reference to what the
ISPFS anl'llystcibes iti, the labbratory. Ag;aln, a BTS or Operator performs and logs a performfln~e ve:rifiuitiQfl
usiliga performance verification solution from RepCb. The performance verification solutIon ~ the $am~ thing
as a simulator solution.
3} The p'exformance VerifkatlonSolution lot certifications will remain the same, but more information will be
provided on the c{;rtificate regarding our explicitapproval of RepCb to provide the soh,ltions in lelaho,
il

and

We will mak~ every efforttQ keep' you updated on the progress of this program. We hope that the cnangeswill have
minimal impact on your operations. Feel free to. contact me or Sreath Alcohol DisCipline Leader Jeremy Johnston using

the cpntact information provided below.

Mattbew Gatnette
Idaho State P.offce Forensic Services
Quality Manager

matthew.gamette@isp.idaho.gO\t
700 South Stratford Drive Suite 125

Me.ridian tdaho 83642
208-884-7217 Vorce
208-884-7290 Fax
Jeremy Johnston
i
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,Game.tte}M~tthe-w
.-.
~?:ll!:H"i:te, MattheY>'

Friday, August'~7J :2010'8M~:P.M·~t";:.,
ld~ho Breath Aicohol, SOP Updated'
High

Importanc€!:

Sheriff, Chief, BTS, Prosecutor, or other stakeholder,

We, have PIJ,bllshed revision 1 ofthe.Jdaho BfeathTestitig SOP today. The release of revision 0 gave us the opportunity
to he:arfrom many of you regarclrrigt~e SOP, thank you rpryour corrtrnents~ You Will notice in revision :t we hay'e
te(rij:Jorarl!y slispeffdeo section 3.0 (MIP/MICh We suspended thIs s,ectibn ope to a nutnbeJ of cQnc.erns ov~r statl..ltQry

authoritV. We ~re plrrently poin:g somel~gal research and this seCtion will be reissued when the leg?1 concerns have
been wOrRed 9ut; The target d~te for reissue is Nov?.tnber 1st2Q1Q. We wanted to, make yot;! <'lwaYebf this date
because \AiewIJllJk~ly be isslJing several new things for the M1P!MICproc~dure. ISPFS will reqw[re in the procedure that
all breath f~st{ng jns~rutri eiit~).i::;ed in MIR/Mic be cali~rated t'l'rid cettiMdby an ISPFS laboratory. We will ~lSo n~cnllre

thatany operator onhe breath testing instrument using tile MIP /Mit plocedilre be ptop~rIy thElined by a BTS of. through

the ISp'FQtr:aihirig progf:am. While the legalauthorityisbefng worked out by the Attorney General, we w,mted to give
agencies thne to get. the instrumentstd the ISPFSlahfor certification ,Hid to accomplish any operator traihingthat may
be necessary.
While we believe th~tlSP hi;lsthe statutory authority r5v.er breath testing instruments in Idaho, the MIP/M1CprCiCE!dure
wiJllikely be presented as "best practice." If ag;encies elect not to certify instruments, t(ain oper~tors, aildfo!J6w the
recommended procedure, ISPFS will not grovicte expert tesUrnony or other support ofthe result~ from the instrurnents.
In essence, you will be 011 your 0lAio ~o defend your results. It shouJd also be noted that agencies-are not required to use
breath testing instrumentS in MIPjMIC cases, but if these ihstrutnent?areused, we highly re(,:Omm~ndthatagencies
follow the neW procedure. The prpcedure sl:iQu!.d be (jut fot a comment period starting dctoberlst and then\he fI!l~1
proceddreWill be distributed by the middle of October for' agencies to work au! the details before the November 1 51:
pUQlicatidn da.te.
Lastly, When we puollshed these procedures we quiCKly rea lize~ tn~t we do nM have p wily to communicateWith the
Bre~th Te!;ting specl;:iHsts around Ida ho. Many of the emaHs were returnep du~ to bad contact Ihfotmatlpn, Betaus.E;
contact infonnation changes so frequently, We have placed the responsibility on eat;h STS or Operator to get the
infprmation they need to be ~um:nt in the program. We haVe set up ah "ISPFSAlcoho\ N~ws Release Email list" to.
t;listribut¢ <loy tlpd;:jtes pi" revisions. If you received this email directly, yau are already registered ont\:iis list {we
aireadY manu~lIy adc1ed YOU to tfie lis.t}. If you had this email rarwatded to you from a colleague, you will need to
folloW. the instructions below to register. There is no need to register if voil received this emaii diriH:tlY. If you wish
to unsubscribe; diCK on the link below. Each BTSi Operatorl Prosecutor, Sheriff, Chief, rr6 employee, etc.. that wishes
fo ref:eive further cornmunii::ation dIrectly from the ISPFS Alcohol program will need to be on our list. While the
infcinriatioJi is available to anyone on our public website, we will only notify the indiVIduals on our list when we make
updati;'S {fpr enfQrc~ment purposes}, We will only register law enforcement or others involved in the investigation or
prosecution of Alcohql cases in fdaho for this list.

dick here to register {must provide agency name and job title to register}
dick here to unsubscribe

Matthew Gamette

Idaho State Police Forensic Services
Quality Manager

20£
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(jame.tte. Mattliew

From·:-.

, thUf.sQi:\Y.,.-Septembel'.02, 20:\Gfi::t:;:i2',P.M'::·:;"'::, ','

Sen6

'Eriq Mqddy
JQ\1p:;;tbn, Jeremy
Questions abbut th~ manuals

, To:
CC!

Subject

Thank you for your commentS', I am forwarding them to Jeremy Johnston for r~view. Jeremy can email out clarification
on thesE; items. Itthere are'any changes needed, we will put them In during 0l1f next revision, Than~ you agalfi for
takrngtne time to C,ommUlJiCate with us. If there is any way we can help you, do not hesitate to ask,

Matthew G<;il1Jet te

,

Idaho State Pq\ice Forensic Services
QtiqlffYMahag~(

From:, Eric M.oOdy tl11ailto:Enc;:. Moqdy@it<:tidal!o.govl
~e.nt; 'Thurt'}da)'i September 02., 2610 1;08 PM
To,: Garnette, MattheW
Subje(;l::RE: Idaho Breath Alcohol SOP Updpted

Mr. Garnette,

I am one of tlie three lTD ALS hearing officers. During oral argumentsr two attorneys
have qlready argued the two minute separatiql1 l5~tween two breath te$t results (SOP
6.2) dip Dot occ;ur with the Intoxilyzer 5-000 EN. Through my BTS tralning r my
.
und~rstcHiding is, that the Intoxilyter 5000 EN is programmed to inform the operator
When to hqve the driver blow. Therefore Is SOP 6.2 for the Aleo Sensor III and Ufeloc
FC20 and not the Ihtoxilyzer 5000 EN?

A.lso I have reviewed the lntoxilyzer 5000 manLial. On page 27 number 12 you have
SOP lIt as a reference. I believe this SOP is from an old reference section number.
As a hearing officer, I really respect the time your agency has taken to update this
manual and the SOPs. I hope these updates reinforce our ALS decisions.

Eric G. Moody
ALS Hearing OffiCer

208-332-2003

***CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail message may contain legally privileged a.lld confidential
1
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. . .- - : - " >

infci:ifuiiti6i1 exerhpt or prohIbited from disqlosute @der applicable law. If you are not the intended recipient of
this e.;.mail, p1eas~ riotify thlsserider iImnediateIy Mid do not deliver, diStribute or copy this e-mail, or disclose
rrs cQptents OJ." t$E:$ .anyaGtloil i:nrella.nce Qn the. i¢:o:r.m.atibn5.t,conta,1n§>

-i.~un1r..G~rrf~ttek~fa.ttneW~~ilt&M:~~el~~~;n~tte@!5ffJ.I~d'~1f£h>~';" " '~~'., .. '
Sent:f1ff£laW A'iigi.ist21, 2(ffO':8~'4Q'PM" ,'<,. .

----'~-----------

Subject:: Idaho Breath Alcohol SOP UpdatEJd
lmpQrt(;!nc¢,; High

w~

have pupiisfi.E;!dr~yisi~m loftne Idaho Breath TestlngSOR to'q~y. Tile. relei:is'e of r~vision 0 g~\ie lis the opportunity

to hea,rftgmn5arl'{QfYot".ttegardlngthe SOP~ Thanl-tyou for yot.lrGQmm~ht,~. Yo\iwill 't'iqtice it) revisioi'! 1 we have
tempofilfl!y suspem:ied section ~.b (MIPjMlq. We s~:Sp"el1decl this section due to if nl,lmper of CQncerns:pver st~t0tory
qutnqrfty, We are ciirref1tfy doingsome feg(j( res~!3rGfi';~md t.h1~~e¢clOh will perefssued wRen the legal concerns have
be,en V{qrk,¢q but; The target date for teissue is November 1$t20.l0. We wantep tbm,<ikeV6u!3ware of this date
blkaus.l':i we w'i.lIlikery b~ ris9ihg~eY$J'ili D¢W thing~ f()"fthe: M1P/Mic prbcedllre. ISPES will requ!rein thE; prace:dure:thi:lt
ali $reathtesting ilistrtjmentsused ih MIHlV1I¢be c$l.ltJrateO "nid certified !:iyan ISPFSlab6riltory, We.wilfalsoreqpire
f:hatpl)y;operato)" of the breath testiti~ ifisthirr'H=:nt using the MiP/MfCprocedure be prbpi:'rly;'train~qby $'I B1'S oftlifOlIgh
the [SPFStfaiiiing prbgr(jm. While the legaJ authbrityi~ being worked out.by the I>.ttorney Gl;:neral, we wanted to gf:,i-e
a gen cf(: 5 tfme to get the instruments to the ISPFSlab TOr certification and to accomplish any operatOr training thatmay
be necessary.

While we.I:g::lfeV~ th?t I$P has the statutory authi;irity over breath testing instrurnerits ili Idaho, th.e MJP/MIC Qrocedure
will li~eJype pr~sent.f2'd as lif)'est p.rattiCe," If ~gehcil,=s elect not to certify inwuments;.train oper<itors, and follOw the
recommended procedure, ISP~S wilt iro~ proyide ~?<p~rt ~estirilCiriy pr bther sllpport of the results from the insfrJJ,m~qts.,
In essence; you will hi:: on yourown to defend Ybur results. Itsnou.\d also be noted that agendes are not requil'eato use
breath testing instrq.ments hi MjPjMlC cases, but if ~hese instruments are used, we highly re<:ornmend tli<3tag!?l1cies
follow theneW procedure; The proc~dureshould be out for a comrrjent period starting Odobe!' ~st and then the f[nal
proct;:clure will be distribUted by the middle of October for agencies towork out the detatls before the November 1st
publication date.
Lastly~ whel1 we pttb,llshe<;i the~~ p~bcedures we quickly realized that we do not have a way to

cbmriuinicate with the

Breath Testing Specialists around Id\?ho. Mary of the emailS' were returned dueto badcontactjnfor,matiort. Bi::cause
contact infonnatiort:ch'ariges so frequently~ we have placed thetespbhsibHitY on each ~T5 or Operator to get the
information they, need to be current iii the program. We have set up an iiISPFSAIc<;lhol News Release Email list" to
distribute any updates or revisiblis~ If you received this: email directly, you are already registered oh this list (we
alreadY manUally added 'fOU to the list}. If you had this email fotWarcied to you from a colleague, you will need to
follow the !11$t[w:tlons beloW t() registe'r, There is no need to register if you received this email directly. If you wish
to ~risubsciibe. dic;k onthe link I:fe[ow. Each STS, Oper~toj', pfuseclttbr1 Snerlff,Chief, iTO employeek e1;(:, that Wishes
tq rec.eive further communication directly from the iSPFS Aic9hol prol?ram will need to be on our list. While the
information i~rav?iJa!Jle to anyone on our publiC v.iebsite, we will only notify the individuals on our list when we make
updates (for enforcement purposes). We will only register law enforcement or .others involved in the Investrgation or
prosecution of Alcohol caseS in Idaho fbrthis list.
Click here to register (must proviqe agency name a od jab title to register)
Click here to unsubsctlbe

Matthew Garnette
Idaho State Police Forensic Services
Quality Manager
700 South Stratford Drive Suite 12S
2
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From;
Senrt'" ',,"

Gamette, Matthew

',"

To;
Gc;
Subj~tt:

Tue$day., .cj'Qioper:.i'~, 2!:rfp'1'O:44'e-M ' '''~'',';,:,
Anderson, Skylet; Lewis, Lq tf1or$; Clitler, Rachel; Johnston;-fur-emy; l::.al'l5On, Shannon;
Meaqe, Donna: Nord, Arjrje
Wills, K~tirick:.Owslf:3Y, Cprlnna
Breath A!cohol AM 2:0 Approved,
High

Breath Al'wnJ)1 AM 2,0 Portable Breath Testing Instrument-calibration and Certification has been approved and issued
by the Quallty Manager. Itcan be found on the I: drl'iiewiththe other approVed method?~ Because each lab had a
procedure to perform this initial calibration and certiikation, all work notes shoUld be marked obsolete or destroyed,
Each Regiprtal BTt wilt noW orily use AM 2.0 when performfngthis service on portable breath testing instruments, We
appretiate an the work Jeremy did t4 write thi$ method and aU the work reviewingthis document by everyone else.
Matthew Gam1:!tte
Idaho State Police Forensic Services
Quality Mah:;lger
700 South Stratford Drive Suite 125
Meridian Idaho 83642
208-884-7217 Voiee
208-884--7:290 Fax

1
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F.rom:

.....;:

Sent:, ". "" ," .

Tbl

Co;

Subl!:'ct:
Importance:

Garnette, Matthew
$afurday;' .QCto\Yer, 30; 201.DiJ:lJ;iil:1\AMi;?,',•."
,'" ;.
Ryan W. Taturri
J9hnstop, ~~rellJY
RE?; l£ljlnoj?,r,8a,th Alcohol Standard Operating Procedure Revtsion--EFFECTIVE

NOVEMBER 1~t
Hign

i will forward these suggestions to Jerem), Johnston (Breath ,f\tCbliol Di,sdplihe Leadef') and we
will see' wlicitwe can do about ge:ttirrg these into Otjl" revision that will go live on Monday.
T!lank you fbI" t?lkfng: the time to liliVe' us such constrUctiVe. comments. Feel freg to ema;i.l me
at any i::iJtl$ witK su!,;g~stions and we will get them implemented in the next PllPfished reViSion.
~e wi;i;l a1$0 aQd ybu't6 oUr revision comfl1:[hee 5:9 that you Ct':lrl offer the first line advise
(as you suggested below). Thanks; again for you'r time.
liiatthew Gi3t11ette
IdahO st:ate Police Forensic Services
Q!Jali ty Manager
-----Ol'igil1al Message---'--

From: Ryan w. Tatum

[mai1to:rtatu~payettecounty.org]

Sent: Saturday.,- Qc::tober 30, 2010 9:45 AM
To: G~mette.. Matthew
subject: RE: Idaho Breath Alcohol Standard operating Procedure Revision---EFFECTIVE NOVEMBER
1st
liir. Gammette}
I have two suggestions before implementing this new SOP.
symbols. The first is to amend section 6.2 as
follows:

Additions are marked with { and>

**'Section 6.2. was clarified for instrument specificity.
A complete bre(3th alcBhol test includes two (2) valid breath samples taken during the testing
sequence and preced~d by air blanks. The duplicate breath samples should be approximately 2
minutes < or more > ap'(;lrt for the ASIIIs and the F(:2as to allow for the dissipation of
potential mouth alcohol contamination.
I have found that at 2 minutes between breath samples s the second breath sample is often
lower than the first sample but at 3: minutes apart, the results are often identical.
The second suggestion is to include the other charge code for Minor in Possession of. AlcoholJ
I.e. 23-604" in section S. e. Both charge codes are valid and each is used frequently. In
the past, one statute ppovided a driver's license suspension and the other did not. Now they
both carry the same consequences. It is currently up to officer preference as to which code
to charge. By adding I.e. 23-604, we would avoid a potential court problem when an officer
follows the new MIP /MIC policy but charges under' 1. C. 23-694 instead of the specified I. C.
23-949. The amended verbage would be as follows:
Breath testing instruments certified by ISPFS are often used in investigating violations of
Idaho Code 23-949 (punishment set forth by I.C. 18-1502) < or Idaho Code 23-604 (punishment
set forth by I.e.
1
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18~15f}2) >),wnereirl a per~cifi under twerrty'"one (21) ygarp. of Slge is deeij1eQ. to have p()s.sessed
and con.sUtried ~lc.Dho:l. uillike the DrivingUhQer t;ne Ipfl-I)ente stat'iltes and their associations
with· per 5e limits of e~69 and 0 •.20:. g specific level 01' alcohol is not· required to prqye Er
vioi(;ltien Of I.e 13.,.:;l49',,< (i~ I .• C.'' 23-:';664 >'.,.N&l}!},·d;s there;. a;[,~~ligJllfi:I;l¢,;.thpi:i~·,ilf,he.::5.t?JlJfqrp..q.:v;e;<:,
'the::pfi:~ft, 'is;- '1!mp::a-f~~q-1Jiiir;; £~u~~~~r..; .8:&;t{gh'di'f'~tf1~>'p:~~s,?J.1t$?·l1F'·~:'afu:;1;:~G.Ef';;(i'ft~re:obb:l. '..g~'~"'" '; .. ,~ ~',.'
de.tehnir):trig fact'6r Tor provihg tre off:~n-s.~, rheref6r¢; tner~'is-- <!iff'different stahA~t'd
operating proce:Ql,lre ;;i$si)ciated w:ith- th~s tYpe; of' charge, ThE! wain Pilrpose of th:$ prQe¢cjtlN~
ol!ti~heg .p?-J6W is tQ rule out mouth a1.C9hq~a~ 9·. pob~n1Jal cqntribut:i,ng Tactor' to the i'esults

gj.V~iJ dUf:ih.\t tl1e breath testi ng· done for f/iIP /MtC ¢ase:s.

r

let g prlvil:g-ge to' have trle opportlliifty tq prov:i.de feedback earlier> :in the
fOr fu'tut'e dianges asa BTS and front i.i.ne patrolman;

wou~cj ~oD$:1,cr¢r

prQ~e'$$

Thank
Dep:-.

YOUj

Ry~h

Tatum, BTS

Payette (SO

-----original

.Me;;;sag~ ... ---.-

FrOffi* nq:..reply.f9te,n~~t,s@.:i,sp. idano,gov
[!l1ailtb:b9.-repJ,y~ for-;§i'lsi-Gs@isp. id~ho. gov]
Sehb Fri 1011-9j2rjf0 3:4El PM
To~ Ryan W. Tat)lm'
Subject; idaho Bre.ath Alcohol Standard operating Procedure ReviSion'---EFFECTIVE NOVEMBER 1st
You are rece:b/ihg this email bec<;lJ.lSeyoLlsllbScr:i.b 13 9 (or were subscribed) to the ISP Breath
Alcohol List. Th~s i$ nbtHic~tjQn th;!:lt the: Idano Breath Alcohol standard Operating Prbce'dure

will be reVised (effectiVe Monday November' 1" 1010). This draft revision has been circulated
to a Rar1~l of. attorneys, scientists~ and hearing examiners. Their' comments have. been
implemented in this revision.

Below. are th_~ changes tnG\twUi be in effect November 1st. We are providing them to your
~gem~y in advance of implementation so that you can be prepared and implement the changes
e-f=feC1:i vely on November 1s,t <
please also let me know of any typographical errors or other considerations you think we may
have missed.
.
**Clarified section 5.1.3 for- the uSi;; of e,20 solutions A performance verification of the
Aleo-Sensor and 4ifeloe FC20 ihstrLlmEmts using a 13 •. 138 or 0.2e3 performance Verification
solut:iQn must be p(:rfbrmed within 24 holIrs~. before or after an eVidentiqry test to be
...PptOVE:::O fop evidentiary use. Muli;ipl,e breath alcohol tests may be coveted by a single
perfor-mance verification. Reference 5"1.4.1 for clarification on the use of the 0.2a solution
in this cap~city.

*'*Section 6.2 was clarified for instrument spedfitity.
A complete breath al~ohol test inc1u-d~s two (2) Valid breath s~mple5 taken during the testing
sequence and preci::r;!ed by air blanks. The duplicate \3reath sample~ ShPllld be approximate;I.y 2
minutes apart for the ASIIIs and the FC2.0s to allow for the diSSipation of potential mouth
alcohol contamination.
**Added section 6.2.2.3
that all three s<;l.mples fall outside the 0.132 correlation, and the officer
suspects that mouth alcohol could have been a contributing factor; then they should restart
the 15 minute observation period and retest the subject.
In the event

CLOSING ARGUMENT

**Added s;ectim1 6.2.2.3.1
If the Qfficer: does (jot suspect that mouth alcohol was present, aoq that th,e spll1ple
variability was dU,e to a la~k ()f subj~t;:t cooperation in providing the samples as requesiecJ)
'then. thg ~,.i3mp:J.,e$; call be cOi1.$ider.'e'd:,:.,talid if. all. ..w,cee·.6.amples ah:e:.:,.ah0jje:·.itlJg,.'l!~er<. se,•.la:m:i,;t._Q;f,:,: '.
Ptl;\$a,cu:t'I'i;M~;\';:>",.
'." .....
*-*Aqcied ,section
tfjr~g

6-. ;L2\4

-f~11 outside thi=! 0.02 cof'relati9rl:; the off:ic§(': illay at t.he:ir d~sC;retiOi1
elect 't'O hav'E; a. blood, sample drawn for a:n·aiy.sis; in liei.J of retesting the: sub.jetts bfeatlt
alcohol contentr-a:tion.

:rf aU

szilJi\?1.es

**Ad(h~d s·ectivh8. 0 for the MIP [MIC
Procedure

proc~dlJre

Minor's

in

PossessionjMi"rfors in Coh.s:uriipt;iti\i

~r~atn test:i.ng iristruJ\1erits certified by ISPFS; are

often llSeq in investigating Y~Qlattorr.? o.f
oy I.~( i8::-15e~) > 1i.iMr'e:i"n a pet7soh untIer- tWenty-one
E:ay Yi::ars of age :l~ d,~e!ll~~f to hitl:'~'P,6.~sgg5?:d ari4(:O:n~umed alconoL Unlike tlie I,\'iving under
the 'Ihfl)li:l)ce, §f;'~i:ut;$s. ?nq th~:L"P~s.i:;ociat~brts with per- se iimits of G. $8CJt.id 0'.20, a spe'dfi¢
l~vel ofa:LcQlipi' i$ not reqtlir'ed Wprdve a Vio:L?tiqrr of
2~:"949'. Nb.:r· :los tfi'ere a
"
requi'remeiit tir<if tlJe State pr()ve ib$person i simpairecl By al~olioL B-ather' i th~ presence or
abseoc~ of alcohOl i$ a 1;li:::-ee'r'Jiliplhg fa!=tor f6.r proving the offense. Theref6re~ th~re is q
different st;,'lnqarct bP~rireing pJ'ocedure a:'s5ociated wHh this type of charge. The m,,:i,11 pU,:rjJose
of th~ptqtedllre out;lined below is to rule opt, mouth alcohOl as a P9teht:i,al corrtributing
factor to the results given during the bre;:;th testing {jon~ fori MIP/MIC cases.

:rMbo cooe

23~949 (pi.infshmerrb

set forth

r.e,,-

8,1 15 lIIinut~ ops~.rvati,pn p?:l":i,od; The monitoring/observation peri()d is nqt reql,lired for tlw
MIP IM!(: ptoc~di.lr'e. Th~ dupLicate samples" sepai'ateq by apf1f'oxim,rt8;ly~ mil!¥t~$ Or more ;:lni:t
wi~hiri the 0.02 corr'elatiori ... proA{j~ the, ~\!'!9¢nce of con:S;[steiri;: ~a(fipi~ di=liyery ~ the aosence
of mouth aH::orrt;>l as weI;!, as ~h.~ q9$el1ce of RU (radio frequentyf interference) as a
contrib'ut:lng factqr to the results of the breath test.

8.2 MIP[MTC requirements:
8.2,.1 The breCltl) alcg)iol test must be administered by an operator currently certified in the
ljSe of that instfument.

8.2.2 The instrument used must be certifisd by ISPFS.
8.2!2.1. The ihstrument only needs to be

initia~ly

ceptifie<:l by ISPFS.

Initial certification shows that the instrument responds to alcohols and not to acetone.
8.2·.2.2 The instrument used does not need to meet, other- requirements set forth in previQUs
seCtioJis of'this SOP. It does not need to be checked regularly or Periodically with any of
the 0.68 or 0.213 solutions.

8.2.3 False teeth~ partial plates, or bridges installed or prescribed by a dentist Dr
physician do not need to be removed to obtain a valid test.
8.2A The officer should ha>;ie the individual being tested relilove all loose foreign matef'ial
from their- mouth before testing. The oHicer may aliow the individual to briefly rinse their
mouth out with water prior to the breath testing.

8.2.5 Any material containing alcohol left ih the moutli during the entirety of the breath
testing. sampling ·could contribute to the results in the breath testing sequence. {For
clarification refer to section 8.1)
,"

,~:
3
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8.3 Procedure:
,k;'c:.omp).,e:te:."Qteath; alcohol ..test.,.,in<!iudes. tWQ·:,(,b.f, val;id>"\ipeatl) samples takel1.~·fro!1t:_the iSUOj e.et:,,'
ahd;,<prei;:ederl' ·by,\< an, ·.:air-' o}zmkt, ·-tffet ·qi1p}\f¢~t$;:,w.ea:tft;'&Bm~\l:-E1:~\aa:hQ*(ii}:e~~,.,t'Ci':,l;J'fl;ii;0l'is'e<Ju'~.r;v.e.Y.i'.:.!, "'.'
sCiiripl'es: 'The indlv:icju.~Jfbrea:th sainpies 'should be 2 mihutes 61' more apart)"£9 alioN for the
dissipat-ion of p:ot~nt.1al mouth alcohol confarnination,

NOTi:; A deficient. or irisuffident s$mple dOes riot automatically invalidate a test sample.
8.~,1 I f th~ 5iu\jj~ct/ihdividual fails or refuses to' p:rovide a. dup..1icate adequate sample as
reqbested by th~- operiltor, the sipgie test result will be- considered valid.

8.3-. 1.1

TJi~

operator' may repeat the testipg sequence as required by circUmstanCes.

8 ..:L1.2 The operat.or sho).J:td u$~ a new mouthpiece fOr each individual and for each series of
tests (i. 6.,. cortlpiete se;i; Of breath testing samples ).

8.3;. 2 A third b-reath sainple is requiri3d i f the f:tr'st

h~O

results differ by mor'e than

@-.

02.

!L~,2.1. the re;su;its for. duplicate breath samples should correJ,;3te; w~thili
13, (12, t9 Indic;ai:e the absente: of alcohol c(}t1t<:l!1ltDption in the stibj ects breath pathway (mouth
altcihol)~ show co()sist,ent sample deliverY .. and indicates the absence of RFI as a contdbutlng
fattor to the breath results.

8.3":;L2 Jii the event that all three sampJ,e:;s. fa:!.l outside the 0 .. 02 correlation, and the.
officer 50s-peets that mouth a1r(jho;t' cOl:lld haye be,eri a coni:r:j.bUtihg factor J then they Sholll!;!

administer- a 15 minute obsl;;rvatiOh period and tl1en retest the subject. If mouth alcohol is
not sl,lspede(1, th¢n. the. offr~er may' t'einsthict the individual in the proper breath sample
t~c_hiitqu~ phd retest the subject without administering a
15 minute observation.
8.3.3 The operator should manually log test t"esults andlor retain printouts for pOssible use
in cou'rt.
8.3.4 The instrument should not be in passive mode for the testing of subjects for the
purposes of the previous sections.
8.4

P~ssive

mode:

8.4.1 The pas si ve mode of testing L!sing the Lifeloc FC20 or ASIII should be used for testing
liquids or> containers of liquid for the presence or absen~e of alcohol.
8.4'.2 The pass:i.ve mode c~n be useQ for screening purposes on individuals who are requir-eq to
provide bre.ath sal1lPle~ whenever requested by a law enforcement agency. Example may indude
but are not linti,ted to:
prob~tioners) work release. parolees, prison inmates, etc.

To remove youp email address from the Forensic Services Newsletter) please click here
<http://wWw~isp.id.aho . gO\! I forensic! emailUpdates.html?subscriber.id=136 2 9
&subscriber. emililAddress==rtatum@payetlecounty.org> .
To remove your email address from the Breath Alcohol Testing list, please click here

<mailtb:ho"reply.forensics@isp.idaho.g6v?subject=Remove%20fr'om%20Sri?ath%
20Alcohol%20List> .
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Johps.ton,

-From!

J~remy

ThufE>.pay, Ma,rch 21, 200B 9:qO AM

- -&ent:
To:

J?Wl\6S, Qarre;o
Anqerson, Skyler-; Laycock, Dave; Nord, Anoe
RE~ Seeking review and comments for proposed modification to the BrAG SOP

Cc:,

Subject:

Here are some suggesti6ns for changes to the SOP:

my changesar,ein red

DisClaimer: The chang~s may seem rather ext~n~~ve, but most lire fori;na,tting cot;r~ti~)JjS because numerous
prosecutors. have reqilested to not have subsections with :more that 5' numbers long, It
shouldn't change the meanmgof the documents, but they won't have to refer to section
2.3.1.2: L 1.2 aIIytri,Qre.

bracSOP3D8.doc

The "big" changes refer to the 26 month expiration, and the one month expiration of solutions.
JJ

-"-Origif.1;;lI M~g~
From:
Jewkes, Darren
Sent:
TueSday, March 25; 2QQ~ 1:5,5 PM
To:
J,ohh.st1>h,)eremy; Anqetson,Sl0jler; Laycock; Dave

c:c:

Subject:

OW~eYi

Corinna

Seekin~ review and comments for

propo.sed mOOlflcaticiri to tite BrAe sop

Dqve ang I have discl1~~EKl making a small clarification to the SOP to allow for the Old, acceptable range (0.70 .. O.90)
stm be us€>.d for Q.lde.r}ot numb,ers tha~ have not yet expired (ie 07801) « File: bracSOP308.doc» , aM to use the
!lew value (+1- 10%) for new lot numpers. Please tal{e a lOOK at the blue hl\:jhlighted portion under section 2 on page
9 and share your _cornm(3nts. WhEln we reach an agreement the SOP can be sent .to Corinna for final green light
t;lefore it get!? posjed b) tl}ewebslti:;. By tjieway, this clarification was 8nnotincBd in the March 2008 news!efter:which
was just maUedotit and is posted to the website.

we.

MYQOmm~nt is th::ltif
includ~ an expitatiOr'r date. for th~ lot number expiring in Au~lJst 2008, then wewill end up
making anoth€;1 $o.p ch<:jnge afb:lr thptJQ re.m(Jve the date reference when it 1$ no loliger valid. Rather than do this
what dQ 'You think about siatlng that the riew acceptable range of i 0% only applies to kk# 07804 and subsequent
Ibts?

I'm not sure if \ dare ask, butale there any other parts of the SOP that YOll feel needs immediate attention such as
changing ''will'' to "may" or "approximately" or doing away with "monthly" etc. (Jeremy, here [s your Chance:).
Your comments are appreciated.

Darren B. Jewkes
Idaho State Police
Forensic Services
700 S S~tfotd Dr

CLOSING ARGUMENT

0000D:13

Meridian, ID 83642
(98) 83'4-11&1

(?08) 8&4-7197 (fax)
CONFfDENTIAUTY NOTICE: This ~mmunjcatibn with its contents may contain cot)fioen~al !'Ind/or Jegally privileged information, [t

Is solely fot t'1e Use- of the intended recfpient(s). Unauthorized interception, review, use or disclosure is prohibited and may violate
appiicabfi3 lawS: inbh,ldihg lli~ Electronic Comrriuhica:tions Privacy Act If you are not fhe intenoeid recipient, piease Con\8t:t the
sender <;indi;!estt.oy all

copiesofthe communication.
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.,
From:

'"

J:Qhn!?ton,J~remy

SeMi::

Tu~es9py; JIA?H:;h 11, 20oB1 i :01 AM

SUbJect;

RE: SimulatOrs

T6: '

And¢tsgn; Skyler

The gisrofthe expiration date ofthe sihi solutions deals With the sop regulatingVlhen toe bpttt~ 9J spJl.ltiort nee,q.$ to pe
ch$nged. As 6fhOWi if readi; maHbrthealcose;nsors ina a singie bottl~ 9f ~oltvIQn i~ gqo~ fo.[ l$-~o. te§J~D~tl)ii.n~l:iguld
bEt changed (theintqx is 9,oiSq for 10Ci tests): Th$ Pft?plem O¢91fs qe0'l~';;~ b.qth r~d t!1atth~, SpIVti 9!1.$hQulg 1:)$,qft~r1gE3d
everyXnumB'er of Msfs, or after one month, whfc;:llever comesf\r;;t If th~ fe~tifl9 sh,cN,t9t1l?t t11e j;;qMi9nis gOOQ fOt 1'5' -29
tests (bt, 100) 'Why cre~te a magicnurnber of "Of Qne. !1Jsmth" and !lav):! tfie,~pl~tiQi1s thrQWQ ql.li?ttha,t ~rn€!;, If t\:l,~ ,
solutions db foseal66h'ol after sItting arounp for more th,CiD q mon.tn, then. tli? iIistrtin1!?nfs wilt $h9.WJl:lat pati?- <p.l1d wb~n it
they are out of ca,ibr13tion, ,the solution IS chang~qand they are rerun,with the new solution tq see \f it was the solutions.

There is. really a bLiilt,fh failsafe mechanism for a bad sotu.tipiralri?ady"

'

Thedrigini:ll compra:lnfab()utthe one monthtjme ftame C<:\meftor(l$Smfill $gen~y an,d dE(<:J,lt with thf> 0.20 sQ!ut,iop. they
ortly haa afew iJistruments and used the O.4Qsoivtiqn L"3times to dq their cal cheCKS. Th<.:;nwtiei1 themqnth Vja,$ dyeri,
theY, hacHQ throw if outE!vi3n thduQh it .$houk:l ~all6e gooq for 15+ more chec;Ks. rf\NaS se~ry?sqW.9st~ofrpbh~y' to tliEi
agency to have to but 1'2,bottles of 020 solution a yet;3.r when they could get by with abbtJt3 if they dic;lo't h.a\letdthfow it
out every month.
As for the 0.20 requirement, 1am Buggesting not dropping it altogether, lam j\lst suggesting pU\tingln SPl1')? wigg[E?(oom
lan!;Jllage so that in the event that the 0.20 is not run in a ca\~l)ti(3.r month, the prosecution only losesihe enhanCed
pett'altY charge that the 0.20 cl1(:,;ck supports and not the t3f\t]re qUI charge. nlH's dealS With, th(e~hqlds ~l1d for regula!
DUI, the thresnold is 0.08, IUhe proper cal checks are In p/ac;e to s'!PP9r:1:th,atc\)1;rge, th,,,,I)Jbrr yh§[ge sj10jJld stillQe
valla. The person that blows a 0; 14/0.15 should not get off on a technicalitY b~cause the tiTS failed 10 run a cal chegk to
sUPP9rt ?charge that is not pendIng for that case. Afterall, a year and a half ago; the o;2tr check wasn't even reqt,lir¢tl' ,
and the prosecution had no, problems at an until they \Jot abOVe the 0.20 threshold for the enhanced penalty; That \/lias th<:o
rea$onlrig behind instituting the 0.20 check 1n the first place. Cases are currently being tossed because of thiS; It seems
like it is adisserVice to the state of idaho to continue to keep that loophole open,

JJ
PS: on a personal note andoffthe record, there has been some s€!rious cQrnmunicatiori Pf<?plerns in the BTS prog(fI,m
l;lnd.l \;,rourdn't Just discount the facHnat an agency mignt not have kn9wn about the new SOP and testll19. t(';qulremefll$.
After all, theSQP was just changed in February '03. aoc! we were notified more than a week after the fac;l;, ~nd only 800Ut
th~. addition, of the FC20 to the SOP. Nothing was said about changing the acceptabilifyrequiremeilts folthe 0.08
solutions?

--Qriginal M~?~a~e~·~
Anoe[S6rT, pkyler
,
!,;ent:
Tuesday; MarCh 11.20088:53 AM
Tq:
LCl)'t,'gc,)(,JlaY¢iJotinston., Jeremy

from:
Ct.:

JeV\ike5j

Subject:

RE: Si!:i1l.JI?ltors

Darn:m

Obviously, I wasn't around to learn abo\lt the FC20 condensation issues; so I don't have any input in thaf respeQllri
terms of me one montf1 time limit on the siITiulptof ~olutions. Jeremy mentioned that there hasn't been any testing to
show that it IO§~s alcohol wh~n it is capPE?d and:sitting aro\Jnd. From my b\.ood alcof:jblanalysis experience; the one
month time limft do~,s seelJl strict I wou.ld support lengthening tne expiration date ofthe solution, but I don't think
dropping U1~ expirqtion d~te aU together is a good idea. The solution shQuld have an expiration datE;!, qtherwise
agpnci~ will be fl,lnliiTig ~heir solutIQns that are a year old arid wol1dering why ifs not working. Unfortunately, if no
sWdies hqye been done to detenninl? how Btable it is, thEm determfnin9 wiler exactly that expiration qate should be is
imposslble~ Is it a study that we should run over several months on our GC/F!D's? .
,

I agree with Dave about running the,0.20 solution, it is the operat9fs responsionlty to be following the latest SOP
accordingty, and their failure to do so is either due to laziness or negligence. I was actually a witness for a DUI trial
1
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(testjfy,ihg tg inY ql99da1yoho.[ §:nely§js}. in, GhalIi$l:msilqgVj the bre?th testil"ig eviC1i3DcElthrown outb.ecause the
ageJ:!cy dlc!p't rut) to.s 9.?Q sQlutiCin. TheX(Mp'trul1 the 0;20 b~cpuse theysflpPb~edlydidn'tkhOw about the
requir$JDentand di9n'th~ye fti~n~w:~?t.$PP. ASjQD9 wfi communiCafe wlththe bfe~th testing speCialisfs and they all
KN,6Waboljt tfie changes in SOP's; theri Id.i:m't thlnKW6.l>hbuld drop the 0.20' retniirement.

Da.rren?nd J~tEomY.,1 wl\l.p~kEi¢pIM(n toupl) wjtl\ both ofyoLi'aPQutthe CMl class in KentucKY. During me Wee~ of
have a sllPP.geJl<; to testiry boa iYll,lrdet trial iii Lemhi countY. As of now, they cahnot resc,lectule OF release:
siJ.~Roell? ~i:;~4~? tl1i:?Y lJa\,$ ?lfef:,ldY trurchasedplalie tidkets for Qther\Vlti16ssesarbund the countrY to fly (n~ i
a:rilw~ltinti losei?ifthey, Winl~t'm?t§isti.fYby t~lep.h.Pne; if hoUhey fli~y fly me ifl for the trial as well, Bu~ if 1miss the
first th'r~!',1 Clays of'<3 flve qay Grass, what's the point iii attending tHe class? AfiyWay, I'll k~ep you Pbsted~
th~ (;\9-s5;.1

my

Thanks,
Sky!er
-"-'Oifgfnai'Me5Sa9Rl"-f:'-'-

~~~~~; w.~\ D~~h11, 2ooa7:3o AM
J9f1Q~h;y,

To!

Je\Yr,e$; !!i3,rrt'; ; AridetSdfli $kyler
subje:ct: RE:::'Slmul~tOrs .
CC!'

Why ,db we w2:int to go backwards? 1didn't say there Was not testing to shoW it 100S8S alcohol Just sitting there; I
dpi1'tkrlo\v; What happens if the. simulator is on 24/7qut no tests are run? I just don't think this is the Um$tocllt
back on quality'sfandards;

JJ, you mentiOned tne cases that were getting dismissed becqLJs,e agencies weren't running th5:' O,?O. They cQuh:l
easIly cure the problem simply by spending 30 minutes per month and complying with the SQP. They QOljlq even

save the 0.20 arid use it tlie next month, maybe two. Facei~ most agencies would probably be happy if the SOP

was trimmed down to 2 or 3 pages total.
DL
"""':'-Original MeSsage--;.;.
frOrri: " '
JohnStonj Jeremy
s~ni::
Mongay, -Mardi lOt 2QOl? 8:50 AM
Tp;
~:

[ay¢QdciPavl:

JeWk?s, DarreniAnderson, Skyler

StilIjecb

rtE: Simulators

ExCiqtly Q9lJect If the tes~f)g r89l)ce$ the alcohol, and it is a closed loop system, then why have the one
mOl)thiitnlton the sOllltion? if th$ stUdies shoW that it loses some alcohol with testing" •.:md there isn't any
testing to shOw that it I6se$alcoholjust sitting there, then we should get rid of the one month limit
JJ

P$: Sky1~r, to .qring yoqupto speeq, we are discussing the possibility of dropping the one month time limit 011
the s.o[unqns because if th~ Solution is good and it loses alcohol with testing, why have a one montn time limit
on its UJ;6?
-----arlginal Message-Fro!]:
l?Y1:OP:;' Dllye
Senti
SatUrday, March 08, :2008 10;Q5 AM
To:
Johnston; Jeremy

Cc:
Subject:

es;

Je>N,k Darren; Nqrdt Am1e; Meade: Donna; Anderson, Skyler
Simulators

JJ:
Good to see you Thursday!

As fCi[ as the simLltators. when we were talking about them I forgot one thing, Yes, the system on the IZ
5000 is closed loop, butthere is ampJe evidence that ethanol Is lost during testing anyWi:!Y,Nbt aq rapidly
as in an open system but it does decline~ Dubowskf in 1991 reported a drop of2% after 50 tests.
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Aii otMr study reporied a 108$ of Q.3 mgft~$t in th~ cib;:i?,d sy$r~tn.. ThB. ENs might, oemp,re effl¢ieht but I
haven't see~ any studles. we $tudy we did hece ayol1pte oryeaffi ago thaUed to the "100 tese;
(ecommend~trbr'l ih the SOP was dMEf on ali !Z with vapor reCirculation.

Dave

3
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Fr?m:

Jolihstqn, ;JE?reinY

Se.nt:
To:

tU6S9.6y •.FebfU<=;1)t 26; 20087:58 AM
Jewkes, Dan-~ri

RE: faO manual feedback

SUbject!

1:' d be oK. with tnilt .. Ql.lt my only cont;:er'n is thilt we W0I,11d, then get questiOns about "what is
lihearity" > "WJiGlt dOe,~ it m~af1") "how j,s it me;:isured" and s"Uch
the time. Plus) the basic
gi,st of the breath testing. program is that the instruplS!nt has to be ac;turat.e at qiHer'ent
thresholds arid not necessarily l;ineqf'. Afte.rail j vie. havi;!- rteyer. given any qa],cQlati6hs or
values for the R squar~~ value; of the :line cr-eated by the. cal checksj wnlch is the measure of
th~:ir lirte",ri ty ,.A$ long as the. reading is over a certain thresho;tdj th.en tne c<'<?e w~tr ?it&
of swim ba$:ed qi"j the res-ults. plus the linearity at the o. 4{} point would only be 11E;t:essary
fot' cases involving ~?<~ess;i:v~ cpnsl..l.!i1ptiOh Ql'1ywaYj so We might
in the realm of dealing \.Jith
the; tp~ho $ta"\;s; p¢'pgrf.ill~frt of Requndanty bep~rtiiJe'nt. After all .. we only realiy care about
the :lrl!?trl,lfnents l.:ihe~·rity, at the upper lev~ls> when we have' a Case with r-esults at Or ~pqVe
the upper 0.2H li:!vel. th' which ca-s8,; :Lf they dido't run the B.2€' check; tl1.e lin'earityiSn!t.
really in quest:ion beci3use they would be using the 0.08 check and threshold for' prosecutIon.

all

he

Personally, I tl1ihk that "in support of the excessive consumption charge" actually covers
po we c~r-e if the instrument is

botb bases without being overly analytical in the SOP,

linear at the 0.28 level if the breath sample is below the 13.26 level?
above the 0.08, our bases are covered.

As long as it is

ps: 1. thi.nk that ts where we are getting lost in the translation. It is good scientif:ic
prattice to cMck linearity because that lends credence to the accuracy of the humbers that
the instrument geherat!'!s. What is different witb the BTS progrqm is that we only need to.
know the accuracY of the ri\.lmbers at the legally relevant thresholds. The numbers iIi betwe.en
~re it'relevant as long as they can be prDVen
be above the threshold that is being charged
(exCeSSiV8 or not}. I think that is where \',fe are losing Dave.

to

-----Origiiipl Message----From: Jewkes)

Darren

sent: Mon 2/25/2'008 4: 55 PM
To: Laycot;:k) DaVe
Cc: Johnston) Jeremy; Andepsorl; Skyler
subjectl RE: fc2B manual feedback

oK.

If I get both sides of this issue we have ...

Jeremy (saying): Reasoning Tor the 0.20 checks should stated in the sop and be run in
support o.f=' the excessiVe consumption charge. It is up to the agency to run the check. If
they forget to run the e,20 then they can still chclT'ge for 6.e8 just not excessive

consumption.
Dave (saying): In add~tion to running a 0.20 check for excessive consumption, it shoul(j also
be run to demonstrate the linea rity of the instr-ument. If we state as policy that the e,. 20
checks only support excessive consumption thefl agencies are more likely to skip this check on
a regular basis.
Did I get the g:i.st of it dght?
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c
What is wrong with stating both .. as both are logically valid reasQns? If we word the sop to
state both pL!rpo?<;,s. then our base~ eire covered. The Operators have the burden of
responsibility to rUh the test and if they don't it could be explained on the witness stand.
If we state the ju5tification(s) for the test (as pol:i,cy):, and the BTS or Operator fails to
run the test) the case will either sink or swim on their actions. What more can we do?
DJ

-----Odg:Ln..a1

M$ssage~----

From: Laycock~ Dave·
Sent: M()ncl~yj February 25..

2068 10:48 AM

To: Jel!;KeS 3 Darren
Subject: FW: ft213 manual feedback

-.,,- .. ~ariginal Message.c;...:.-From: johnstoll, Jeremy

sent: Mohpay .. February 25., 2ee8 10:38 AM
To: Laytoi:k~ Dave
Subject: RE: fc20 manual feedback
It absolutely would because the "must" would be replaced with a "should" in the case of an
enhanced penalty situation. We could even change it to read that the 0.213 should be run once
arid month, and must be run to support an enhanced penalty charge. Then \..re have the best of
both worlds. No enhanced charge without the 0.20, but if they don't run it, they can still
charge regular DUI.
JJ

-----Original

Messag~----

From: Laycock, D~ve
Sent; Mon 2/25/10138 10:22 AM
Johnston~ Jeremy
Subject: RE: fc20 manual feedback

To:

r sometimes have ALS folks cal~ me with qu~stions about procedure. Even if it were changed
to specifically mention the enhanced penalties and the e. 20~ I wonder if the failure to run
it would still influence ALS.
-----Original Message----From: Johnston .. Jeremy
Sent~ Monday .. February 25, 2008 :10::1B AM
To: Laycock~ Dave
Subject: RE: fc20 manual feedback
Correct) 11m just trying to close a loophole with the 0.20 and the "must" language that is
being used by defense and the ALS to say that the instrument that was used wasn't properly
usable because the 0.20 check wasn't performed according to the SOP. Some cases exactly like
the one that you used as an example 0.12/13.12 are getting tossed in ALS because of breaks in
the procedure. I just \'o!ant to dose the hole fot"' defense.
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{l0000:19

(We should absolutely cover it in training> but unfortunately:. th~ defel1se people like to use
our written stuff against us and like us to say that the BTS didn t follow the procedure and
that he somehow screwed things up.
I

JJ

-----Ori!5ihal Mgsage..;.o;w",-From: LaycQck~ Dave
Sent; Mon

;-0";:

2/i5.ti0(;j$ 10::B6 AM

Ji:;lhnst-OD J jeremy
(G; file ade, DOhna; Nord, Anpe; Jevlkes'j Darren
subject:. RE: fcie Illanwal feedback
JJ;

Gooe! cgtch on

the 8.2.13. solution and the 0.08 lot

numoer cliange in the manual; fixed itl

As far as specifiGiHly saying the 0.2{J is to support the enhanced penClitie~J tligt's lJP
Darren. I wouldn;t go to court and testify that a 0.12/0.12 was invalid simplY be:C~use
0.2~ was-hit rUn .. but to. me the 13.20 does help show linearity of the instrument as well
supporting the enhanced charge. It doesn't seem like we need to explain why something
tilE! SOPj that should be covered in training.

"to
the
as
is in

DL
-----Odginal Mess.a&e----johp?ton J Jeremy
sent: Monday~ February 2S) 2008 9:51 AM
To: Laycock> Dave; Jewkes, Darren; Anderson, Skyler
Subject: fc20 manual -feedback
Froffii

I think it would be v~ise to put some wiggle room in the 8.20 check language. As it reads
now, it says that the 0.28 must be run onCe a month or whe:never' the B.eS solution lot is
c.hahg~d.

I think that if we added "In order to support an excessive consumption charge" the instrument
must have a wet: theck using a (1. 213 simulator solution once each calendar month and whenever a
new lot of e.0Ssimulator solution is put into service (top of page 22 of the manual). That
gives u.s the wiggle room to say that if the 0.2@ check is not dl;ltle} it only invalidates an
excessive consumption charge and not the DUI altogether. After' all, i f the instrument is
ch~ckeq at 0.e8 and the person blows a .23/.24, does the fact that the 0.20 cheCk meal) that
they can't be charged with regular DUr at all? I think that would be a disservice to the
people of Idaho if we let that happen in court J because as it is. wf'itten~ that is the way
that it is being fought by defense in court right now.
JJ
ps: ALso the second paragraph of page 22 makes it seem like they have to do three checks ea~h
Maybe we could change it to r-ead something like "The instrument has three chances to
pass its calibr-ation check. If the results a-fter a total of three checks (two vapor samples
pep check) are not withiri acceptable range, the instrument mus."!: not be used for evidential'Y
testing until the problem is cortected.
Also) might this also lead to the possibility of
fuel cell fatigue. (ever four tests per hour?)

month.

U

3
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(
Also.>

as

a general

rule for

-

(
\.

the entire manual.

Could

we

'

change

most of

th~

languagE:

-t;hpt

could be read as "e_~Clct times'! to bE; more- general in order to prevent defense cnalleilg'~s.
One' example WOUld be the warming of the simulator. I t says that it "the Simulator must b~
warm; running fori t'lt least 15 mInutes'!. This might cause defense to. chalJ:enge because Cl'
timer wasn 'tkept running to doc,umEint hoW'- long the siinul~tor had be T'urming. Could it be

cnallged to som$tl):ing more gen¢ral likE: °The s~mulator- sl:\Duld pe warmed by poweriiig
Lin~t and allowing' it to run fop at ;:l"pproximately 15"2G riiinutes."

4
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on

the

Frotl;1;
Sent::·

To:

Subject:

Arl9€?r~Orl, S.Kyl~r.
Thursday, July 08, 2010

Johnston;' j~remy
REi SOlYq'UiCk reView

.' . . . .
WAS AM

tagrr;ewitlrYOUfsand Anl1!;'siiedii;Qnd think. passivetestlrig'shoul<i p~ strictly used for the offi~e(5 il1Tormatloi! and
tbE;'Y shoutdfo.!lbwthe. Btg;'ith festingprocedure faral! evidentiary reasons~ t jl,lst wanteoto knowwha'tour officis.l
bpn:flon btipa$SlV?testlhg ts.sQ I ti:\n fnsfnJcttt\e BT$;5. Thanks forai! Your bard work art these mafiLii!s. rllstaft training
LaQ'lcm:i ()nt::~ ?ll of 'the procedXiresare approvecl,

Sky!er Anq~rson
FofElnsicSGr~htist II
!o:~hQ$tat~PQlke Forehsic$er'ViCes

209 E. b::wis,St,
Pocat~Ho,ID 83201
108-432~9474(fAX~ 208-232-3697)

-

--. .. ~.~--'-~'-~---

.-'--~---

FmmtJqhns):o[l/ Jer!':!mv
s~n·t:thiJ.rsdaYJ .J!,Jly OB,2Qll] 11:41 AM
Td~ Angerso)'l, $kYI~1: .

Subject: Re' 50P: qukk review

Thanks for tne quick reply. The passive testing was used primarily for Propation/parole screening and for open
c9ntaJn,er~. The oftfte'rs should use the mouthpiece procedure for obtainihgthe MlP/MlC results. Anne and! went
around<;jrfc1afpQildcin the p~:!SShfe th~ng and it5ltse fgr eViCl€ntiary purposes, anq we really need to vall.da.te if we Want
to use it for something otherthan scteenin~. There are so many variaflles with false posltives for warrn juices and
tehli;H~~r?tuJeJ and Cir6~~Ii~ss; to Hie actualliql,lid, etc; that We really can't endorse its Use <is anything other than for
screening at.this point; They officers could screen people using the passive testirig priorio the aqual evidentiary test,
bu.t that is uptb them I guess; There really is nit any implied consent thing for Pfovidingonlv a singii~ test for M1P/lV11C
cases; It would help them not )jurn through mouthpieces 1guess. The passive testing really opens a can ofworms
instrumentally.

ThallKS agail'l for the quick response.

JJ
From: Andersol'll Skyl~r
Sent~ Thursday, July 08, 2010 10:36 AM

Ti)~ Johnston, jeremy
SUbject: RE550P quick review

The breath alcohol test must be administered by an operator currently certified in the use of the instrument used.

(Delete "LJ:sed")

EverythIng else in Section 8 looks good to me. One question (because I anticipate it coming up in BTS classes}, once we
adopt this procedure, does this mean that using the Pass/Fail feature of the FC20 is not alkiwed for evidentiary testing of
minors? f think the cu.rrent procedure of oPtaining breath resu!ts as if it is 9 normaldui case isthe best practice, but ff
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We do al!.pWthe P~ss/Fan feature to be used, I think we shiJuld e$tabH~h what the Pass/Fail limits should be or at least
have a procedure for the STS tbdocum~nt what Pass/Fail limits that they program into th€$ Instrument prior to testing.

$kyter AQq~fi;"6n
For~nsii; $ctetit l$t II
Idaho state POlice ForensipServices
20Q K Li;!wt~$t.

P6c:?J?n9.,JP~B'2Qi

208~232A474 (FAX:~ 208'"Z32-S$$i}

~r6m:

Jeremy

Seht: TniJtsday; J~ly 6$'12010 10:4$ AM

TOi Mq~rs.q9i Si<yl~r
'
SubteGt~ SOP quick revieW

JL,l?t added q n.eW~'ectiohto the SOP to address the MIPIM1C {:liarge; Th(5 Was req\Jested by many officers be(;al.!S,~ sqme
judges were: requjfing tl19.t the DUlpfotedQre be fol!6wed for alleviqeni:lary samples. For MIG parties, 8.quplicate
samplew.illsuffjce Since the threshojdis only pn;sence or iiJ:isence, a'nd the onfy potentfalprob!ern wou!.d bef(OrD
mO\.ithale:Qhql from Ii::'git sdu(c€.$ (breath spray, mouthw.~sh; etc) The; qupllcpte sall1(:He will catch those situations and
will allow th€! offic~rsto proce~s a big p~rty without observing is minutes for e(!ch per$gn ihvolVed, ItS section 8 In the
SOP 3}ld I also. add~d a line to section 6 reg::irdfng the 3\Jprb?dmate time between the dutillti3Je $qmples. Don't Rnow
how I misse(i th~t in the. origih?!.
If you could review this quickly and get back to

me today or tomorrow, we cart still release these by the end of the week.

JJ
Je.+qmrJoJinst~)ll

AJ(·.Qhol i)ist1iPliJl.0 LllUlm:
IS}? J.1egiQ1J, 1 Fo.~r~DSiffi
QI Akiie.i ID
208-209-870H

COQ1U'
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And¢r.soni Skyler
Tuesday, AUQusf 24,201Q. 7;30 A~

From':

senf:

To:'

Garnette; Matthew; Jofmston; Jeremy

Cd,
sitbJ~ct:

Nord,Anne

RE: tSP Breath Arcohol Changes

:t agree with all Qf Jeremy' 5 proposed fiXes, They were, all N'et'ty minor. 1. strongly agr.E;§::
with Jeremy about the MtP pro€eqL)r~. if th~ CbUr;;~~ start r'eqi1~rihg Cej'tHte!tfll},S,t.rUiliE:tjts an~
c¢rt~fi:eq pp'eraMI'S fqr' unJer'ag\$' corr~gilill:(tJiSrt r~~~its< to iJit ~ohs;iaere4a.dntis~Sibl~ in cou'tt; iii
myniibtt this is ct.. good sidf:' e:tfe'ct cW the sop. I, do hert think any agency. in the state' should
bik ti$irig LlncertHieq instrluilei\t$ t6 obtain evig~l)t~ary sal)1pi~!?, EspE;cJaliYj as: jet'€[nY
i f the operator. is also uftcedified and is perfornrihg passive t~sting;;

said

j

$kyler Anderson
FQrensicScientist I I
Id?hQ Stcite polic;e Forensic Services
Le9 E; Lewi~ st.

r'ocatelio) fD 83201

208~232-9474

(FAx;' 208-232-36;17)

--c---Origij1al Me.s~age----
From: Gafiietf:e J Matthew
sent:, Monday) August :2'3,) 2010

3: 38

PM

johnst9n.. Jet,~f!IY
Cc:' Aiic:JersQfi J Skyl~r ~ Nord J Anne
Subject: RE:' ISP Bfeath Alcohol Changes

to;

Pl~a,5~ make the cnang¢s to the manual by downloading a copy off the I: drive and making the
edits. When you hear back from Jared~ Christine, and Ben plea,$6 provid~ me with all the
changes that have been agreed to by all the parties. Feel free to cohference call with them
Of" whate'i(er you need to do so that we can make everyone happy with the wording.
I will post
the, revisions whEm they have your signoff.

Matthew Garnette
Idaho state PoliCe Forensic Servi.te~

~Dahty M~nag'~r

'

-----OFigif!91 Message-----

From: Johnston, Jeremy
s~ht: Monday) August 23, 2010 2:56 PM
To; Olson; :lared,
cc: Garnette .. Matthew
supject: RE~ IS? Breath Alcohol Changes
1'11 try to a nswet' your questions t.o the best of my abilities.

1- the s.pelling can be easily corrected

1
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2- tJ:le int~nt of 5.1,4, was to allow fbr ttie 0.213 to be usable IIp until it reaches the 25
, verifications reg<;JJ'dless of the time (up uhtil the expiration dates on the bottle if
necessary) up unin it fails to g.tv~ good results; In 5~cti6n 5.2.4 \112 c'an add the same
languag? to s.iA- fQr' cOi}sistetity. Ihstead of "several" montns) what language can we. uSe to
confei:' tM m~anihg we warit • • • that the 0.2.13 can be used unfil it expires or gives bad
results arid needs to be cha:hged"f

4-

0'.020 shoud be {3,20 c(fT're!:t.

5." RiJri~. . sedes, . . doenst matter to me, Series Qoes $ound bett~r thQugh. With
respe~t to the should ah~sLlgg~s~b:!cj part of tft~ tf'Q\lRl~s.bciQting g"t.lid~J I tl'i.ed
write it so
that
was ~. gL!:l,Q~1.iJle for t-rytng to tl:'Quble$fioQt wHy the tests' are 19W. t also wanted to
<=~pt~in th¢ r~,i;isQI)~i1g; Qi:;/:lind. wny. w'~ allow tl1fe@serie~of samples tcf b~ ta~e,i,1. befor~ taktng
tl1e; ihstrilme('it out, of service. I did not: wa:fts the guide.lili~ to re'Eld i;J$- !ii'aod?tory qE;:cal,lse I

it

to

know sOme 81'S; 5 tnat use. the-nuplep.\" apprqa\Ch <3rlg c;:hangi'i ever':rthin~ if theY, get a initi?l
-failer;! $edes of t?sts:, :i: di~h't want offJ,ters. to get in trouble for "not '.' follow1r\g the
gL\:ii~erthe i:;hd maybe chahgihg the solution first and checking hoses and leaks secbnd.
6...

see #2 and #4

7.., 5.1.5 Can be used (it only differ's by one period and a capital H in however)
coi.mtihg.

but who's

FinaJ..ly- correct again-; I cart change the language to relect something along the iine» of .
. If the third p~t'fQrmarice verification fails, then the it can be a!:;Stlll1ed that a poteiiti;?il
source of error: lies with the in!5trument :itself.

As

to the MIP/MIC pr'Qcedure. That section was added in respol1?€ to sptpe northern
jClr'lsdicuons interpreting the SOP for DUt a~ the SOP fQf evidentiary breath testing. They
had rules that in order for the BrAe to be admissible as evidence, it had to follow 'the sop
for evidentiary breath testing, Thus, I wrot~ ttle section for MIP/MlC adrrlissibility.

With respect to the use of ihstl"umen-ts by nOH;.certified OPeratqrs and non-calibrated
instruments) I see this as a h\igg potential fQr the wr'-OrigfiJl conviction of an innocent
person. After all., the :i.nstrument' are not specific> for ethyl alcohol~ and ther,e are 111111'tip;Le
ways of intrcldw:;ing legal forms of alcohol into the breath. pathway or the in;:;trutneht itself.
The SOP really onlY insures the safety and prQtectioh of the pqtential irino;:::ent: victim that
1tJas ata party and -lllayl;re just took $ome cold medicine Or' used some breath spl'ay.. they could
hav~ been thi::re C)Se the. designated driver?? \-1ho knows l but w:lth.out toe SOP and with a single
-test on an un-calibratM ins'tt"U!hent by and uncertified op~rato.r > thi:1t perSyl1 CQuld. have the
potential to be wf'ongfull:y. convicted. With the l.im:i.ted checl<,s and balances that the new SOP
sectipn proviqes J it should drastlc;;:ll.1y reduce the likelihoOd of a false positive result.
The blanks. pr.ovide a measure of protection for the ambi.ent alcoholtc cotrd:i;ti6hs of the Party
venue itself .. and the duplicate breath sample protects against the legitimate introdUction of
a source of alcohol into the breath pathway. I f we (meaning the law enforcement agencies)
have to manage on", OJ' two more steps in order to. protect the innocent, then that to me s€ems
like thbse are steps that we should gladly take. (and he steps down from his soapbox)
The end
JJ
Jeremy Johnston
Alcohol Discipline Leader

ISP Region 1 Forensics
Coeur' d' Alene, ID
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..,----Original Message:----From: oi$l:!l1j Jqre'q
Set:ibMohciaY> ALigust 2$:" 2010 12: e4 PM
fo~ Garnette) Mat'thElYl;~ j6hf1~t9n,t Jeremy
Svoject: R,E:. ISP- Bh:qth Alto.h51 Chahges

Here gre a
First~

liumo.e.i"' of things I wanted t6

point dut

after"

my first review Of the SOP.

on pg. 7 in secti.on 2 - "$;;jfety" the.' word "pre.C:3li:tjpnsU is misspelled.

Next., Hi S.l! 4 i$ it your int",riti6n for the 0 .2.0 ?olutiqn to' be valid for' 1. year and 1 mQl1tn
i f tne agency fs. ohlY using one instrument'? ~n s,2.A it l,'6!=lds thai th?c S<3mg bottre 111;:lyb-e
u$~'d for several months.. I suggest these S.oF'$ b.E! consistent .. I personally db. not prMer the
word, 'i?eyeral" b~tatJs;~ I fQre~~e silly
word,. Ml)th like we hqve $~eri with the
instruclloil be giVen?
Th:it'tL 1 WpLild

$l,igg:J~s.t

anYWhere

motidns being filed arguing over the mea'r'ling of the

term "calendar

month. ,i' Can a more speciflc

where Id?l)o Code 18-81304(: be mentioned that "c" be

capitaHzed to b(:! consistent With how it appears in the Idaho

Code.

Not a big- df;:al, just a

$'(jggesfion.
Fourth .. in 5.1 •.4 th'e note Oitates y "the 0.020 performance verification." This needs to be
correi:i:ed to read 13.20'. For consistency 1 would sugge?t either 1ist:ing Clll of them two
places after the deCimal (easier to. change) or to three places after the decimal.

F;VthJ ~n 5. J,- $ again l 'Wo.u1d suggest changing 13.1380 to (}. 138 fbI'" cons,istency. I p~rsol1al;Ly
do not care for the term "three runs" as this seems ihcQnsistetrt to roe with the definition
section, and othe.r areCjs. May!?e tb:i? is j1,1st me, l::H.lt Vlould using the term "test series" be
more accurat~. Iii addition, we might want to have discussion about the last sentence
stating,; ;'Tt1e suggested tr-oubleshooting procedure shoyld be followed i f the initial if the
initial perfct'mance verificqtion does not meet the acceptance cdteria.
I think by stating
the procedure "snotil<;:l'i be followed ni);(e5 the idea the prDcedure is a "suggestion." I know
there is a referelice in the troubleshooting SOP but I foresee it at least being challenged
more than once.
U

Sixth. in 5.2.4 I mentioned above the ihctmsistent language with 5.1.4 and stating the
solution is good for several months. Agj3in, in the note section tne 'i6.020!· i:s incorrect.
In 5.2.5 there is the 0.e8~. Also the note section is a big run-on sentence.
suggest using the exact same paragraph in 5.1.5.

I would

finally, I don't know exactly how to eXRress itJ but 7.1.4 is sending up a signal flare in my
brain. It s~em$ to conclusory for me that i f the third performance verification fails than
the "only" r-emaining source of error lies with the instrument itself. I was thinking of how
skYlar mentioned he has been sent instruments th;:lt failed the field performance verificqtions
but when he tested themJ they were within calibration.
As I mentioned in the past, I persont'llly am against including an SOP for minors in possession
but realize I could be wrong. However, in practice many of the officers using the Alcof'>
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.....

'(Jnl)D~~~

.sensor- 01' EC20 for> underage drinkers are not certifierl opet"gtors aog furthermore many tirp¢$
. thr;:; ihstr!jments they USE! have never been sent to the ISPFS for certH~f2rt,ion. I know th:i,5 to
be the case for Boise PD and 1 will 5e sending an email to Chri~tine and Be'n regarding this.
Md:irg th~ Sm) s~,$ms- tQ me that it now requires a certified il1strument be used for the
ev~deri'~ tg be ~dmis$ible,~

NotHication is the big iSSM$,;lf"ld in my experience it has been a lasting issue. I still h~ar'
stp:riE:? Qf Errs f $: claiming they haVe never heard of the 0. L0 fielrl perfof'manCe ver'ific;;tion

reqUirement.
If r can

qq arryth:t.ng

el;;ej ple.,a$~ let me know. T am still technically on vacatiofl unt:U
but as you cah see t have heen trying to keep' up wi-til my emails;

Wso9t:\esd,ay Qr Th(JYsday)

Jared D. Olson

Traffic Safety J{$~olJ,r'<;e I''r~()s~cutot'

:rO$.hi?

Pr9~er:utJflg .Att9ri'l~Y~ Asso~cii:l,tlbn

70B; s. Stra"tfCir;d orNe (Idaho POST Ac'adeiny) MeTidian J ID

3364i

208-884-7325 (Offi.d:)
208~559;.i2i7

(Ce.ll)

jared.Q:I.sQn@post.idaho.gi)v
wWW.TSRP-Idano,otg
This email trans,m:i!'5siol1 is attorney privileged or attorney work product and is) in any event,
confipen'hal infQfll'latidn beIong:i,hg t'<) the sender and intended only fbI' the use of the
incjh:i,du<il or entity addr'essee named above. If you are hOt toe intended recipient, you are
hereby nOtified that any dj,sc1qsurs) Copying, distribution> or the taking of any action in
relianCE! o.n the cooteijt$ 0-£= this, iliformatioh is strictly prohibited. If you have received
this emp,\l in e\:,rQt") plE;ase notify U!5 by telephone at (208) 884-7325 to arrahge for
disposition of thiS email.

-----Oi'iginal Message----From! Gamettt::;t Matthew
senf; Mort 8/23/2~10 12!18 PM
T6! OlSon" :;Jared
Subject: RE: I$P Breath Alcohol Changes

I composed the email Fdd;ay morning" b\,lt we have so many incorrect BTS ema,il addr€:sses that
it kept getting rejected for sending by the IS? server. I firi q lly got all the errors
corr'etted so that I CQuld send it thi$ morning. I am still conterned that many of the BTS
officers db not have the word. I (fs~d our BTS class rosters since 2006 j but MANY of the
ema:i;:l,s cC!!lle back as rejected. We do not have a good list of all tht= BTS 'Officers in ldaM.
I did send it to every Cbief) Sheriff) and the city prosecutors I knew about. I know I did
not get it to every city proseclltor. Getting the word out will continue to be a huge problem
until we have a ~istributiori list. It also concerns me because we will be making more
changes in the near future.
Jeremy has told me that the content is flot much different--just that the 5e00 3rd SeeeEN were
combined into one. Sotne of the problem wording was removed. I have attached the old Qn(!s
for your review. If you keep a list of grammatical or other problems) I will get them fixed.
We \'1:£n be publishing revision 1 this week because of the issue Boise City is going to h;;lVe
with under-age drinking problems. We are going to add a note for them that theteSi:s do Mt
have to be done sequentially (the officer can administer other tests during the two minute
wait and come back to the fif'st subject after 2 minutes). They figure they will run sea
4
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;te$tS'f!extw~eke'nd so we, want to get it rev~sed for th;;,:m ASAP', I h-GlV~ a fee~,ing we w;iJl hear
. of Qthe!" ::tssll.e~ fr9~ prose,t;:i.):tors anq:WF! vllII cO!iipile tl1t)se arid get them i,n the'mi,l\lu(:ll
re.vt.$~iQn.~ :Cf I €.c(n" g.et s~i tH? prQhleU1S to me by Tuesday 8/25-) "r can get" the revisions, done
Wedh~sday so: we drih't nave E$lies' into the next weekend, Again> I am wotri,ed about i;n~
nest met.nod to g€:t the word out state-wide. Vollt' thoug!1ts are appt'e<::iatect. This i$my top
prfodty this Wei;;ki-

on

Jer'em'y is calling Ben Harmer and Christine st~rr today.
MaH)l§1;l Gdiilette'

:tda.110 STate Polk:i=t Foreffsic Services
Quality Manage~

w --

-~origihal

Messi:ige- "---"-

from: Olson,. Jar$d
,s.et"it; Mqtidtl~L A~gq~t 23..; ,2010 11: 35 A11

To i

Gaii1~#e'> Mai:th~w
REo; IS'P Breath .Alcohol ChaDgeS

Sul::ijed~

M~ttM\IJ.

Could you email me a. co~y ()f the prior versiqn of tht= SOP. I antidpa~e a: lot of qUe~tiphs
being sen.t my wa':l t;:h:;ts, w~ek t'eg~rding the new SOP'. so I neeq to get star-ted reviewing' iii. r
ama Uti;:~? ~olicet'hE:;jj. 1:ha"t it Went l:lve last friday but the STS'? hi:lve not been riQ1::1,J:l:eQ
un:ti;I. after' it, went liVe. But I need. i::Q do a quick revie.,. to $,ee \IIhi3t iT any chfinges I11fgnt
oe new for the Bf$~ :; have don~ a q4~t;:k s<.::an anq their a'r'E~ a few grallimath:al error"s an(f
incol1sistel1Gies wi.tl1 the deCimai points (e.g. says 0.20 arid then 0.200' in the same paragraph"
I h~.ve forwarded yo\.f!" email to.bf: sent to an the J;d..,hq pr-o$er;:4tors that are members of the
rPM. There arE! a. lJOmber: of eity prqsecutdt's whd are riot members and I will I>/or-k on

notifying .thbse. tnat

I

know

of.

Thanks,
Jared, D. OlS9fl
Traffic Safety ~eS9Uf'Ce Prosecutor
Idaho Prosecuting }\Horo?y;; B.!?soci.ation

70e

s, Stratfbrqpdve Cloaho POST

26~ :'&84- 7:32.:; (Office)
208"559;.1217 (Celli .
jared; o+~.o{l@P'Q$t. idaho. gqv

Academy) Meridiah, In 83642

www .tSRP- :td~ho . oPg'

This email tf'ansmission is attorney privileged Of' attorney wqrk product and i:5, in ariy event,
configenHa1 information bel@ging to the sencjer and intended only for the use of the
inclividual Of' entity addresse.e named above. If you are not the intende£l recipient.. you are
hi;rebY notified that any disclosure, copyin'gj dlstr;i,butiol1, or the taking of any action in
reliance on the contents of this. information is strictly prohibited. If you have received
this emai.l in errcir J please notify us by telephone at (208) 884-732.5 to arrange for
disposition of this email.

-----Origih?l

Mes~age-~--

From" Garnette, Matthew
sent: Mon 8/231i0~0 11~11 AM
5
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To~ Berij~il1,in

'C<;:

H;:irmer

Olson ..·. Jared

Subj'ect;

FW: I$P Breath Alcohol Changes

please f6rw~rp this td those in your office that need this information. Chf'j,,:;tine St;:;tr from
BOise (i ty jy;;t Q:I,:J.t=9. ilnd was cOl)~etne:d aqOllt the cnar:tges we: made to the Qrid~ra:g~ priPKing
$ettioJ1 of the $,QP,-, $n.e w~s; cO:i1~e.th~q thi;1t it wpuld t!3~e them more time to: do aclLipliGate.
t$~t. Jer~my $:t;aod~. by tfiat sr;¢ti9n b~cau5e, of mouth alcohol issues (~sp'\?Qia:py iii ts'e[1S at
a 8~rty~>JheP.e th!i:Y may be. ~sin~ gl¢5?hNb.$.?¢d ~re~'l:h fre~n€:J1et;'5) ~ . 5f:f~5a:Ld ~pi$E!¢.Hy h
doing empb$$i;; th.:ts ".J~~R~i\d atitl :( ti19]lght you migf;rt be inyolv$:l in some· of t'Yi=it as well. Let
me,: KrlPw if YQu h}¥vl= (;1:ifrcer-ns: about tlje 'frelit' secticin~.

Si:1£: was also <=pnt¢rMqtliat we de~e.t:ed the old mahUal~ from the website. Feel fr?e 1:9' o~ye'
the dHeM{;-eriiCliJ; Me fot' .copies of tn~ oj,.qer (nprk-t9.ntroli~ ve;rS;L.Ql1s).. ~. !#_tl 119;;wqrrt: tq
leave thfuii· up. ariel h<3V~ it 6~~qll1easource of~(mfusiQn
t!'f~ .Ens 6r cOllrt syste)ij, .we- now
h.?v;gci p,rOp~55 to cOrJ:ttt(!. tDe~ed6cutn~nts' (star-ting with ReviSion. G) aKd the confl"olletf
version ni,i's an i5~:uE!leffett:i,\re qaf:~ and a revision nlJmher. I will an:hiv,? i;h~:SE;>.m:gnl1'qJ~ in
my office just l$Ke aU of oyr othep mam,lals -fbr the laiJ systeil);, The defensEf cah recUji:fst

for

them through the normal dlscqverypr ocess.

Idaho. State Police Forensic Services
Quality Manager

From; Gamette) M?hhew
Se::nt: MOf1day; AUgust 23-.. 201(1 9: 26 AM
Subject: ISP" Bre::itfl Ale'onol Changes

Pear Chief> Sheriff) Prosecutor, STs'" or Breath Instrument Operator)

This communication is to iriform: you. that we nave m<l.d~ sqme <;hang~s to the br~ath alcohol
program. :t w2mt yot,!. to be awarE;. of these chang¢s and the. way's they may impact YOl\r
operatio-ns. The I::;PF~ lapor'atory s¥,sfem has made the dErtermination to pur'sUi:'\ AScLD{lA!:f H0ZS
a~d;edit<;!t:ioh in Breath Testing Instrument Calibration.
As OUt' deadlines fell" certificatiOn
approach~ you will See mor-e and more standardization in the pro€\,r'am. Effective today \'>Ie have
implemented sf:veral changes. The do¢urneilts are all posted on the ISPFS Alcohol Website.

1)

There will be two tiers of manuals for each BTS or Operator.

The Idaho St~nd~rd Operating ProCe9ure (SOP)
<htlp:}/w'ww.isp,idaho.gqv/fcirensic/Blcohol.html> contains the methods to follow in general.
This manual has been revised and updated.
6
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~.

,~'

the '!i:rairing manuals" have. b:(?eD r?Rla<;eq by

urt:fert;n.c~ rn;;rnj~l~

'<trt.ttH I IW\If. isp,it;iah~. gQ\! /forensiM certifi.c):i1:e5 .. html#~ATMj:lI1Ui:l1S} • it. F;3~.b

a.

instt'UmE;trt

fE;f~r~i:lc]:; m.~:fh.iJ<;lJ;.

series

We foUhd~ that in a number of. case!; the training manual and S.op had
conflicting irifPr'matfon and the courts were deciding which m:<,!nLli'll to U~l2! for ~nt~.\'p,ret9t}9n.
Iii the revised m~huat~ W¢ h.aVe matie i1; Vf:.j'y cHat tHat the;SO~ is thg dotLim~frt that should be
refer~t'v:;'r=g ~tlq tMl"~f¢rf;It~~ i)lt:ll1u,~ls' are re?l1y fof th~ srs 6(' ope'rator- ref§t"ehte when
lIiQ~kihg W:}th the ±-n~s.trUment roehU$. We fPied to hike Qut. any confilct;thg w6rqi,ng, if Wt;
missE(if sOMething;>. please let U?, Know. The BTS aUG Opera:l;:ors,s,houid be very fami:ii~r with thehAs

.

s-o~;~·

2)
The
guidelines,.

VOd30UTa'i:')Z fbr the program is' changing, to cOfj'fotm with. qUr> aCt:peMX?ttQti.
YQu. W~},t hgtift: th~' l.1~e qf Wp,¢rfqd'tF~b<~' ye't'-iiit?t.;tpn;" ah9 .It'pg(ifQrma:r\cfi
v~dfIci?fttQ(l .~oXqtiol1' ;(Wbi~i,: tli.i$ irLs:ttui\1eJ1t software. njay stUi <tall fob. a ;, Calibration'

i!;;~:'~i~ri;l;t~[;;f;~:!!i~~)~~~~~;:!~;ii~!~~~;~~!il~~~i~t~fi'
v~'dfif<ltiQ.11 si)ltji;i.¢n:

fr-'om R'epcq.

Th~ perfdrmFio[~' v~pifica'ti6Yi

solution ig,

the; sBme. thihg

as'

9 si,mula't9r' sQluti'on\

3).

The. Performance verif'J:(':ation s.q~~t':i,bD J;cri;: certifi¢at.:iOljS Will 8§!m<:i:4n the same'.. Q!Jt
inforlila.tiOn 1»1.1;1. bE:! pr(j'i(i(:\!,,}~ oii the certifIcate be~ardil1g our explidt approval of Reptb
r>rQvicfe the solutiO'ns in Idano .

more

t9'
We

wilJ, ma.ke ~verY effort t.O keep yqu updqted on th£! progress of this program'. W~ hope that:
the chiilige~ will have minimal impact on youI' op'eratiol1$. Fe~l free tp corrt;~ct tf1s::. or Breath
Alcohol D:Lsdpline Leader J~reli1Y· Johnston Llsing the contact information provided below.

Ma.tthew Garnette

Idaho State poli.ce Forensic

Quality

S~rvices

M~nager

matthew.g<3r:llette@iSp.idano.gov

, 7~e

South stratford DriVe Suite 125

Meridian IdahO

8354~

2eS~884-7217

Voice

208-884-7290

Fax

Jeremy Johns.ton

Idaho State Police Forensic Services
7
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.. Breath Alcohoi Discipline Leader

jer-emy.jbliriston@isp.idah6.gov
2~8~20;J-87~§
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IDAHO STATE POLICE
NOTICE OF ACTION ON PUBLIC RECORDS REQUEST
Name of Requestor:

Charles Stroschein Clark and Feeney

Address of Requestor:

4113/11

Date:

83501

I. Request Granted
~ The requested record is enclosed.

o

You may inspect and photocopy the requested records during regular office hours by contacting
Commander, Police Services
Title

Major Kedrick Wills
Records Custod ianlDesignee

208-884-7219
Telephone Number

II. Request Denied in Part or Denied in its Entirety

o

Your request has been processed. However, after consultation with legal counsel for the Idaho State Police, your request has been
denied in part; 0 denied in its entirety pursuant to:

o Idaho Code 9-340C(2) o Idaho Code 9-340D(1) OIdaho Code 9-342(3)(a)
o Idaho Code 9-340A(1)
o Idaho Code 9-340C(4) o Idaho Code 9-340D(3) OIdaho Code 9-342(3)(b)
o Idaho Code 9-340A(2)
o Idaho Code 9-340D(l1) OIdaho Code 9-342(3)(d)
o Idaho Code 9-340C(8)
o Idaho Code 9-340B(1)
o
Idaho
Code
9-340C(9)
o
Idaho Code 9-340D(15)
OIdaho Code 9-342(3)(e)
o Idaho Code 9-340C(1)
o Idaho Code 9-340C(17) o Idaho Code 9-340E(5)
o No Record Found
o OtherlExpJanation
o Record not maintained in format requested, contact records custodian for more information
o ISP is not the custodian of this record, contact
o ISP cannot inform you when the requested record becomes available, contact records custodian with new request
The statutory exemptions cited above are found in Idaho's Public Writings Act and are not a complete listing of all other legal bases or
privileges which may also apply.

o

You have the right to appeal this denial or partial denial of your request by filing a petition in conformance with the provisions of
the Idaho Public Records Law, Title 9, Chapter 3, Idaho Code. Your petition must be filed in the 4th Judicial District Court of the State
ofIdaho within one hundred eighty (180) calendar days of the date of mailing of this notice.

o

You may request these records from the

County Prosecuting Attorney's office.

In. Additional Comments:
Sincerely,

K. Ann Cronin, Special Assistant

EH 02 06-1)5
Copy to Legal
CLOSING ARGUMENT

Deputy Attorney General

Original to requestor

Copy - Records Request File

5/09

LAW OFFICES OF

RON T. !3LEWEIT
WILLIAM JE:REMY CARR
PAUL THOMAS CLARK
JENNIFER B. DOUGLAsS
THOMAS W. FEENEY
SCOTT D. GALLINA ..
JONATHAN D. HALLY
RUSE; G. JUNES'
TINA L ){ERNAN -,
JOHN Co MITCHELL
DOUGLAS !.. fv\USHUTZ
CHARLES M. STROSCHEJN .,
CONNIE TAYLOR ..

CLARK

AND

FEENEY, LLP

THE TRAIN STATION. SUITE lOB

TELEPHONE
(2.0S) 743-9516

1229 MAIN STREE:T

(SOO) B6S-9516

P.O. DRAWER 265

FM

LEWISTON. IDAHO 63501

(208) 746-9160
cflOW@lewlsion.com

• UCe:NsEO IN WASHINGTON" OREGON ONLY
" UCENSEO IN IDAHO" WASHINGTON

February 4, 2011
Maj. Kedrick Wills
ISP Forensic ServiGes
700 S. Stratford Drive
Meridian, ID 83642
Re:

Freedom ofInformation Request

Dear Major Wills:
Pursuant to Le. §9-338, I hereby req~est a copy of any and all comments supplied by
sheriffs, chiefs, breath-testing spe'cialfsts, prosecutors, or other stakeholders regarding
Idaho'~ breath testing system, including revisi()n of any SOPs, manuals, or administrative
rules, pursuant to the MattheW Gamette e-mail·datedAugust27.2010.Mr.Garnette.s email notes that he thanked the sheriff, chief. breath-testing specialist, prosecutor or other
stakeholder for their comments. These comments are specifically requested in this Freedom
of Information Request.
We request that certified copies of said documents be sent to our office and that if any fees
are incurred that we.be notified prior to what the fee schedule is or copying costs would be
for this request. However, if the said information can also be provided on a computer disk
that could be sent, this would be acceptable.
In addition, e-mail copies of the' documents would be acceptab.le if the agency has that
capability. My e-mail addressisch~n@clarkandfeeney.com. Pursuant to I.e. §9-339, a
three day·response is required.
-

ThaiIk you the yb~ prdmp~ attention to my request.
Si~cerely;,

wand FEENEY
Charles M Stroschein
CMS:cw
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Garnette, Matthew
From:

, Johnston, Jeremy

Sent:
To:
Subject:

, Thursday, July 08, 2010 11:47 AM
Gamette, Matthew
BRACSOP

The revisions to the SOP are finished. I added the minor in consumption portions that mirror the regular testing
procedure sans the 15 minute observation period. Anne and Sky!er reviewed it and approved of the changes and it
should be ready to go out. I will be working on the calibration/certification procedure next week and that should be
ready to go shortly.

JJ

Jeremy Jolmswn
Alcohol Disc1JJ.llile L-carler
ISP Region 1 Forensics
el' Alene, ill
2tJ8-200-87()()
C08W'

1
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Garnette, Matthew
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

Johnston, Jeremy
Thursday, July 08. 2010 9:46 AM
Gamette, Matthew
reviews?

All of the reviews that are in the final review folder are ready to go. I need to update the SOP after getting feedback
from some officers and Anne. I am adding a MIP/M!C section to address a truncated procedure for dealing with
underage drinking parties that can circumvent the 15 minute wait as the threshold for the charge is either present or n{)t
present and not the 0.08 level.
That should be done today and reaqy as soon as Skyler gets done with the review.

Jeremy.TolmBtDn
Al{.:oJlOI Disdpllu0 Leader
ISP liegion 1 Forensics
Comu' d' Alene, ill
208-20H-870B

.

'}'~

~~,~;j ~~
1
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Gamette, Matthew
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Nord. Anne
Tuesday, July 20,201012:40 PM
Anderson, Skyler; Gamette, Matthew; Johnston, Jeremy
RE: Final AM Review

A am not fond of the term approximately either. Since this is an operator SOP, I think we should have a limit. Maybe
say approximately 25 no more than 30, or whatever number is appropriate. I agree with Skyler that change should wait
for Jeremy.

From: Anderson, Skyler
.
Sent: Tuesday, JUly 20, 2010 11:31 AM
To: Gamette, Matthew; Nord, Anne; Johnston, Jeremy
Subject: final AM Review
f had to save my comments and review of the AM as a "for merge" document, because the original is still locked. The
changes to the AM all look goad to me. Grammatically speaking, I think it gets a little redundant by saying "performance
verification solutions" repeatedly; however, I do not think we should change it because this way the method is perfectly
dear, especially if someone tries to take a section of the method out of context. The only other comments that I have
are the same comments I have always had about using the word "approximately." We shouldn't delete these sections
without Jeremy's approval, because I believe he has an argument in support of using "approximately". Personally, I think
it creates ambiguity in the method and creates room for debate regarding when a performance verification is valid. In
the forensic lab, we all have strict deadlines regarding when we can use a solution and I think BTS's are responsible
enough to be held to a strict standard.

That is all,
Skyler Anderson
Forensic Scientist II
Idaho State Police Forensic Services
209 E. lewis st.
Pocatello, ID 83201
208-232-9474 (FAX: 208-232-3697)
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Gamette r Matthew
From:
Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:

Gameti$, Matthew
Tuesday, July 20; 2010 1:16 PM
Johnston, Jeremy
Nord, Anne
Breath Alcohol SOP Fixes-your attention required

Jeremy,
I-made many changes to the Breath Alcohol SOP. ! titled it Idaho Breath Alcohol SOP. I also added the current history
method of doing revisions and made it revision O. Many attorneys complained that they could not tell which version
they were looking at so we will use the same format we use for everything else and since there were no previous
revision numbers-starting with 0 works just fine. I added the approval footer, changed and added some vocabulary
definitions, and made the wording standard as performance verification or performance verification solution. I also
added some hyperlinking in the document. I will need a checklist done for this and a II the other documents. Skyler and
Anne felt strongly about-the "approximately" issue and I will let you decide on that and any other final revisions before
we publish this out to the world. Because this will be posted on the internet page, I wi\! make it a PDF as part of the
publication process. I will add a watermark when it is printed that all printed versions are not official copies. Hopefully
that will drive them back to the internet for the official version.
The document is still in the same folder-let me know when you are done with your final review.
Matthew Garnette
I,daho State Police Forensic Services
Quality Manager
700 South Stratford Drive Suite 125
Meridian Idaho 83642
208-884-7217 Voice
208-884-7290 Fax
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Garnette. Matthew
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Johnston, Jeremy
Wednesday, August i8, 20103:22 PM
'Gamette, Matthew'
RE: Manuals

BRAe SOP finished and I will do the workshe.et tomorrow and fax it to you for release on. Friday_

J1
From: Garnette, Matthew
Sent: Wednesday, August 18, 2Q10 1:21 PM
To: Johnston, Jeremy
Cc: Nord, Anne
Subject: Manuals
All the manuals are now back in your court. Sorry it took so long but it took a long time to go through all the formatting

you inherited.
Matthew Gamette
Idaho State Police Forensic Services
Quality Manager
700 South Stratford Drive Suite 125
Meridian Idaho 83642
208-884-7217 Voice
208-884-7290 Fax
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Garnette, Matthew
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Johnston, Jeremy
Thursday, August 19, 2010 3:41 PM
Garnette, Matthew

RE:all done
SOP criteria checklisLPDF

Here you go. Not many changes to the manuals, although I did go through the lntox manual and had to change a ton of
"calibration checks" to performance verification checks. I don't think that! had done that before. Also, fixed a
redundancy issue in the FC20 manual with the performance verifica.tion check being duplicated partially.

JJ

,---_._----------,--

From: Garnette, Matthew
Sent: Thursday, August 19, 20102:34 PM
To: Johnston, Jeremy
Subject: RE: all done

----.-----'--------

I don't retain the checklists-f just check them when they are sent in to make sure you answered and addressed
everything. Ready when you are ......
Matthew Garnette
Idaho State Police Forensic Services
Quality Manager

From: Johnston, Jeremy
Sent: Thursday, August 19, 2010 3:28 PM
To:Gamett~Matthew

Subject: all done
All the reviews of the SOP and reference manuals is completed. I will now finish the checklist for the SOP and scan and
fax you a copy asap.
Do you have the checklists for AM 1.0 and 3.07 I can send them too if you need them.

Jeremy J"olmstnn
Aleol101 Discipline Leader

ISP Begiolll FOl'Cnsics
Coom' il' Alene, ID
208-209-8706

(. .- 6-'.,
/)
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Garnette, Matthew
From:

Nord, Anne

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Thursday, August 19, 2010 5:23 PM

Garnette, Matthew; Johnston, Jeremy
RE: Breath Testing Program Updates

I wanted to thank both of you for all the work you have put in on th-ese. I hope we start seeing the payoff soon and
some of the issues We have been haVing with court interpretations will go away.

From: Garnette! Matthew

Sent: Thursday, August 19[ 2010 4:01 PM
To: Anderson, Skyler; Lewis, Lamora; Cutler, Rachel; Johnston, JeremYi Larson, Shannon; Meade, Donna; Nord, Anne
Cc: Wills, Kednck
SUbject: Breath Testing Program Updates

Importance: High
The Alcohol webpage has been updated WIth the new reference manuals for the instruments and also the sop for BTS
and operators. The same information is now posted on the I: drive. These are now the official versions and they are
controlled. They have been approved by the Quality Manager in the same format that we do everything else. The
reference manuals are not In the ISO number formatting because they are reference manuals for the officers to use
(they are not AMs). You will notice that there are no more training manuals (only reference manuals and an SOP). An
email will go out to the B15 officers in the morning.
1:\International Management System 'Breath Alcohol
Matthew Gamette
Idaho State Police Forensic ServIces
Quanty Manager
700 South Stratford Drive Suite 125
Meridian Idaho 83642
208-884-7217 Voice
208-884-7290 Fax
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Garnette, Matthew
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

Johnston, Jeremy
Friday, August 20, 2010 12:05 PM
Gamette, Matthew
RE: Please check and tell me what you would change ....

That sounds good to me. Did you want to include any of my contact information if they had any questions or
suggestions?
JJ
From: Gamette, Matthew
Sent: Friday, August 20 r 2010 10:25 AM
To~ Johnston r Jeremy
Subject: Please check and tell me what you would change .. "
Importance: High

Dear Chief, Sheriff, Prosecutor, BTS, or Breath Instrument Operator,
This communication is to inform you that we have made some changes to the breath alcohol program. I want you to be
aware ofthese changes and the ways they may impact your operations. The ISPFS laboratory system has made the
determination to pursue ASCLDjLAB 17025 accreditation in Breath Testing Instrument Calibration. As our deadlines for
certification approach, you will see more and more standardization in the program. Effective today we have
implemented several changes. The documents are all posted on the ISPFS Alcohol Website.
1)

There will be two tiers of manuals for each BTS or Operator.
.. The Idaho Standard operating Procedure {SOP) contains the methods to follow in generaL This manual
has been revised and updated.
• The "training manuals" have been replaced bv "reference manuals." Each instrument series has a
reference manual. We found that in a number of cases the training manual and SOP had conflicting
information and the courts were deciding which manual to use for Interpretation. In the revised
manuals we have made it very dear that the SOP is the document that should be referenced and the
reference manuals are really for the BTS or Operator reference when working with the instrument
menus. We tried to take out any conflicting wording. If we missed something, please let us know. The
BTS and Operators shou Id be very familiar with the SOP. _
2) The vocabulary for the program is ch·anging to conform with our accreditation guidelines. You will notice the
use of "performance verification" and "performance verification solution." While the instrument software may
still call for a "calibration check" -we will now be calling any checking done by a BTS or Operator in the field a
<fperformance verification." The BTS or Operator does not perform any calibration-thus the BTS or Operator is
checking the performance of the instrument (a performance verificationj. We know it will take some time to
get used to the new vocabulary, but the only time we will use the term "calibration" is in reference to what the
ISPFS analyst does in the laboratory. Again, a BTS or Operator performs and logs a performance verification
using a performance verification solution from RepCo. The performance verification solution ~ the same thing
as a simulator solution.
3) The Performance Verification Solution lot certifications will remain the same, but more information will be
provided on the certificate regarding our explicit approval of RepCo to provide the solutions in Idaho.
We will make every effort to keep you updated on the progress of this program. We hope that the changes will have
minimal impact on your operations.

1
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Matthew Gamette
Idaho State Police Forensic Services
Quality Manager
700 South Stratford Drive Suite 125
Meridian Idaho 8364:;;'
208-884-7217 Voice
208-884-7290 Pax
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Garnette, Matthew
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

Christine Starr [CStarr@cityofboise.org)
Monday, August 23,201010:37 AM
Gamette, Matthew
RE: ISP Breath Alcohol Changes

Will you call me when you have a minute. I have multiple questions as I read through this manual.
395-7888.
THANKS!

Christine
»> On 8/23/2010 at 10:25 AM, in message
<9786F206A1C09S4A95140060614274C5055DB2DF@LOUDHOWARD.lSP.STATE.ID.US>,
"Gamette, Matthew" <matthew.gamette@isp.idaho.goY> wrote:
The SODDEN manual has been combined with the 5000 manual into the "5000 Series ManuaL" If the information is
n~t the~e, yoU can dift;:et them to me ~r Jeremy to obtain the itifbtmatiofl. If we get ~rough requests for the old
mClnuals, we rnl3ymake a new website for the qld materiajs but I really don't want to even ha~e those manuals up
anymore'becavse I don't want to confuse the BTS or Operators. We reahv wanted tornake a clean break,between
the riold program" arid the "new program."
lVIatt~ew Garnette
Idal10State Police Forensic Services

Quality Manager

''F;om: Christin~-s~rr [;;ailto:CSt;r~Cjtyofu;;e.om] , -------~-~
Monday, Atjgu.st 2.3, 2010'10:13 AM
c.;'ainette" Mattfiew
,

.........---.-...

sent:

To:

Ct;:: Maridee,Rus~e!l; Susan McMik\e
subj~Ct: ~e: ISP Breath Alcohol c:hanges

Hi Matthew,
I am revieWing our Response tq Re~fuest for Discovery in light ofthe be,low changi?s, ~rid I see the
old material? are NOT on the W$b page any more. to our R.esponse we werE; direCting defense '
coun~el tp the we!) page-,-- :vvho do ,yo4 w9.nt ~s to qlreyt therrdo noVl! to get ths: lnf()rmp~\ori?
Additionally, w~ direct th~m-ii1 o{.1r response to.the qOog EN Breath Testing Specialist Ma,hua[
'SLiPpferh.ent pg. 39 for issu~s relat\rif:j'tQ. Acetone, hut thqt.rral}ual is, no ionger on the website
'either. w.ho should we be directing them to in order to get.that matiu~l?
.
I $ppreciate any Information yoW cCin provid?
THANK YOU!

Christine

CHRISTINE STARjt
Assistant City Attorney
Boise City Attomey's Office
PO Box 500
1
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..Boise. Idaho 83701
cstarr@cityofboise.org
(208)384-3870
(208)384-4454 FAX
»> On 8/23/2010 at 9:26 AM, in message
<9786F206A1C09S4A9S140060614274C50qSDB239@LOUDHOWARD.iSP.STATE.lD.US>,
"Gamette, Matth?w" <matthew.garnet1e@isp.idaho.gov> wrote:
Dear Chi~f, Sherjff, Prosecutor, BTS, or BreatKlnstrumentoperator,
This communIcation is to inform you that We have made some changes to the breath alcohol program, ! want you
to be aWare of these cha,nges and the ways they may impact your operi3tions. The \SPFS laboratory system has
made the determination to pursue ASCLD/LA~ 17025 i'jccreditation in Breath Testing Instrumeht calibration. As
our deadlines for certification approach, you ~iII see more and more standardization in the program. Effective
today w~'hav~ implemented several changes. The,doC\.l;"ents are ail posted on th!= ISPFS Alcohol Website.
There will be two tiers of manLlals for each BTS or Operator.
.. The Idaho Standard Operating Procedure (SOp) contains the methods to follow in general. This
man:ual' has been revised a'rid\lpdated.
' '"
'"
' ,
..
The' "training ma~uals'll h~v~ been 'repla'ced by t;refer'ence manuals." Each instrument series has
a reference, manual. We foGnd tl1at h1' n'uli!ber of cases the traln'lng manual a!,!d'sOp'had
confficting'infqrm'ation aridthe courts were ~~cldil1g which manual to use for ihterpretation. In
the reVised manuais We have madE;'it vf?,ry clear that t.he sOP is the documentthat sho'uld be
refer~nced and the refere~ce ma~uals are reaily for the BTS or Opera,t()r reference Wherl Vvorkihg
with the instrument mer,us. We trie~ to take olit any cpnflicting Wordil1g. If we missed
something, please letus know. The BTS and Operators sho!JI,d be very fiimiliar witt'! tne SOP.
2) The vocabulary for the program is changing to conform with oUr accredItation gllid'elines. YoU will notice
the USE; of "perform.anc;:!" verifiqltio\1iJ and I'performance ve\lfic"ltion soiution." While the instrument
s()~are may sHII,t;all for a i'ca,iilmition check",-we will now be c~lling aJ1V the'cking c\on~ by a BTs or
dpera,tqr In the fieid,a "perfQrmance v!,:rlficatlor].iI The BT$ or operator does not perform, any calibration-~thus the [3TS or Op~r~tor is cnecking tne pe;forma.!,!ce of ,the il1strufl1ent (a perfornYance, v.~rifl¢at!qn),
We know it y.,ri!ltake some tii"H~ ,to get useqto, the new 'ydcqbu!gry, putth~ ohly t:i(Tle we wlll Use tt1e.'t~.rfl1
"calibration" is in referer!!::e to What th~ fSPF~ i?na!yst does in, the laboratory. AgC\ln, a BT~ of bp'er-afor '
pe;fbrms and fogs a'perf~rmance verifii:?tiort using a pefformanceyerificatfon s.olutio'n,from, RepCo. The
~erf.ormance verification solution. ~ the Sam€! 'tl!ing as a simulator sqh,ltion.
'
3) The Perfor'manee Verification s6iution lot certificatIons will remain the same/but more information wlil
be prOVided 01} the certificate regarding' o'ur ~~plitjt app~dvai of R~p'Co to provid~ tl!e~()lutions in Idah9;
1)

a

We wiil make e.yery effort to keep you updat~c\ on ,the progr~5s of thIs program. We hope that the chflnges Will
have minimal impact on your operatl9ris. Fee! free to contact me or \3reath' Alcohol Oisc!pllne Leader Jeremy
JohnstQn usIng the contact jnformiit\on proVided beiow.

Matthew Gamette
Idaho State Police Forensic Services
Quality Manager
mBtihew.gametle@isp5daho.gov
700 South Stratford Drive SUIte i25
Meridian ldaho 83642
208-884-7217 Voice
208-884-7290 Fax
2
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Jeremy Johnston
Idaho State Police Forensic Services
Breath Alcohol Discipline leqder
jeremv.johnston@isp.ldaho.gov
208-209-8706
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Garnette, Matthew

r

From:

Garnette, Matthew

Sent
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Monday, August 23, 2010 10:28 AM
Christine Starr

Johnston, Jeremy
RE: ISP Breath Alcohol Changes

You can have them email me. If [t gets out of hand with requests, I will set up some kind of archive website for them to
get the information, 1think most of the defense attorneys already have the copies of the old mar-mal so \ don't

anticipate many issues.
Matthew Garnette
Idaho State Police ForensicServices
Quality Manager

From: Christine starr [mailto:CS1:arr@cityomoise.org]
Sent: Monday, August 23,201010:25 AM
To:Gamett~Matthew

Subject: RE: ISP Breath Alcohol Changes

We will be directing defense counsel to you all for the information that is no longer on the website,
who do you want them to contact? If you would like, we can have them email their requests to
someone in particular.

»> On 8/23/2010 at 10:21 AM, in message
<9786F206A1C09B4A9S140060614274C5055DB2D3@LOUDHOWARD.lSP.STATEID.US>,
"G<?mette! ~~tth.evt<ma.tthew.~_~,!!~~~_@isp.idaho.Qov> wrote.:
.
We vJill m·?~~ Jt ay?.l!~hl~by req~est p.iIt I:~fp:ll.ot want to leave it up,aDd hav~ ~om;; get confused'arid US~ the ol~
jl1f()rrha:t(9~. P]eas~ en,?ii:.!11e.jf yn"u !.1.!,,~d·tinY ofi\1e. ol~ man·u~ls. .
M'~ttl},<:w Gam~tte

.

Idaho state pci.iict;! F,orens\9 Serii.ites

'Q"Q~rity (yl~h.a·ger

-,-----,----

---~

'Frori1~ ~f.itis.fin~ StC\iT (rn~IiJ¥i:C5tarr~ciJ:yofbb!se.brg]

sent:,/vlci'n4i:iY, AJ.!g\Jst 23, f 016 9:~8 AM
..'

-:ii>; GaDi~!:te; ~gtfb~w':

SH"j~~:'~e; I.~p B~ath

...--:;-.

.

A!c6holCh.anges

Hi Mq.ttti~Wi
Tb,;lll~ you for tbi~ iITIPo.rt~ii~ ihfo,rmi:ltiof1. ! hf3ve p'W5¢d It Pf1 to ail our .c'rimina.,1 att<?rn€?y~: Will ydu
contlhue to have.th~:.qld nic;iteti?l~ 6h thE; ws:::bsite, g!Ven·th$t VJf3. have to u~e'them6!n\.1EiI that Was
.in pla~~ at th¢~th'ne 'of th!3 cJifTl~J2ase?
. . .
.. '
.
..
Thank yOf,l,
Christine
CHRISTINE STARR
Assistant City Attorney
1
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~oise City Attorney's Office

PO Box 500
\3ois~, IdQhQ 83791

cstorr@dtYQfbolse.org
(208) 384-3E?70

(20Sj384-44o.4 FAX
»~ On 8/23/2610.?t 9:?6 AMi ill m.e~sag~
,
<9786F20~A i CO~~4A9514bo~Q61427 4~~05,5.PB239@~bUDHOWARD.I$p.STATEJD. \js>!
"Qarn.$tte, Mcitthewi <rn~1;thl?W.gprnette@isp.idaho.gov>-wrot~:
.
DeClr
Prosecutor,
8T:;1.
or Brea~h
. ChiefjShedff,
.
.
. fnstnunerit Operator,
This tpmm.t1!iftatiqn 1s to, inform you that YJe... 1)3ve maslesohle changes to.the br~all) alcoh 01 program· i vva!ltypu
to .b~ ClWare pf th'es.e ch?nge5 andthevya'y~ ti1ey m?y Impact "your cip·er~tions., The !~PF5'labora~9hj syste'm ho?'
:rrnlq~ the. d~t¢rrninatI~rl. ~o p~t'siJ~ Asch'P/LAs i7025 a¢cr~9.itatlon itl !3r?"ath Testing InS1:rume'pt cailbratlon: As
·Q.u·r tie~i:iiine,s fo.r ~E;rt1~~~tion.app'·to\'l.~h;· YOl! will se~.II)Ore find m.or~ stand~fdizati0!1 irfthe pr9grarn, ,Effe_cthle
today we ha,,~ iP1t?Ii?:rr1eritecj sever'l\cnflnges. Th~ docurnef,lts are 911 p.pste~ on the fSP'FS Alcoh9! Website.
1)

There wiil b:e two tiers ofnranli:a!s for I:pch B}? or Operator.
•ti

•

The,lrla'hoStandcird Operating.prace'dur~ (SOP,) contain5 the methods to foliow in geh·eral. This
ma'ri'tiiji has b~en·ievis~iL3rid·upaabid. ~," .... ,. , . ,. '. ".". . .
,.
If;:~iitr~i~ing ni~·~:liai.~/h:~ve· i:i'~eh :re'placed by~'referen"i:e manual's.!' :E'ach Instrument seriesha"s

a'ref~reilceri1ahu'aL "We foun'a'tHatil1"~ numbefof;'~~ses th~ lr~'!\;fng mariLl~1 ~n'~'~9p'had

'..' ,

·.c·6~ffict\i1g iMor{}i'~tI9n a\1rl the courts Were ~eci~jhg w~l.th manilai t(i~se for ini~·rpret'li:i~n. :In
tfi~ revise'd, rn,!3nlial~;\\!e havellJade ~~ v!=rvc(~9.f tll.?,t ~~ SO? is tn~·~q~4,(ll~~t.tli?'f~h.qI,lJd~e
r~fer¢~!=ea' (:!Ilq the f.~fereh ~e m.ai1u'al~ are rti'allV fot: thed.ns 9,r 0R~t~tor refe~e!1?~ \N{i.~n Wo-r~lj1g
vJith tr.~ i!)S,trlHre:flt m.~tius. We til,ed: ~iJ tqK~a"ut..~nY ~¢Ilf1k'tlh~·W·bidlng. If '!-Ie In!ssed
.
~pijie~hlrlg! p1ease'!£it u,s.kno,!>,.. fne. !H$..<!~~ 9p~ra.!ti'ts ~li9,!I~JJ~. ~'efJ fal!li!ii:\r vJ!tl1 'tr~~QP~·
2) Th~ \'.qt;:ab4.Ii;lty for tneprpgram is t;:bal1ging to c;C;i!1fqrniW,ith.:()ur ~ccfe~1lta!t~n g4idelrriE>s: YoU wlIl.notit,e
th~ ,li~e 'qf '!p'eif6(m9~ce v~hfiI;~tiqn)J ~h~ fI~~rf()fm$.fi~f!.·Y~tttkatt~n .spllltiQo} 'W~iI~c~~.e jflstti,Im~nt
sPftW,ate :rn.~V·st!1l l;?,J! f~r: a "c!lWrat1.qp t!i~~l<'!-'-'"W~w,!li Q,oW b~ ~~I(in.g ~I'W th~c~irig dpn e Py ~ '~1S or
oper~~~rln"the ijelt:i q !lperfqrf11ai1c~, v~r!fiqitt!?~/' Tne ~ts oj' bper~t9(d.l?es. n()t p¢rfbrnfanYFC!iil:JfiltJ6n-~tt1L~5 ttW;§Ts.pr '9.p~rator 1$ che~k[ng {he ~etl~fiTia:nce ofthe iiiqticVm.I:JW(~·perfp.frnanc~ '.r.~rJfj~?~ioni;

We kr1D-W WWf!it~ke. ~ci.m~ timf;! to g~t ,l:I~ed ~q ihF'.i1eW vQ~py!ary/btjt~ne pnly time. WI: wUruse:the term
i{ca\i~r~·#¢f.ilijUn.. fe.fe·r~fJF¢ tQ wtiatt~·e.l~p"f.s' an?.1yst ~pes rn .fb~ t<!bQr~tofy, 'AgaJni. a BT~ ot 9p?r~to( .

perfornw <'!nd}bgs a p.~rf¢rmar!.¢e veri~~tloj1 ~u?ing ·a. p~rf()rl'ji13nce·verlfic~tlt::>D ·soiution.. frqm R·epCo. The
p.Ei'~f~f;,i:~·*~'v.ejinta.tioi:l :sc)iytlon lli ~D~:'sa.trie thirifL?S .~' slJpulat¢f $b!llt{oh;
...'
.'
3) The Perfgrma(lc? V$riilcatibp Sqf4t1oh lof'certificatipr1"s Vltll f.E;rri:ar~ in!' sam?; b!.Jtrr.fcireJf}~o.rt:fl.ai:iori vtlli
\:le p.rQvt&eq on. the¢ertifitqte reg~:rdin~out expfidt:appr.6va\ of RepGp to p~bvi~e the s6Iuti6~~ in:jdaho.
We wili, rha~e every"effor~ t()ke~p y~u u.pdateq on the pro~re?s'ofthis prowa_m, We hope thcit th~ changes wili·
havemthimi?'1 impaq,bn YCll.ir op,eraijons. Feel \Te~ hI contact m.e ort'>rea~h.Ajco.hol Dis.c·ipl(ne LeaderJeremy
Jcihtision using thecgnta,~pPfor'm.atio)ip·rovlc:led ~~Iow.

Matthew G.<lm?tte.

Id'aho state pglice Forensic Servkes
Qi.Jalitji Manager
matthew.gamette@isp.idaho.gov

700 South Stratfdrq Drive Sulte i2S
Meridian Idaho 83642
208-884-7217 Voice
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208-884-7290 Fax
Jeremy johnston.
Idaho state Po!lc~ Forensic services
BreathAlcohol Dlsclpiine Leader'
jeremY. johnston@isb.l da lio.go~

208-2cig~8706

.
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Gamette. Matthew

"

SubJect:

Garnette, Matthew
Monday, August 23, 2010 12:2.0 PM
DL Majors; DL Captains; DL Lieutenants
ISP Forensic Services Breath Alcohol Changes

Importance:

High

From:

Sent
To:

Please forward to all Breath Testing Specialists or Breath Instrument Operators at ISP:
This communfcation is to inform you thatwe have made some changes to the breath alcohol program. I want you to be
aware of these changes and the ways they may impact your operations. The ISPFS laboratory system has made the
determination to pursue ASCLD/LAB 17025 accreditation in Breath Testing Instrument Calibration. As our deadlines for
certification approach, you will see more and more standardization in the program. Effective today we have
implemented several changes. The documents are all posted on the ISPFS Alcohol Website.
1)

There will be two tiers of manuals for each BTS or Operator.
.. The Idaho Standard Operating Procedure (SOP) contains the methods to follow in general. This manual
has been revised and updated.
• The "training manuals" have been replaced by "reference manuals." Each instrument series has a
reference manual. We found that in a number of cases the training manual and SOP had conflicting
information and the courts were deciding which manual to use for interpretation. In the revised
manuals we have made it very dear that the SOP is the document that should be referenced and the
reference manuals are really for the BTS or Operator reference when working with the instrument
menus. We tried to take out any conflicting wording. If we missed something, please let us know. The
BTS and Operators should be very familiar with the SOP.
2) The vocabulary for the program is changing to conform with our accreditation guidelines. You will notice the
use of "performance verification" and "performance Verification solution." While the instrument software may
still call for a "calibration check"-we will now be calling any checking done by a STS or Operator in the field a
"performance verification." The BTS or Operator does not perform any calibration--thus the BTS or Operator is
checking the performance of the instrument (a performance verification). We know it will take some time to
get used to the new vocabulary, but the only time we will use the term "calibration" is in reference to what the
\SPFS analyst does in the laboratory. Again, a BTS or Operator performs and logs a performance verification
using a performance verification solution from RepCo. The performance verification solution ~ the same thing
as a simulator solution.
3} The Performance Verification Solution lot certifications wnt remain the same, but more information will be
provided on the certificate regarding our explicit approval of RepCo to provide the solutions in Idaho.
We will make every effort to keep you updated on the progress of this program. We hope that the changes will have
mfnimal impact on your operations. Feel free to contact me or Breath Alcohol Discipline Leader Jeremy Johnston using
the contact information provided below.

Matthew Gamette
Idaho State Police Forensic Services
Quality Manager
matthew.gamette@isp.ldaho.gov
700 South Stratford Drive Suite 12.5
Meridian Idaho 83642
208-8&4-72.17 Voice
208-884-72.90 Fax
1
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Jeremy Johnston

Idaho State Police Forensic Services
Breath Alcohol Discipline Leader
ieremy.jonnston@isp.idaho.gov
208-209-8706

2
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Garnette, Matthew
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

Cool.

Johnston, Jeremy
Monday, August 23,20102:42 PM
Gamette, Matthew
RE: ISP Breath Alcohol Changes

I am sending out the response to jared and CC the rest of everyone.

JJ
-----Original Message---·From: Garnette) Matthew
Sent: Monday) August 23, 2810 1:40 PM
To: Johnston, Jeremy
Subject: RE: ISP Breath Alcohol changes
Fair enough. I will have them do the registry through you and you will have to manually add
them to the list. The list will automatically delete someone if the email gets kicked back a
certain number of times. I will also have it set up so that all denials get sent to your
email inbox. You can find out from the agency if the BTS changed or moved or what happened
to the email address. Doing it manually will take more timE, but it will limit it to only
BTS) operators) and prosecutors. I will populate it initially with all the email addresses
that we have in the access database.
Matthew Garnette
Idaho State Police Forensic Services
Quality Manager
-----original Message----From: Johnston, Jeremy
Sent: Monday, August 23) 2010 2:29 PM
To: Garnette) Matthew
.
Subject: RE: ISP Breath Alcohol Changes
I think we should limit it to police officers and attorneys. Defense might try to Use
something in the e-matl to their advantage if they find out about it before the officers and
prosecutors. They'll find out anyway, but at least they won't have the initial jump that
everyone else gets.
JJ
-----original Message----From: Gamette~ Matthew
Sent: Monday, August 23, 2020 1:27 PM
To: Johnston, Jeremy
subject: RE: ISP Breath Alcohol Changes
I will get it set up and functional and then pass the management to you because the messages
will be yours. Because I am in proximity to CJIS, I will deal with them on the front end. I
am also going to have a similar list for our newsletters and news releases. I get sick of
trying to update the email list every time I send something out. What do you think about who
should be able to register for the BrAc list?

,;:>18
1
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Matthe~ Garnette
Idaho State Police Forensic Services
Quality Manager
-----Original Message----From: Johnston, Jeremy
Sent: Monday, August 23, 2010 2:24 PM
To: Gamette~ Matthew
Subject: RE: ISP Breath Alcohol Changes
Sounds good to me, but are you sure that you want to manage this.
should be part of my duties. You have too much to do already.

It sounds to me like this

JJ
-----Original Message----From: Garnette, Matthew
Sent: Monday, August 23) 2010 ~:22 PM
To: Olson) Jared; Johnston, Jeremy
Cc: Wills, Kedrick
Subject: RE: ISP Breath Alcohol Changes
Jeremy is going to respond on the technical things listed below.
I spoke with our IT department and we are going to institute a "list serve" for breath
alcohol. I will provide him with all the valid email addresses we have right now and they
will merely have to confirm that they want to be added. Then there will be a link on the
alcohol website to register new people. I figured it did not do much good to waste time
limiting it to just STS or operators (because we will have defen?e attys that register). I
don't see that as an issue--but I am willing to listen if there is a reason to limit it to
officers and prosecutors. I just thought that-- the information would be general enough that
the defense community is going to find out that we updated something anyway. If we want to
limit it, I can just manage it by manually adding email addresses as they email me to request
to be added. I just figured all the rejections will come back to my email box and I can
delete them from the list or find a new email address for them. They can reregister if their
email address changes and I can add or delete anyone I choose. By going to this type of
system, the BTS, prosecutor) or operator would be responsible for getting the information by
being on the listserve. If they don't get the information--it is their own fault. We would
teach them in the BTS-or operator class about getting on the listserve. Thoughts????
Matthew Garnette
Idaho state Police Forensic Services
Quality Manager
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.Garnette, Matthew
From:
Sent:

To;
Cc:
Subject:

Anderson, Skyler
Tuesday, August 24,20108:30 AM
Gamette, Matthevv; Johnston, Jeremy
Nord, Anne
RE: ISP Breath Alcohol Changes

I agree with all of Jeremy's proposed fixes. They were all pretty minor. I strongly agree
with Jeremy about the MIP procedure. If the courts start requiring certified instruments and
certified operators for underage consumption results to be considered admissible in courtj in
my mind, this is a good side effect of the SOP. I do not think any agency in the state should
be using uncertified instruments to obtain evidentiary samples. Especially) as Jeremy said
if the operator is also uncertified and is performing passive testing.
j

That is all,
Skyler Anderson
Forensic Scientist II
Idaho state Police Forensic Services
209 E. Lewis St.
Pocatello, ID 83201
208-232-9474 (FAX: 208-232-3697)

-----Original Message----From: Garnette, Matthew
Sent: Monday, August 23) 2010 3:38 PM
To: Johnston, Jeremy
Cc: Anderson, Skyler; Nord, Anne
Subject: RE: ISP Breath Alcohol Changes
Please make the changes to the manual by downloading a copy off the I: drive and making the
edits. When you hear back from Jared, Christine, and Ben please provide me with all the
changes that have been agreed to by all the parties. Feel free to conference call with them
or whatever you need to do so that we can make everyone happy with the wording. I will post
the revisions when they have your signoff.
Matthew Garnette
Idaho state police Forensic Services
Quality Manager
-----Original Message----From: Johnston, Jeremy
sent: Monday, August 23) 2010 2:56 PM
To: Olson, Jared
Cc: Garnette, Matthew
subject: RE: ISP Breath Alcohol Changes
I'll try to answer your questions to the best of my abilities.
1-

the spelling can be easily corrected
1
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2- the intent of 5.1.4 was to allow for the 0.20 to be usable up until it reaches the 25
verifications regardless of the time (up until the expiration dates on the bottle if
necessary) up until it fails to give good results. In section 5.2.4 we can add the same
language to 5.1.4 for consistency. Instead of "several" months, what language can we use to
confer the meaning we want . . . that the 0.20 can be used until it expires or gives bad
results and needs to be ,changed?
3-

18-8004c will be changed to lB-B004C

4-

0.020 shoud be 0.20 correct.

Runs. . series . . . doenst matter to me. Series does sound better though. With
respect to the should and suggested part of the troubleshooting guide) I tried to write it so
that it was a guideline for trying to trOUbleshoot why the tests are low. I also wanted to
explain the reasoning behind why we allow three series of samples to be taken before taking
the instrument out of service. I' did not want the guideline to read as mandatory because I
know some STS's that use the nuclear approach and change everything if they get a initial
failed series of tests. I didn't want officers to get in trouble for "not" following the
guildeline and maybe changing the solution first and checking hoses and leaks second.
5-

6-

see #2 and #4

7- 5.1.5 can be used (it only differs by one period and a capital H in however)

but who's

counting.
correct again. I can change the language to relect something along the lines of .
. If the third performance verification fails, then the it can be assumed that a potential
source of error lies with the instrument itself.
Finally~

As to the MIP/MIC procedure. That section Was added in response to some northern
jurisdictions interpreting the SOP for,DUI as the SOP for evidentiary breath testing. They
had rules that in order for the BrAe to be admissible as evidence, it had to follow the SOP
for evidentiary breath testing. Thus, I wrote the section for MIP/MIC admissibility.
With respect to the use of instruments by non-certified operators and non-calibrated
instruments, I see this as a huge potential for the wrongful conviction of an innocent
person. After all, the instrument are not specific for ethyl alcohol, and there are multiple
ways of introducing legal forms of alcohol into the breath pathway or the instrument itself.
The SOP really only insures the safety and protection of the potential innocent victim that
was at a party and maybe just took some cold medicine or used some breath spray. They could
have been there as the designated driver?? Who knows, but without the SOP and with a single
test on an un-calibrated instrument by and uncertified operatorJ that person could have the
potential to be wrongfully convicted. With the limited checks and balances that the new sop
section provides, it should drastically reduce the. likelihood of a false positive result.
The blanks provide a measure of protection for the ambient alcoholic conditions of the party
venue itself) and the duplicate breath sample protects against the legitimate introduction of
a source of alcohol into the breath pathway. If we (meaning the law enforcement agencies)
have to manage one or two more steps in order to protect the innocent, then that to me seems
like those are steps that we should gladly take. (and he steps down from his soapbox)
The end
JJ

Jeremy Johnston
Alcohol Discipline Leader
ISP Region 1 Forensics
Coeur d' Alene, 10
2.
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-----original Message----From: Olson, Jared
Sent: Monday, August 23, 2010 12:a4 PM
To: Gamette~ Matthewj Johnston, Jeremy
Subject: RE: ISP Breath Alcohol Changes
Matthew & Jeremy,
Here are a number of things I wanted to point out after my first review of the SOP.
First) on pg. 7 in section 2 - "Safety" the word "precautions" is misspelled.
Next) in 5.1.4 is it your intention for the 0.20 solution to be valid for 1 year and 1 month
if the agency is only using one instrument? In 5.2.4 it reads that the same bottle may be
used for several months. I suggest these SOPs be consistent. I personally do not prefer the
word "several" because I foresee silly motions being filed arguing over the meaning of the
word. Much like we have seen with the term "calendar month. or Can a more specific
instruction be given?
Third) I would suggest anywhere where Idaho Code lB-B004C be mentioned that "c" be
capitalized to be consistent with how it appears in the Idaho Code. Nat a big deal, just a
suggestion.
Fourth, in 5 .1. 4 the note states> "the a. enB performance verification.· ' This needs to be
corrected to read 0.213. For consistency I would suggest either listing all of them two
places after the decimal (easier to change) or to three places after the decimal.
Fifth) in 5.1.5 again I would suggest changing a.BBB to a.aB for consistency. I personally
do not care for the term "three runs" as this seems inconsistent to me with the definition
section and other areas. Maybe this is just me, but would using the term "test series" be
more accurate. In addition, we might want to have discussion about the last sentence
stating, "The suggested troubleshooting procedure should be followed i f the initial if the
initial performance verification does not meet the acceptance criteria." I think by stating
the procedure .. should n be followed nixes the idea the procedure is a .. suggestion. " I know
there is a reference in the troubleshooting SOP but I foresee it at least being challenged
more than once.
Sixth) in 5.2.4 I mentioned above the inconsistent language with 5.1.4 and stating the
solution is good for several months. Again, in the note section the "e.020" is incorrect.
In 5.2.5 there is the 0.0B0. Also the note section is a big run-on sentence.
suggest using the exact same paragraph in 5.1.5.

I would

Finally~ I don't know exactly how to express it, but 7.1.4 is sending up a signal flare in my
brain. It seems to conclusory for me that if the third performance verification fails than
the "only" remaining source of error lies with the instrument itself. I was thinking of how
Skylar mentioned he has been sent instruments that failed the field performance verifications
but when he tested them~ they ~ere within calibration.

As I mentioned in the past, I personally am against including an SOP for minors in possession
but realize I could be wrong. However) in practice many of the officers using the Alco.c~:
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Sensor or FC20 for underage drinkers are not certified operators and furthermore many times
the instruments they use have never been sent to the ISPFS for certification. I know this to
be the case for Boise pD and I will be sending an email to Christine and Ben regarding this.
Adding the SOP seems to me that it now requires a certified instrument be used for the
evidence to be admissible.
Notification is the big issue and in my experience it has been a lasting issue. I still hear
stories of BTS's claiming they have never heard of the 0.20 field performance verification
requirement.
If I can do anything else, please let me know. I am still technically on vacation until
Wednesday or Thursday . . but as you can see I have been trying to keep up with my emails.
Thanks . .
Jared D. Olson
Traffic Safety Resource Prosecutor
Idaho Prosecuting Attorneys Association
700 '5. StratTord Drive (Idaho POST Academy)
20B-BB4-7325 (Office)
208-559-1217 (Cell)
jared.olson@post.idaho.gov
www.TSRP-Idaho.org

Meridian~

10 83642

This email transmission is attorney privileged or attorney work product and is, in any event,
confidential inTormation belonging to the sender and intended only for the use of the
individual or entity addressee named above. If you are not the intended recipient, you are
hereby notified that any disclosure J copying, distribution, or the taking of any action'in
reliance on the contents of this information is strictly prohibited. If you have received
this email in error, please notify us by telephone at (20B) B84-7325 to arrange for
disposition of this email.

-----Original Message----From: Garnette, Matthew
Sent: Mon 8/23/2010 12:18 PM
To: Olson, Jared
subject: RE: ISP Breath Alcohol Changes
I composed the email Friday morning, but We have so many incorrect BTS email addresses that
it kept getting rejected for sending by the ISP server. I finally got all the errors
corrected so that I could send it this morning. I am still concerned that many of the BTS
officers do not have the word. I used our BTS class rosters since 2006 . . but MANY of the
emails came back as rejected. We do not have a good list of all the BTS officers in Idaho.
I did send it to every Chief, Sheriff) and the city prosecutors I knew about. I know I did
not get it to every city prosecutor. Getting the word out will continue to be a huge problem
until we have a distribution list. It also concerns me because we will be making more
changes in the near future.
Jeremy has told me that the content is not much different--just that the sa0a and S6e0EN were
combined into one. Some of the problem wording was removed. I have attached the old ones
for your review. If you keep a list of grammatical or other problems) I will get them fixed.
We will be publishing revision 1 this week because of the issue Boise City is going to have
with underage drinking problems. We are going to add a note for them that the tests do not
have to be done sequentially (the officer can administer other tests during the two minute
wait and come back to the first subject after 2 minutes). They figure they will run 500
4
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tests next weekend so we want to get it revised for them ASAP. I have a feeling We will hear
of other issues from prosecutors and we will compile those and get them in the manual
revision. If I can get all the problems to me by Tuesday B/25 J I can get the revisions done
on Wednesday so we don't have iSSUES into the next weekend. Again, I am worried about the
best method to get the word out statewide. Your thoughts are appreciated. This is my top
priority this week.
Jeremy is calling Ben Harmer 'and Christine starr today.
Matthew Garnette
Idaho state Police Forensic Services
Quality Manager
-----Original Message----From: Olson, Jared
Sent: MondaYJ August 23) 2010 11:35 AM
To: Garnette, Matthew
Subject: RE: ISP Breath Alcohol Changes
Matthew,
Could you email me a copy of the prior version of the SOP. I anticipate a lot of questions
being sent my way this week regarding the new SOP, 50 I need to get started reviewing it. I
am a little concerned that it went live last Friday but the BTS's have not been notified
until after it went live. But I need to do a quick review to see what if any changes might
be new for the BT5. I have done a quick scan and their are a few grammatical errors and
inconsistencies with the decimal points (e.g. says 0.20 and then 0.200 in the same paragraph.
I have forwarded your email to be sent to all the Idaho prosecutors that are members of the
IPAA. There are a number of city prosecutors Who are not members and I will work on
notifying those that I know of.
Thanks,
Jared D. olson
Traffic Safety Resource Prosecutor
Idaho Prosecuting Attorneys Association
700 S. stratford Drive (Idaho POST Academy) Meridian, 1D B3642
20B-8B4-7325 (Office)
20B-559-1217 (Cell)
jared.olson@po5t.idaho.gov
www.TSRP-Idaho.org
This email transmission is attorney privileged or attorney work product and is, in any event,
confidential information belonging to the sender and intended only for the use of the
individual or entity addressee named above. If you are not the intended recipient, you are
hereby notified that any disclosure, copying) distribution, or the taking of any action in
reliance on the contents of this information is strictly prohibited. If you have received
this email in error, please notify us by telephone at (20B) BB4-7325 to arrange for
disposition of this email.

___ ---Original Message- - - -From: Garnette J Matthew
sent: Mon 8/23/2010 11:11 AM
5
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To: Benjamin Harmer
Cc: Olson, Jared
Subject: FW: ISP Breath Alcohol Changes
Please forward this to those in your office that need this information. Christine starr from
Boise City just called and was concerned about the changes we made to the underage drinking
section of the SOP. She was concerned that it would take them more time to do a duplicate
test. Jeremy stands by that section because of mouth alcohol issues (especially in teens at
a party where they may be using alcohol based breath freshen·el"s). She said Boise City is
doing emphasis this weekend and I thought you might be involved in some of that as well. Let
me know if you have concerns about the new SEctions.

She was also concerned that we deleted the old manuals from the website. Feel free to have
the defense email me for copies of the older (non-controlled versions). I did not want to
leave them up and have it become a source of confusion for the BTS or court system. We now
have a proc~ss to control these documents (stBrting with Revision.e) and the controlled
version has an issue/effective date and a revision number. I will archive these manuals in
my office just like all of our other manuals for the lab system. The defense can request
them through the normal discovery process.

Matthew Gamette
Idaho State Police Forensic Services
Quality Manager

From: Garnette, Matthew
sent: Monday, August 23, 2010 9:26 AM
Subject: ISP Breath Alcohol Changes

Dear Chief) Sheriff, Prosecutor, BTS, or Breath Instrument Operator)

This communication is to inform you that we have made some changes to the breath alcohol
program. I want you to be aware of these changes and the ways they may impact your
operations. The ISPFS laboratory system has made the determination to pursue ASCLD/LAB 17025
accreditation in Breath Testing Instrument Calibration. As our deadlines for certification
approach, you will see more and more standardization in the program. Effective today we have
implemented several changes. The documents are all posted on the ISPFS Alcohol Website.

1)

There will be two tiers of manuals for each STS or Operator.

.
The Idaho Standard Operating Procedure (SOP)
<http://www.isp.idaho.gov/forensic/alcohol.html> contains the methods to follow in general.
This manual has been revised and updated.
5
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The "training manuals" have been replaced by "reference manuals
<http://www .isp. idaho. gov /forenslc/certificates. html#BATManuals> • n Each instrument series
has a reference manual.
We found that in a number of cases the training manual and SOP had
conTlicting information and the courts were deciding which manual to use for interpretation.
In the revised manuals we have made it very clear that the SOP is the document that should be
referenced and the reference manuals are really for the BTS or operator reference when
working with the instrument menus. We tried to take out any conflicting wording. If we
missed something J please let us know. The BTS and operators should be very familiar with the
SOP.
2)
The vocabulary for the program is changing to conform with our accreditation
guidelines. You will notice the use of "performance verification" and "performance
verification solution." While the instrument software may still call for a "calibration
check"-we will now be calling any checking done by a BTS or Operator in the field a
"performance verification." The BTS or Operator does not perform any calibration---thus the
STS or Operator is checking the performance of the instrument (a performance verification).
We know it will take some time to get used to the new vocabularYJ but the only time we will
use the term "calibrat:5,on" is in reference to what the ISPFS analyst does in the laboratory.
Again, a BTS or Operator performs and logs a performance verification using a performance
verification solution Tram RepCo. The performance verification solution is the .same thing as
a simulator s6lution.
3)
The Performance Verification Solution lot certifications will remain the same, but
more information will be provided on the certificate regarding our explicit approval of RepCo
to provide the solutions in Idaho.

We will make every eTfort to keep you updated on the progress of this program. We hope that
the changes will have minimal impact on your operations. Feel free to contact me or Breath
Alcohol DiSCipline Leader Jeremy Johnston using the contact information provided below.

il\atthew Garnette
Idaho state Police Forensic

Se~vices

Quality Manager
matthew.gamette@isp.idaho.gov
700 South stratford Drive Suite 125

Meridian Idaho

83642

20B-B84-7217

Voice

208-BB4-7290

Fax

Jeremy Johnston
Idaho state Police Forensic Services
7
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Breath Alcohol Discipline Leader
jeremy.john5ton@isp.idaho.gov
208-209-8706
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Gamette. Matthew
From:

Gamette, Matthew

Sent:

Monday, August 23, 2010 8:04 PM

To:

Johnston, Jeremy
FW: ISP Breath Alcohol Changes

Subject:

WIll you please respond to this?
Matthew Gamette
Idaho State Poiice Forensic Services
Quality Manager

From: Rob Nelwert [mailto:rneiwert@cassiacounty.org]
Sent: Monday, August 23, 2010 4:44 PM
To:Gamett~Matlhew

Subject: RE: ISP Breath Alcohol Changes
Matthew!
Can you please tell me if there is am infmum years of service in orderto be certified as a BTS.

Thanks

Lt. Rob Neiwert
Director
Mini-Cassia Criminal Justice Center
1415 Albion Ave

Burley Id 83318
Phone 208-878-1136
Fax 208-878-0235
rneiwert@cassiacounty.org

_ _ _ _.-,...."..".-.r.._..,.,..-____
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From: Garnette, Matthew [mailto:mattllew.gamette@isp.idaho.gov]
Sent: Monday, August 23, 2010 9:26 AM
To: rdudJey@Ca5siacounty.org; rneiwert@cassiacounty.org
Subject: IS? Breath Alcohol Changes

Dear Chief, Sheriff, Prosecutor, BTS, or Breath Instrument Operator,
This communication is to inform you thatwe have made some changes to the breath alcohol program. I want you to be
aware of these changes and the ways they may impact your operations. The ISPFS laboratory system has made the
determination to pursue ASCLD/LAB 17025 accreditation in Breath Testing Instrument Calibration. As our deadlfnes for
certification approach, you wi!! see more and more standardization in the program. Effective today we have
implemented several changes. The documents are all posted on the fSPFS Alcohol Website.
1}

There wfl! be two tiers of manuals for each BTS or Operator.
1
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The Idaho Standard Operating Procedure {SOP} contains the methods to follow in general. This manual
has been revised and undated.
" The "training manuals" have been replaced by "reference manuals." Each instrument series has a
reference manual. We found thilt in a number of cases the training manual and SOP had conflicting
information and the courts were deciding which manual to use for interpretation. In the revised
manuals we have made it very clear that the SOP is the document that should be referenced and the
reference manuals are really for the BTS or Operator reference when working with the instrument
menus. We tried to take out any conflicting wording. If we missed something, please let us know. The
BIS and Operators should be very familiar with the SOP.
2) The vocabulary for the program is changing to conform with our accreditation guidelines. You will notice the
use of "performance verification" and "performance verification solution." While the instrument software may
stiil call for a "calibration check" -we will now be ca lling any checking done by a BTS or Operator in the field a
"performance verification." The 8T5 or Operator does not perform any calibration-thus the BTS or Operator is
checking the performance of the instrument (a performance verification). We know it will take some time to
get used to the new vocabulary, but the only time we will use the term "calibration" is in reference to what the
15PFS analyst does in the laboratory. Again, a 8T5 or Operator performs and logs a performance verification
using a performance verification solution from RepCo. The performance verification solution lli. the same thing
as a simulator solution.
3) The Performance Verif1cation Solution lot certifications will remain the same, but more information will be
provided on the certificate regarding our explicit approval of RepCo to provide the solutions in Idaho.
<l

We will make every effort to keep you updated on the progress of thIs program. We hope that the changes will have
minimal impact on your operations. Feel free to contact me or Breath Alcohol Discipline Leader Jeremy Johnston using
the contact information provided below.

Matthew Garnette
Idaho State Police Forensic Services
Quality Manager
matthew.gamette@isp.idaho.gov
700 South Stratford Drive Suite 125
Meridian Idaho 83642
208-B84-7217 Voice
208-884-7290 Fax
Jeremy Johnston
Idaho State Police Forensic Services
Breath Alcohol Discipline Leader
jgremy.johnston@isp.idaho.gov
208-209-8706
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Gamettet Matthew
Anderson, Skyler
Tuesday, August 24, 20107:55 AM
Johnston, Jeremy
Cutler, Rachel; lewis, Lamora; Garnette, Matthew
RE: SOP addi~ional note

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

It looks and sounds good to me.
Skyler Anderson
Fo"rensic Scientist II
JdaboState..I?:oli ce.Eor.ensic 5e.r.v.ices·
209 E. Lewis st.
Pocatello, m 83201
2.08-232-9474 (FAX: 2.08-2.32-3697)

.--~-----------------

.~----"--.-.----

From: Johnston, Jeremy
Sent: Monday, August 23, 201012:33 PM
To: Anderson, Skyler
Cc: Cutler! Rachel; Lewis, Lamora; Gametter Matthew
Subject! SOP additional note
For clarification on the MIP/MIC procedure I need to add an additional clarification to that the correct interpretation is
applied. In a nutshell, it says that the breath test consists of 2. samples preceded by blanks that are approximately 2.
minutes apart. I just need to add clarification that the two samples do not need to be consecutive samples. This was
the original design, but waS worded in such a way that could have been left open for interpretation about whether or
not each person had to have two consecutive samples done in sequence which would greatly increase the time to
process a large scale party.
The change would be to

8.3

a note in 8.3 and will look like this:
A complete breath alcohol test includes two (2) valid breath samples taken during the
testing sequence and preceded by air blanks. The duplicate breath samples should be
approximately 2 minutes apart to allow for the dissipCltion of potential mouth alcohol
contamination.

NOTE: A deficient or insufficient sample does not automatica11y invalidate a test
sample. Additionally, it s"h01:ud be noted. that the two samples taken for u. s1ngle
indivjd:ual do no.t neeci to be consecutive sa,rnples as long as there is
approximateiy 2 minutes behveen each sample frotil each individual.

Please have ail comments on this interpretation back to me asap so we can get the new revision published out before
the start of school and party season.

JJ
1
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Gatnette, Matthew
From:
Sent:

To:

Johnston, Jeremy
Wednesday, August 25, 2010 7:2.2 AM
Garnette, Matthew

Cc:

Dye, Gordon; Kelley, Sheldon

Subject:

RE: ISP Breath Alcohol Changes

We can remove this requirement 35 there is no reasonable suspicion to believe that the -area where the portable
instrument performance verifications take place would be saturated with ambient alcohol to the point that it would give
false readings. It was more than likely a product of trying to remain consistent with the PV checks from the portables
and the intox (whkh does a blank in between samples).

This wlll be included in the proposed revision #1 that should be going out before the weekend.
J1.

.Tammy Johnston
Alcohol DiscilJline Lender
ISP Hegion 1 FOl'eILSics
CoelU~ .d' Alene, ID
20S-20!)-8t'{)6

._-_ _-...--_ _-------......

From: Garnette, Matthew
Sent: Tuesday, August 24,20107:54 PM
To: Johnston, Jeremy
Subject: Fw: ISP Breath Alcohol Changes

....

Please reply all,
Matthew Gamette

From: Avery, Jesse
To: Gamette, Matthew
Cc: Dye, Gordon; Kelley, Sheldon
Sent: Tue Aug 2.419:36:45 2.010
Subject: RE: IS? Breath Alcohol Changes
According to 5.1.2 of the SOP's there should be an an- blank bet\liTeen the 2 verification checks on a lifeloc. The
HfeIoc does not perfunn an air blank when doing a wet check. Is there something else we need to be doill.g?

5,1.2

The perfurmance verification using the 0.08 and 0,20 performance verification
solutions consist of two samples separated by air blanks.

Thanks
Jesse Avery
Region 3 Patrol
Idaho State Police
1
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From: Gamette! Matthew
Sent: Man 8/23/2010 9:26 AM
Subject: ISP Breath Alcohol Changes
Dear chief, Sheriff, Prosecutor, BT5, or Breath Instrument Operator,
This communication is to inform you' that we have made some changes to the breath alcohol program. I want you to be
aware ofthese changes and the ways they may impact your operations. The ISPFS laboratory system has made the
determ ination to pursue ASCLDjLAB 17025 accreditation in Breath Testing Instrument Calibration. As our deadlines for
certification approach, you will see more and more standardization in the program. Effective today we have
implemented severa! changes. The documents are all posted on the ISPFS Alcohol Website.
1)

There will be two tiers of manuals for each BTS or Operator.
.. The Idaho standard Operating Procedure (SOP) contains the methods to follow in general. This manual
has been revised and updated.
9
The "training manuals" have been replaced by IJreference manuals." Each instrument series has a
reference manual. We found that in a number of cases the training manual and SOP had conflicting
information and the courts were deciding which manual to use for interpretation. In the revised
manuals we have made it very clear that the SOP is the document that should be referenced and the
reference manuals are really forthe 8T5 or Operator reference When working with the instrument
menus. We tried to take out any conflicting wording. If we missed something, please let us know. The
BTS and Operators should be very familiar with the SOP.
2.) The vocabulary for the program is changing to conform with our accreditation gUidelines. You will notice the
use of "performance verificatIon" and "performance verification solution./I While the instrument software may
still call for a "calibration check"-we will now be calling any checking done by a BTS or Operator in the field a
"performance verification." The 815 or Operator does not perform any calibration-thus the BTS of Operator is
checking the performance of the instrument (a performance verification). We know it will take some time to
get used to the new vocabulary, but the only time we will use the term "calibration" is in reference to what the
ISPFS analyst does in the iaboratory. Again, a B15 or Operator performs and logs a performance verification
using a performance verification solution from RepCo. The performance verification solution l? the same thing
as a simulator solution.
3) The PerformanC'e Verification Solution lot certifications will remain the same, but more information will be
provided on the certificate regarding our explicit approval of RepCo to proVide the solutions in Idaho.
We will make every effort to keep you updated on the progress of this program. We hope that the changes will have
minimal impact on your operations. Feel free to contact me or Breath Alcohol Discipline Leader jeremy Johnston using
the contact information provided below.

Matthew Gamette
Idaho State Police Forensic Services
Quality Manager
matthew.gamette@isQ-idaho.gov
700 South Stratford Drive Suite 12.5
Meridian Idaho 83642
208·884-7217 Voice
208-884-7290 Fax
leremy Johnston
Idaho State Police Forensic Services
Breath Alcohol Discipline Leader
ieremy·johnston@isp.idaho.goY
2
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-----------Garnette, Matthew

=

From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

Johnston, Jeremy
Tuesday, August 24, 2010 i:38 PM
Garnette, Matthew
RE: Revision 1

If he could get aU the changes to me by the end of Wednesday, then I caO work on it from home. "m teachin'g BTS
classes on Thursday and Friday and will ha've limited trme to do much else.

JJ

From: Garnette, Matthew
Sent: Tuesday, August 24r 201011:07 AM
To: Johnston, Jeremy
Cc: Nord, Anne
Subject: Revision 1
Importance: High
I justtalked to Jared and he is going to have a few more prosecutors read the SOP over and he may have a few more
comments. He said it generally rt:ads better than the last version and he had settled down because it did not have as
many revisions as he originally thought. He wi!! get back to us bV Thursday and I would like to publish out revision lon
Thursday night. Boise City will have the new wording in time for their Friday MIP emphasis. He has asked for you to
circulate the revisions to him on Thursday before we publish it. You should be using "track changes". That function will
show deleted text and added text and will allow me just to accept the changes when I go to publish it.
Matthew Gamette
ldaho State Police Forensic Services
Quality Manager
700 South Stratford Drive SuIte 125
Meridian Idaho 83642
208-884-7217 Voice
208-884-72.90 Fax

1
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Gamette, Matthew
"
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

Garnette, Matthew
Wednesday, August 25, 2010 12:49 PM
Johnston, Jeremy
RE: revision 1

JUst make sure and check with Jared, Christine, and Ben before you go with a final draft.
Matthew Garnette
Idaho State Police Forensic Services
Quality Manager

From: Johnston, Jeremy

Sent: Wednesday, August 25, 2010 12.:46 PM

To: Gamette, Matthew
Subject: revision 1
I am headed home for the day, but will be coming back in tonight to finish up the revision (if there are any more
comments) so it can go out for finalization before Friday. I want to provide it to the B1S class on Friday, so they have the
most current issue.

JJ

Jeremy Jolmston
.Alcohol Discipline Lender

lSP }legion 1 FOl'el1sies
Coeur <l' Alene., ill
208-209-870G

1
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Garnette! Matthew
From:
Sent;

To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Johnston, Jeremy
Thursday, August 26, 2010 12:51 AM
Olson, Jared; Garnette, Matthew; Anderson, Skyler
'Benjamin Harmer'; 'Christine Starr'
RE: NEW sop revision
WORKING Idaho Breath Alcohol Standard Operating Procedure Rev 1.doc

I'll add my comments and responses within the e-mail below. I've attached the newer revision
I'm now tired and going to bed . . .
probably to dream about this SOP and its many challenges.

#1 incorporating the changes after this e-mail.

J]

-----Original Message----From: Olson, Jared
Sent: wed 8/25/20~0 3:14 PM
To: Johnston, Jeremy; Garnette, Matthew; Anderson, Skyler
Cc: 'Benj amin Harmer' j 'Christine Starr'
Subject: RE: NEW sop revision
Jeremy)

Here is my second round of revision suggestions. To begin, I want to apologize if my
comments seem nit picky or too lawyer like. Unfortunately, it is a combination of law school
and my previous work as an editor for a public relations firm and my college newspaper that
has led to this annoying behavior. In fact, when I was a police officer one of my assignments
was to review every officer's reports. I quickly learned that to keep friends among my
colleagues I could not use a red pen. So I want to go on record that you Were responsible
for' choosing the color red for your revisions. All kidding aside, I really appreciate the
work you have put into revising the SOPs. It is certainly not an easy task and I think you
have done a great job.

As a disclaimer; I recognize there is absolutely no way the SOPs can be constructed in a way
that will not result in attacks in court. Therefore, some of my statements and/or suggestions
may have no good solution, but I am going to put them out there just in case others may think
of a solution. Or at least it can be a topic of conversation when training the Breath
Testing Specialists and/or operators. They may also be worthy of an FAQ document in the
future.

1.
I will start with an example: I will be the first to offer some form of legal bet that
an Idaho defense lawyer will try and suppress the breath test based on the "Safety" section
of the SOP. I foresee some defense lawyers arguing that the officer did not point his/her
client in a direction that their expired breath was not towards the officer or other
bystander, therefore the SOP was not followed and the results should not be admissible. I
have seen this type of argument in blood draw cases. The defense will argue OSHA standards
were not followed J therefore the collection of the blood was not safe and the results should
be suppressed. Of course this does not affect the reliability of the test and the stan~ard~.
1
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are in place to protect the drawer of the blood and in the end it is not relevant during
trial. I do not think any changes need to be made to the SOP, I just wanted to play
Nostradamus for a minute and predict this silly defense argument.
J]------1'11 take that bet
2.

Section 5 - Last sentence of the first paragraph:

change "ISP" to "ISPFS".

JJ-----changes have been made

3.
5.1.3.1 - I foresee there being questions why the 0.08 solution is only good for a
calendar month, but the 0.20 solution is good for several months. I know that police agencies
have complained about the added costs of the 0.20 solution, but I would argue that one
suppression motion will cost the law enforcement agency more than purchasing enough 0.20
solution for a year. let alone the added costs to the prosecutor~ courts and even the
defendant (although I have no sympathy for the defendant). I am just throwing out the
suggestion of re-thinking whether you want consistency between the solution requirements.
JJ-----this has been discussed in classes before. Truthfully) the calendar month changes of
ANY solution don't have a scientific basis. Time does not dictate the quality of the
solution in a sealed system. It has always been done this way) and frankly the only reason
that it has been kept in this revision is that it is easier for the BT5 to get into a routine
with changing the solutions once a month, instead of having to count uses and changing them
whenever.
5.1.3.1 --- Again I mention the term "calendar" month. This already became a source of
4.
litigation in Boise County with the judge interpreting what is meant by calendar month.
Darren may have even ended up testifying in this case) but I think the BTS ended up having a
sit-down with the judge to see if it could be resolved for future cases. Maybe this was
isolated enough that a revision is not necessary, but I just wanted to mention it. The
alternative would be to list every 36 days) but I think we can see the problems with this
approach as well. So as I type) I say leave it be.

JJ-----its good to see that you came to your senses before you finished #4
5.
5.1.4 - I would suggest removing the word "indefinitely" and would not suggest using
the terms "maximum" and approximately" in the same sentence. Refer to my suggestion #3 of
making the 0.20 solution and the 0.08 solution requirements consistent. In the alternative)
my suggestion would be. "A 0.20 performance verification should be run and results logged once
per calendar month and replaced with fresh solution approximately every 25 verifications or
until it reaches its expiration date, whichever comes first."
\I

JJ-----changes have been made. I struggled with the right words to suggest that the solution
could be used for 25 verifications regardless of how many times it had been put into and
taken out of the simulator jar. Much better language and right to the point.
6.
5.1.4 - In the note section add apostrophe to "instruments" so that it reads ".purpose
of supporting the instruments' results." or before the s i f you think it is more
appropriate.
JJ-----Changes have been made
7.
5.1.4 - I am interested to see how the courts will respond to the addition of this
note. Some judges will probably still require all SOPs to be valid before they will
automatically allow the results to be admissible absent expert testimony. However, I also
2.
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foresee the following argument: If the sole purpose of the 0.26 performance verification is
to support the a.28 charge, then should it be the solution used before/after the subject's
test when they test at or above a.26 BrAe? Do you see where I am going with this? I can hear
the defense lawyer asking the BTS> "Wouldn't that be more accurate?" Maybe training and/or
FAQ would be sufficient to address this. Thoughts?
JJ-----The note was only to remove the 0.20 from being used in cases not involving 18~S0e4CJ
for which it is irrelevant.
JJ-----The second part would boil down to the original argument that lead to the
implementation of the a.2a check in the first place. If the instruments calibration is
linear~ and you check it at 0.08.
Does it remain linear through points beyond the 6.0S check
point. The 0.20 was implemented solely to show that if the instrument was accurate to within
16% at the 6.68 lev.el J that it remained linear through point beyond that . . . namely the
a.26, This is a tough one, because for all intents and purposes, scientifically, you would
get a more time sensitive picture of how the instruments linearity was if you DID Use the
6.28 for the +/- 24 hour check. But then again, if you have a monthly e.26 check before and
after the test in question, is it reasonable to assume that the instrument was linear through
8.20 before the test, lost its linear calibration sometime before the test in question, and
then somehow regained its linear calibration in order to pass the next monthly e.20 check?
Not really. Plus, if this were to be a requirement, we would surely lose more cases due to
the officer not following the SOP and just running the 0.e8 like they always have. Old dogs)
new trick.
8.
5.1.4.1 - I think we will continue to see arguments with what "routinely" means, but
again I have only seen this in a few cases and do not think it merits a change.
JJ-----1 think we can wait to see if Clark and Feeney can come up with a legit argument for
"routinely" I'm not holding my breath.

9.
5.1.5 - I have never been a fan of the note section in this particular SOP, nor any of
the subsequent changes. It seems to me that this opens an area ripe for attack because the
defense can make hay with the fact that the BTS can continue to run performance verifications
until they get the results they like. Now this SOP revision is a huge improvement with the
addition of the Troubleshooting section, but I wonder if we can put our heads together to
come up with better language? Something that simply and clearly states that there are
external factors unrelated to the accuracy of the instrument itself. I also wonder if
including examples needlessly opens the door for defense attacks? I realize Jeremy and
Skyler could easily fend off the attack but I don't think the majority of the STS's would
fair very well. For example, what does "temperature fluctuation" mean? It seems to me that
listing the example would allow the defense attorney to confuse the witness with different
meanings of temperature fluctuation. Does it mean temperature of the solution? Temperature
of the room? Temperature of the hoses? And so forth. Maybe the addition of the
Troubleshooting Procedure alleviates all concerns. Ben? Christine? Your thoughts?
]]-----I removed the "open door suggestions" and just left i f vague.
5.1.6 - in the note 5e·etion change the word "insure" to "ensure." (I told you I would
be a little nerdy. Technically, both are correct, but "ensure" in this context is a little
more correct. plus it is the spelling you used in other sections.) Also bold the Word
"Note" to be consistent with the other note sections.

10.

JJ------Isn't Ensure the old people drink that is packed full of old person vitamins.
like Ovaltine or YooHoo for the elderly .

Its

3
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11.

5.2.4 - Refer to suggestions # 5 and #6.

J}-----refer to my comments in #5 and #6
12.

5.2.4 - Also refer to suggestion #7.

JJ-----See comments for #7
13.
6.1 - Sold the word "Note" for consistency. I really like this note, but my question
is whether this can unequivocally be backed up? Do we have studies on the ready to provide
if and when this note is challenged?
JJ-----dooe and yes. We do these tests specifically with each BTS that comes through the
clas5 so that they can testify that they have personally done the experiments and can testify
as to the results. I will be keeping detailed notes during the next BTS classes as to the
items being used and their subsequent dissipation/equilibration times for a potential write
up/publication.
j

14.
6.1.3 - This SOP has caused me to pause and I have a difficult time putting my concern
into words. I question Whether the SOP is potentially problematic. But in the end, do the
benefits of the SOP outweigh the potential problems. I am a big proponent of collecting
blood evidence when the breath test evidence can not be collected. However, there are many
police agencies and prosecutors who do not agree with my line of thinking. They are against
involuntary blood draws. So I pause to question whether this SOP raises an argument for the
defense that an officer is mandated to collect blood evidence when the 15 minute waiting
period is not completed successfully, or if the instrument malfunctions. Again, am I overanalyzing this SO~ and some of the related SOPs? My vote is to keep the language in the SOPs
but I do not want my own strong opinions of collecting blood evidence to cloud the best
judgment.
)J-----I thought that I had added enough weasel words to allow for different jurisdictions to
use their own policies and beliefs to decide. the use of "may elect to" puts the onus on the
individual officer and doesn't seem to me to be dictating that they need to take a blood or
not.
15.
6.2.4 - I question whether the "provided the failure to supply the requested samples
was the fault of the subject/individual and not the operator" is necessary to be included in
the SOP. I agree with what the sop is saying, but I wonder if it needlessly opens the door
for the BTS and/or ISPFS to testify whether they think the failure/refusal is the defendant's
fault or the operator's fault. For example J let's say the defendant provides a first breath
sample but then tells the officer he will not give a second sample. There is some verbal
jarring between the two for approximately two minutes. The defendant then has a change of
heart and states he will give the second breath test, but the officer says it is too late,
the defendant's initial refusal has been noted. Do you really want to be testifying whether
in your opinion this is the fault of the defendant or of the operator?

JJ-----This would be solely between the officer and the subject. It is only there to give
the defendant an "outlT if the officer screWs something up and tries to not use the test. Or
possibly if the officer tests a subject and it gives a B.e8e and they don't want to risk
taking another sample because it might come back at e.e79 and they'll lose their potential
DUI and their complimentary set of steak knives.
16.
7 - As an overall suggestion for this section, I have a pet peeve with the term "pass"
and "fail." I don't like the officers using it when testifying about the Standardized Field
Sobriety Tests~ but maybe in the scientific context it works just fine. However, I would
suggest a cleaner approach would be to say the performance verification test was either
4
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inside or outside the verification limits. I think using the term pass and fail is
incorrectly connected to the instrument. We know that the most likely culprit for a
performance verification outside the solution range is the simulator. But to the jury (and
even many officers and prosecutors) the simulator and the instrument are one and the same.
50 I throw this pet peeve of mine out to see if you want to consider changing the language.
JJ-----If nothing else, I'm accommodating.

Mr Wordsmith, your suggestions have been noted.

7.1 - Bold the word "Note" for consistency. The question I pose is whether the word
"should" in the preceding sentence. negates the note. I already threw this question out to
Jeremy and just include it now for the rest to opine. I agree with Jeremy that some BTS's
will take the nuclear approach and skip right to changing the solution. If they skip the
second step the performance verification is still valid. This is one of those areas where I
don't think a change in the SOP language is needed. I just bring it up to put it on
everyone's radar) especially as a training matter. In my opinion) it should be made clear to
the BTS's that if they follow the suggested troubleshooting guide they will appear to be more
competent and scientific when later testifying in court.
17.

JJ-----Note has been balded. Should in the previous sentence should negate the note . . .
unless a Judge decides that the should is actually a shall in his courtroom. In that case,
the note is there to tell him/her otherwise. Also) for the arguments as to whether it was a
"besi: practice" that the officer must follow in order to maintain the integrity of the
instrument . . . blah blah blah. The note just emphasizes that the "shOUld" is actually a
"should"
18.
7.1.2 - Get ready for arguments regarding the length of your hose! Does anyone think
the second sentence is too general and opens a Pandora's box? To me this SOP illustrates the
difficult task Jeremy had in trying to separate the SOP from the training manual. I haven't
been able to review the training manual yet) but I think the second sentence of this SOP
opens up a long line of questions that most BTS's are not capable of answering. If I were a
defense attorney I would take each of these phrases one by one as things that could
potentially affect the accuracy of the test. Would the second sentence be better SUited for
the training manual? Or is it most appropriate as is?
JJ-----I decided to keep the list of potentials in this section because the BTS should be
knowledgeable about the simulator hookup and proper blowing technique. Also, this is
something that is trained and tested for in class) so they should know this well.
19.
7.1.4. - As I mentioned to Jeremy) I think it was Skyler who has had more than one
instrument returned to the lab after failing 3 performance verifications) but when Skyler
checked the instrument it was still testing accurate. Therefore) even after 3 performance
verifications it was still most likely the operator) the solution) or the simulator who was
the problem. Instead of stating the assumption J I would suggest the following language: "If
the third performance verification falls outside the limits of the verification, the
instrument must be taken out of service and sent to the ISPFS or an approved service
provider.
If you decide to leave it as modified the second time' the word "the" is used
needs to be deleted from the sentence.
It

JJ-----l too have had many instances where instrument that were out of tolerances in the
field are perfectly fine when they come into the lab. The wording has been changed to be
more succinct.

sorry for the lengthx email, I hope we are still friends. On the bright side, I COUldn't
come up with 26 suggestions to make it an even list. On the dark side, I still need to review
5
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the MIP procedures and will send my suggestions in a separate email.
considering my thoughts and suggestions.

Thanks for even

Jared D. Olson
Traffic Safety Resource Prosecutor
Idaho Prosecuting Attorneys Association
766' S. stratford Drive (Idaho POST Academy)
Meridian) ID 83642
(268) 884-7325 (Office)
(268) 884-7295 (Fax)
(268) 559-1217 (Cell)
jared.olson@post.idaho.gov
WWW.TSRP-Idaho.org

This e-mail transmission is attorney privileged or attorney work product and is) in any
event, confidential information belonging to the sender and intended only for the use of the
individual or entity addressee named above. If you are not the intended recipient, you are
hereby notified that any disclosure J copying, distribution) or the taking of any action in
reliance on the contents of this information is strictly prohibited. If you have received
this e-mail in error, please immediately notify us by telephone at (208) 884-7325 to arrange
for disposition of this e-mail.

From: Johnston) Jeremy
Sent: Wednesday~ August 25 J 2010 7:45 AM
To: Garnette, Matthew; Anderson) Skyler; Olson) Jared
Cc: 'Benjamin Harmer'; 'Christine Starr'
Subject: NEW sop revision

The working revision is currently in I:\ALCOHOL\REVIEW

If you don't have access to our intranet (Ben and Christine) please email me the changes that
you would like (with explanation) and I will circulate them for comments.

The changes are marked in RED.

6
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Garnette. Matthew
From:
Sent:

To:
Cc:
Subject:

Johnston, Jeremy
Thursday, August 26, 2010 8:11 AM
Olson, Jared; Gamette, Matthew; Anderson, Skyler
'Benjamin Harmer'; 'Christine starr'
RE: NEW sop revision

Just this morning, in discussion with David about the fun I'm having with the MIPjMIC SOP, I thought that it Would also
be a good idea to include specific language that does not require that the instrument used for the MIC breath test be
checked with a certified solution within 24 hours.
My thinking with this is that when the instrument is initially certified it is checked for its response to alcohol, and its tack
of response to acetone (the most common "other" substance challenge). Once that is done and it goes into the field, if
it is only used for MIP /MIC cases, then its accuracy at the 0.08 and 0.20 levels is superfluous due to the fact thatthere is
not a per se threshold for MI P/MIC cases. I wouldn't want to add this additional requirement for these instrumen.ts and
have a case lost because the instrument is off at the 0.20 level (When the actual numeric level is not important).
My question is several parts:
-if ISPFS does have the authority to administrate MIP/MIC cases, should there be a specific section in Section 8 of the
SOP that spells out the lack of necessity for the +/- 24 hours and monthly checks for these instruments?
-Should there be a requirement for testing these instruments for the accuracy of their C<llibration, when their accuracy IS
not an integral part of the investigation?
-If lSPFS does not have the authority over MIP /MIC testing as it pertains to breath alcohol testing, should section 8 even
exist of should it be changed to something that is only a suggestion??
-Do these pants make my butt look fat?

Any and all input will be considered equally, except for Jared. He had to run to the store to get more red pens so you
could continue to "proofread" my lack of language skms ...
JJ
ps: You know I'm just mes.sing with you Jared

© Part 4 has already been answered .. my fat butt makes my butt look

fat 15 the correct answer. Can anybody else tell that 1haven't gotten a lot of sleep??

Jeraro:y Jo1mStrm
AJcohol Discil}line Lemler
IS]? Region 1 FOl'ensies
Coeur (1' Alene, ID

208-209-870(}
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Gamette, Matthew
From:

Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Benjamin Harmer [bharmer@adaweb.net}
Thursday, August 26,201012:23 PM
Gamette, Matthew; Olson, Jared; Johnston, Jeremy; Grunke, Jenny
Christine Starr
RE: NEW sop revision

Sounds good.

Ben· Harmer

From: Gamette, Matthew [mailto:matthew.gamette@isp.idaho.gov]
Sent: Thursday, August 26, 2010 12:14 PM
To: Olson, Jared; Johnston, Jeremy; Grunke, Jenny
Cc: Benjamin Harmer; Christine Starr
Subject: RE: NEVV sop revision
Importance: High
I just heard back from Jared and he can either do 1 or 3. I cannot do 3 and Jeremy is teaching a BTS dass so lpm would
be lunch time for him on Pacific Time and that would work well. t know Christine wanted later in the afternoon but I
think 1 is the only time that will likely work today. I would like to suggest lpm Mountain Time as a meeting time to
discuss MIP /MIC. We really want to get the changes in place by tonight so that we can go live with them tomorrow but I
understand there are some issues for us to work through. Let me know if this time will not work for you. The
conference call instructions are:
Please call 884-7450 then press 1 and enter the conference code of 35829 and then verify by pressing 1.

Matthew Garnette
Idaho State Police Forensic Services

Quality Manager

Olson, Jared
Wednesday, August 25, 2010 5:46 PM
To: Johnston, Jeremy; Gamette, Matthew; Anderson, Skyler
Cc: 'Benjamin Harmer!; 'Christine Starr!
From:

sent:

Subject: RE: NEVV sop revisIon
suggestion? regardIng M1P/MlC Procedure:
Jeremy (and previously Darren Jewkes) and I have discussed adding the MIP/MIC procedures in the past. For those Who
may not know, this was an issue that originally arose in Northern Idaho. I believe it spread to other areas of the state.
There was a judge who -required a 15 minute observation period t)efore he would admit the BAC results in a underage
drinking case. Of course, this is very problematic when you have 5, 10, 20 or l?ven 100 kids being cited at a party. In fact,
if this
the required procedure you would see a dramatic reduction in unqerage drinking citations because many
officers would be unlikely to go through the h?ss\e. The elements of the M1P crime are obviously very different than a
DUL Any consumption of alcohol is illegal, so a level of consumption is irrelevant.

was

It has been my recommendation to not inc!ude underage drinking as part of the SOPs. I base this recommendation on the
fact that I.C. 23-949 does not have a similar provision as the DU! statute (18-BOO2A(e») \'\Iherein the breath t?st 1S
admissible, "vAthout the necessity of producing.a witness to establish the reliability of the testing procedure for
examination. n
1
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·---Thermore, with or without the SOP, I think the defense has the ability to attack andlor suppress the breath test results. In
my opinion, the MIP/MIC procedure elevates the requirement of pro\ling the presence of alcohol to the level of a calibrated
reading in a DUI case. First. the SOP (especially if notfo[[owed) provides the defense with an avenue to attack the
admissibility andror weight of the evidence. Yet, maybe this is appropriate, but I Just hate to see MIP charges become as
technical as DLiI cases.
Second, even if the SOP is followed, I think the defense can still argue It is not admissible without foundation being laid by
an expert witness because 1S·aOO2.A(3) does not apply to l.C. 23--949. I foresee many prosecutors being blind-sided by
this second approach. The defense will show up for the MIP Court trial and see if the prosecutor has an expert ready to
testify. If not, the objectlons will start flying wh~n the prosecutor trles to admit the breath test. However, in reality most
judges will likely admit the ev idence based on compliance ~th the SOP. But with a paying client, I would wager the issue
wi!! be appealed. So there are potential costs to this addilion to the SOP.
On the other hand, I think Jeremy's reasons for inducting the SOP are valid. We certainly do not want to create any
situations where a wrongful conviction could occur. I join him on his soapbox that we want to do the right thing, to the right
people for the right reasons. Yet I would also add that in my experience officer observations accompany the breath test
result, so it is- not the sale offer of proof. In fact, many agencies may now decide to forgo breath testing and base their
arrest decisions on physic;;11 indicators and admissions. Of course, the breath test makes is much less likely for the charge
to be contested in court. Even so, the facl remains we do not want even one person wrongfully charged and even worse
convicted. I also like the fact that the process will be more standardized. It never hurts to have a systematic approach to
crime investigations. Finally. I have always been concerned that there are a number of Alco-Sensors (and maybe now
Ufelocs) that are used for Underage Drinking party investigations that are not certified by ISPFS. This is an issue I
discussed years ago with Dave Laycock. My main concern is that one of these ins!:rumef.\ts would be mistakenly used in a
vehicular fatality and 1 honestly failed to consider the mouth alcohol issues in a underage drinking case.
This SOP is therefore a departure from prevlo\..!\3 practices and I am not saying that this is a bad thing. But in the past, the
instruments have been used and ISPFS has basically said fine if you purchase and use them, but don't expect us to come
and testify on an instrument that is not certified. Therefore, this SOP is basically a new official dedaration saying if you are
going to use a breath testing instrument In a criminal investigation, a certified instrument and a certified operator is
req~ired ~ specifically in MIP cases. The biggest challenge is to get the word out so that Investigative resources,
prosecutor resources and JudIcial resources are not expended in vain. Frankly, I do not know how you do this with the cat
already out of the bag this past Friday. With that said, let me focus on the suggested changes for the procedures now in
place:

1. 8 - I don't think the first sentence is introducing what you want it to as presently constructed. Let me see if 1can
offer an alternative or maybe spark another alternative: "Breath testing instruments certified by lSPFS are often
used in investigating violations of Idaho Code § 23-949 (punishment set forth by I.C. § 18-1502), wherein a
person under twenty-one (21 ) years of age is deemed to ·possess" alcohol that has been consumed by the
person. Unlike. the driving under the influence statutes, a specific level of alcohol is not required to prove a
violation of I.C. § 23-949. Nor is it required to prove the-person is impaired by alcohol. Rather, the presence or
absence of alcohol is a determining factor in proving the offense. Therefore, there is a different standard operating
procedure associated with this type of charge. The main purpose of these procedures is to address the potential
of "mouth alcohol!' in the testing sequence."

2. 8.1 - -As you can see, I don't know where to properly insert the language about the difficulty of testing multiple
offenders at a party. [f you rook at it from a sterile legal standpoint (and some judges ~U). just becal!sethere are
multiple offenders should not matter when it comes to the best practices of collecting evidence. If the 15 minute
waiting period is required for the evidence to be vali.d r then that is what is needed. I think under the current 8.1
you afe sending a strong message that the best and most accurate result requires a 15-minute 'Nailing penod.
Therefore, the best advice 1can give you is to construct an SOP that dearly states why a 15 minute waiting
period is not essentiar in this circumstance. Otherwise, in my opinion the court's are not likely to prace any weight
on the SOP.
3;

8.1 - Furthermore, I would suggest not using the term "officer's discretion," or "as the circumstances dictate:
Court's like SOP's because it removes or limits the officer's discretion. I don't think a court is going to give much
validity to an SOP that says you may choose to skip this step. Ufos the circumstances dictate," is much too broad
to be effective in defining when an officer can sRip the i5-minute waiting period. I don't think the term "may" as
used in this context saves you.

2
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8.2 ~ Just re-pointing out this is a new requirement that the operator of the instrument be certified. Without
definitely stating it, a certified instrument is- also now required. I know this has not been the practice of law
enforcement in the past, nor is it currently the practice.

5.

8.3 - Requiring 2 breath tests has eliminated the usefulness of the FC20 function which shows either the
presence or absence of alcohol. The only remaining reason for the function that I can see is to detennine if it is
alcohol in a glass. Just a thought on whether you want to continue teaching BTS's on how to use thls function.

6.

8.3 -I do not think "minimum" and "approximately" go well together in an SOP. Approximately 2 minutes seems
to indicate it can be either under or over two mfnutes but has to be close. Agaifl, iUs language ripe for arguments
in court. If 2 minutes is the scientific threshold, I would stat~ it thusly, "The duplicate breath samples should be 2
minutes or more apart to aHow for the dissipation of potential mouth alcohol contamination.

7. Are you going to require the officer to check the mouth before administering the test? The OUI Evidef1tiary
Testing Procedure implles this when discussing material should be removed from the mouth prior to t'1e start of
the 15 minute waiting period. I suggest adding the requirement that material should be removed from the mouth
prior to the breath test. (8.2.2 and move current 82.2 to 8.2.37)
-

8.

8.3 - Bo Id the word "Note" for consistency. I don't care for the language of the note - again do not use
"minimum" right before "approximately." I think a better explanation is needed, and maybe an example of what
you mean. Again, I just see problems with this process, but maybe I am a little dim~witted on this matier. Isn't the
two minute delay with lhe FC20 automatic? ! can't remember without looking at the Aleo-Sensor - but how is it
even possible to run multiple tests withIn the 2 minutes. Plus, I see this as a logistical nightmare for
documentation purposes. I see this leaking over into the OUI realm where the defense attorney will take the
wildly different results in the underage drinking context and try to paint the picture the instrument was on the fritz..
I obviously need more education to be able to give recommendations on this SOP.
.

9.

8.3.1 - I also need a little more direction regarding the need for a third sample IT the first two are not within 0.02 of
one another. Again, \llle are not concerned with the level of intoxication. I understand the 0.02 is a safeguard
agaInst mouth alyohol. and I understand the explanation of 8.3.2.1, but if there are wl1dly different results between
the two samples, won't it be necessary at that point for a 15 minute waiting period. I am thinking of our BTS labs.
How long have breath mints, alcoholic gum or other source of mouth alcohol we would be concerned about,
continued to give results? If alcohol is regurgitated from the stomach, this is not a source of mouth alcohol we
need to worry about. In fact. it just bolsters our case. Is it just to eliminate the argument of the defendant
providing different strengths of breath? Andlor RFl? Again, I am having hard time seeing the evidentiary value
without a 15 minute Vv'aiting period now being imposed if the samples are 0.02 apart

10. 8.3.3 - Just a quick comment - I am guessing agencies already are required to keep this documentation?
However. if the instruments have not been certified, have agencies been keeping the same documentation on
these instruments as those used in OUI investigations? Christine would be the best person to answer this? Or the
officers at BPD doing the party patrols. In addition, this SOP will likely add to the workload of ISPFS and will
definitely add to the workload of prosecutor offices. I don't ever remember a defense attorney ever asking for this
type of infonnation in a MIP case, but I-certainly foresee it becoming a standard practice with an SOP in place to
remind them.

11. 8.3.4 - As I mentioned in a previous SOP, I question whether the "provided the failure to supply the requested
samples was the fault of the subjectJindividua\ and not the operator"' is necessary to be included in the SOP. I
agree with what the SOP is saying, but I WOhder IT it needlessly opens the door for the BTS and/or ISPFS to
testify whether they think the failure/refusal is the defendant's fault or the operator's fautt For example, let's say
the defendant provides a first breath sample but then tells the officer he will not give a second sample. There is
some verbal jarring between the two for approximately two minutes. The defendant then has a change of heart
and _states he win gIve the second breath test, but the officer says it i!,! too late, the defendanfs initial refusal has
been noted. Do you reatly want to be testifyIng whether in your opinion this is the fault of the defendant or of theoperator?
12. 8.3.5 - Please note, there are no civil sanctions (liKe driver's license suspensiOn) for these offenders in refusing
the breath test. Nor, is there a recognized consent exception to the 'Narrant requirement, which is based on the{mpfied consent statute in the DUI context. There may still be the "exigency exception" to the warrant requirement
but I would want to really look into this. Just another hesitation! have about mixing the Underage Drinking SOP
'Nith the OUI SOP. , worry that some officers may think it is the same baU game and it dearly is not. In reality, I
3
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thinkwe have a long way to go before police agenciei' want their officers to be drawing blood in the underage
drinking context This adds to my concerns I spoKe about earlier.

This is the bestl can do at such short notice. ! reatly was hoping before a nBwor rBvised SOP \NaS in place that it would
be reviewed by the various stakeholders. It would be good to get comments from some of the BTS's, prosecutors in
different jurisdictions. and probably most importantly your own AG's who could forward it Dn to the appellate division who
could offer some excerrent insight I recognize this is not a requirement of ISPFS and I just \\lant to reaffirm my
appreciation that you would aUow me to comment at all. I see only benefits by us working together. So thanks again, and
please let me know if you have any questions or if I can be offurthe[ assistance.

Jarea1J. O&on
Traffic Safety Resource Prosecutor
Idaho Prosecuting Attorneys Association
Stratford Drive (Idaho POST Academy)
700
Meridian, 10 83642
(20B) 884--7325 (Office)
(208) 884--7295 (Fax)
(208) 559~1217 (Cell)

s.

!ared.olson@postidaho.gov
www.TSRP-ldaho.org

This a-mail transmission is attorney privileged or attorney work product and is, in any event, confidentlallnformation belonging to
the sender andtntended only for the I:Jse of the indiVIdual or entity addressee named above. If you are not the intended recipient;
you are hereby notified that any disclosure, copying, distribution, or the taking of any action in reliance on the contents ofthis
information.is strictly prohibited. lfyou have received this e-mail in error, please immediately notify us by telephone att208} 8847325 to arrange far disposition ofthis e-mail.

From: Johnston, Jeremy

Sent: Wednesday, August 25, 2010 7:45 AM
To: Garnette, Matthew; Anderson, Skyler; Olson, Jared
Cc: 'Benjamin Harmer'; 'Christine starr'
Subject: NEW sop revision
The working revision is currently in 1:\AlCOHOL\REVIEW

lfyou donJt have access to our intranet (Ben and Christine) please email me the changes that you would like (with
explanation) and I will circufate them for comments.
The changes are marked in RED.

Jeremy JQlrnwJll
l.UcoJlol DisdlJline I,endc:l'
ISP l{egioll 1 F01.'cusics
COClU' d' .Alene, ill
208-200-8706
In the past, it has been my recommendation to not include underage drtnking as part of the SOPs. My biggest hang-up on
this issue [s the fact that Le. 23-949 does not have a similar provision as the DUI statute (18-8002A) wherein the breath
test is admissible "without the necessity of producing a witness to establish the reliability of the testing procedure for
examination."
Therefore, with or without the SOP, I think the defense has an argument to attack and/or suppress the test results. First, if
the SOP is not followed the defense now has an avenUe to attack the admissibility and the weight of the evidence. ! hate

,:: (
;-,
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.,. to see MIP charges become as technical as our cases. Second. if the SOP is fo!!owed, ! think the defense can argue an
expert witness is required for the test to be admissible because 18-B002A(3) does not apply to 23-949. 1foresee
prosecutors being blind~sided by this second approach. However, in reality most judges will likely admitthe eVidence
based on compliance with the SOP. So maybe I am putting too much thought into this and it is really not an issue. What
are your thoughts?
On the other hand, I think Jeremy's reasons for including the SOP are valid. Certainly we do not want to create any
situations where an argument of wrongfui convicUon can be raised. Yet, in my experience there are usually officer
observations that corroborate the positive test for alcohol. J also do not think it is bad for the process to be standardized.
It makes it easier for officers and for us if the same approach is used each time.
This brings me to the major reason I am em ailing you .. .! do think the sop has basically added the requirement the breath
testing devices used in underage drinking investigations to be certified by the ISPFS. This is a departure from previous
breath testing program managers. I know many of the Aleo-Sensor HI's used by Boise PO have not been approved and
certified by ISPFS. You are probably already aware of this, but I \ll8nted to send you an email just to cover the bases and
head-off any potential problems with this weekend's party patrols.
Give me a call if you have allY questions, concerns or additional input.

5
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Garnette, Matthew
From:
Sent
To:
Subject:

Benjamin Harmer [bharmer@adaweb.net]
Thursday, August 26,20102:14 PM
Johnston, Jeremy; Gamette, Matthew

Attachments:

DOC_20100826125055.PDF

FW:

Please give me a cal! and! can talk you through these suggestions. Take them or leave them, as you choose. Thank you
for letting us be involved.

Ben Hanner

From: Cassandra Barday
Sent: Thursday, August 26,201001:46 PM
To! Benjamin Hanner
Subject:

Cassie Barclay
Legal Assistant to Kad L. Higbee & Jonathan E. Roundy
Ada County Prosecutor's Office

1
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Idaho Standard Operating Procedure
Breath Alcohol Testing

Idaho S tsie P a1ico

Faren:sic Sen'i CC:!

IdBho BreJUh Akohol S1m1dard Ope:rating Procedure
l5J<uing Authority-ISPFS Quallty MB!U!ger
Jkvision 0 Effective 812012010
Page I of 17
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Glossary
Approved Vendor: A sourt:e!provide-r!manufecturer of an "pproved premixed olc:ohol simulator solution shall be explicilly

approved as a vendor of premixed alcohol simulator solutions for distribution within Idaho,
Breath t<Jcohol Test: A scries of sepnra~ breath samples pro;rided rluringa breath testing sequence.
Breath A!C!lhol Testing Sequence: A sequence of events ns determined by the Jdaho State Poiice Forensic Services, which
may be directed by either the instrument or Ihe operalor, but not bolh, and may consist of air blanks. performance
verification, intl!mal standard checks, find breath samples,
Breath TestIng SpeciaHst (BTS): An operator who has completed an advanced training class iaught by an employee of the

Idaho Stilte Police Forensic Services. BTS certification is valid for 26 calendar months and expires on the tast day of the
26th month,
CertJfiC1!teof Analysis: A certificate stating that the premixed ethyl alcohol solutions used for performance verification have
heen tested and approved for use by the ISPFS.
Cerillicnte of Approval: A certificate st2ung that an irtdividual breath nlcohollesting instrument has been evaluated 'by the
ISPFS and found to be suitable for forensic alcohol testing. The certificate bears the signature of an Idllho SlAte Porico
Forensic Services Lab Manager, and the effective date of the instrument approval.
Chnngeover dabS: A trnining class for currertUy certified personnel during which they are taught theory, operation, and
proper testing procedure for a new lTl!lke or model of instrument being llllopted by their agency. Breath Testing Specialists
attend BTS troining that qualifies them tb perform BTS duties related to the instrument.
Evidentiary Test: A breath test perfOI1IlCd OJ:L~ ~ubject/iudi\'idvJ!I fqr poti:oti!tl evi<i\:ntiAry or legal purposes. A distinction
is made between evidentiary testing nnd communi!y£crvice or troining tests perrormed with the instrumenL
Idaho State police Forensic Services (ISl'FS): Fonnerty known as the Bureau of Forensic Services. the !SPFS is dedicated
system of ldaho. ISPPS is the ndministrative body for the
breath nlcohol testing program per IDAPA 11,03.01.
10 providing forensic science services to the criminal justice

MIP/ll1l0 An abbreviation used In designate minor in possession or minor in cOllsumption of III cohoI.
OpCMltor Certlficlltion: The condition of ha."ing satisfied the training requirements for 8llministering breath alcohol tests a5
established by the ISPFS. Operator certification is valid for 16 calendar months and expires on the last day of Ihe 26\h
month,
Opcrotor: An individual certified by the lSPFS

as qualified hy training to administer breath alcohol tests.

Operator C!nss: An ISPFS-upproved lraining class for prospective or uncertified breath alcohol Opern\OTS, CUlTently
certified Breath Testing Specialists may teach opernlor classes.
Performance VcrHicatlon: A verification of tlJe accuracy of tbe breath testing instrument utilizing a simulator and n

perf=ce verification solution. Performance verification shouk! be reported to Ihree decimal places, While ISPFS uses
the tam performance verification. manufacturers and others may use n term such us "cnlibratioo chec]C' or "simulalor check."
Performance Verll1ell-tion SolutIon: A premixed ethyl alcohol solution used for field l'erforrrumce verificatiDns. The
solution is provided by and/or approved by ISPFS.
Recertification

ClIlSS:

A training class for currenlly certified personnel, completion of which results in unin \errupted

continuation oftiJeir Operator or BTS status for an 8llditional26 months.
Waltin o Period/Monitoring PerlodfDeprlvntlon PeriodlObserYlltion Period: is-minute period prior to administering a
bre;ath clcohol test. in which an officer monitcm the test subjectlindividual.
Idaho Breath Alcohol Standard Op=ting Procedure
Issuing Authority-lSPFS Quality Manager

Revision 0 EffecliVl: 8/20120 [()
Page 2 ofl7
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Breath Afcohol Standard Operating Procedure
List of Revisions
SOP Section
2

Topic
Del ete reference to ALS

Date of Revision
June I, 1995

2

0,0210,20 solutions

June 1, 1995

3,21

Valid breath tests

October 23, 1995

2.1

Aka-SensoT calibration checks

May l, t996

[ntoxilyzCf 5000 Calibration Checks
Effective June, 1996

2.2

May 1, 1996

0,003 agreement

June I, 1996

Operators may run calibration che<::/cs

July 1, \996

2.1,2

Re-run a solution wit11in 24 hours

September 6, ! 996

2.1

All 3 solutions run within a 24-haur period

September 6, 1996

2

AI! 3 solutions run within 11 24-hourperiod

September 6, 1996

2.1,2

Re-running of a solution

September 26, 1996

2.1

All solutions run within a48-hourperiod
Reference to "three" removed

September26,1996

2

All 3 solutions run within a 48-hour-period

September 26. 1996

2

More than three calibration solutions

October 8; 1996

2

Solutian values no longer called in to BFS

April I, 1997

2.\

Aleo-Sensor and Intoxilyzer 5000
calibration check

August I. 1998

2.2

Calibration checks for the IntoxilyzeJ' 5000

February 11, 1999

Name change, all references made to the
Bureau of Forensic Services were changed (0
Tdaho State Police Forensic Services.

August 1999

\.6

Record Management

August 1, 1999

2

Deleted' sections on relocating, repairing, recalibreting.
and lorming of instruments from previous revision.

August 1, 1999

2,1.2

Oct. 8,1996

Idaho Breath Alcohol Stnndard Operating Procedure
Issuing Aulhority-1SPFS Quality Manager
Revision 0 Effective 8t20{2{) 1{)
Page 3 of17
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1.2,2.J,2..2

3

Aloo-Sensor!!11d Inlnxilyzer 5000 calibration checr..s
Deleted sections on blood and urine samples
for alcohol determination

August 1,1999
August 1,1999

1.6

Operator Certificfltioo record management'

January 29, lOOl

1,2, und 3
2.1,2.2

Reformat numbering
Requirement for nwning Q.20 simwaior solution

August 18,2006

2..2.1.l.2.2

Changed 3-sample to "two print cards".

November 17, 2006

2.2.1.1.2..2

Deleted "simu!s.torporf' and "two print cards".
Simulator temperature ch!!11ged from "should"
to umusf" .

May 14, 2007

2.2.1.1.2.2

Clarification of 0.20 calibration checks.

September lB, 2007

1.2

Added the Lifeloc FC20

Februnry 13, 2008

1.5

Deleted requirement that the new instrument
utilize the same technology iftlle BTS is currently

Februnry 13,2008

2. r.1.1 and 2.2.4

May 14, 2007

certified
Modified the accepted range for simulator solutions to

1:

+1- I DOlo, eliminating the +1- 0.0 I provision. Added

I-b. "Established target values may be different
trom those shown on the bottle labe}"

Februnry 13.2008

2.2

Added Li feloc FC20 calibration checks
lntoxilyzer 5000 calibration is now section 2.3

Februnry 13,2008

2.

Modified to specifically allow use ofthe 0.20
during subject testing

Februnry 13, 200B

Sections 1, 2, 3

General reformat for clarification. Combined

December I, 2008

Alcosenso[ and Ureloc sections. Specifically,
changed calibration requirement using the 0.20
reference solution from four (4) checks to two (2).

2.!.4, 2.2.3,2.2.4, 2.2.5
And 2.2.10

I

2.1.3, 2.104.1, 2. \.9

Clarification: a "ca.libration check" consists 0 [a
pair of samples in sequence and both samples
must be within the acceptable range before
proceeding with subjecttesting. A 0.20 solution
should be replaced eVClY 20-25 samples. Clarified
the correct procedure for performing a calibration check.

January 14,2009

Clarification: Added "before and afier" to theM.!l and
$1.20 caHbrntipfl c~ec~, w1thi!l14 ~ours.of asubject test

July 7, 2{)09

t

Deleted: (l.OBO
DeletEd: C:!OO

The official time and date of the calibration check is the
time Wld date rl:corded on the printout, or the lime and dale

recorded in the log, wMchever corresponds to the calibration
check referenced in section 2.1.3 or 2.1.4.1.
Jdaho Breath Alcohol Standard Operating Procedure
Issuing Autnority-ISPFS Quality Manager
Revision 0 Effective &12012010
Pnge'4ofl7
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History Page
RevIsion #

Effective clute'

HIstory

o

sn0l2010

The entire SOP W!l5 rewritten to incorporlite language changes regarding
performance verifications, and to clear-up ambiguities associated with
the 0.20 verification llJld me relevance to cases not involving an ~ ....
S004C charge. Scope and safety sections were added. Troubleshooting,
MIPIMIC sections added.

( Oeleted: Is·aOO4<:

Idaho Br~nth Alcohol SllUldartl Operating ProceDure
fssuing Aulbority-1SPFS Quality Manager
Rwision 0 Effective &/2012010
Page 50fl7
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Quantitative Analysis for Alcohol in Breath by Approved Breath Testing
Instruments
Contents:
Section 2: Scope

page 7

Section 3: Safety

page 7

Section 4: lnstrument and Operator Certification

page 7

Section 5: Performance Verification of Approved Breath Testing Instruments

page 10

Section 6: Evidentiary Testing Procedure

page 13

Section 7: Troubleshooting

page 15

Section 8: MlP/MIC Procedure

page 16

Idaho Bn::ath Alcohol Stmdnrd Operating Procedure
Jssuing Authority-fSPFS Quality Manager
Revision {} Effective 8120120 J0
Page 6 of 17
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Quantitative Analysis for Alcohol in Breath by Approved
Breath Testing Instruments.

1

2

Scope
This method describes the Idaho State Police Forensic Services (ISPFS)
procedure, for use by agencies externaJ to ISPFS, for the analysis of breath for the
presence of volatile compounds using an approved breath testing instrument. This
method provides for the quantitative analysi s of ethanol.
Following all the recommendations of this external procedure will , 11sh the
scientific validity ancl-· v
,.
f;
, ",.
of the breath
alcohol test. Failure to meet all of the recommendations within this procedure does not '\
disqualify the breath alcohol test, but does allow for the questioning of the breath alcohol
tests as it pertains to its foundation of admissibility in court. That foundation can be set,
through testimony, by a breath testing specialist expert or ISPFS expert in brest.1) testing "
as to the potential ramifications ofthe deviation from the procedure as stated.

3

Safety
Within the discipline of breath alcohol testing, the general biohazard safety
,orec(iutions.shq!11d be fc:;llow,ed .. This is <i~e_ to. ~h{! p{)te~ti~!.infcc:t:i<;\ls.11).a~~~I~ tha~ may
be ejected from the mouth during the sampling of the breath, Caution should be takt:n so
as the expi.red breath is not directed towards the officer or other unrelated bystander.

4

Instrument and Operator Certification
To ensure that minimum standards are met, individual breath testing instruments,
operators, and breath testing specialists (BTS) must be approved and certified by the
Idaho State Police Forensic Services (ISPFS). The ISPFS will establish and maintain Il
list of approved instruments by manufacturer brand or model designation for use in the
state.

4.1

Approval of Breath Testing Instruments. In order to be approved and certified
each instrument must meet me following criteria:
Idaho Brealh Alcohol Standard Opernting Procedure
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4. L 1 The instrument shall analyze a reference sample or analytical test standard,
the results of which must agree within +/- 10% of the target value Of such
limits set by rSPFS.

for

the

determination

for the
of alcohol

4.1.3 Any other tests deemed necessary to correctly and adequately evaluate the
instrument to give accurate results in routine breath alcohol testing.
4,2

The lSPFS may, for cause, remove a specific instrument by serial number from
evidential testing and suspend or withdraw certification thereof.

4.3

Operators become certified by completing a training class taught by an ISPFS
V rv[
certified Breath Testing Specialist (BTS). Certification is for 26 ca~I.~en~d~a~r~m~o;n~th~s;-_____- - :
and expires the last day of the 26th month. Certification will allow the
perform all functions required to obtain a valid b
0 01 tesL It is the
responsibility of the individual operat
mtain their current certification; the
ISPFS will not notify ope
at their certification is about to expire.

ttCjpv:;1~

,

4.3.1

"

Rece fication for another 26-month period is achieved by completing an
S approved Operator class prior to the end of the 26th month.

4.3.2 If the individual fails to satisfactorily complete the class Cinelu
written and practical tests), or allows their certificatio
he/she must retake the operator class in order to becG

<:: 4.3.3

If CtiJrcllt Opetatm cert!flcatiotri~,d, the individual is not certified to
run evidentiary breath alcohol te~~he instrument in question until the
operator class is completed.

43.3.1 There are no grace periods or provisions for extension of operator
certification.
4.4

Breath Testing Specfalists (BTS) are Operators who have completed an
advanced training class and are ISPFS-certified to perform instrument
maintenance, and provide both initial and recertification training for instrument
ope11ltors.
4.4.1

To obtain initial BTS certification, an individual must be currently
certffi ed as an Operator of that particular instrument. BTS certificat10n is+
then obtained by completing an approved BTS training clas~ O'Y\ ~

8!5
4.4.2

1\

Certification is valid for 26 calendar months.

A
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4.4.3

[f BTS certification is allowed to expire, the individual reverts to certified
Operator status far 12 calendar months for L.1at instrument. He/she may
no longer perform any BTS specific duties relating to that particular
instrumenl

4.4.4

BTS certification is renewable by attending an approved BTS training
class.

4.4.5

The Idaho State Police Forensic Services may revoke BTS certification for
cause. E)tample~ay inc1 ude falslfi cation of records, failure to perform
required performance verification, failure to successPJlly pass a BTS recertification class and failure to meet standards in condul=-ting operator
training.

CK \.)k~ Vt~ cerlvl44v~ '5~ ~ r-tVOw.-hYm

4.5

4.6

Adoptioo of a new Instrument by an agency will require updating any BTS and
Operators in that agency in the use of the new instrument.

4.5.1

A currently certified BTS may become a certified BTS for a new
instrument by completing an ISPFS approved BTS Instrumentation class.

4.5.2

A currently certified Operator may certify on a new instrument by
completing an ISPFS approved Operator Instrumentation Class for the
new instrument.

4.53

Individuals not currently certified us Operntors must compJete an
Operator Class for each approved instrument.

Recorq maintenance and management.
It is the responsibility of each
individual agency to store performance verification records, subject records,
maintenance records, instrument logs, or any other records as pertaining to the
eVidentiary use of breath testing instruments and to maintain a current record of
operator certification.

4.6.1

It is the responsibility ofthe agency to see that the said records are stored
and maintained a minimum of (3) years in accordance with IDAPA
11.03.01.
4.6.1.1

4.6.2

Re~ords

may. be sU?ject to periodic review by the Idaho
Pohce ForenSlc SerYlces.

~)

J

17

,o!l(}'

IA.;0
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j€c;;rV
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tv\ l ~/: ~
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The Idaho State Police Forensic Services will not be responsible for the
storage of such records not generated by lSPFS.
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5.

Performance Verification of Breath Testing Instruments
Performance verifications aid the Breath Testing Specialist (BTS) and the [daho State
Police Forensic Services (lSPFS) in determining if a breath testing instrument is
functioning correctly. Perfonnanee verifications are Jlerfonned using a wet bath
simulator perfonnance verification solution. The solution is provided by andlor approved
by lSPFS. The ISPFS analysis establishes the target value and acceptable range of the
solutions used for the verification and includes the acceptable values on the Certificate of
Analysis for each solution. Note: The rsp established target values may be different
iTom those shown on the bottle label.
Aleo-Sensor and Llfeloc FC20 Performance Verification

5.1

Ponable Breath Testing Instrument

5.1.1

The Alco-Sen50r and Lifeloc FC20 portable breath testing instrument
performance verification is run using approximately 0.08 andlor 0.20
performance verification solutions provided by andlor approved by rSPFS.

5.1.2

The performnnce verification using the 0.08 and 0.20 performance
verification solutions consist of two samples" .. , ... ..... . .. . .
,
A perfonnance verification of the Alea-Sensor and Ufeloc FC20
instruments using a 0.08 performance verification solution must be
performed within 24 hours, before or after an evidentiary test to be
approved for evidentiary use. Multiple breath alcohol tests may be
covered by a single performance verification.

5.1.3

5.1.3.1 A 0.Q8 performance verification solution should be replaced with
fresh solution approximately every 25 verifications or every
calendar month, whichever comes first.

5.1.4 A 0,20 performance verification should be run and results logged once per
calendar month and replaced with fresh solution approximately every 25
verifications. The same battk of 0.10 solution may he used indefinitely for
multiple months until it reaches its
or its maximum of
Ellproximatelv 25 verifications.

M,ime ~ ~41

~!'!; o~:~:!~r~~~:~~;;;";:,:'~J~i?J~~:~~~~~~:

er--~ .;;0 f~~lfJt1{( , "
~~';_f}ttJ:Ir'W15 WI I(Mid ~.
1))

r

«tfll~k -Jt'~4
A

t?e{~-@

r

f'e!\tli is
!e~ ~.

.u.

I

\./A:l

I

.t t {J

II
"i '(()

Ijl

~er

I

5.1.4.1

Deleted: 0
Deleted: 18-8004,
Deleted: 18·800<\,

The 0.20 performance verification satisfies the requirement for
performance verification within 24 hours, before or aiter an
evidentiary teS~The 0.20 perfunnance verification solution should
not be used rou 'uely for this purpose.
V
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~~~r. .:z~ .p':!fol}l1llli.ce. ve:n,n.'?lti!J!1.1.s. ::.paiT ~f ..
les
equ e that are both within +1- 10"10 of the performance
/ .-t ...
hon
tIon tnrget value. Target values and Tll!\ges of acceptable
. <.::::..... results are included in a certificate of analysis fOT each solution lot series,
"".......... '''~L.~
prep.sred by, !!Jld available from, the ISPFS.

o.

(~tOJ)8l)

NOTE: Due to external facton; associated ';Io1th changing a
performance verification solution (examples include: ambient air
in the s.s:mplc chamher, tempe:rature fluctuation) the results of the
initiaJ performance verification may not be within the acceptable
range, therefore tht performrmce verification may be repemed until
a pair of SIltiS factory results !ITe obtained.. However, if results after
a total of th~ S~?eEies..ft:lr. .~X. 55l!ll:~.c!1!. (~.q~v.~~! to. .~~~ ~~)..
are still unsatisfactory, contact the appropriate ISPFS Laboratory.
The instrument should not be used for evidentiary testing until the
problem is corrected and performance verification results are
within the acceptable range. The suggested troubleshooting
procedure should be followed if the in1tiaJ perfonnru;ce verification
does not meet the acceptance criteria.

5.1.6

)

Temperature of the simulator must be between 33.S0 C and 34S'C in order
for the perfonnance verification results to be valid.
NOTE: The simulmor may ne:edto warm for approximately 15 minutes to
insure that the me:tallid is also WIDTIl. rfthe lid is cold, condrnsation of
alcohol vapor may occur prooucing low remJts.

5.2

5. t.7

Performance: verification solutions should only be llEed prior to the
expiration date on the label.

5.1.8

An agency may run additional performance verification solution levels at
their discretion.

5.1.9

The official time and date of the perfannance veri flesHon is the time and
date recorded on the printout, or the time rmd date recorded in the log,
whichever corresponds to the performance verification referenced in
section 5.1.3 or 5.1.4.1.

loto:Ulyz.er SOOO{EN Performance Verlflcatlon

Intoxilyzcr 5000IEN instruments must have a performance verification with each
evidentiary test. If the performance verification is within the acceptable ronge fOf
the lot of sol utian being used, then the instrument will be approved end the
resulting breath samples will be deemed valid for evidentiary use.

ldMo Bre.ath Alcohol Standard Opc:nating ~ure
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5.2. T lntoxilyzet 5000fEN performance verification is run using 0.08 andlor
0.20 performance verification solutions provided by md!or approved by
.rSPFS.
5.2.2

During each evidentiary breath alcohol test using the Intoxilyzer 50001EN,
a performance verification will be performed !lS directed by the instrument
testing sequence and recorded as 81M CHK on the printout. If the S1M
CHK is not within the acceptable range for the solution lot being used, the
testing sequence will abort and no breath samples will be obtained.

5.2.3

A two sample performance verification using n G.Og performance
verification snlution should be run and results logged each time a
solution is replaced with fresh solution. A 0.08 performance verificE,tion
solution should be replaced with fresh solution approximately every 100
samples or every calendar month, whichever comes first.

5.2.4

A two sample perfonnance verification USing a 0.20 performance
verification solution should be run and results logged once per calendar
month and replaced with ftesb solution approximately every 25 samples.
The same bottle of 0.20 solution mny be used indefinitely for multiple
months [Inti! it reaches its expiration or its maximum of approxim ate Iv 25
verifications.... ,. ,.
'" ._... .
NOTE~ The 0.;2.0 per;fo.fl!l?:n~e .v~r:ifi.c;a~i()~ ':"as im'plement~d f?r.
the sole purpose of supporting the instruments results for a JJl.:;
8004(' charge. In the absence of an ,18-8004C charge, the 0.20'
verification, or Jack thereof, shall have~~·rek_¥a~.tM...,:a~uitli:
ru::. the
ofthe evidentjary tesk/n t/q.

5.2.5

Oeteb:ld: Tht"""'botUeofO.:zo
s:olutiort may be. us:e:d fur tt;Ver.i.l months:.

1

1':lJ::-elo:-e!ed-:-:--:-::-o_ _ _ _ _ _-!

Oelerea:

la·1!OO4c

"'o-er-e!erl--:-:t-~.-aoo-4-c~·~~--!

;qt rt.

.

i

e'lidenti~.e
i'1C";t~lM r:"'- [,.'dfb.~'b::;!I
Acceptable results for a,Q:O.~.c:rO:~9..perf~!Tl)an.c~vf..ri.fic~~i0'!1 ~s ?- .p'~ir or e (of!leted: o,oao ii~ /'.

samples in sequence that are both within +1- to% of the performance
verification solution target value. Target ve.lues and ranges of acceptable
results for each solution lot series are included in a certific:ate of analysis,
prepared by, and available from, the ISPFS.

.

iJ
,:tlCir [of.<.

C /". '
0-i?y(-,
(J

NOTE: Due to external factors associated witb changing a
perfonnance verification solution (examples include: ambient air
in the sample chamber, temperature fluctuation) the results of the
initial perfonnance verification may not be within the acceptable
l11nge, therefore the performance verification may be repeated until
a pair of sarisfuctory results are obtained,:.. HP.\"I_~y_e:-! .if.~~.s~lts ~er...
a total of threeff!s~.!>f!rie~. fCl!' ~n'y' ~.(JI~ti.(J!1.ce,q~~y~.ellt.to.s~lC t.t?s!;;)..
are stiIJ unsatisfactory, contact the.appropriate lSPFS Laboratory.
The instrument should not be used for evidentiary testing until the
problem is corrected and performance verification results aTe
within the acceptable range. Follow the suggested troubleshooting
procedure i.f the initial performance verification does not meet the
acceptance criteria.
Idaho Breath Alcohol Standard Opernting Procedure
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5.2.6

The official time and elale of the performance verification is the time and
date recorded on the printout, or the time and date recorded in the log.

5.2.7

Performance verification solutions should only be used prior to the
expiration date as marked on the label.

5.2.8

Temperature ofthe simulator must be between 33.5°C and 34.soC in order
for the performance verification results to be valid.

5.2.9 An agency may run additional performance verification solution levels at
their discretion.
5.2.10 The BTS must set the correct acceptable range limits and performance

verification solution lot number in the instrument before proceeding with
evidentiary testing.

6. Evidentiary Testing Procedure
Proper testing procedure by certified operators is necessary in order to provide accurate
results t-hat-wa! be edl1li3~iBle ill celffi: Instruments used in Idaho measure alcohol in the
breath~ and report results as grams of alcohol in 210 liters of breath.

6-.1

Prior to evidentiJt;breath alcohol testing, the subject/individual should be
monitored for at least fifteen (15) minutes. Any material which absorbs/adsorbs
or traps alcohol should be removed from the mouth prior to the start of the J5
minute waiting period. During the monitoring period the subject/individual should
not be allowed to smoKe, drink. eat, or belchlburp/vomitfregurgitate.
NOTE: If II foreign object/material is left in the mouth during the entirety of the
15 minute monitoring period, any potential external alcohol contamination will
come into equilibrium with the subject/individual's body water and/or dissipate so
as not to interfere with the results of the subsequent breath alcohol test.
6.1.1

The breath alcohol test must be administered by an operator currently
certified in the use of the instrument ~

6.1.2

False teeth, partial plates, or bridges installed or prescribed by a dentist err
physician do not need to be removed to obtain a valid test.

6.1.3

The operator may elect a blood test in place of the breath alcohol test if
there is a failure to complete the fifteen minute monitoring period
successfully.

6.1.4

During the monitoring period, the operator must be alert for any event that
might influence the accuracy of the breath alcohol test.
ldaho Breath Alcobol SlBl1dnrd Opernting Proccrlure
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6.1.4.1 The operator must be aware of the possible presence of moutb
alcohol as indicated by the testing instrument. [f mouth alcohol is
suspected or indicated, the operator should begin another 15minute waiting period before repeating the testing sequence.
6.1.4.2 If, during the IS-minute waiting period, the subject/individual
vomits or regurgitates material from the stomach into the
subject/individual's breath pathway. the is-minute waiting period
must begin again.
6.1.4.3 If there is doubt as to the events occurring during the 15 minute
monitoring period, the o'fficer should look at results of the
duplicate breath samples for evidence of potential alcohol
contamination_ For clarification see section 6.2.2.2.

6.2

A complete breath alcohol test includes two (2) valid breath samples taken
during the testing sequence and preceded by air blanks. The duplicate breath
samples should be approximately 2 minutes apart to anow for the dissipation of
potential mouth alcohol contamination.

NOTE: A deficient or insufficient sample does not automatically
invalidate a test sample.
6.2.1

tlli\l~ Jup trule-)

If the subject/individual fails or refuses to provide a _cood or
adequate sample as requested by the operntor, the single test result may be
considered valid.

6.2,1.1 The operator may repeat the testing sequence as required by
circumstances.
6.2.1.2 The operator should use a new
6.2.2

Ieee for each series aftests.

A third breath sample is required ifthe first two results differ by more than
0.02.
6.2.2.1 Unless mouth alcohol is indicated· or suspected, it is not necessary
to repeat the I5-minute waiting period to obtain a third breath
sample.

6.2.2.2 The results fort:;licate breath samples should correlate within
0.02 to indicate the absence of alcohol contamination in the
subject/individual's ,kTJ.ath pathway, show consistent sample
delivery, and indicatt}1he absence of RFI as Ii contributing factor
to the breath resu1ts.

Idaho Breath Alcohol Slllndard Operating Procedure
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6.2.3

6.2.4

6.2.5

The operator should log test results and retain printouts for possible use in ~
court. 'Flle fog, ufthc reGu!!:s sr the instfllll".el,[ "ri\ltDat~"u:"E rued a~ the nCJ
officiallegBl-reeord fot eBurl purpose;..

If a subject/individual fails or refuses to provide a .'Hl{?o::Hl or ti;ini Sfrl~
as requested by the operator, the results obtained are stili considered valid
by the rSPFS, provided the failure to supply the requested samples was
the fault ufthe subject/individulll and not the operator.

dvp (''co:/e-

~f:r;,,1'J '~~t! f~e!lr~acking

If
due to instrument failure, the
operator should attempt to utilize another instrument or have blood drawn.

7. Troubleshooting Procedure
Proper testing procedure by certified operators is necessary in order to provide accurate
results-ill-iil mill kIlrlmissible in court [n~trl!mept< !'I:ed in IdahCl mctlBu::e e1eohol in tl<e
~, in;:: thll1:?lG ga, Ilfla rap oct reselts as g.lu/1S ofalcuhtilln ZlU ilters or Dfelith.

1.1

Performance verification;
If, when performing the periodic performance
verifiClltion, the instrument falls outside the limits of the verification, the
troubleshooting guide should be used.

NOTE: This is a guide forlroubleshooting faiJed performance
verifications and the procedure is recommended to streamline and isolate
the potential cause of the problem. Strict adherence to the guidelines is
not required.
7.1.1

The three sources of error when performing the periodic performance
verifications are in the simulator setup and operator technique, the
simulator performance veri fication solution, and the instrument calibration
itself.

7.1.2

If the first performance verification fails, the simulator setup and
techni que of the operator performing the verification should be evaluated.
The simulator should be evaluated to ensure that it is hooked up properly,
uses short hoses, is properly warmed, is within temperature, the opera tOT
blow technique is not too hard or 50ft, and thut the operator does not stop
blowing until after the sample is taken.

7.1.2.1 The performance verification should be run a second time
7. !.2.2If the performance verification passes on the second try, the
instrument passes the perfonnan ce verification.
J J",.,l
L

.~ 1fI..t t;U~

7.L3

"0

If the second performance verification faiJ'i- then the performance
verification solution should be evaluated.,,~ 1/
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7.1.3.1 The performance verification solution should be changed to a fresh
solution.
7.1.3.2 The solution should be warmed for approximately 15 minutes, or
until the tempcreture is within range, and the simulator lid is as
warm as the simulator jar.
7.1.3.3 The performance verification may then be repeated.

J.

7.1.4

~

£'--/
&>'-

If the Ihird pcrfonllanct! verification [.9iI5. then the it cal! k~l1ctl Ihn! a pl1!cmiaJ
SDUrce of error He;; willI in Ihe in$lrum"nt itsel~..
th!s point the jnstrumel"!t.lTlusf:

At

Delered: If!h<!hiJd pdormoncc
ve:rific::n:lon r.l1Sr then the only femni~in:;

be taken out of service and sent to lSPFS or an approved service provider.

soutt:e o-t er1'l)! lits with the: instrument

iiselr

_,71 5 Upon retum from service, the instrument should be evaluated by ISPFS

';/ .,

before being put back into service.

~rfJ-/~ Thwnomota"

('~

72.1 If a bubble forms in tbe thermometer, the operator or BTS can place the
thermometer in a freezer to draw the mercury (or equivalent) into the bulb of the
thermometer. This should disperse the bubble.

8. MIP/MIC Procedure
Since the testing threshold (presence or absence) for a minor in possession/minor in
consumption charge is different from an 18-8004 charge and the numeric thresho1ds,
there is 11 different procedure associated with these special circumstances. In man9
instances, an underage drinking party may consist of multiple subjects/individuals that
need to be tested and the sheer number of individuals does not lend itself to observing
15 minute waiting period for each person. The potential for "mouth alcohol" is still a
factor and should be addressed in the testing sequence.

u.

tJl It- e y

v.n

8.1

J 5 minute observation period: At the officer's discretion, or as the circumstanceD ....
dictate, the regular DUI procedure (Section 6) may be fo1lowed in order to obtain
ItS
a breath sample from the subject/individual. Otherwise, a shortened procedur
can be followed

8.2

MfPtMIC procedure:

8.2.1 The breath alcohol test must be administered by an operator currently
certified in the use of the instrument~
8.2.2 False teeth, partial plates, or bridges installed or prescribed by a dentist or
physician do not need to be removed to obtain a valid test.
8.3

A complete breath alcohol test includes two (2) valid breath samples taken
during the testing sequence and preceded by air blanks. The duplicate breath
lduha Breath Alcohol Standard Operating Procedure
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samples should be at a minimum approximately 2. minutes apart or greater to
allow for the dissipation of potential mouth alcohol contamination.

/

NOTE: A deficient or insufficient sample does not automatical1y
invalidate a test sample. Additionallv, it should be noted that the two
samples taken for a single individual do not need [0 be conseclltivc
mmples 3S 10m,. as there is at a minimum approximately 2. nlinutes or
greater between each 5amole from each individuaL
8.3.1

If the subjecUindividual fails or refuses to provide a ~~(jjJd or third
adequate sample as requested by the operator, the singJe test result may be
considered valid.
S.3.1.1 The operator may repeat the testing sequence as required by
circumstances.
S.3.1.2 The operator should use a new mouthpIece for each series of tests.

8.3.2

A third breath sample is required if the first two results differ by more than
0.02.
8.3.2.1 The results for a duplicate breath samples should correlate within
0.02 to indicate the absence of alcohol contamination in the
subjectlindividua1t breath pathway, show consistent sample
delivery, a"nd indicate/fhe absence of RFI as B contributing factor
to the breath results.

8.3.3

The operator should log test results and retain printouts~
,t::llurt, 'FIle ~og of the (C~t!lt~ ill tht ilJsllullient pt1ntciUl:li ell" be a~

dlf (,'Cft,{<:If a subjectJindividual fails or refuses to provide a '%;;Q!16 gr +J:;~:t. sample
officiallegnLccOId fat COnttpttltlo!es.

8.3.4

as requested by the operator, the results obtained are still considered valid
by the ISPFS, provided the failure to supply the requested samples was
the fault of the sUbj~individual and not the operator.
8.3.5

!If:- Cll:!~r !:'~iitd. 3n~~ l~king

If
due to instrument failure, the
operator should attempt to utiliZe another instrument or have blood drawn.
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Garnette, Matthew
Christine Starr (CStarr@cttyofboise.org]

From:
Sent:
To:

Thursday, August 26,20103:16 PM
Gamette, Matthew
Re: M1PfM1C Conference Call

Subject:

Sounds great! Thank you!

»> On 8/26/2010 at 3:12 PM, in message
<9786F206A1C09B4A95t40060614274C50570A991@LOUDHOWARD.!SP.STATE.!D.US>,
"Garnette, Matthew" <matthew.gamette@isp.idaho.gov> wrote:
fti refer~hce to 'our cpnf~(~nc.~;cafl t6~~Yw.H:hB·e·n· Hai;merih"t"ea O)s9ri. Chrlstictest~rr, Jeremy Jo(instoi"ll-lenny
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iie~$\dn tMat 1.5 p.eh~jhg $'tat!.Jtorv -and iegal re.v1~iiv- pjeas~ ciisreg\lrd' Cin:d qestroy arw <:;opjesof the p.r;~lo~s
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..
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MjP-/.MiGPrpc~d.yre w1l1 'be ~ohJ ftlg ~ljtt-19Y·i.~~ r~~Liiriri.f:5 :c~i!l?rated i[lsjt'\.lIf1?n~; ari~tha.lii¢q qp~fatbr~ iHheV
£:hqqi~ fa use tfies$ ih~.JuhJet\ts in M1P/Mlb£:~se?'tlh~ hav.~.isP,<ba. !=~ up the sslei1t;:e.!Jehfhd tile te5.ting.·Thl~
w\(l,glve:; tQ~in the f¢il.d ~lrneJ:9 getthe i!i;;tn.fjnents 1.n ?nd caJlbrateqah,q the 0pE!r~tofs. trClIned.,.
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Garnette, Matthew

=

From:
Sent:

To:
Cc:
Subject:

Benjamin Harmer [bharmer@adaweb.netl
Thursday, August 26, 20103:17 PM
Gamette, Matthew; Wills, Kedrick; Christine Starr; Olson, Jared; Grunke. Jenny
Cutler. Rachel; Johnston, Jeremy; Anderson, Sky!er; Lewis, Lamora
RE: MIP/MIC Conference Call

wm it also address the use of Ufeloe passive mode testing (pas or neg for alcohol, no levels indicated)?
Ben Hanner

From: Gamette, Matthew [mailto:matthew.gamette@isp.idaho.gov]

Sent: Thursday, August 26, 2010 03:12 PM
To: Wills, Kedricki Benjamin Hanner; Christine starr; Olson, Jared; Grunke, Jenny
Cc: Cutler, Rachel; Johnston! Jeremy; Anderson, Skyler; LeWis, Lamora
Subject: MIP/MIC Conference Call

In reference to our conference call today with Ben Harmer, Jared Olson, Christine Starr, Jeremy Johnston, Jenny Grunke,
and Matthew Gamette:
'"

Jeremy will delete section 8 (M1PjMIC) from the SOP until we can do the research on statutory reqUirements
and obligations for ISPFS. The wording to be added for a revision 1 place holder is liThe previous version of th1s
section has been withdrawn from ptJolication and will be replaced bV an updated version that is pending
statutory and regal review. Ph~ase disregard and destroy any copies of the previous version of this section."

..

Matthew will draft an email to all BT5, Operators, Sheriffs, and Chiefs letting them know that a new MIP/MIC
procedure will be coming out Nov 1 st reqUiring calibrated instruments and trained operators if they choose to
use these instruments in MIPjMIC cases and have ISP back up the science behind the testing. This will give them
the lead time to get the instruments in and calibrated and the operators trained.

<If

Jeremy and Matthew will draft a neW MIPjMIC procedure to be circulated for review October 1st. We will accept
comments until October 22 nd and then the BTSs will be cirCUlated the final wording for a November l't
implementation. The procedure will require calibration of instruments used, trained operators, and two tests a
minimum of two minutes apart. The procedure will also outline the difference between OUI testing and
MIP/MIC

Matthew Gamette
Idaho State Police Forensic Services
Quality Manager
700 South Stratford Drive Suite 125
Meridian Idaho 83642
208-884-7217 Voice

208-884-7290 Fax
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Gamette, Matthew
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

Johnston, Jeremy
Friday, August 27, 2010 8:39 AM
Gamette, Matthew
RE: M!P/MIC Conference Cal!

1"hatwould be great. 1'm swamped.
JJ

PS: I contem plated dotng this last night from home again, but then 1thought twice about it a put the gun back in the
box.

----.

-----,.------

---------.----.--~

From: Gamette, Matthew

Sent: Friday, August 27, 2010 7:38 AM

To: Johnston, Jeremy
Subject: RE: MIPjMIC Conference Call
t 'Can put these in if you do not have time but the history page needs to be revised and we need to ·update all the footers
with today's issue date.
Matthew Gamette
Idaho State Police Forensic Services
Quality Manager
..

..

------.----------------~--~--.-.---- -.~-----~.---

From: Johnston, Jeremy
Sent: Friday, August 27, 2010 8:29 AM
To: Garnette, Matthew; 'Benjamin Harmer'; 'Christine Starr'; Olson, Jared; Grunke, Jenny
Cc: Cutler, Rachel; Anderson, Skylerj Lewis, Lamora
Subject: RE: MIPjMIC Conference Call

Here is the finalized revision 1 of the SOP. All the changes and language modifications h.ave been added to the best of
my ability- Thank YOLl all for your input and legal expertise with this document.
Please review this as soon as possible as we want to publish this out today before the weekend "party patrol" for Ada
county and Boise.
Thanks again,

JJ

Jeremy Jo1mBton
Alcohol Dis~:1Illin0 Le.ader

mp Re.giop 1 Fomusics
Coeur (1' AJelle, D)
2GB· 20!)-870G

r' " •.o.-t
.~~ ;j ,
1
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Garnette, Matthew
BenjamIn Harmer [oharmer@adaweb.netJ
Friday, August 27,20109:22 AM
Johnston, Jeremy; Garnette, Matthew; ChrIstine Starr; Olson, Jared; Grunke, Jenny
Cutler, Rachel; Anderson, Skyler; Lewis, Lamora
RE: MIP/MIC Conference Call

From:
Sent:

To:
Cc:
Subject:

Looks good. I like whoever added the "outside the vertfication limits" language. Very worcismithy (yes, I just made that
word up).

Ben Hanner

From: Johnston, Jeremy (mailto:JeremyJohnston@isp.idaho.gov]
Sent: Friday, August 27, 201008:29 AM
To: Gamette, Matthew; Benjamin Harmer; Christine Starr; Olson,
Cc: Cutler, Rachel; Anderson, Skyleri LeWis, Lamora
Subject: RE: MIP/MIC Conference Call

Jared; Grunke, Jenny

Here is the finalized revision 1 of the SOP. All the changes and langucige modifications have been added to the best of
my ability. Thank you all for your input and legal expertise with this document.
Please review"this as soon as possible as We want to publish this out today before the weekend "party patrol" for Ada
county and Boise.
Thanks again,

JJ

Jeremy Johnston
Alcohol Disciplin(; Le.nu.cn'
IS:P Region 1 ]j'ol'C1lsics
Cocm' d' Alene, U)

208--209-8706

...

~--- ~.,--

From: Gamette, Matthew
Sent: Thursday, August 26/ 20102:12 PM
To: Wills, Kedricki Benjamin Harmeri Christine Starr; Olson, Jared; Grunke, Jenny
Cc: Cutler, Rachel; Johnston, Jeremy; Anderson, Skyler; lewis, Lamora
subject:

MIP/MIC Conference Call

In reference to our conference call today with Ben Harmer, Jared Olson, Christine Starr, Jeremy Johnston, Jenny Grunke,

and Matthew Garnette:
~

Jeremy will delete section 8 (MIP /MIC) from the SOP until we can do the research on statutory requirements
and obligations for lSPFS. The wording to be added for a revision 1 place holder is "The previous version ofthis
section has been withdrawn from publication and will be rept'aced by an updated version that is pending
"
statutory and legal review. please disregard and de5troy any copies of the previous version ofth[s sectl;.~n~

8

1
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Matthew will draft an email to all BTS, Operators, Sheriffs, and Chiefs letting them know that a neW MIP/MIC
procedure will be coming out Nov 1st requiring calibrated instruments and trained operators if they choose to
use these instruments in MIP/MIC cases and have ISP back up the science behind the testing. This wi!! give them
th e lead time to get the instruments in and calibrated and the operators trained.
Jeremy and Matthew will draft a new MIP /MIC procedure to be circulated for review October 1st , We will accept
comments until October 22 nd and then the BTSs wi!1 be circulated the final wording for a November 1st
implementation. The procedure will require calibration of instruments used, trained operators, and two tests a
minimum of two minutes apart. The procedure will also outline the difference between DUI testing and
MIP/MIC.

Matthew Gamette
Idaho State Police Forensic Services
Quality Manager
700 S€Juth Stratford Drive Suite 125
Meridian Idaho 83642
208-824-7217 Voice
208-8B4-7290 Fax
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Idaho State Police
ServiCe Since 1939

TO:

IDAHO COUNTY PROSECUTING ATIORNEYS
AND IDAHO MUNICIPAt ATTORNEYS

RE:

POSSIJ3LE BRADY/GIGLIO MATERIAL
Idaho State Police, Forensics Lab Manager Skylcr Anderson.

DATE:

The purpose of this letter is to advise you of po~ti.al Brady/Giglfo material that bas recently
been identified concerning ~ IS? Forensic Laboratory sctentist. The situation is as follows.

On Fe:bn:taIY 24, 20J 1, ISP Capt. Clark Rollins received au Idaho State Police Administrative
Incident Report from ISP Lab Improvement Manager Matthew Garnette regarding Skyler
Anderson. Garnette alleged that Mr. Anderson maintained an ongGing unauthod'Zt!d quantity of
controlled narcotics for display purposes, outside the practices of the Forensics Quality Manual and
without proper documentation, ttacldng and auditing. During yearly audits of the Region Slab
fooiltty, Mr. An~n and others intentionally hid the unantbotized "dlsplay drugs" from auditors
to avoid detection oftltis practice. Mr. Anderson personally bid the drugs from auditots on at least

four occasions.

rsp ,Det.lulie Donahue investigated this individual. Her written reports arc available at your
requeSt. Please feel free to contact me if you have any questions at 208-884-7207.
Sincerelyt

~#/

Major Kedrick \Vms
Forensic Services Cornmanw
Jdaho State Police

700 S. SUotford Prive, Mi::tidbl:\,!daht) 8S64UUlZ .. (208)884--7000

-1'= (208)884-7090

EQ.!]AI.~~
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Idaho State Police
Service Since 1939

TO:

IDAHO COUNTY PROSECUTING ATTORNEYS
AND IDAHO MUNICIPAL ATfORNEYS

RE:

POSSIBLE BRADY/GIGLIO MATER1AL
Idaho State Police, Forensic Scknttst LamQra Lewis

DArE:

MAY 3,2011

'The purpose of this letter is to advise you of potential Brady/Giglio material that has recently
been identified concerning an ISP Forensic Laborat.Qry seien:tist. The situation is as follows.
On February 23, 2011 t at approximately 4:45 p.m., ISP Headquarters W Manager. Sky}er
Anderson and Region 5 Lab Manager Shannon Lll!son had a ~Jephone cOnversation. Mr.
Anderson told Ms. .LatSOn that tb~ was a box of drug!J in the Region 5 Lab that was used for
('touxs" end "show and teU." He ruoo tOld Ms. Larson that the drugs mthe box Wt::l;e oot trecked
aJ)d wetl! untraceable. He told her the box of drugs migh~ be in the vault, but since there was an
audit coming tIp, it might be somewhere olse. Mr. Anderson told Ms. Larson that LamOIll JAwis
would know where the box was. When Ms. Larson asked Ms. Lewis about the lxlx of drugs that
\VaS used for "tours," Ms. Lewis climbed up on the drug ~nch.lifted the ceiling tiles, and pulled
om a box (If drugs. When interviewed, she explained how :me became mvolved in this
intentional dect;ption. She S1ated that she knew that in~lltionaUy bhling the box from auditors
was ~ng and stated '1>eeause if you are hjding it obviously SQmeiliiog is wrong, but I know I

should have SAid something."
ISP Del. Julie Donahue investigated this individual. Her wrlnen reports are available at your
t¢quest. Please feel ftee to call me if you ha\le any questions at 208-884-7207.
Sincerely,

... / / . /

~~
Major Kedrick Wills
Forensic Services Commander
Idaho State Pollce

'100 s.~Drivt, ~ Idoho ~ .. (208}884<7000 .~ (ZOS}88+7090
~.Al~EM:PIO!ER
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Idaho State Police
Service Since 1939

TO:

IDAHO COUNTY PROSECUTING ATfORNEYS

RE;

POSSIBLE BRADY/GIGLIO MATERlAL
Idaho SUtie Police, Forensic t.ab Scientist SU-"8.n Wi11i?mson

DATE:

MAY 3,2011

AND toARD MUNICTPAL ATTORNEYS .

The purposo of this letter is to advise you ofpottntial Brady/Giglio material that has ~ently
been identified cooce.rning an ISP Farensie LaOOratory scientist. The situation is as follows.
In 2003> ISP Scientist Susan Williamson ordered O~roa-hydroxybutyric Acid (GHl3) with
verbal approval from her then imrt'lediate su~sor. She submitted the proper DBA forms~ but
did not check the lSP Forensic Quality Manu.aPs authorized amounts and ordered m~ than the

manual allowed. Ms. WilJjamson deliberately kept the OHB secreted within the lab on the tOp
shclfofher evjden~ vaul~ on the veT)' back of the shelf, and most recently ~ept it in a s~urc
£U'Ca in a friction Ud can. When asked why she put it there. she said that sho ,Put it there ~\Jse
she knew no one wouJd find it then:. All the documentation was kept with it and the unused
amount was completely accounted for. Wben. asked if she had ever hidden anything else from
inspectors or auditors, !lhe said hNo. this is my only skeleton in my eloset"

rsp Oet. Julie Donahu~ investigated this individual. Her written repotts are available at your
request. If you have any questions, please fed free to call me lit (208) 884-1207.

s::~
Major Kedrick Wills.
Forensic Services Commander

Ithho State Police
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v. Horn

185 F.5upp.2d 530
D.Md.,2002.
Jan. 31,2002. (Approx. 36 pages)
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185 F.Supp.2d 530

Page 1 of 49

58 Fed. R Evid. Servo 357
Defendant charged, under Assimilative Crimes Act, with driving while intoxicated (DW1) moved to
exclude evidence of his performance on field sobriety tests. The District Court, Grimm, United States
Magistrate Judge, held that: (1) test results were admissible on issue of whether there was probable
cause for arrest, but not for purpose of proving specific blood alcohol content (BAC); (2) arresting
officer could testify with respect to his observations of defendant's performance of tests, but could not
suggest that tests were objective indicators of intoxication; (3) if government introduced evidence that
defendant exhibited nystagmus, defendant could bring out fact that there were many causes of
nystagmus other than alcohol ingestion; and (4) arresting officer could give lay opinion testimony that
defendant was driving while intoxicated.
Ordered accordingly.
West Headnotes

ill KeyCite Notes ~
,,··A8A Automobiles

"..A8AIX Evidence of Sobriety Tests
;.r••-48Ak411 k. In General. Most Cited Cases
Results of properly conducted standard field sobriety tests may be considered to determine whether
probable cause exists to charge driver with driving while intoxicated (DWI) or driving under
influence of alcohol (DUl).

ill KeyCite Notes ~
,,·.A8A Automobiles
;.r•• A8AIX Evidence of Sobriety Tests

;.r..-48Ak411 k. In General. Most Cited Cases
Results of standard field sobriety tests, either individually or collectively, are not admissible for
purpose of proving specific blood alcohol content (BAC) of a driver charged with driving while
intoxicated (DWI) or driving under influence of alcohol (DUl). Fed.Rules Evid.Rule 702, 28
U.S.C.A.

ill KeyCite Notes ~
;.r'~ 35

Arrest
,,··,35II On Criminal Charges
" ..,35k63 Officers and Assistants, Arrest Without Warrant
,,-·35k63.4 Probable or Reasonable Cause
;.r~35k63.4(2) k. What Constitutes Such Cause in General. Most Cited Cases

r,

r

:~

U f)

All that is required to establish probable cause to arrest suspect is reasonably trusnvorthy information
that(!tC@~~6t1ffli!~ belief that suspect committed offense. U.S.C.A. Const.Amend. 4.

185 F.Supp.2d 530

Page 2 of 49

8J KeyCite Notes ~
v···l10 Criminal Law
",....110XVII Evidence
",....110XVII(Al Judicial Notice
:.r." 11 Ok304 Judicial Notice
:.r-' 11 Ok304(3) k. Physiological Facts. Most Cited Cases
:.r'~ 11 0

Criminal Law
,.,..-110XVII Evidence
v'~ 11 OXVII(R) Opinion Evidence
..,..., 11 Ok468 Subjects of Expert Testimony
,.,..~ 11 Ok476 k. Cause and Effect. Most Cited Cases

There is well-recognized, but by no means exclusive, causal connection between ingestion of alcohol
and detectable presence of exaggerated horizontal gaze nystagmus in person's eyes, which may be
judicially noticed by court, proved by expert testimony or otherwise established. Fed.Rules Evid.Rule
201, 28 U.S.c.A.

ill KeyCite Notes ~
.,..~48A

Automobiles

..,...A8AIX Evidence of Sobriety Tests
.A8Ak411 k. In General. Most Cited Cases

<r•

.,..- 11 0 Criminal Law
,.,.... 110XVII Evidence
,.,..., 11 OXVII(R) Opinion Evidence
;r'~ 11 Ok449 Witnesses in General
.,.... 11 Ok449.1 k. In General; SUbjects of Opinion Evidence. Most Cited Cases
.,..-110 Criminal Law
v-l10XVII Evidence
,.,.-' 11 OXVII(R) Opinion Evidence
:r~ 11 Ok449 Witnesses in General
.,.·-11 Ok457 k. Intoxication. Most Cited Cases
Police officer trained and qualified to perform standard field sobriety tests may testify with respect to
his or her observations of subject's performance of these tests, if properly administered, to include
observation of nystagmus, and these observations are admissible as circumstantial evidence that
defendant was driving while intoxicated (DWI) or driving under influence of alcohol (Dill); but
officer may not use value-added descriptive language to characterize subject's performance of tests,
such as saying that subject "failed test" or "exhibited" certain number of 11 standardized clues" during
test. Fed.Rules Evid.Rule 702, 28 U.S.C.A.

CLOSING ARGUMENT
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185 F.Supp.2d 530

IQ] KeyCite Notes

~

. . .-' 11 0 Criminal Law
;r" 11 OXVII Evidence
:.r'" 11 OXVII(A) Judicial Notice
;.r···l1 Ok304 Judicial Notice
;.r'" 11 Ok304(l) k. In General. Most Cited Cases
;r-ll0 Criminal Law
:.r··.ll0XVII Evidence
....... 110XVII(R) Opinion Evidence
.,.., 11 Ok449 Witnesses in General
.,.-110k466 k. Cross-Examination. Most Cited Cases

If government introduces evidence that driving while intoxicated (DWI) or driving under influence of
alcohol (DUI) defendant exhibited nystagmus when officer performed horizontal gaze nystagmus test,
defendant may bring out either during cross examination of prosecution witnesses or by asking court
to take judicial notice of fact that there are many causes of nystagmus other than alcohol ingestion.

ill KeyCite Notes ~
....·.. 1 10 Criminal Law
\r"' llOXVII Evidence
......,11 OXVII(R) Opinion Evidence
;.r'" 11 Ok449 Witnesses in General
.,.-11 Ok457 k. Intoxication. Most Cited Cases

If otherwise admissible, police officer may give lay opinion testimony that defendant was driving
while intoxicated or under influence of alcohol; officer may not, however, bolster such testimony by
reference to any scientific, technical or specialized information learned from law enforcement or
traffic safety instruction, and must confine his or her testimony to helpful firsthand observations of
defendant. Fed.Rules Evid.Rule 701, 28 U.S.C.A.

00 KeyCite Notes ~
:r-'

11 0 Criminal Law
,....., 11 OXX Trial
;,r-' 11 OXX(A) Preliminary Proceedings
;r" 11 Ok632 Dockets and Pretrial Procedure
;.r·-ll Ok63 2(3) Motions
;.r..,110k632(4) k. Motions in Limine. Most Cited Cases

Rules of evidence, except those dealing with privileges, are inapplicable during pretrial hearings on
admissibility of evidence. Fed.Rules Evid.Rules 104(a), 1101(d)(l), 28 U.S.C.A.
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I2l KeyCite Notes ~
.,...~ 11 0
;r'"

Criminal Law
11 OXVII Evidence
;r'~ 11 OXVII(R) Opinion Evidence
;r"- 11 Ok482 Examination of Experts
:.-' 11 Ok486 Facts Fonning Basis of Opinion
;r'~ 11 Ok486(2) k. Necessity and Sufficiency. Most Cited Cases

Proffered expert testimony must be excluded if it is not product of reliable methods or principles that
reliably have been applied to facts of particular case. Fed.Rules Evid.Rule 702,28 U.S.c.A.

Uill KeyCite Notes ~
.,..-110 Criminal Law
v''- 11 OXVII Evidence
11 OXVII(A) Judicial Notice
;r''- 11 Ok304 Judicial Notice
11 Ok3 04(1) k. In General. Most Cited Cases
\r""'

\.r"'

Doctrine of judicial notice is predicated upon assumption that source materials from which court takes
judicial notice are reliable.
*532 Sasha Natapoff, Asst.Fed.Public, Defender, Baltimore, MD, for Eric D. Horn.

MEMORANDUM AND ORDER
GRHv1M, United States Magistrate Judge.
At approximately 10:35 p.m. on June 28, 2000, Sergeant Eric D. Hom attempted to enter the Harford
Road gate of the Anny facility located at Aberdeen Proving Ground, Maryland. Officer Daniel L.
Jarrell stopped Horn's vehicle for an identification check. As a result of his observations ofHoID,
Jarrell suspected that Hom was driving under the influence of alcohol, and he was detained and
questioned. Three standard field sobriety tests ("SFSTs") were administered: the "walk and tum" test,
the "one leg stand" test and the "horizontal gaze nystagmus" test. [FNI] As a result of his
performance on these tests, Horn was charged with driving while intoxicated under Md.Code Ann.,
Transp. II § 21-902 (1999 Repl. Vol.), [FN2] as assimilated by 18 U.S.c. §§ 7, U, the Assimilative
Crimes Act, a Class A misdemeanor.
FNI. Horn was given the opportunity to take a Breathalyzer test but refused, as he is
entitled to do under Maryland law. Md.Code Ann., Cts & Jud. Proc.§ 10-309 (1998
Repl.Vol. & 2001 Supp.).

FN2. At the time of Hom's arrest, Md.Code Ann., Transp. II § 21-902 stated in pertinent
part:

CW~~R:'iY't§~ated

or intoxicated per se. --(1) A person may not drive or

185 F.Supp.2d 530
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attempt to drive any vehicle while intoxicated.

(2) A person may not drive or attempt to drive any vehicle while the person is intoxicated
per se.

(b) Driving while under the influence of alcohol.--A person may not drive or attempt to
drive any vehicle while under the influence of alcohol.

Effective September 30,2001, § 21-902 was amended; a person is now charged with
either (a) driving under the influence of alcohol or under the influence of alcohol per se
or (b) driving while impaired by alcohol. Md.Code Ann., Transp. IT § 21-902 (2001
Supp.). SUbsection(a), driving under the influence, is now the most serious charge. The
'change in lexicon is a result partly because of the change in the level of proof, in the form
of blood alcohol content results obtained from breathalyzer tests, needed to convict under
each subsection. For purposes of this opinion, this Court will continue to employ the
driving while intoxicated and driving while under the influence language prevalent in
most state court opinions.

ill ~ m ~ ill ~ ill ~ ill. ~ [Ql ~ ill ~

Horn has filed a motion in limine to exclude the
evidence of his performance on the field sobriety tests, asserting that it is inadmissible under newly
revised Fed.R-Evid. 702 and the DaubertlKumho Tire decisions. [FN3] The Government has filed an
opposition, and Horn has filed a reply. In addition, a two day evidentiary hearing was held, pursuant
to Fed.R.Evid. 104(il), on November 19 and 20,2001, and additional testimonial and documentary
evidence was received, which is discussed in detail below. At the conclusion ofthis hearing, the
following ruling was made from the bench, the Court also announcing its intention subsequently to
issue a written opinion on this case of first impression: Illi1l
FN3. Daubert v. Merrell Dow Pharms.! Inc.! 509 U.S. 579, 113 S.Ct. 2786, 125 L.Ed.2d
469 (1993); Kumho Tire Co. v. Carmichael, 526 U.S. 137, 119 S.Ct. 1167,143 L.Ed.2d
238 (1999).

FN4. Research has not revealed any other federal case on this subject applying newly
revised Rule 702 and the DaubertlKumho Tire tests. There have been a few prior federal
cases to consider the admissibility ofhorizontal gaze nystagmus evidence but never with
the factual record of this case or a challenge to this evidence such as rendered here. See,

e.g., United States v. Daras, 1998 WL 7267 48 (4th Cir.1998)( unpublished opinion)
(court discussed in passing the SFSTs but did not analyze their admissibility as scientific
or technical evidence because the evidence exclusive of the tests was sufficient to
establish the defendant's guilt); United States v. Ross, CR No. 97-972M (D.Md. February
9,2000) (unpublished memorandum order, in which Judge Connelly of this Court
Cl®81NG1~~~1raracteristic thoroughness and thoughtfulness on the state court
~~
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decisions and narrowly held that SFST evidence is sufficient to establish probable cause
to administer a breathalyzer test); United States v. Everett, 972 F.Supp. 1313
(D.Nev.1997) (holding that "drug recognition examiner" testimony was governed by Rule
702 but not by Daubert on the basis that the testimony was not scientific in nature but
utilizing the Daubert factors in analyzing the evidence).

(1) The results of properly conducted SFSTs may be considered to determine *533 whether probable
cause exists to charge a driver with driving while intoxicated ("DWI") or under the influence of
alcohol ("DUI"); l:EN21
FN5. Hom did not contesnhe Government's entitlement to rely on the results of properly
conducted SFSTs for probable cause determinations related to DWIlDUI charges. To
establish probable cause to arrest a
suspect all that is required is reasonably trustworthy information that would support a
reasonable belief that the suspect committed an offense. Beck v. Ohio. 379 U.S. 89. 91,
85 S.Ct. 223, 13 L.Ed.2d 142 (1964). Probable cause determinations turn on practical,
nontechnical determinations. Jd. Thus, regardless ofwhether SFSTs are admissible as
evidence, they may establish probable cause to arrest a motorist for DWIJDUI.

(2) The results of the SFSTs, either individually or collectively, are not admissible for the purpose of
proving the specific blood alcohol content (tfBACtt) of a driver charged with DWIlDUI; [FN6]
FN6. The Government acknowledged during the Rule 104(a) hearing that it was not
seeking to admit the results of the SFSTs to prove Hom's specific BAC. Nonetheless, this
opinion must discuss the admissibility of the SFSTs for this purpose to fully explain the
ruling made regarding their use as circumstantial evidence of intoxication or impairment.

(3) There is a well-recognized, but by no means exclusive, causal connection between the ingestion of
alcohol and the detectable presence of exaggerated horizontal gaze nystagmus in a person's eyes,
IEillJ which may be judicially noticed by the Court pursuant to Fed.R.Evid. 201, proved by expert
testimony or otherwise;
FN7. As will be discussed below, nystagmus always is present in the human eye but
certain conditions, including alcohol ingestion, can cause an exaggeration of the
nystagmus such that it is more readily observable. In this opinion, use of the phrase
"nystagmus" or "horizontal gaze nystagmus" being "caused" by alcohol refers to the
exaggeration of this natural condition and does not suggest, absent any alcohol, there
would not be any nystagmus at all.

(4) A police officer trained and qualified to perform SFSTs may testify with respect to 11is or her
obsl€L~S~@fARfflffif~~fformance of these tests, if properly administered, to include the

:~ 11
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observation of nystagmus, and these observations are admissible as circumstantial evidence that the
defendant was driving while intoxicated or under the influence. In so doing, however, the officer may
not use value-added descriptive language to characterize the subject's performance of the SFSTs, such
as saying that the subject "failed the test" or "exhibited" a certain number of "standardized clues"
during the test;
(5) If the Government introduces evidence that a defendant exhibited nystagmus when the officer
performed the horizontal gaze nystagmus test, the defendant may bring out either during cross
examination of the prosecution witnesses or by asking the Court to take judicial notice ofthe fact that
there are many causes of nystagmus other than alcohol ingestion; and
(6) If otherwise admissible under Fed.R.Evid. 701, a police officer may give lay opinion testimony
that a defendant was driving while intoxicated or under the influence of alcohol. In doing so,
however, the officer may not bolster the lay opinion testimony by reference to any scientific, *534
technical or specialized information learned from law enforcement or traffic safety instruction, but
must confme his or her testimony to helpful firsthand observations of the defendant.
The issues addressed in this case likely will recur, given thelarge number of Class A and B
misdemeanors prosecuted in this district under the Assimilative Crimes Act. Moreover, the
admissibility of SFSTs implicates recent changes to the federal rules of evidence, as well as a large
body of state cases on this topic, primarily decided under a different evidentiary standard than that
governing the admissibility of the results ofSFSTs in federal court. [EN8] Accordingly, this opinion
will discuss thebasis for the above rulings in more detail below.
FN8. See, e.g., Kay v. United States. 255 F.2d 476 (4th Cir.1958) (The Assimilative
Crimes Act "does not generally adopt state
procedures ... and federal, rather than state, rules of evidence are applicable under the
Act."); Us. v. Sauls. 981 F.Supp. 909,915 (D.Md.1997).

1. Applicable Rules of Evidence

Ill- ~

Fed. R. of Evid. 104(a) requires the Court to make preliminary determinations regarding the
admissibility of evidence, the qualifications of witnesses and the existence of privileges, and Rule 104
W now permits the Court to make definitive pretrial evidentiary rulings in limine. During Rule 104(a)
hearings the rules of evidence, except those dealing with privileges, are inapplicable, permitting the
Court greater latitude to consider affidavits such as those filed by Hom and the Government. Fed.
Rules ofEvid. 104(a), l101(d)(1).
Whether the results of SFSTs are admissible depends first on the purpose for which they are offered.
Fed. Rule of Evid. 105. Second, the SFSTS must be relevant and not excessively prejudicial for the
purposes offered. Fed. Rules of Evid. 401, 403~ Third, if the SFSTs are introduced by the testimony of
a sponsoring witness who is testifying as to scientific, technical or specialized matters, the
admissibility of the SFSTS is dependent on whether the witness's testimony meets the requirements of
newly revised Fed. Rule of Evid. 702 and the DaubertlKumho Tire standards. Finally, Fed. Rule of
Evid. 102 emphasizes that interpretations of the rules of evidence should be made with an eye towards
promptly, fairly, efficiently and inexpensively adjudicating cases.
In this case, the results of SFSTs potentially could be offered for the following purposes: (1) to
establish probable cause to arrest and charge a defendant with DWIJDUI, (2) as direct evidence of the
specific BAC of a defendant who performed the SFSTs or (3) as circumstantial proof that a defendant
was driving while intoxicated or under the influence of alcohol. Hom has acknowledged that the tests
matl~ffi& ;tlt5£1Rl~Wfbable cause, as the overwhelming majority of cases have held,J:EJ:i2]
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and the Government acknowledges that they are not admissible to prove the defendant's specific
BAC, a conclusion almost universally reached by state courts, including Maryland. [EN 10]
Accordingly, the task at hand is to determine to what extent the results of SFSTs are admissible as
circumstantial proof that a driver has consumed alcohol and was driving while intoxicated or under its
influence. Because the results of the SFSTs invariably are introduced by the testimony of an arresting
*535 police officer, and, as will be seen, may involve application of scientific, technical or other
specialized information, the requirements of Rule 702, as recently revised, are of paramount
importance.
FN9. See, e.g., Ballard v. State, 955 P.2d 931 (Alaska Ct.App.1998); State v. Superior
Court, 149 Ariz. 269. 718 P.2d 171. 176-78 (1986); State v. Ito, 90 Hawai'i 225, 978 P.2d
191 (App.1999); State v. Baue, 258 Neb. 968. 607 N.W.2d 191, 197 (2000) and
Appendix.

FNI0. See cases cited infra at p. 552, and Appendix.

Rule 702 permits testimony in the form of an opinion or otherwise regarding scientific, technical or
specialized matters from a qualified expert, provided the testimony is based on (a) sufficient facts or
data, (b) is the result of methods or principles that are reliable and (c) is the result of reliable
application of the methods or principles to the facts of the particular case. These three requirements,
added in December 2000, are complimentary to, but not identical with, the four non-exclusive
evaluative factors identified by the Supreme Court in the DaubertlKumho Tire cases: (a) whether the
opinions offered are, testable; (b) whether the methods or principles used to reach the opinions have
been subject to peer review evaluation; (c) whether a known error rate can be identified with respect
to the methods or principles underlying the opinion, and, finally, (d) whether the opinion rests on
methodology that is generally accepted within the relevant scientific or technical community. [FNl1]
FNll. Daubert, 509 U.S. at 593-94, 113 S.Ct. 2786: Kumho Tire, 526 U.S. at 141, 119
S.Ct. 1167.

As further will be seen, almost the entire universe of published case law regarding the admissibility of
SFST evidence comes from the state courts, as would be expected, given the fact that there is no
uniform federal traffic code, and DWIlDUI cases in federal court usually come about as a result of
assimilating state drunk driving laws under 18 U.S.c. §§ 7 and.il. This is significant because the vast
majority ofthe state cases that have analyzed this issue have done so under the Frye [FN12] standard
for admitting scientific or technical evidence: whether the methods or principles have gained general
acceptance within the relevant scientific or technical community. [FN13] W1ll1e this test has
continued vitality as one of the four DaubertlKumho Tire factors, a federal court must do more in
determining the admissibility of scientific, technical or specialized evidence than focus on general
acceptance.

FN12.Fryev. United States, 293 F.1013 (D.C.Cir.1923).
CLOSING ARGUMENT
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FN13. See state cases cited infra at pp. 551- 552 and Appendix.

The starting point for this analysis is the SFSTs themselves, followed by a discussion of the evidence
produced by the parties in this case regarding their reliability and then a consideration of the state
cases that have focused on this issue.
2. The SFSTs
The three SFSTs that are the subject of this case were developed on behalf of the National Highway
Traffic Safety Administration ("NHTSA") beginning in the 1970's. They are discussed in detail by a
series ofNHTSA publications, including:
* a student manual for DWI detection and standardized field sobriety testing;
* a June 1977 final report prepared for NHTSA by Marcelline Burns, Ph.D. [FN14] *536 and Herbert
Moskowitz, Ph.D. of the Southern California Research Institute ("SCRIH)titled "Psychophysical Tests
for DWI Arrests" (the" 1977 Report");
FN14. Dr. Burns is perhaps the most ardent advocate of the SFSTs at issue in this case,
having participated in the original NHTSA studies that developed them, and thereafter as
an ubiquitous--and peripatetic-- prosecution expert witness testifying in favor of their
accuracy and reliability in a host of state cases, over a course of many years. See
cases cited infra at pp. 552 - 553. Despite her enthusiasm for the tests that she helped to
develop, few, if any, courts have agreed with her that the SFSTs, taken alone or
collectively, are sufficiently reliable to be used as direct evidence of specific BAC, as a
review of the state cases listed in the Appendix to this opinion readily demonstrates. Dr.
Burns has achieved, however, nearly universal success in persuading state courts that the
SFSTs developed by SCRI, ifproperly administered, are admissible as circumstantial
evidence of alcohol ingestion.

* a March 1981 final report prepared for NHTSA by Dr. Burns and the SCRI titled "Development and
Field Test of Psychophysical Tests for DWI Arrest" (the "1981 Final Report");
* a September 1983 NHTSA Technical Report, authored by Theodore E. Anderson, Robert M.
Schweitz and Monroe B. Snyder, titled "Field Evaluation Of A Behavioral Test Battery For
DWI" (the "1983 Field Evaluation");
* a November 1995 study of the SFSTs funded by NHTSA and conducted by Dr. Burns and the Pitkin
County Sheriffs Office, Colorado, titled "A Colorado Validation Study of the Standardized Field
Sobriety Test (SFST) Battery" (the" 1995 Colorado Validation Study"); and
* an undated study, authored by Dr. Burns and a sergeant of the Pinellas County Sheriffs Office,
Florida, titled "A Florida Validation Study ofthe Standardized Field Sobriety Test (S.F.S.T.) Battery
(the "Florida Validation Study")".
(Gov't. Opposition Memo. Exhs. 2-7).
These studies are. very significant, as they have been cited repeatedly by the state courts in their
opinions regarding the admissibility of SFSTs in connection with assessment of the reliability of the
SFSTs and their general acceptance within the law enforcement and traffic safety communities. They
also are important in this case because they have been the subject of critical analysis by Horn's
experts, who provided detailed testimony regarding the limitations of these studies and the extent to
whi~t8sMd~dB\5fN~~tand valid tests for driver intoxication or alcohol impairment. [FNI :]

:514
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FN 15. This underscores an important point. When analyzing the many state decisions
regarding the admissibility of SFST evidence, care must be taken to focus on the factual
basis supporting the rulings made. In many instances, the primary evidence that the court
had before it regarding the reliability of SFSTs was Dr. Burns' testimony and the above
described NHTSA, Colorado and Florida studies, as well as testimony from law
enforcement officers with a vested interest in the use of the SFSTs. In most, but not all,
instances, the defendant in the state cases simply did not mount a challenge to the
"science" underlying the SFSTs. This is not
the case here, where Horn has provided a spirited and detailed attack on the tests'
reliability. This highlights an inherent limitation in the process of judicial evaluation of
the reliability and validity of any scientific or technical evidence: the court must, under
Rule 104(a), act as the "gatekeeper" to decide whether the evidence is reliable and
admissible. The court, however, is limited in its ability to do so by the quantitative and
qualitative nature of the evidence produced by the parties, whatever research the court
itself may do, and any help it may derive from courts that have addressed the issue before
it. This process unavoidably takes place on a continuum, and a court faced with the
present task of deciding the admissibility of scientific evidence must exercise care to
consider whether new developments or evidence require a reevaluation of the conclusions
previously reached by courts that did not have the benefit of the more recent information.
In short, neither science and technology may rest on past accomplishments--nor may the
courts.

The three SFSTs developed by the research sponsored by NHTSA are summarized in the NHTSA
student manual. (Gov't. Opposition Memo., Ex.2). The manual describes the tests and evaluations
conducted to develop the SFSTs, then provides detailed instruction on how to administer and score
each of the three tests.
*537 The most "scientific" or "technical" of the three is the Horizontal Gaze Nystagmus Test ("HGN
Test"). Nystagmus is "the involuntary jerking of the eyes, occuning as the eyes gaze toward the side.
Also, nystagmus is a natural, normal phenomenon. Alcohol and certain other drugs do not cause this
phenomenon, they merely exaggerate it or magnify it." !d. at VITI-12. Horizontal gaze nystagmus
"occurs as the eyes move to the side." Id. at VIII-13. The HGN SFST requires the investigating officer
to look for three "clues": (1) the inability of the suspect to follow a slowly moving stimulus smoothly
with his or her eyes, (2) the presence of n distinct" nystagmus when the suspect has moved his or her
eyes as far to the left or right as possible (referred to as holding the eyes at "maximum deviation") and
held them in this position for approximately four seconds and (3) the presence of nystagmus before
the eyes have moved 45 degrees to the left or right (which, the manual states, usually means that the
subject has a BAC above 0.1 0). Id. at VITI- 14-15. The officer is trained to look for each of the above
three "clues" for each of the suspect's eyes, meaning there are six possible "clues." Ifthe officer
observes four or more clues the manual asserts that "it is likely that the suspect's BAC is above 0.10
[and](u]sing this criterion [ one] win be able to classify correctly about 77% of [one's] suspects with
respect to whether they· are above 0.10." Id. at VITI-I 7. If the results of the HGN test are offered to
establish that the suspect's BAC is above 0.10, [FN 16] it is readily apparent that much depends on the
investigating officer properly performing the HGN test procedures and on his or her subjective
evaluation ofthe presence of the "standardized clues," Indeed, the manual itself cautions with respect
to each of the SFSTs:
CLOSING ARGUMENT
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FN16. At the time of Horn's arrest, Maryland law stated that, "if at the time of [taking the
breathalyzer test], a person has an alcohol concentration of at least .07 but less than .10"
such results would be "prima facie evidence that the defendant was driving with alcohol
in the defendant's blood." Md.Code Ann., Cts. & Jud. Proc. § 10-307 (1998 Repl.Vol.).
Effective September 30, 2001, a blood alcohol concentration between 0.07 and O.OS will
be prima facie evidence that the person was driving while impaired by alcohol. If the
person's BAC is .08 or higher, the defendant shall be considered under the influence of
alcohol per se. Md.Code Ann .. Cts. & Jud. Proc. § 1O-307(d). (g) (2001 Supp.).

[the tests are valid] only when ... administered in the prescribed, standardized manner; and only when
the standardized clues are used to assess the suspect's performance; and, only when the standardized
criteria are employed to interpret that performance. If anyone of the standardized field sobriety test
elements is changed, the validity is compromised.
Id. at vm-12 (emphasis in original).
The Waile and Turn ("WAT") test requires the suspect to place his feet in the heel-to-toe stance on a
straight line. The subject then is instructed to place his right foot on the line ahead of the left foot,
with the heel of the right foot against the toe of the left. The suspect also is told to keep his arms down
at his side and to maintain this position until the officer instructs him to begin the test. Id. at VIII-I 8.
Once told to start, the suspect is to take nine heel-to-toe steps down the line; then to tum around in a
prescribed manner, and take nine heel..,to-toe steps back up the line. Id. While walking, the suspect is
to keep his hands at his side, watch his feet, and count his steps out loud. Id. at VIll-19. Also, the
suspect is told not to stop the test until completed, once told to start. !d.
As with the HGN test, the Manual asserts that there are standardized clues, *538 eight in all, [FN17]
that "[r]esearch ... has demonstrated ... are the most likely to be observed in someone with a BAC
above 0.10." Id. at VIll-19. Further, it states H[i]fthe suspect exhibits two or more distinct clues on
this test or fails to complete it, classify the suspect's BAC as above 0.10. Using this criterion, you will
be able to correctly classify about 6S% of your suspects." Id. at VIll-21. Once again, it is the officer's
subjective evaluation of the suspect that results in the determination of whether a "clue" is present or
not, and, if only two ofthe eight "standardized clues" are detected, NHTSA asserts that the suspect's
BAC is 0.10 or more.
FN17. The eight clues are the inability to keep balance while listening to instructions,
starting the test before the instructions are finished, stopping to steady one's self, failure
to touch heel-to-toe, stepping off the line, using arms for balance, improper turrring, and
taking an incorrect number of steps. Id. at VIII-20.

The third SFST is the One Leg Stand ("OLS") test. In this test the suspect is told to stand with her feet
together, arms at her sides. She then is told not to start the test until told to do so. To perform the OLS
test, the suspect must raise whichever leg she chooses, approximately six inches from the ground, toes
pointed out. Id. at VIII-23. While holding this position, the suspect then must count out loud for thirty
seconds, by saying "one-one thousand, two-one thousand," etc. !d. The NHTSA manual identifies
four "standardized clues" for the OLS test [FNlS] and instructs law enforcement officers that n[i]f an
individual shows two or more clues or fails to complete the [test) ... there is a good chance the BAC is
above 0.10. Using that criterion, [one] will correctly classify about 65% of the people [one) test[s] as
to whether their BACs are above or below 0.10." Id. at VIll-24.
CLOSING ARGUMENT
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FN 18. The four clues are swaying while balancing, using anns for balance, hopping, and
putting a foot down. Jd. at VIII-24.

The NHTSA Manual advises that when the WAT and HGN tests are combined, using a decision
matrix developed for NHTSA, an officer can "achieve 80% accuracy" in differentiating suspects with
BACs in excess of 0.10. Id. at VIII-5. These conclusions are supported, it is claimed, by the results of
research and testing done by Dr. Burns and her company that was reported in the 1981 Final Report,
the 1983 Field Evaluation, the 1995 Colorado Validation Study and the Florida Validation Study.
[EN 19J Jd. at Exs. 4-8.
FN 19. The Florida Validation Study is undated. During the Rule 104(a) hearing, there
was testimony from Spurgeon Cole, Ph.D., one of Hom's witnesses, that a third
validation test had been done in San Diego, but it was not offered as an exhibit. Dr. Cole
did testify, however, as to its conclusions and the defects in its design.

As next will be seen, Hom's experts have challenged the reliability, validity and relevance of the
SFSTs to prove driver intoxication and are sharply critical of the claims of accuracy advanced in the
NHTSA publications and the so-called validation studies. They have framed these objections in terms
of the factors discussed in the DaubertlKumho Tire decisions, as amplified by this Court in Samuel v.
Ford Motor Co., 96 F.Supp.2d 491 (D.Md.2000).
3. Horn IS Challenges to the Reliability/Validity of SFST Evidence

I.2l ~ Rule 702 prohibits expert testimony if it is not the product of reliable methods or principles
that reliably have been applied to the facts of the particular case. In the context of scientific or
technical *539 testing, such as may be the case with SFSTs, reliability means the ability of a test to be
duplicated, producing the same or substantially same results when successively performed under the
same conditions. Daubert, 509 U.S. at 595, 113 S.Ct. 2786; Samuel, 96 F.Supp.2d at 494. Thus, for
the SFSTs, if reliable, it would be expected that different officers, viewing the same suspect
performing the SFSTs, would reach the same conclusion regarding the level of the suspect's
impairment or intoxication. Alternatively, the same officer re-testing the same suspect with the same
BAC as when first tested would reach the same conclusion.
A related, though distinct concept, deals with the validity of a test. A test is valid if it has a logical
nexus with the issue to be determined in a case. Daubert, 509 U.S. at 591, 113 S.Ct. 2786; Samuel, 96
F.Supp.2d at 494. In the context ofSFSTs, they are valid if there is a logical nexus between what the
tests measure and the true ability of a driver safely to operate a motor vehicle. Thus, for example,
does the fact that a suspect missed two "cues" in the WAT test mean that the driver cannot safely
drive a car, or does it simply mean that the driver has some inability to perform the test that is
unrelated to his or her ability to drive? Horn has challenged both the reliability and validity of the
SFSTs.
During the Rule 104(a) proceedings, Hom produced four experts, three of whom submitted affidavits,
and two of whom also testified: Yale Caplan, Ph.D. (former chief toxicologist for the State of
Maryland and fonner scientific director of the Maryland Alcohol Testing Program); Spurgeon Cole,
Ph.D. (Professor of Psychology, Clemson University and author of a series of articles critical of the
SFSTs); Harold P. Brull (a licensed psychologist and consultant specializing in
industriaVorganizational psychology, particularly the defmition and measurement of human attributes
in ~tAJRt:re~ttings); and Joel Wiesen, Ph.D. (an industrial psychologist with special
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expertise in experimental psychology, psychometrics and statistics. Dr. Wiesen worked for more than
ten years for the Massachusetts Division of Personnel Administration, developing and validating civil
service examinations and is an independent consultant in the field of development and validation of
human performance tests).
In his testimony and published writings, Dr. Cole was highly critical of the reliability of the SFSTs if
used to prove the precise level of a suspect's alcohol intoxication or impairment. His 1994 article
"Field Sobriety Tests: Are They Designed for Failure?," published in the joUrnal Perceptual and
Motor Skills, analyzed the 1977 Report, the 1981 Final Report, and the 1983 Field Evaluation report
published by NHTSA regarding the SFSTs. (Defs.Memo, Ex. C.).
Dr. Cole observed the following:
(1) 47% of the subjects tested in the 1977 NHTSA laboratory study who would have been arrested by
the testing officers for driving while intoxicated (BAC of 0.1 0 or greater) actually had BACs below

0.10;
(2) in the 1981 Final Report, 32% of the participants in the lab study were incorrectly judged by the
testing officers as having BACs of 0.10 or greater; and
(3) the accepted reliability coefficient for standardized clinical tests is . 85 or higher, yet the reliability
coefficients for the SFSTs, as reported in the NHTSA studies, ranged from .61 to .72 for the
individual tests and .77 for individuals that were tested on two different occasions while dosed to the
exact same BAC. More alarmingly, inter-rater reliability *540 rates (where different officers score
each subject) ranged from .34 to .60, with an over-all rate of .57.
Id. at 100.
Dr. Cole theorized that the SFSTs, particularly the WAT and OLS tests, required subjects to perform
unfamiliar, unpracticed motions and noted that a very few miscues result in a conclusion that the
subject failed and had a BAC in excess of 0.1 O. Id. His hypothesis was that individuals could be
classified as intoxicated/impaired as a result of unfamiliarity with the test, rather than actual BAC. Id.
He tested this hypothesis by videotaping twenty- one completely sober individuals performing either
"normal-abilities tests" (such as reciting their addresses or phone numbers or walking in a normal
manner) or the W AT and OLS tests. Id. at 99-102. The results of the study were that 46% of the
officers that viewed the videotape of the sober individuals performing the SFSTs rated the subjects as
having had too much to drink, as compared to only 15% reaching this decision after seeing the
videotape ofthe subjects performing the normal-abilities tests. Id. at 102. Dr. Cole concluded:
[The SFSTs] must be held to the same standards the scientific community would expect of any
reliable and valid test of behavior. This study brings the validity of field sobriety tests into question. If
law enforcement officials and the courts wish to continue to use field sobriety tests as evidence of
driving impairment, then further study needs to be conducted addressing the direct relationship of
performance on these and other tests with driving. To date, research has concentrated on the
relationship between test performance and BAC and officers' perception of impairment. This study
indicates that these perceptions may be faulty.
Id. at 103.
During his testimony at the Rule 104(a) hearing, Dr. Cole repeated his criticism of the reliability of
the 1977, 1981 and 1983 studies but also testified about the Colorado, Florida and San Diego studies
performed by Dr. Bums, styled as "field validation studies." This testimony echoed Dr. Cole's written
criticisms about the SFSTs' reliability as precise predictors of the level of alcohol intoxication and the
SFST's validity as a measure of driver impairment in his 1994 article, co-authored with Ronald H.
Nowaczyk, titled "Separating Myth from Fact: A Review of Research on the Field Sobriety Tests"
and published in the Champion journal of the South Carolina Bar Association. Defs. Reply Memo,

Exh.l.
Dr. Cole's primary criticisms, as discussed in his 1994 article, include, first, that the 1981 Final Report
published by NHTSA claims an 80% accuracy rate for users ofthe SFSTs. This is misleading because
when the actual data is examined with respect to the success rate of using the SFSTs to differentiate
betw&b<d.RWg ~~~Thove 0.10 and those without, the critical populati on, the officers had:'a, r'
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50/50 chance of being correct just on the basis of guessing." Id. at 539.
Second, the SFSTs have a combined test-retest reliability rates of .77, while the scientific COn1munity
"expects reliability coefficients to be in the upper. 80s or .90 for a test to be scientifically reliable."
ld. at 540. \Vhen different officers tested the same subjects at the same BAC dose level on different
days the reliability was only .59--a 41 % error rate. Dr. Cole contrasted these substandard reliability
coefficients with that of the BAC machine, which is .96 or 96% reliable. Id. at 540-41.
Third, Dr. Cole argued that in order for the SFSTs to be valid predictors ofBAC *541 they must "not
only identify individuals above a BAC level of 0.1 0 as 'failing', but also identify individuals below .10
as 'passing'." Id. at 541. The data from the 1\THTSA 1977 Report, however, shows that the validity of
the HGN, OLS and WAT SFSTs was ".67, .48, and .55, respectively, with a combined validity
coefficient of .67." Id. This means that use of the SFSTs results in an unacceptably high erroneous
arrest rate, if the tests are used by the officer to make arrest decisions based on BAC levels being in
excess of. 10.
Fourth, Dr. Cole was particularly critical of claims that the NHTSA SFSTs have been "validated" in a
"field setting." In this regard, he stated that the 1977 and 1981 NHTSA studies were done in a
laboratory setting, and the difference in conditions in a controlled lab are dramatically dissimilar from
field conditions that can be expected when officers employ SFSTs at all times of day and night in
widely disparate weather and traffic conditions and where issues of officer safety may influence how
the test is performed. [FN20] Id. at 542. Dr. Cole stated that the NHTSA 1983 Field Evaluation
purported to be a field validation study, but it failed to meet the recommendations of the authors of
the NHTSA 1981 Final Report that the SFSTs be validated in the field for eighteen months in
locations across the country. Id. Dr. Cole also stated that Dr. Burns herself has testified that the SFSTs
have not been adequately field tested. [FN2}] Id.

FN20. This criticism is especially significant in light of the third evaluative factor in Rule
702. This factor requires that the expert's opinion testimony be based on the use of
principles/methods themselves reliable but that also reliably have been applied to the
facts of the particular case. Thus, even if the SFSTs are determined to be reliable
measures of driver intoxication, an officer's testimony about their use in a particular case
could not be allowed absent a showing that the officer properly had administered the
tests.

FN21. During his testimony, Dr. Cole stated that the Colorado, Florida and San Diego
"validation" studies performed by Dr. Burns with various sheriffs departments do not
cure the defects contained in the original reports. The three studies involved officers that
made stops of
drivers that were driving unsafely, and the officers evaluated them using the SFSTs, but
also had the benefit of preliminary breath analysis tests, in many instances, and the
studies do not permit a critical reviewer to determine whether the officer's arrest decision
was based on the SFSTs alone, or on the totality of the information available to the
officer, including the results of the breath test. Thus, the studies were not controlled,and
there were multiple variables that affected the ultimate decision. He concluded, therefore,
that these "validation" studies were scientifically unacceptable.

Fiti2l1J~<§WR~~~~e claims of proponents of the SFSTs that the studies regarding them have
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been published in peer review journals. The 1977 and 1981. field studies were published in technical
reports by NHTSA, but those reports excluded the "methods and results" sections because they were
thought to be too lengthy. ld. at 543. Cole concluded "[i]t is difficult to see how the }'THTSA could
claim that the FST is accepted in the scientific community, when results of studies on the validation of
the FST have never appeared in a scientific peer reviewed journal, which is a basic requirement for
acceptance by the scientific community." ld. Cole concluded:
Because of its widespread use, the FST battery has been assumed to be a reliable and valid predictor
of driving impairment. NHTSA has done little to dispel that assumption. Law enforcement cannot be
blamed for its use of the FST battery. Training documents refer to NHTSA reports and provide what
appears to be supporting evidence for the validity ofthe FST battery. In addition, there is little doubt
that individuals who have high BAC levels will *542 have difficulty in performing the FST battery.
However, what the law enforcement community and the courts fail to realize is that the FST battery
may mislead the officer on the road to incorrectly judge individuals who are not impaired. The FST
battery to be valid must discriminate accurately between the impaired and non-impaired driver.
NHTSA's own research on that issue '" has not been subjected to peer review by the scientific
community. In addition, a careful reading of the reports themselves provides support for the
inadequacy ofthe FST battery. The reports include low reliability estimates for the tests, false arrest
rates between 32 and 46.5 percent, and a field test ofthe FST that was flawed because the officers in
many cases had breathalyzerresults at the time of the arrest. NHTSA clearly ignored the printed
recommendations of its own researchers in conducting that field study.
ld. at 546. (Emphasis in original).
Hom also introduced the affidavit of Joel P. Wiesen, Ph.D. Dr. Wiesen is an industrial psychologist
with special expertise in experimental psychology, psychometrics and statistics. His experience
includes more than ten years working with the Commonwealth of Massachusetts developing civil
service examinations and an equal number of years as an independent consultant in the area oftest
development and validation. In addition, he is a published author of a mechanical aptitude test used
nationwide. Although he is most familiar with written tests, he does have experience in the
development of human performance tests. Defs. Reply Memo, Exh.6 at 1.
Dr. Wiesen reviewed the NHTSA 1977 Report, the 1981 Final Report, the 1983 Field Evaluation, the
1995 Colorado Validation Study, the undated Florida Validation Study, and the NHTSA student
manual for the SFSTs. He was highly critical of these studies, as the following summary illustrates:
[FN22]
FN22. The information reported in the chart is found in Dds. Reply Memo, Ex.6 at 1-13.
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SFSTs.

----------------------------------------- -------------------------------------

*543 Dr. Wiesen concluded his evaluation of the SFST reports with the following observation:
the studies give only a general indication of the level of potential validity ofthe tests as described in
the NHTSA manuaL .. Rather than the five studies supporting each other, they evaluate somewhat
different combinations of test content and test scoring. The differences are large enough to change the
validity and accuracy of the tests.The older studies are probably less germane, due to the changes in
test content and scoring over time. The reports for the newer studies are grossly inadequate. Given
this, and in light of the specific critiques above (which are not exhaustive), I can only conclude that
the field sobriety tests do not meet reasonable professional and scientific standards.
Id. at 12-13.
Harold P. Brull testified on behalf of Hom and supplied an affidavit as well. Mr. Brull is a licensed
psychologist with many years experience consulting in connection with the design and
implementation of procedures to measure human attributes, especially in employment settings. He has
designed and evaluated tests and procedures measuring human *544 characteristics for over twenty
years. Defs. Reply Memo, Exh. 5 at 2.
:Mr. Brull reviewed the NHTSA 1977 Report, the 1981 Final Report, the 1983 Field Evaluation, the
1995 Colorado Validation Study, the Florida Validation Study, and the NHTSA officer training
manual. Among his general observations of these materials was the opinion that there was a complete
absence of evidence "which would allow one to predict a known error rate in the field," where there is
no ability to control the performance of the SFSTs like there is in a laboratory setting. Defs. Reply
Memo, Exh. 4 at 6. He was especially critical of the assertions in the Florida and Colorado studies
regarding the reliability of the SFSTs, primarily because of their use of lower BAC thresholds (0.05
and above instead of 0.10), the fact that the population of drivers evaluated were those stopped
because of unsafe driving and the complete absence of any data in the reports to enable meaningful
evaluation. ld. at 6-7. He further expressed the opinion that none of the reports was published in peer
review literature. \Vhile Brull was not critical of the methodology used in the 1977 and 1981
laboratory studies, he stated that the results from these studies were inconclusive, and the subsequent
field tests "simply do not contain sufficient detail or rigor to support any hypothesis that field sobriety
studies, as conducted by po lice officers in the field, are valid and reliable." ld. at 7.
Brull's evaluation of the data contained in the 1977 and 1981 reports was consistent with that of Dr.
Cole and Dr. Wiesen. Regarding the 1981 Final Report, he observed that "the degree of predictive
error in the field appeared to be substantially larger than in the laboratory," and that "[w]hile training
clearly brought about improvement, it does not compare favorably to the laboratory condition and is
[sic] a margin of error substantially higher than one would find acceptable for predicting with any
degree of certainty." ld. at II.
Brull was most critical of the Colorado and Florida "validation" studies. He noted that they "are
merely summary reports, without foundation, of findings," and suffered from a "serious
methodological flaw," in that the tests were done on actual motorists stopped by officers because their
driving was unsafe, leading the officers automatically to suspect that they were intoxicated. ld. Use of
this population likely will produce results that Brull characterized as "highly inflated." ld. He further
noted that these field studies predicted 90% accuracy in identifying drivers with BAC's above 0.05, a
level only one half that used in the earlier tests and below the level oflegal intoxication. While the
validation studies provided no data to assess the accuracy of the SFSTs in identifying drivers with
BACs of 0.10 or higher, Brull suspected that the accuracy rate would be far lower than 90%. ld. at 12.
Brull's final conclusions were summarized as follows:
(1) the laboratory studies that form the foundation of the SFSTs (the 1977 and 1981 studies) were
well designed;
(2) ~'6~ )\~t1J~~1ft even under laboratory conditions, is less than desired and below the
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level expected for tests of human performance;
(3) the field studies were not well documented, produced unknown error rates, but which, ifknown,
likely would have been unacceptable in real world situations; [FN23]
FN23. The concern about the reliability of SFSTs performed by officers in the field under
actual stop and detain conditions is not fanciful, given the fact that the NHTSA officer
training manual itself cautions that the reliability ofthe SFSTs depends on strict
compliance with the standardized procedures. Gov't. Opposition Memo, Exh. 2 at VIII12. Further, there is clear evidence that given the conditions under which SFSTs actually
are performed in real life situations, officers often do not follow the prescribed
methodology. See Defs. Reply Memo, Exh.8 at 116 ("End-position nystagmus as an
indicator of ethanol intoxication," Science and Justice Journal 2001 )(author studied
videotapes of actual traffic stops where HGN test was administered. Over 98% of the
roadside HGN tests were improperly conducted); 1981 Final Report at 18-19 (stating
that officers did not necessarily follow the standardized decision criteria used with the
SFSTs). The fact that officers may not perform the SFSTsproperly in the field has
special significance when evaluated under Rule 702, as the third factor in that rule
requires the court to find that the opinion testimony is based on reliable methods .or
principles that reliably were applied to the facts of the particular case. Thus, if reliable
methods exist, but are not used in a particular instance, the results ofthe misapplication
of the methodology are not admissible.

*545 (4) the error rate ofSFSTs as actually performed by officers inthe field is unknown;

(5) the only peer review article analyzing the SFST's was written by Dr. Cole and is highly critical of
the accuracy ofthe SFSTs.

Id. at 14.
Finally, Hom offered the affidavit of Yale H. Caplan, Ph.D., Defs.' Motion, Ex. E. Dr. Caplan has
more than thirty years experience in the field of forensic toxicology and alcohol and drug testing. He
served for many years as the chief toxicologist for the Maryland Medical Examiner's office and now
is a consultant in the field of toxicology. ld. Dr. Caplan stated that a determination that a person is
impaired by alcohol consumption may be made in one of two fashions: by direct evidence of
impairment derived from the chemical analysis of a breath or blood specimen; or indirectly by
assessing performance indicators of the subject through field sobriety tests.ld. With respect to the
latter, Dr. Caplan stated:
Although physiological assessments (e.g. standardized field sobriety tests) when coupled with the
odor of alcohol on breath and alcohol's relatively high epidemiological prevalence in drivers may
suggest alcohol as the causative agent, the use of drugs or the concomitant use of alcohol and drugs or
other medical conditions must be considered as causes for the impairment. In fact, field sobriety tests
alone were never designed for or demonstrated to be unequivocally capable of indicating alcohol
impairment.
Id. He expressed the following opinions: (1) that field sobriety tests can be used to define impairment
but that a specificbloodJbreath alcohol test is needed to confirm that the cause of the impairment is
alcohol ingestion; (2)that an alcohol test of a suspect's breath or blood can alone be used to establish
impairment, but field sobriety tests alone cannot establish alcohol impairment "with absolute
certainty." ld.
4. The Government's Evidence
In re~onse to the evidence submitted by Hom, the Government introduced the affidavit of Officer_.,
CLOSING ARGUMENT
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Jarrell, the arresting officer, describing l'IJe stop, detention and arrest ofHoID and the SFSTs
administered to him. The Government also introduced the 1977, 1981, and 1983 NHTSA reports, the
California and Florida "validation studies," the NHTSA student manual regarding the SFSTs, and an
article titled "Horizontal Gaze Nystagmus: The Science & the Law," published by the American
Prosecutors Research Institute's National Traffic Law Center ("NTLC"). [FN24] Govt's. Opposition
Memo, Exhs. 1-7.
FN24. The NTLC was "created in cooperation with ... (NHTSA) and works closely with
r-.THTSA and the National Association of Prosecutor Coordinators to develop training
programs." The NTLC is a program of the American Prosecutors Research Institute, the
principal function of which "is to enhance prosecution in America." Gov't. Opposition
Memo, Exh. 1 at 2. The foreward to this publication was written by Dr. Marcelline
Burns.

*546 Additionally, the Government introduced the affidavit of Lieutenant Colonel JeffC. Rabin,
O.D., Ph.D., a licensed optometrist on active duty in the Army, assigned as the Director of Refractive
Research at the Walter Reed Army Institute for Research, Walter Reed Army Medical Center. [FN25]
Id. Exh. 8. Colonel Rabin, who also testified at the Rule 104(a) hearing, has testified as an expert
witness on the effects of alcohol and drugs on eye movements, given presentations to Army doctors
and optometrists on this subject and reviewed the NHTSA publications regarding the HGN and other
SFSTs.ld. Exhs. 8,9. His affidavit and trial testimony confirmed the fact that alcohol ingestion can
enhance the presence of nystagmus in the human eye at BAC levels as low as .04. He expressed the
opinion that "there is a very good correlation between the results of the ... [HGN] test and breath
analysis for intoxication." Id. He also stated that the three "clues" that officers are taught to look for in
connection with the HGN SFST "are indicative of alcohol consumption with possible intoxication."
Id. Colonel Rabin expressed his belief that police officers could be trained adequately to administer
the HGN test and interpret its results.
FN25. The Government also had intended to introduce the affidavit of Sergeant Thomas
Woodward of the Maryland State Police but ultimately was unable to do so.

Colonel Rabin's testimony was consistent with his affidavit. He did acknowledge, however, that he
acquired his knowledge of, and formed his opinions about, the SFSTs in connection with performing
duties as an expert witness for Army prosecutors in two courts martial, not as a result of any
independent research that he had done as an optometrist. It further was acknowledged that Colonel
Rabin was not asked to analyze in any detail the reliability and validity of the NHTSA SFST studies,
and he had no opinion on this subject. Further, the references to the HGN SFST that he read in peer
review literature published by the American Journal of Optometry was based primarily on the
NHTSA studies, rather than any independent research by that organization. He also acknowledged, in
response to questions from the Court, that there are many causes of exaggerated nystagmus in the
human eye that are unrelated to the ingestion of alcohol.

DISCUSSION
A. The State Case Law
State courts have wrestled with the admissibility of SFST results in drunk driving cases since 1986,
when the Supreme Court of Arizona decided Slate v. Superior Court. 149 Ariz. 269, 718 P.2d 171
(19~V' In that decision, based on the testimony before the trial court by Dr. Burns and three police
OSING ARGUMENT
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officers, and using the Frye [FN26] test, the court held that the results of a HGN test were sufficiently
reliable to be used to establish probable cause to arrest a motorist for DWlJDUI, and that it had
achieved general acceptance among behavioral psychologists, highway safety experts, neurologists
and law enforcement personnel. Id, 718 P.2d at 180. The court therefore held that HGN evidence was
admissible to prove driver intoxication/impairment. [FN27] Id. at 181.
FN26. Frye v. United States, 293 F. 1013 (D.C.Cir.1923).

FN27. The court cautioned that it was not ruling that HGN test results were admissible to
prove that a driver had a BAC in excess of 0.1 0 "in the absence of a laboratory chemical
analysis." Id., 718 P.2d at 181. In State v. City Court DOhe City D[Mesa, 165 Ariz. 514,
799 P .2d 855 (1990), the Arizona Supreme Court clarified that in cases where no
independently admissible chemical test of a driver's BAC had been performed, HGN
evidence was admissible only as circumstantial evidence that the driver had consumed
alcohol and not to prove a specific BAC. Id. , 799 P.2d at 860.

*547 Since the 1986 Arizona decision, a majority of the states have ruled on the admissibility ofHGN
and SFST evidence. A reading of these cases reveals that there are a core of decisions that have
attempted to undertake a thorough review of the facts relating to admissibility ofSFST evidence.
Other state courts have relied more on the rulings of courts that previously had addressed the issue
than on their own independent evaluation. It would unnecessarily lengthen this opinion to discuss all
the state cases in detail. Thus, the Appendix attached to this opinion includes a chart that identifies the
majority of state cases and briefly summarizes their holdings. [FN28] I will, however, discuss certain
of the state cases in this opinion, as they are essential to understanding the rulings reached herein.
FN28. The Appendix is intended to aid future courts called upon to research the issues
presented in this case. The Court gratefully acknowledges the assistance of Ms. Jennifer
Warfield, Mr. Kevin Cross, Ms. Jennifer Thomas, and Mr. Rodney Butler, interns who
worked tirelessly on the Appendix. If the future of the legal profession may be predicted
by these law students' work, it is a bright one. It also should be noted that, in addition to
appointed counsel, Horn was also represented by Mr. Ryan Potter, a law student in the
University of Maryland's much respected clinical law program. Admitted to practice
under Local Rule 702, and under the skillful supervision of Professor Jerry Deise, these
clinical law students offer significant assistance to their clients while concomitantly
gaining invaluable trial experience. Ms. Claudia Diamond, my law clerk, also was
instrumental in helping to revise and edit this opinion for which I am also very thankful.

Maryland's appellate cases discussing the admissibility ofHGN and other SFST evidence fall into the
category of state court cases that have undertaken a comprehensive evaluation of the admissibility of
this evidence. The principal case, Schultz v. State, 106 Md.App. 145, 664 A.2d 60 (1995), has been
cited repeatedly by other state courts in support oftheir own rulings on the admissibility of SFST
evidence.
The defendant in Schultz was convicted ofDU1. At the trial in the circuit court, the state's only
evi~fSiAA.Y~1ffi-(fi5d~rmmving under the influence of alcohol came from the arresting officer.
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Accordingly, the Court of Special Appeals was deprived of any evidence of record regarding the
reliability of the HGN test. Its decision in Schultz was based on the court's own evaluation of other
cases and the published literature regarding the HGN test from which the court took judicial notice of
its reliability and general acceptance. Jd., 664 A.2d at 69-74. In doing so, the court observed that
under *548 Rule 5-702 [FN29] of the Maryland Rules of Evidence, it was required to apply the Frye
test, adopted in Maryland in Reed v. State, 283 Md. 374, 391 A.2d 364 (1978). [FN30] In doing so,
the court used a three prong test to determine whether HGN evidence satisfied the Frye/Reed test: (I)
whether the scientific theory underlying the HGN test was reliable; (2) whether the methods used in
connection with the HGN test had been accepted by scientists familiar with the test and its use; and
(3) whether the police officer in the case at bar properly had been trained to administer the test and
administered it properly. [FN31] Jd., 664 A.2d at 64. The Schultz court based its [mdings regarding
the HGN test on the Arizona Court's decision in State v. Superior Court. the decisions of other state
courts, as well as its reading of various studies and articles. Id. at 72-73. Its consideration regarding
the reliability of the HGN test, however, is most significant with respect to the ruling made in this
decision. Because itlacked the robust evidentiary record available to this court regarding the
reliability of the HGN, OLS, WAT tests, the Court of Special Appeals was required to look at case
law and published materials to determine whether the HGN test was reliable and generally accepted.
The primary bases for its conclusion that it was, and that it therefore could take judicial notice of this
fact, were a decision by the Texas Supreme Court in Emerson v. State, 880 S.W.2d 759
(Tex.Crim.App.1994), a 1986 article authored by Edward B. Tenney and published in the New
Hampshire Bar Journal, [FN32] and the NHTSA 1983 Field Evaluation.ld. at 73 and n. 12.
FN29. The Maryland rules of evidence were adopted in 1994 after the Daubert decision
had been rendered by the United States Supreme Court. In the commentary to Rule 5702, which is the state equivalent to Fed.R-Evid. 702, the drafters, however, noted that it
was not their intent to adopt the Daubert test, then widely viewed as applicable only to
issues regarding the admissibility of scientific evidence. Instead, the Maryland rule was
intended to maintain the Frye test, which had been adopted by the state in the case of
Reedv. State. 283 Md. 374, 391 A.2d 364 (1978). To this day, Maryland has declined to
adopt the Daubert
test. Burrol v. State, 352 Md. 707. 724 A.2d 65, 80 (1999)(nWe have not abandoned Frye
or Reed. If); Clark v. State, 140 Md.App. 540, 781 A.2d 913,935 & n. 13 (2001); State v.
Gross, 134 Md.App. 528, 760 A.2d 725, 757 (2000); Schultz. 664 A.2d at 64 n. 3. Thus,
in federal court, under the most recent version of Rule 702 and the Daubert/Kumho Tire
decisions, the proponent of any expert testimony, whether scientific, technical or the
product of some specialized knowledge, must undertake an analysis of reliability of the
methods/principles underlying the opinion, as well as the reliability of the application of
the methodology used by the expert to the particular facts of the case. Under Maryland
evidence law, the Frye/Reed test applies only to introduction of scientific evidence, and
Rule 5-702 alone covers all other types of expert opinion testimony.

FN30. Maryland cases routinely refer to the Frye test as the "Frye/Reed test. This
opinion will as well.
II

ci!8JtJAs noted at pp. 534 - 535, in December 2000 the Federal Rules of Evidence were
NGARGUMENT
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amended. Among the rules that were changed was Rule 702, the expert opinion rule. The
amendment added three additional foundational requirements before expert testimony in
any
subject, whether scientific, technical or other specialized knowledge, is admissible: the
opinion must be based on sufficient facts or data; it must be the product of methods and
principles shown to be reliable, and the proponent must show that the methods/principles
reliably had been applied to the facts of the case at hand. These factors are required by
the rule itself and are independent from the factors identified by the Supreme Court in the
DaubertlKumho Tire decisions. The Maryland Rules of Evidence did not adopt the 2000
changes to the federal rules, and the Maryland expert opinion rule, Rule 5-702, does not
contain the three additional foundational requirements as does Rule 702.

FN32. Edward B. Tenney, The Horizontal Gaze Nystagmus Test and the Admissibility of
Scientific Evidence, 27 New Hampshire Bar 10urnal179 (1986) (hereinafter "Tenney
article").

In Emerson. the Texas court based its conclusions regarding the reliability of the HGN test on the
NHTSA studies. Emerson, 880 S.W.2d at 766-67. The Tenney article cited only the NHTSA studies
regarding the scientific basis for the HGN test and reached the conclusion that "[i]fthe State of New
Hampshire is still a true Frve jurisdiction, then the likelihood that results from horizontal gaze
nystagmus testing will be admitted into evidence in this state is extremely thin," [FN33] making it a
questionablesourceto cite for the reliability *549 ofHGN testing. Finally, the conclusions of the
NHTSA 1983 Field Evaluation have been aggressively challenged by Horn's experts in this case. In
short, the foundation of the Court of Special Appeals' decision that the HGN test was sufficiently
reliable and generally accepted rests on taking judicial notice of studies and articles that, at the time of
their publication, had not been subject to the type of critical evaluation presented in this case.
FN33. Tenney article at 187.

UQl LRm The doctrine of judicial notice is predicated upon the assumption that the source materials
from which the court takes judicial notice are reliable. [FN34] Where, as here, that reliability has been
challenged, the court cannot disregard the challenge, simply because a legion of earlier court
decisions reached conclusions based on reference to the same then-unchallenged authority. For the
reasons that will be explained below, on the record before me, I cannot agree that the HGN, WAT and
OLS tests, singly or in combination, have been shown to be as reliable as asserted by Dr. Bums, the
NHTSA publications, and the publications of the communities of law enforcement officers and state
prosecutors. While I ultimately agree, in large part, with the conclusions reached by the vast majority
of state courts that the results of the HGN tests are admissible as circumstantial evidence of alcohol
consumption, I must do so by recognizing their limited reliability and with substantial doubts about
the degree of their general acceptance within an unbiased scientific or technical community.
FNj4. Indeed, in this re~ard, the Maryland and Federal Rules of Evidence are
Cf:XJS1Nu ARGUMEN [
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substantially identical. Rule 5-201 and Fed.R.Evid. 201 permit the taking of judicial
notice of adjudicative facts if: (a) the facts are generally known within the territorial
jurisdiction of the court or (b) capable of accurate and ready determination by resort to
sources whose accuracy cannot reasonably be questioned. Obviously, the scientific basis
underlying HGN tests is not a matter generally known within the state; so, if judicial
notice is to be taken, it must be by reference to sources whose accuracy cannot
reasonably be questioned. "While the sources relied on in the Schultz case may not have
been subject to reasonable question at the time that court considered them, given the lack
of any evidentiary facts in the record regarding the reliability of the HGN test, and the
fact that judicial notice was taken on appeal-not at the trial level where the parties might
have had an opportunity to develop a factual basis to challenge the propriety of judicial
.
notice--the same cannot be
said given the record in this case. Further, Rule 201(e) and 5- 201(e) permit a party to be
heard on the propriety of taking judicial notice, which did not occur in the Schultz case
because judicial notice was taken on appeal. As one commentator has noted "where
judicial notice of an adjudicative fact is taken by an appellate court on its own motion, an
issue arises as to whether the provisions of Rule 201 (e) concerning an opportunity to be
heard are to be applied. At the moment, the question is unresolved." Graham, Handbook
of Federal Evidence § 201.07 (5th ed.2001). In any event, Rule 201(g) provides that in
criminalcases, the court must instruct the jury that "it may, but is not required to, accept
as conclusive any fact judicially noted." Implicitly, the rule would permit a defendant in a
criminal case to offer evidence to rebut any adjudicative fact noticed by the Court. Thus,
if a Court took judicial notice of the reliability and general acceptance ofthe HGN test,
the defendant initially could object to it doing so under Rule 201(e). Then, if
unsuccessful in preventing the court from taking judicial notice, the defendant could
introduce evidence contesting the fact judicially noted.

This is not to say that I am critical of the decisions in Schultz or the other state courts. To the contrary,
they are, for the most part, well- reasoned and written, based on the information then available to the
deciding courts and the inherent limitations of the process by which courts receive proof--either from
evidence introduced by the parties themselves or by the taking of judicial notice from decisions of
other courts published materials. The *550 Court of Special Appeals itself noted the danger
inherent in.~Jth a process:
We note with some caution the dissent in Emerson. supra. which initially noted that, by taking
judicial notice of the reliability ofHGN testing and technique, the appellate court had relieved the
State of its burden of establishing the reliability of the test at trial. We acknowledge that we, in taking
judicial notice of the reliability ofthe test ... are likewise relieving the State of that burden. We shall,
nevertheless, take judicial notice that HGN testing, a scientific test, is sufficiently reliable and
generally accepted in the relevant scientific community .... To do otherwise at this stage in the
development ofthe science would leave to individual courts within the twenty-three jurisdictions of
this State (and the various courts and judges within each jurisdiction) to determine, on a case-by-case
basis , the scientific reliability ofthe test. In each of the various jurisdictions, the determination of the
reliability and acceptability of such evidence would depend upon the competence, energy, and
schedules (and even budgets) of the various prosecutors throughout the State in obtaining, and
producing the attendance of experts at the thousands of trials involving alcohol related offenses in
which HGN testing is sought to be admitted. Disparate results and decisions might result in many
instances, not from the actual scientific reliability of the tests themselves, but from the differing
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abilities and resources of prosecutors and the availability of witnesses from the scientific community.
Schultz, 664 A.2d at 74.
The practical truth of the above reasoning cannot be denied. None today can doubt the serious public
safety concerns related to driving by intoxicated or impaired motorists or the magnitude of this
problem. (FN35] Neither can it be disputed that, given the volume ofDWlIDUI cases, the press of
other criminal cases, and the limited resources and time of prosecutors to prepare them for trial, it is
highly desirable to have available a simple, inexpensive, and reliable test that can be administered by
police officers on the road, which would facilitate a prompt and inexpensive trial. Indeed, Rule 102
would militate in favor of interpreting the rules of evidence in such a fashion as to accomplish this
end, if fairly possible. Wbat cannot be lost in the process, however, is the requirement that the trial be
a fair one and that the sum of the evidence introduced against the defendant must be sufficiently
probative to prove guilt beyond a reasonable doubt. [FN36] Expedient as it may be for courts to take
judicial notice of scientific or technical matters to resolve the crush ofDWIlDUI cases, this cannot be
done in the face of legitimate challenges to the reliability and accuracy of the tests sought to be
judicially *551 noticed. As will be seen, there is a place in the prosecutor's arsenal for SFST evidence,
but it must not be cloaked in an aura of false reliability, lest the fact finder, like the protagonist in the
Thomas Dolby song, be "blinded by science" or "hit by technology." [FN37]
FN35. In FY 2000/2001,35,962 DWI!Dill cases were filed in Maryland. Administrative
Office of the Maryland Courts Judicial Information System, Maryland District Court
Traffic System Citation Statistics, Report No. A70TM214, Run Date July 15,2001.

FN36. In addition, if local prosecutors may lack sufficient resources to prove the
reliability and general acceptance of the SFSTs, which it is their burden to do in the first
instance, it can be expected, afortiori, that individual defendants charged with DWI and
Dill will have even fewer resources to challenge the science and technology underlying
these tests. If, once accepted by the application of the judicial notice rule, SFSTs are ever
after immune from reconsideration, even in the face of new evidence challenging their
reliability, then the burden will have been shifted from the state or government to
establish the admissibility of the SFSTs to the
defendant to disprove their admissibility. This is a high price to pay in the interest of
conserving limited prosecutorial resources.

FN37. "She blinded me with science! And hit me with technology."

Thomas Dolby, "She Blinded Me With Science," http://
www.prebble.comlsheblinded.htm. See also State v. Ferrer, 95 Hawaili 409, 23 P.3d 744,
765 n. 6 (App.2001)(quoting State v. O'Key. 321 Or. 285, 899 P.2d 663, 672 n. 6) (jurors
may be "overly impressed with the aura of reliability surrounding scientific evidence").

From a review of the state court decisions regarding the admissibility ofHGN evidence in partiCUlar,
and ~LSOSi~ff~~bWl-f1+ a number of observations may be made. First, most of the states that
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have ruled that HGN evidence is admissible have not allowed it to be used to prove specific BAC but
instead only as circumstantial proof of intoxication or impainnent. See, e.g., Ballard v. State. 955 P .2d
931 (Alaska Ct.App.1998); State v. City Court of the City of Mesa, 165 Ariz. 514.799 P.2d 855
(1990); State v. Ruthardt, 680 A.2d 349 (De1.Super.Ct.1996); State v. Garrett, 119 Idaho 878. 811
P.2d 488 (1991); State v. Buening, 229 Ill.App.3d 538.170 IlLDec. 542, 592 N.E.2d 1222(992);
State v. Taylor, 694 A.2d 907 (Me.1997); Wilson v. State, 124 Md.App. 543, 723 A.2d 494 (1999);
State v. Baue, 258 Neb. 968,607 N.W.2d 191 (2000); City of Fargo v. McLaughlin, 512 N.W.2d 700
(N.D. 1994); State v. Bresson. 51 Ohio SUd 123. 554 N.E.2d 1330 (1990); State v. O'Key, 321 Or.
285, 899 P.2d 663 (1995); State v. Sullivan, 310 S.C. 311, 426 S.E.2d 766 (1993); Emerson v. State,
880 S.W.2d 759 (Tex.Crim.App.1994).
Second, most of the states that have ruled that HGN evidence is admissible have employed the Frye
standard requiring general acceptance of the test within the relevant scientific or technical community.
See, e.g., Malone v. Citv o[Silverhill, 575 So.2d 101 (Ala.Crim.App.1989); State v. Superior Court,
149 Ariz. 269, 718 P.2d 171 (1986); People v. Leahy, 8 Ca1.4th 587,34 Cal.Rptr.2d 663. 882 P.2d
321 (1994); Williams v. State; 710 So.2d 24 (Fla.Dist.Ct.App.1998); Hawkins v. State, 223 Ga.App.
34,476 S.E.2d 803 (1996); Garrett, 119 Idaho 878, 811 P.2d 488 (1991); State v. Buening, 229
Il1.AppJd 538, 170 Ill.Dec. 542, 592 N.E.2d 1222 (1992); State v. Witte. 251 Kan. 313, 836 P.2d
1110 (1992); State v. Armstrong. 561 So.2d 883 (La.Ct.App.1990); Schultz, 106 Md.App. 145,664
A.2d 60 (1995); People v. Berger, 217 Mich.App. 213. 551 N.W.2d 421 (1996); State v. Klawitter,
518 N.W.2d 577 (Minn.1994); State v. Baue. 258 Neb. 968, 607 N.W.2d 191 (2000); State v. Cissne,
72 Wash.App.677, 865 P.2d 564 (1994). Some courts, however, have used other evidentiary
standards. See, e.g., Connecticut v. Russo, 62 Conn.App. 129,773 A.2d 965 (2001) (remanding case
to trial court to evaluate admissibility ofHGN evidence under Daubert standard adopted by the
Connecticut Supreme Court in 1997); State v. Ito. 90 Hawai'i 225, 978 P .2d 191 (App.1999); Hulse v.
State, 289 Mont. 1, 961 P.2d 75 (1998); [FN38] *552 New Hampshire v. DuffY, 778 A.2d 415
(N.H.2001) (using state evidence Rule 702 that requires showing ofreliability before HGN evidence
can be admitted; remanding to trial court to hold a hearing on the test's reliability); State v. Torres,
[FN39] 127 N.M. 20. 976 P.2d 20 (1999) (reversing trial court's ruling that HGN evidence was
admissible, remanding for hearing using Daubert test). [FN40]
FN38. The Hulse court held that neither the Frye nor Daubert tests were applicable to
admissibility ofHGN evidence because those tests were restricted to admissibility of
"novel" scientific evidence and HGN test was not "novel" science. 961 P.2d at 91.
Instead, the court applied Montana Evidence Rule 702, which was identical to the then
current version ofFed.R.Evid. 702. The court did not rule on the admissibility ofHGN
evidence in a D\VIIDUI criminal trial, as the appeal arose from a trial court decision
denying Hulse's petition to reinstate driving privileges after they were suspended because
Hulse refused to take a breathalyzer, and the only legal issues presented were the
existence of
probable cause to arrest for DW1IDUI, and the driver's refusal to take a breath test. Id. at
91-92.

FN39. In Torres, the court made several significant rulings. First, it held that police
officers are not qualified to testify about the scientific bases underlying the HGN test and
are not competent to establish that the test is reliable. 976 P.2d at 32. It further held that it
"is improper to look for scientific acceptance only from reported case law," and it
declined to take judicial notice of the reliability of the HGN test because "[w]e are not
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persuaded that HGN testing is 'a subject of common and general knowledge,' or a matter
'well established and authoritatively settled.' II Id. at 33. Finally, the court held that,
although a qualified expert was needed to testify about the reliability of the HGN test and
its results, a properly trained police officer could testify about the administration of the
test "after an appropriate foundation regarding such [scientific] knowledge has been laid
by another, scientific expert." fd. at 34. The care taken by the Torres court illustrates the
difference in application ofthe Daubert test from the Frye test. Daubert requires analysis
of the methodology used, its reliability and validity. ErJ!.b on the other hand, may tempt a
court faced with determining the admissibility simply to see what other courts
have done in the past, as well as review publications supplied by the parties, or found by
the court's own efforts, without engaging in the sometimes difficult analysis of the .
reliability of the science or technology underlying those sources.

FN40. Ito used Hawaii Evidence Rule 702, which, in addition to the requirements ofthe
then current version of Fed.R.Evid. 702, added the provision that the court "may consider
the trustworthiness and validity of the scientific technique or mode of analysis employed
by the proffered expert." 978 P.2d at 200. The court held that judicial notice of the
reliability ofHGN evidence was not proper under Hawaii Evidence Rule 201 but that
judicial notice of its reliability was proper under Hawaii common law which permits a
trial court to take judicial notice of facts judicially noticed in case law from other
jurisdictions. Id. at 208- 09. In doing so, the court relied heavily on the Maryland Schultz
opmlOn.

Third, of the state cases where the courts undertook the task of evaluating the admissibility ofHGN
evidence, the NHTSA studies and, in many instances, the testimony of Dr. Burns, figured prominently
in their conclusions that the HGN tests were admissible as evidence of intoxication or impairment.
See, e.g., Ballard v. State, 955 P.2d 931 (Alaska Ct.App.1998)(court relied on trial testimony of Dr.
Burns, NHTSA training video and testimony of state trooper. Defendant called a psychology
professor and neuro- ophthalmologist); State v. Superior Court, 149 Ariz. 269, 718 P .2d 171 (1986)
(court considered trial court testimony of Dr. Burns, two police officers, NHTSA studies, and
published articles on HGN test); People v. Joehnk, 35 Cal.AppAth 1488,42 Cal.Rptr.2d 6 (1995)
(court considered trial testimony of Dr. Burns, NHTSA studies, testimony of a "criminalist" and a
toxicologist. Defendant called an emergency room doctor to testify); State v. Ruthardt, 680 A.2d 349
(Del. Super. Ct. 1996}(court considered trial testimony of Dr. Burns, NHTSA studies, testimony of
police officer, behavioral optometrist and neuro-ophtha1mo10gist, defense introduced testimony of Dr.
Cole, one of the defense witnesses in the pending case); Williams v. State, 710 So.2d 24
(Fla.Ct.App.1998) (Dr. Burns, a neurologist and three state doctors called as witnesses by the state);
Hmvkins v. State, 223 Ga.App. 34, 476 S.E.2d 803 (1996) (court relied on 1\THTSA studies, other state
court rulings and articles); State v. Hill, 865 S.W.2d 702 (Mo.Ct.App.1993) *553 (Dr. Bums only
witness called at trial on HGN test); State v. a/Key, 321 Or. 285, 899 P .2d 663 (l995)(court
considered testimony of Dr. Bums, an optometrist, police officer and NHTSA studies).
Finally, those courts that did not undertake an independent evaluation of the admissibility ofHGN
evidence tended simply to cite to the decisions of other state courts. See, e.g., Malone v. City of
Siiverhill, 575 So.2d 101 (Ala.Crim.App.1989); Hawkins v. Stale, 223 Ga.App. 34.476 S.E.2d 803
(l99~); State v. Garrett, 119 Idaho 878, 811 P .2d 488 (1991); State v. Buening, 229 Ill.App.3d 538,
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170 Ill.Dec. 542. 592 N.E.2d 1222 (1992); State v. Murphy, 451 N.W.2d 154 (Iowa 1990); State v.
Breitung, 623 So.2d 23 (La.Ct.App.1993); State v. Bresson, 51 Ohio St.3d 123.554 N.E.2d 1330
(1990); State v. Cissne, 72 Wash.App. 677, 865 P.2d 564 (1994); State v. Zivcic, 229 Wis.2d 119. 598
N.W.2d 565 (1999).
B. Difference between DaubertiKumho TirelNew RuLe 702 and Frye.
The difference in approach between the DaubertlKumho Tire /New Rule 702 and the Frye tests
reveals an unmistakable irony. The Frye approach to admissibility of scientific evidence was
criticized widely as being too "rigid" because it would deny admissibility to evidence that was the
result of new scientific discovery that, while factually sound and methodologically reliable, had not
yet gained general acceptance. Christopher Mueller & Laird Kirkpatrick, Evidence § 7.8 (4th
ed.1995); 29 Charles Alan Wright & Victor James Gold, Federal Practice and Procedure § 6266
(1997). Under the Daubert test, however, general acceptance was but one of the evaluative factors
and, provided the evidence at issue was subject to being tested, did not suffer from an unacceptably
high error rate and favorably had been peer reviewed, the evidence would be admitted because it was
reliable. Under Daubert, therefore, it was expected that it would be easier to admit evidence that was
the product of new science or technology.
In practice, however, it often seems as though the opposite has occurred--application of
DaubertlKumho Tire analysis results in the exclusion of evidence that might otherwise have been
admitted under Frye. Although this may have been an unexpected outcome, it can be explained by the
difference in methodology undertaken by the trial courts when measuring proffered evidence under
DaubertlKumho Tire, as opposed to Frye. Under Daubert. the parties and the trial court are forced to
reckon with the factors that really do determine whether the evidence is reliable, relevant and "fits"
the case at issue. Focusing on the tests used to develop the evidence, the error rates involved, what the
learned publications in the field have said when evaluating it critically, and then, fmally, whether it
has come be generally accepted, is a difficult task. But, ifundertaken as intended, it does expose
evidentiary weaknesses that otherwise would be overlooked if, following the dictates of ~ all that
is needed to admit the evidence is the testimony of one or more experts in the field that the evidence
at issue derives from methods or procedures that have become generally accepted. ::Yiright & Gold. 29
Federal Practice and Procedures § 6266 ("Daubert's focus upon multiple criteria for scientific validity
compels the lower courts to abandon long existing per se rules of admissibility or inadmissibility
grounded upon the Frye standard.").
Daubert's challenge is unmistakable. WillIe courts may be skilled at research and analysis, the task of
deciding the admissibility of new or difficult scientific or technical evidence involves subject matters
that are highly specialized, and there is a *554 risk that the court, forced to resolve an issue without
the luxury of unlimited time to reflect on it, will get it wrong. This is especially true because judges
do not determine the reliability of scientific or technical issues in the abstract but rather in the context
of deciding a specific dispute. [FN41]
FN41. Justice Stephen Breyer, all too aware of this problem, wrote in the introduction to
the Reference Manual on Scientific Evidence 4 (2d ed.2000):

[M]ost judges lack the scientific training that might facilitate the evaluation of scientific
claims or the evaluation of expert witnesses who make such claims. Judges are typically
generalists, dealing with cases that can vary widely in subject matter. Our primary
objective is usually process-related: seeing that a decision is reached in a timely way.
And the decision of a law court typically ... focuses on a particular event and specific
individualized evidence.
See also Mueller & Kirkpatrick, Evidence § 7 .8 (4th ed. 1995) ("The main difficulty
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[with the Daubert case] is that courts are ill equipped to make independent judgments on
the validity of science. Most judges are not scientists, and they do not have the time to
spend at trial or beforehand to make fully considered decisions on validity.").

The principle shortcoming of Frye was that it excused the court from even having to try to understand
the evidence at issue. 4 Jack B. Weinstein & Margaret A. Berger, Weinstein's Federal Evidence, §
702.05[1] (2d ed. 1997) (Under Frye "[t]he court itself did not have to comprehend the science
involved ... [it] only had to assure itself that among the people involved in the field, the technique was
acceptable as reliable."). Further, given the impact of the stare decisis doctrine, once a court, relying
on En!£. had ruled that a doctrine or principle had attained general acceptance, it was all to easy for
subsequent courts simply to follow suit. Before long, a body of case law could develop stating that a
methodology had achieved general acceptance without there ever having been a contested, detailed
examination of the underpinnings of that methodology. The admissibility of SFST evidence illustrates
this hazard, as a review of the state cases reveals that, despite more than sixteen years of case law
relating to this evidence, the number of instances where there have been factually well-developed and
detailed challenges to the reliability and validity of the tests is extremely small.
Following the Kumho Tire decision and the December 2000 changes to Rule 702, a detailed analysis
of the factual sufficiency and reliability of the methodology underlying expert testimony is required
for all scientific, technical or specialized evidence, not just "novel scientific" evidence. This has
required, at times, aTeexamination of the admissibility of evidence that long has been admitted under
the Frye test, which may result in exclusion of evidence that for years routinely has been admitted.
See, e.g., United States v. Llera Plaza, 179 F.Supp.2d 523 (E.D.Pa.2002) (excluding aspects of
evidence oflatent fingerprint identification evidence on the basis of DaubertlKumho Tire and Rule
702 analysis). As lawyers and courts become fully aware of the relatively recent additional
requirements of Kumho Tire and revised Rule 702, this process of reexamination can be expected to
continue. It may mean, in a very real sense, that "everything old is new again" with respect to some
scientific and technical evidentiary matters long considered settled. Alarmists may see this as
undesirable, envisioning courtrooms populated by mad scientists in white lab coats and overzealous
judges in black robes, busily undoing established precedent. The more probable outcome is that
judges, lawyers and expert witnesses will have to learn to be comfortable refocusing their thinking
about the building blocks ofwhat truly makes evidence that is beyond the knowledge and experience
oflay persons *555 useful to them in resolving disputes. The beneficiaries of this new approach will
be the jurors that have to decide increasingly complex cases. Daubert. Kumho Tire. and now Rule 702
have given us our marching orders, and it is up to the participants in the litigation process to get in
step.
C. Applying DaubertIKumho Tire and Rule 702 in this Case
Many of the state cases debate whether SFST evidence is "scientific" or "novel science," and
therefore subject to Frye analysis in the first instance. [FN42] Under the Federal Rules of Evidence,
this debate is irrelevant, as newly revised Rule 702 and the DaubertlKumho Tire cases require the
same analysis for any evidence that is to be offered under Rule 702. Thus, if the SFSTs in this case
are being offered as direct evidence of intoxication or impairment, they then become cloaked in a
scientific or technical aura, and the factors articulated in DaubertlKumho Tire and Rule 702 must be
evaluated by the district court under Rule 104(a) before such evidence may be admitted.JFN43]
FN42. See, e.g., Schultz v. State, 106 Md.App. 145.664 A.2d 60 (1995) (discussing
whether HGN and other SFSTs are "scientific evidence"); Hulse v. State, 289 Mont. 1,
961 P.2d 75 (1998).
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FN43. If offered only as circumstantial evidence of intoxication/impairment, the HGN
test still clearly invokes scientific and technical underpinnings. The WAT and OLS
SFSTs, however, involve only observations of the suspect's performance, and therefore, it
may be argued that they are not couched in science and technology ifused for that
purpose.

With regards to the HGN test, from the testimony before me, the materials submitted for my review
by counsel, my review of all of the state cases decided to date; and many of the articles cited in those
cases, it cannot be disputed that there is a sufficient factual basis to support the causal connection
between observable exaggerated horizontal gaze nystagmus in a suspect's eye and the ingestion of
alcohol by that person. This connection is so well established that it is appropriate to be judicially
noted tinder Rule 201. [FN44] That being said, however, it must quickly be added that there also are
many other causes of nystagmus that are unrelated to alcohol consumption. The Schultz court
identified thirty-eight possible causes of *556 nystagmus, [FN45] and, in his testimony, Colonel
Rabin agreed that most of the Schultz factors did, or possibly could, cause nystagmus in humans.
Thus, the detectable presence of exaggerated HGN in a driver clearly is circumstantial, not direct,
evidence of alcohol consumption.
FN44. The existence of a causal connection between alcohol ingestion and observable
horizontal gaze nystagmus is the type of discrete adjudicative fact that properly may be
judicially noticed under Rule 201 because it is a fact that can be accurately and readily
determined by resort to sources whose accuracy cannot reasonably be questioned. This
use of judicial notice is far more narrow than attempting to take judicial notice, as did the
Court of Special Appeals in Schultz, that the SFSTs have attained general acceptance
within the relevant scientific or technical community. Alternatively, the government may
prove the causal relationship between alcohol consumption and exaggerated nystagmus
by expert testimony, but in this regard I agree with the New Mexico Supreme Court's
decision in State v. Torres, which held that a police officer is unlikely to have the
qualifications needed to testify under Rule 702 as to the scientific principles underlying
the HGN test or as to whether there is a causal link between alcohol use and exaggerated
nystagmus. 976 P.2d at 32.34. Accordingly, asking the court to take judicial notice of
this causal connection likely will be the most frequent method used by the government to
prove this essential fact. An alternative would be to use learned treatises, under Rule 803
(18), if a proper foundation first is established. The police officer will, of course, be
qualified to testify
as to the training received in how to administer the HGN test, and to demonstrate his or
her qualifications properly to administer it. Because Officer Jarrell did not testify at the
Rule 104(a) hearing, there is no factual basis before me at this time to permit me to make
findings regarding the final factor under Rule 702, i.e., whether Jarrell properly
administered and interpreted the SFSTs given to Horn.

FN45. The court recognized the following causes or possible causes of nystagmus:
problems with the inner ear labyrinth; irrigating the ears with warm or cold water;
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influenza; streptococcus infection; vertigo; measles; syphilis; arteriosclerosis; Korchaffs
syndrome; brain hemorrhage; epilepsy; hypertension; motion sickness; sunstroke; eye
strain; eye muscle fatigue; glaucoma; changes in atmospheric pressure; consumption of
excessive amounts of caffeine; excessive exposure to nicotine; aspirin; circadian rhythms;
acute head trauma; chronic head trauma; some prescription drugs; tranquilizers, pain
medication, and anti-convulsant medicine; barbiturates; disorders of the vestibular
apparatus and brain stem; cerebellum dysfunction; heredity; diet; toxins; exposure to
solvents; extreme chilling; eye muscle imbalance; lesions; continuous movement of the
visual field past the eyes; and antihistamine use. 664 A.2d at 77. The fact that there are
many other
causes of nystagmus in the human eye also is the type of adjudicative fact that may be
judicially noticed under Rule 201. Thus, the defendant in a DWIJDUI case may ask the
court to judicially notice this fact, once the government has proved the causal connection
between alcohol ingestion and exaggerated nystagmus. Alternatively, the defendant may
. seek to prove the non-alcohol related causes of nystagmus by other means, such as the
testimony of an expert witness, cross examination of any such witness called by the
government or through a properly admitted learned treatise. (Eed. Rule ofEvid. Rule 803
.ill2).

As for the sufficiency of the facts and data underlying the assertions in the NHTSA articles that
SFSTs are reliable in predicting specific BAC, the testimony of Horn's experts, as well as the
literature that is critical ofthese studies, establishes that presently there is insufficient data to support
these claims of accuracy. The early NHTSA laboratory tests were too limited to support the claims of
accuracy, and the subsequent field and validation testing insufficient to establish the reliability and
validity of the tests if used to establish specific BAC. Indeed, the great weight of the state authority,
including that in Maryland, agrees that BAC levels may not be proved by SFST test results alone, and
I adopt that holding here.
The conclusion I have reached regarding the reliability of the methods and principles underlying the
SFSTs takes into account the evidence introduced by Horn about the methods used to develop these
tests, and the error rates associated therewith--the first two DaubertlKumho Tire factors. This alone
precludes their admissibility to prove specific BAC, and it therefore is not necessary to discuss in
detail whether the many articles written about these tests constitute peer review analysis or something
else. and whether they generally have been accepted in a relevant, unbiased scientific or technical
community, the third and fourth DaubertlKumho Tire factors. I do note, however, the testimony of
Horn's experts that the NHTSA publications regarding the SFSTs do not constitute peer review
publications, a conclusion that seems correct. As Dr. Cole testified, peer review as contemplated by
Daubert and Kumho Tire must involve critical analysis that can expose any weaknesses in the
methodology or principles underlying the conclusions being reviewed.
Further, as testified to by Horn's experts, the process of selection of articles for publication in a peer
review journal involves an evaluation by one or more experts in the field, to insure that the article
meets the rigors of that field. Under this standard, most of the publications regarding the SFST tests,
including the publications *557 in bar journals, likely do not meet this criteria.
Similarly, despite the conclusion of many state courts that the SFSTs have received general
acceptance among criminologists, law enforcement personnel, highway safety experts and
prosecutors, I remain skeptical whether this is sufficient for purposes of Daubert and Kumho Tire.
Acceptance by a relevant scientific or technical community implies that that community has the
expertise critically to evaluate the methods and principles that underlie the test or opinion in question.
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However skilled law enforcement officials, highway safety specialists, prosecutors and criminologists
may be in their fields, the record before me provides scant comfort that these communities have the
expertise needed to evaluate the methods and procedures underlying human performance tests such as
the SFSTs. Some might say the same about judges, without fear of too much disagreement, but judges
are the ones obligated to do so by Rule 104( a) when the admissibility of evidence is challenged. As to
the conclusion of the state courts, more often than not expressed in passing and without analysis, that
the SFSTs generally are accepted among psychologists like Dr. Burns, the evidence presented to me
by the three psychologists called by Horn leads me, respectfully, to beg to differ. Thus, based on the
foregoing, I conclude that the SFST evidence in this case does not, at this time, meet the requirements
of DaubertlKumho Tire and Rule 702 as to be admissible as direct evidence of intoxication or
impairment.
A more difficult question, however, is whether the SFSTs may be used as circumstantial evidence of
alcohol consumption and, if so, just how. The state courts overwhelmingly have concluded that the
results of SFSTs are admissible as circumstantial evidence of alcohol consumption but have offered
little guidance about what exactly the testifying officer may tell the fact finder about the SFSTs, their
administration, and the performance of the suspect when doing them. The possibilities range from
simply describing the tests--without explaining the scientific or technical bases underlying them or
their claimed accuracy rates and describing only what the officer observed when they were
performed, absent any opinions regarding whether the suspect "passed" or "failed!! or assessment of
the degree of intoxication or impairment--to a full explanation of the tests, their claimed accuracy, the
number of "standardized clues" the suspect missed, and an opinion that the suspect "failed" the test-in short everything up to testimony about the specific BAC of the driver.
On the record before me there are not sufficientfacts or data about the OLS and WAT SFSTs to
support the conclusion that, if a suspect exhibits two out of eight possible clues on the WATtest or
two out of four clues on the OLS, he has "failed" the tests. To the contrary; Hom introduced Dr.
Cole's study that showed an alarmingly high error rate when police officers were asked to evaluate
completely sober subjects performing the WAT and OLS. [FN46] Defs. Motion Exh. C. To permit a
police officer to testify about each of the SFSTs in detail, their claimed accuracy rates, the number of
standardized clues applicable to each, the number of clues exhibited by the suspect, and then offer an
opinion about whether he or she passed or failed, stopping just short of expressing an opinion as to
specific BAC, invites the risk of allowing through the back door of circumstantial *558 proof
evidence that is not reliable enough to enter through the front door of direct proof of intoxication or
impairment. Such testimony clearly is technical, if not scientific, and may not be admitted unless
shown to be reliable under the standards imposed by Rule 702 and DaubertlKumho Tire. which has
not been done in this case.
FN46. See supra at pp. 539 - 540. Cole reported that 46% of the officers that observed
videotaped subjects with BAC levels of .0% performing the WAT and OLS tests reported
that the subjects had had too much to drink to be driving.

There is no factual basis before me to support the NHTSA claims of accuracy for the W AT and OLS
tests or to support the conclusions about the total number of standardized clues that should be looked
for or that missing a stated number means the subject failed the test. There is very little before me that
suggests that the WAT and OLS tests are anything more than standardized procedures police officers
use to enable them to observe a suspect's coordination, balance, concentration, speech, ability to
follow instructions, mood and general physical condition--all of which are visual cues that laypersons,
using ordinary experience, associate with reaching opinions about whether someone has been
drinking.
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Indeed, in Crampton v. State, 71 Md.App. 375, 525 A.2d 1087 (1987) the Maryland Court of Special
Appeals described field sobriety tests--other than the HGN test--administered by police to motorists
as follows:
field sobriety tests are essentially personal observations of a police officer which determine a
suspect's balance and ability to speak with recollection. There is nothing 'new' or perhaps even
'scientific' about the exercises that an officer requests a suspect to perform. Those sobriety tests have
been approved by the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration and are simply guidelines for
police officers to utilize in order to observe more precisely a suspect's coordination. It requires no
particular scientific skill or training for a police officer, or any other competent person, to ascertain
whether someone performing simple tasks is to a degree affected by alcohol. The field sobriety tests
are designed to reveal objective information about a driver's coordination .... The Frye-Reed test does
not apply to those field sobriety tests because the latter are essentially empirical observations,
involving no controversial, new or 'scientific' technique. Their use is guided by practical experience,
not theory.
Jd.. 525 A.2d at 1093-94. The same conclusion has been reached by many other state courts that have
considered this issue. For example, in State v. Ferrer, 95 Hawai'j 409, 23 P.3d 744 (App.2001), the
court stated:
It is generally recognized, however, that the foundational requirements for admission of psychomotor
FST evidence differ from the foundational requirements for admission ofHGN evidence.
Psychomotor FSTs test balance and divided attention, or the ability to perform multiple tasks
simultaneously. While balancing is not necessarily a factor in driving, the lack of balance is an
indicator that there may be other problems. Poor divided attention skills relate directly to a driver's
exercise of judgment and ability to respond to the numerous stimuli presented during driving. The
tests involving coordination (including the walk-and-turn and the one-leg-stand) are probative of the
ability to drive, as they examine control over the subj ect's own movements. Because evidence
procured by administration of psychomotor FSTs is within the common experience of the ordinary
citizen, the majority of courts that have addressed the issue generally consider psychomotor FSTs to
be nonscientific evidence.
*559 Jd., 23 P.3d at 760-62 (citations omitted). [FN47] As the Florida District Court of Appeals said
in State v. Meador, 674 So.2d 826 (Fla.App.1996):
FN47. The court cites to decisions from Alabama, Arizona, California, Georgia, Illinois,
Maryland, Massachusetts, New York, Pennsylvania, Florida
and Oregon that have reached the same conclusion about the nature of psychomotor FSTs
like the WAT and OLS tests. Jd., 23 P.3d at 760-62.

While the psychomotor FSTs are admissible, we agree with defendants that any attempt to attach
significance to defendants' performance on these exercises is beyond that attributable to any of the
other observations of a defendant's conduct at the time of the arrest could be misleading to the jury
and thus tip the scales so that the danger of unfair prejUdice would outweigh its probative value. The
likelihood of unfair prejudice does not outweigh the probative value as long as the witness simply
describe their observations. Reference to the exercises by using terms such as 'test,' 'fail' or 'points,'
however, creates a potential for enhancing the significance of the observations in relationship to the
ultimate determination of impairment, as such terms give these layperson observations an aura of
scientific validity. Therefore, such terms should be avoided to minimize the danger that the jury will
attach greater significance to the results of the field sobriety exercises than to other lay observations
of impairment.
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Jd. at 832.
I agree with this reasoning. If offered as circumstantial evidence of alcohol intoxication or
impairment, the probative value of the SFSTs derives from their basic nature as observations of
human behavior, which is not scientific, technical or specialized knowledge. To interject into this
essentially descriptive process technical terminology regarding the number of "standardized clues"
that should be looked for or opinions of the officer that the subject "failed" the "test," especially when
such testimony cannot be shown to have resulted from reliable methodology, unfairly cloaks it with
unearned credibility'. Any probative value these terms may have is substantially outweighed by the
danger of unfair prejudice resulting from words that imply reliability. I therefore hold that when
testifying about the SFSTs a police officer must be limited to describing the procedure administered
and the observations of how the defendant performed it, without resort to terms such as "test," [FN48]
"standardized clues,i' '-'pass" or "fail," unless the government fIrst has established a foundation that
satisfies Rule 702 and the DaubertlKumho Tire factors regarding the reliability and validity of the
scientifIc or technical underpinnings of the NHTSA assertions that there are a stated number of clues
that support an opinion that the suspect has "failed" the test.
FN48. It would be preferable to refer to the standardized fIeld sobriety tests as
"procedures," rather than tests, as the use of the word test implies that there is an accepted
method of determining whether the person performing it passed or failed, and this has not
been shown in this
case. I recognize, however, that the HGN, WAT and OLS procedures have been referred
to as field sobriety "tests" for so many years, that it is likely that it will be impossible to
stop using this terminology altogether. Occasional reference to the HGN, WAT and OLS
procedures as·"tests" should not alone be grounds for a mistrial in a jury case. However,
repeated use of the word "test" to describe these procedures, particularly when testifying
as to how the defendant actually performed them, would be improper.

This is not to say that a police officer may not express an opinion as a lay witness that the defendant
was intoxicated or impaired, if otherwise admissible under *560 Rule 701. As recently amended, Rule
701 permits lay opinion testimony if: (a) rationally based upon the perception of the witness, (b)
helpful to the fact finder and (c) if the opinion does not involve scientific, technical or specialized
information. [FN49] There is near universal agreement that lay opinion testimony about whether
someone was intoxicated is admissible ifit meets the above criteria. See, e.g., Singletary v. Secretary
of Health. 623 F.2d 217, 219 (2d Cir.1980)("Thetestimony oflay witnesses has always been
admissible with regard to drunkenness."); United States v. Mastberg, 503 F.2d 465 (9th Cir.1974);
Malone v. City ofSilverhill. 575 So.2d 101 (Ala.Crim.App.1990); State v. Lummus, 190 Ariz. 569,
950P.2d 1190 (App~1997); WrigZeyv. State, 248 Ga.App. 387, 546 S.E.2d 794, 798 (2001) ("A police
officer may give opinion testimony as to the state of sobriety of a DUI suspect and whether appellant
was under the influence."); State v. Ferrer, 95 Hawai'i 409, 23 PJd 744 (App.2001); Com. v. Bowen,
52 Mass.App.Ct. 1110,754 N.E.2d 1083,2001 WL 1014539 (2001); State v. Hall, 353 N.W.2d 37,
43 (S.D.1984); Beats v. State, 2000 WL 921684 (Tex.App.2000) ("A lay witness, including a police
officer, may express an opinion about a person's intoxication."). See also John W. Strong, McCormick
on Evidence § 11 (5th ed. 1999) (liThe so-called 'collective fact' or 'short-hand rendition
rule' [permits] opinions on such subjects as ... a person's intoxication."); Graham, Handbook of
Federal Evidence § 701.1 (5th ed.2001)(lay witness permitted to offer opinion testimony that a person
was intoxicated); Mueller and Kirkpatrick, Evidence § 7.4 (4th ed. 1995) (HOne common example [of
the collective facts doctrine] is lay testimony that someone was intoxicated, and here the witness is
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not confined to descriptions of glazed eyes, problems in speech or motor coordination, changes in
behavior or mood or affect, but may say directly (assuming adequate observation and common
experience) that the person seemed drunk or under the influence lt ) .
FN49. Maryland's equivalent evidence rule. 5-70 I, does not contain
the third requirement imposed by the federal rule.

In D\VIJDUI cases, however, the third requirement ofRule 701, that the lay opinion is "not based on
scientific, technical, or other specialized knowledge," will take on great importance. A police officer
certainly may testify about his or her observations of a defendant's appearance, coordination, mood,
ability to follow instructions, balance, the presence of the smell of an alcoholic beverage, as well as
the presence of exaggerated HGN, and the observations of the defendant's performance ofthe SFSTs-consistent with the limitations discussed above. The officer should not, however, be permitted to
interject technical or specialized comments to embellish the opinion based on any special training or
experience he or she has in investigating DW1IDUI cases. Just where the line should be drawn must
be left to the discretion of the trial judge, but the officer's testimony under Rule 701 must not be
allowed to creep from that of a layperson to that of an expert--and the line of demarcation is crossed if
the opinion ceases to be based on observation and becomes one founded on scientific, specialized or
technological knowledge.
CONCLUSION
To summarize, the Court holds that the following rulings apply to the case at bar:
(1) The results of properly administered WAT, OLS and HGN SFSTs may be admitted into evidence
in a DWIlDUI case *561 only as circumstantial evidence of intoxication or impairment but not as
direct evidence of specific BAC. Recognizing that Officer Jarrell, the arresting police officer in this
case, may be the sponsor for this evidence, he must first establish his qualifications to administer the
test. Unless qualified as an expert witness under Rule 702 to express scientific or technical opinions
regarding the reliability of the methods and principles underlying the SFSTs, Officer Jarrell's
foundational testimony will be limited to the instruction and training received and experience he has
in administering the tests and may not include opinions about the tests' accuracy rates. If Officer
Jarrell testifies about the results of the HGN test, he may testify as to his qualifications to detect
exaggerated HGN, and his observations of exaggerated HGN in the Hom, but may not, absent being
qualified under Rule 702 to do so, testify as to the causal nexus between alcohol consumption and
exaggerated HGN. When testifying about Hom's performance of the SFSTs, Officer Jarrell may
describe the SFSTs he required Hom to perform and describe Hom's performance, but Officer Jarrell
may not use language such as "test, It "standardized clues" or express the opinion that Hom "passed" or
"failed," because the government has not shown, under Rule 702 and the DaubertlKumho Tire
decisions, that these conclusions are based on sufficient facts or data and are derived from reliable
methods or principles.
(2) The government may prove the causal connection between exaggerated HGN in Hom's eyes and
alcohol consumption by one of the following means: asking the court to take judicial notice of it
under Rule 201; the testimony of an expert qualified under Rule 702; or through learned treatises,
introduced in accordance with Rule 803(18). In response to proof of the causal connection between
alcohol consumption and exaggerated HGN, Horn may prove that there are other causes ofHGN than
alcohol by one of the following methods: asking the court to take judicial notice of this fact under
Rule 20 I; cross-examining any expert called by the government; by calling a defense expert witness,
qualified under Rule 702, or through leaned treatises, introduced in accordance with Rule 803(18).
(3) Assuming the government can establish the elements of Rule 701, Officer Jarrell may give lay
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opinion testimony that Hom was intoxicated or impaired by alcohol. Such testimony must be based
on Officer Jarrell's observations of Horn and may not include scientific, technical or specialized
information.
Appendix
STATE

CASE

HOLDING

u.s. v. Daras, 1998 W L 726748

Held WAT and OLS were not
scientific so no expert
needed. Would have
applied Daubert to HGN
test but there was no
need to because
breathalyzer, WAT, and
OLS were sufficient.
----------------------------------------- -------------------------------------Schultz v. State, 60
Court took judicial
MARYLAND
(Md. App .1995) .
notice of reliability
of the HGN test,
leaving only the
officer's
qualifications to
administer the test and
the administration of
the test in question.
HGN is not reliable
enough to determine
precise BAC. Applied
Frye/Reid standard.
4th CIRCUIT

(4th Cir.1998).
(Unpublished opinio n) .

Wilson v. State, 723
(Md.App.1999) .

----------------------------------------Malone v. City of Sil
575 So.2d 101
(Ala.Crim.App.1989)
on other grounds, E
Malone, 575 So.2d 1
(1990) .

----------------------------------------Ballard v. State, 955
ALASKA
931 (Alaska Ct.App.
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Cites to Shultz, above,
and holds that HGN is
not admissible for
determining precise BAC
or even estimates.
-------------------------------------verhill, HGN testing satisfies
Frye standard and is
, rev'd
admissible - -provided a
x Parte
proper foundation has
06
been laid regarding
police officer's
qualifications and
reliability of the HGN
test and its underlying
scientific principals.
-------------------------------------P.2d
HGN meets Frye standard
1998).
if the test results are
admitted for the
limi ted purpose of
establishing that a
person has consumed
alcohol and is
therefore potentially
impaired. HGN evidence
may be a factor in
determining
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intoxication but may
not be used to quantify
a BAC.
State v. Coon 974 P.2 d 386
(Alaska 1999)

Adopts Daubert standard
and holds the voice
spectograph analysis
evidence is admissible
under Daubert.

----------------~------------------------

J>..RIZONA

State v. Superior Cou rtf 149
Ariz. 269, 718 P.2d 171
(Ariz. 1986) .

HGN test is sufficiently
reliable to establish
probable cause to
arrest and satisfies
Frye standard for
scientific evidence.
HGN cannot be used to
establish precise SAC.

State v. Ricke, 161 Ariz.
462, 778 P.2d 1358
(Ariz .App.1989) .

Frye test was used. Court
held that the officer
may state his opinion
that based on the
results of the HGN test
the defendant's BAC was
above .10 --but only to
corroborate chemical
testing. HGN may be
used as independent
evidence to prove DUI.

State v. City Court 0 f City
Mesa, 165 Ariz. 514 , 799
P.2d 855 (Ariz.1990 ).

Clarifying the holding in
State v. Superior Court
above: HGN test
satisfies Frye for
limited purposes. HGN
results may be used in
the absence of chemical
tests to show whether a
person is under the
influence in the same
manner as other field
sobriety tests and
opinions of
intoxication. "In such
a case, HGN test
results may be admitted
only for the purpose of
permitting the officer
to testify that, based
on his training and
experience, the results
indicated possible
neurological
dysfunction, one cause
of which could be
alcohol ingestion. The
proper foundation for
such testimony, which
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Whitson v. State, 314
458, 863 S.W.2d 794
(Ark.1993) .

Ark.

the state may lay in
the presence qf the
jury, includes a
description of the
officer's training,
education, and
experience in
administering the test
and a showing that the
test was administered
properly. The
foundation may not
include any discussion
regarding accuracy with
which HGN test results
correlate to, or
predict, a BAC of
greater or less than
.10%." 799 P.2d at
859-860.
Holding that the results
of the HGN test are
relevant to show
alcohol consumption in
conjunction with other
field sobriety tests.
The court highlighted
the fact that HGN test
was not used to
quantify BAC so the
test need not be
evaluated as novel
scientific evidence.
Court notes they apply
the "Prater" test (a
more liberal test than
the Frye standard) to
novel science.

----------------------------------------- -------------------------------------CALIFORNIA

People v. Leahy, 8 Ca 1.4th
587, 34 Cal.Rptr.2d 663,
882 P.2d 321 (Cal.1 994).

HGN testing is a "new
scientific technique"
and must satisfy
Kelly/Frye standard.
Remanded for Kelly
hearing regarding
general acceptance.

People v. Williams, 3
Cal.App.4th 1326, 5
Cal. Rptr. 2d l30
(Cal.Ct.App.1992) .

Police officer is not
qualified to give
expert opinion that
nystagmus was caused by
alcohol consumption.
His experience does
allow him to administer
HGN and observe signs
of nystagmus. Concluded
that results of HGN
testing might be
admissible if linked to
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qualified expert
testimony. Question of
whether the Frye/Kelly
test applies was not
decided because it was
not ripe.
People v. Joehnk, 35
Cal.App.4th 1488, 4 2
Cal.Rptr.2d 6 (Cal. Ct.App.
4th 1995) .

Applied Kelly/Frye
standard. Held that, in
this case, SUfficient
evidence was introduced
to show that a majority
of the scientific
community accepts that
nystagmus can be caused
by alcohol consumption
and HGN can be used in
conjunction with other
tests and observations
in determining that the
defendant was
intoxicated.
----------------------------------------- -------------------------------------COLORADO
------------ ----------------------------State v. Russo, 62 Co nn.App.
Proper foundation must be
CONNECTICUT
established in
129. 773 A.2d 965
(Conn.App.Ct.2001)
accordance with Daubert
prior to introduction
of HGN test results.

----------------------------------------- -------------------------------------DELAWARE

State v. Ruthardt. 68 0 A.2d
349 (Del.Super.Ct.1 996).
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otherwise admissible,
relevant and reliable;
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will assist the
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scientific technique
and its underlying
principles are
reasonably relied upon
by the experts in the
field; and (5) such
evidence would not
create unfair
prejudice, confusion of
issues or mislead the
jury. HGN results may
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be admitted to
corroborate or attack
chemical analysis but
not to quantify BAC.
Absent chemical
analysis the results
are admissible, as is
other evidence of
defendant's behavior,
to circumstantially
prove driver was under
the influence.
FLORIDA

Williams v. State, 71 0 So.2d
24. (Fla. Dist Ct.A pp.1998)

Uses Frye test. Holds
that the HGN test is
"quasi-scientific" and
is already generally
accepted in the
scientific community
and therefore there is
no need for trial
courts to continue to
reapply a Frye
analysis. Once a proper
foundation has been
laid that the test was
correctly administered
by a qualified DRE
(drug recognition
expert), judicial
notice can be taken
that HGN test results
are generally accepted
as reliable and are
admissible. HGN cannot
be used to establish
precise BAC.

Bowen v. State, 745 S 0.2d
1108 (Fl.Dist.Ct.Ap p.1999)

Expands Williams above.
Trooper was allowed to
explain to jury the
roadside sobriety
testing he performed,
including the HGN test.
However, in this
district, before the
HGN evidence is
admissible, there must
be a confirmatory
blood, breath, or urine
test. Trooper explained
how he administered the
HGN and that movements
of the defendant's eyes
suggested intoxication.

----------------------------------------GEORGIA

Hawkins v. state, 223
34, 476 S.E.2d 803
( Ga . Ct . App . 1996) .
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admitted into evidence
without first obtaining
experts regarding HGN's
scientific validity.

----------------------------------------- -------------------------------------HAWAII

State v. Ito, 90 Hawa i ' i 225,
978 P.2d 191
(Hawai'i.Ct.App.199 9).

State v. Ferrer, 95 H awai'i
409, 23 P.3d 744
(Hawai'i.Ct.App.200 1).

Uses Hawaii Rules of
Evidence 702 & 703 for
admissibility of
scientific or technical
evidence. This test is
more probative than
Frye and much closer to
Daubert as it allows
inquiry into
"reliability." Court
held, (1) HGN test
results have been
sufficiently
established to be
reliable and are
therefore admissible as
evidence that police
had probable cause to
believe defendant was
DUI; (2) court may take
judicial notice of the
validity of the
principles underlying
HGN; (3) before
admitting HGN into
evidence, it must be
shown that (a) officer
administering test was
duly qualified to
conduct test and grade
it, and (b) test was
performed properly in
the case. Case remanded
for further proceedings
because of indications
that test was not
properly performed.
FSTs, such as OLS and WAT
(but excluding HGN) are
non-scientific in
nature and an officer
may testify about
his/her own
observations and
opinions in regards to
those FSTs. An officer,
however, cannot testify
that a person "failed"
or "passed" these tests
without first laying a
proper foundation.

---------------------------------------~~
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ILLINOIS

878, 811 P.2d 488 ( Idaho
1991) .

be used as
circumstantial evidence
of intoxication. HGN
tests may not be used
at trial to establish
BAC in absence of
chemical testing.

People v. Buening, 22 9
Ill.App.3d 538, 170
Ill.Dec. 542, 592 N .E.2d
1222 (Ill.App.Ct.19 92).

HGN satisfies Frye
standard and may be
admitted as evidence of
intoxication provided
proper foundation has
been laid. HGN cannot
be used to establish
precise BAC.

People v. Basler, 193 Il1.2d
545, 251 Ill.Dec. 1 71, 740
N.E.2d 1 (Il1.2000)

Holds that, unless
Defendant offers
evidence to show HGN is
scientifically unsound,
a Frye hearing is not
required. Officer's
training and proper
administration of the
test in question is
required.

----------------------------------------INDIANA

----------------------------------------IOWA

State v. Murphy, 451
154 (Iowa 1990) .

N.W.2d

Held that testimony given
by a properly trained
officer with respect to
the administration and
results of the HGN test
is admissible without
further scientific
evidence. Officer could
testify that it was his
opinion based on the
field sobriety tests,
the defendant was under
the influence. However,
officer cannot make an
unequivocal comment
about defendant's
guilt.

----------------------------------------- -------------------------------------KF.NSAS

State v. Witte, 251 K an. 313,
836 P. 2 d 1110 ( Kan. 1992) .

CLOSING ARGUMENT

HGN test results are
scientific evidence and
must satisfy Frye
standard. The
reliability of HGN test
in the scientific
community is not a
settled proposition.
Remanded for trial
court to decide if HGN
satisfies Frye.
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State v. Chastain, 26 5 Kan.
16, 960 P.2d 756
( Kan . 1998) .

Court concluded that HGN
test had not achieved
general acceptance
within the relevant
scientific community
and its exclusion was
appropriate.

Com. v. Rhodes, 949 S .W.2d
621 (Ky.Ct.App.1996 ).

No foundation was laid at
trial as to the
officer's
qualifications for
administering HGN. This
was not properly
objected to, however,
and thus it could not
be concluded that his
testimony was
erroneously admitted.

----------------------------------------LOUISIANA

------------------------------~-------

State v. Armstrong, 5 61 So.2d
883 (La.Ct.App.1990 )

Held that HGN test
satisfies Frye standard
and with proper
foundation may be
admitted as evidence of
intoxication. Proper
foundation requires
establishing officer's
qualifications for
administering and
interpreting results.

State v. Breitung, 62 3 So.2d
23 (La.Ct.App.1993)

Affirming Armstrong.

----------------------------------------MAINE

State v. Taylor, 694
(Me.1997)

A.2d 907

Held that, as long as the
officer is properly
trained and evidence
establishes the test
was properly
administered, test is
admissible but not to
quantify exact BAC.

----------------------------------------- -------------------------------------MARYLAND

SEE ABOVE

----------------------------------------- -------------------------------------MASSACHUSETTS

Com. v. Sands, 424 Ma ss. 184,
675 N.E.2d 370 (Mas s.1997) .

---------------- -------------------------

CLOSING ARGUMENT

Held that HGN test relies
on scientific theory
and expert testimony is
required to meet either
Daubert or Frye
standard. Officer's
qualifications to
administer the test and
proper administration
of the test must also
be established.
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People v. Berger, 217
Mich.App. 213, 551 N.W.2d
421 (Mich.Ct.App.19 96).

----------------------------------------State v. Klawitter, 5
MINNESOTA
N.W.2d 577 (Minn.19

----------------------------------------Young v. City of Broo
MISSISSIPPI
693 So. 2d 1355 (Mis

Recognized that HGN test
is scientific evidence
and that its general
acceptance and
reliability have been
established to satisfy
Frye standard.
Expressed no opinion
regarding the use of
HGN to quantify BAC.
-------------------------------------Affirms trial courts
18
94).
ruling that HGN
satisfies Frye standard
and concludes that HGN
results are admissible
when sufficient
foundation has been
laid.
-------------------------------------Uses Frye standard and
khaven,
finds HGN is a
s .1997) .
scientific test but is
not generally accepted
within the scientific
community. Therefore it
is inadmissible before
a jury. HGN test can be
used to show probable
cause at a probable
cause hearing.

-------------- --------------------------State v. Hill, 865 S. W.2d 702
MISSOURI
(Mo.Ct.App.1993) .

CLOSING ARGUMENT

Uses the Frye standard.
State established HGN
general acceptance at
trial. Court found that
when proper 1y
administered by someone
adequately trained, the
HGN test is admissible
as evidence of
intoxication. In this
case, the officer
testified that in his
experience, someone who
performs as defendant
did on the HGN test
would register above a
.10 BAC on a
breathalyzer. His
testimony was not
objected to at trial,
and the court found
that his testimony did
not amount to plain
error. This case was
later overruled on
other grounds in State
v. Carson 941 S.W.2d
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518 (Mo. 1 997) .
Duffy v. Director of
966 S.W.2d 372
(Mo.Ct.App.1998) .

Revenue,

FSTs (such as WAT and
OLS) c~~ be used to
establish probable
cause without first
laying a Frye
foundation. HGN was
considered a scientific
test, and court found
it should not have been
admitted at trial
because the
administering officer
was not aware how to
properly score it and
interpret its results.

----------------------------------------- -------------------------------------MONTANA

Hulse v. State, 289 Mont. I,
961 P.2d 75 (Mont.1 998).

HGN test is not "novel"
scientific evidence,
therefore Daubert
standard need not be
met. Must satisfy Mont.
Evid. Rule 702. State
must show proper
administration of the
test, officer's
training, and establish
a scientific basis for
the reliability of the
test under Rule 702.

----------------------------------------NEBRASKA

State v. Baue, 258 Ne b. 968,
607 N.W.2d 191 (Neb .2000) .

-----------------------------------------

Held that HGN test meets
the Frye standard for
acceptance and is
admissible for the
limited purposes of
showing the person had
an impairment that may
have been caused by
alcohol but not
admissible for proving
precise BAC.

--------------------------------------

NEVADA

----------------------------------------- -------------------------------------NEW HAMPSHIRE

State v. Duffy, 778 A .2d 415
(N.H.2001) .

HGN test is based on
scientific principals.
As such it must meet a
threshold of
reliability to be
admissible pursuant to
N.H. R. Evid. 702

----------------------------------------NEW JERSEY

State v. Doriguzzi, 3 34
N.J. Super. 530, 760 A.2d
336
(N.J.Super.Ct.App.D iv.2000)

- -- -CUJSffio ARGUMENT ----------------

HGN is a scientific test
and must meet Frye
standard to be
admissible.

--------------------------- -----------~1 J 0
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NEW MEXICO

State v. Torres, 127 N.M. 20,
976 P.2d 20 (N.M.19 99).

HGN is scientific and
thus subject to
Daubert. Only after a
scientific expert
establishes the
evidentiary reliability
of the scientific
principles underlying
the test may a
qualified police
officer testify about
administering of the
test. Court also noted
that judicial notice of
the reliability of HGN
would be inappropriate
at this time.

----------------------------------------- -------------------------------------NEW YORK

People v. Erickson, 1 56
A.D.2d 760, 549 N.Y .S.2d
182 (N.Y.App.Div.19 89).

Before HGN evidence is
introduced, a proper
foundation as to its
scientific acceptance
or reliability must be
laid. Although
foundation was not
introduced at trial,
court found this was a
harmless error because
of the amount of
evidence against
defendant.

----------------------------------------- -------------------------------------NORTH CAROLINA

State v. Helms, 348 N.C. 578,
504 S.E.2d 293 (N.C .1998).

HGN is a scientific test
and thus a proper
foundation, such as
expert testimony of its
reliability, must be
laid before it is
admissible.

------------------------------------ -------------------------------------NORTH DAKOTA

City of Fargo v. McLa ughlin,
512 N.W.2d 700 (N.D .1994).

With proper foundation
regarding officer's
qualifications and the
proper administration
of the test in the case
at bar, HGN evidence is
admissible only as
circumstantial evidence
of intoxication and not
as a means of
quantifying BAC.

------------------------------------ -------------------------------------OHIO

State v. Bresson, 51 Ohio
St.3d 123, 554 N.E. 2d 1330
(Ohio 1990).

CLOSING ARGUMENT

A properly qualified
officer may testify
regarding a driver's
performance on the HGN
test and whether the
driver was under the
influence but not to
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quantify BAC. Also
holding that admission
of the HGN test is no
different from any
other field sobriety
test.

----------------------------------------- -------------------------------------OKLAHOMA

Yell v. State, 856 P. 2d 996
(Okla.Crim.App.1993 )

Uses Frye test and holds
HGN test results cannot
be used to quantify
BAC. (In 1995, this
court abandoned Frye
test and adopted
Daubert in Taylor v.
State, 889 P.2d 319
(Okla.Crim.App.1995) .

-~---------------------------------------

OREGON

State v. O'Key, 321 0 r. 285,
899 p.2d 663 (Or.19 95)

Uses Daubert factors and
holds that HGN
admissible to show a
person is under the
influence but not to
quantify BAC. This
limited admissibility,
however, is st{ll
subject to a
foundational showing
that the officer who
administered the test
was properly qualified,
the test was
administered properly,
and the results were
recorded accurately.

----------------------------------------- -------------------------------------Com. v. Apollo, 412 P a.Super. Held that PA uses Frye
PENNSYLVANIA
standard. Trial court
excluded HGN on the
grounds that Frye
standard had not been
met by the evidence
presented by
prosecution. Trial
court's order to
exclude HGN was
affirmed.

453, 603 A.2d 1023
(Pa.Super.Ct.1992) .

------------------------------------ -------------------------------------RHODE ISLAND

------------------------------------ -------------------------------------SOUTH CAROLINA

State v. Sullivan, 31 0 S.C.
311, 426 S.E.2d 766
(S.C.1993) .

HGN evidence may be used
to indicate insobriety
but is not conclusive
proof of DUI and may
not be used to quantify
BAC.

----------------------------------------SOUTH DAKOTA

----------------------------------------S. W.

2d

HGN test is scientific
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200 (Tenn.1997).

evidence, and,
therefore, it must be
offered through an
expert witness and
satisfy the
requirements of Tenn.
Rules of Evid. 702 and
703.

TEXP.S

Emerson v. State, 880 S.W.2d
759 (Tex.Crim.App.1 994) .

Uses Daubert. Testimony
concerning HGN test is
admissible as expert
testimony provided the
theory underlying the
test is valid and
technique applied
correctly. Not accurate
enough to prove precise
BAC.

UTAH

Salt Lake City v. Gar cia, 912
P.2d 997 (Utah
Ct.App.1996) .

Officer's testimony
regarding HGN testing
was limited to only his
training, experience
and observations
without relying on
underlying scientific
basis and was thus
admissible. Evidence
was not offered as
scientific and
therefore did not have
to meet applicable
scientific standard
(and court did not
address what that
standard would have
been.) .

----------------------------------------- -------------------------------------VERMONT

----------------------------------------VIRGINIA

----------------------------------------- --------------------- ---------------WASHINGTON

State v. Cissne, 72 W ash.App.
677, 865 P.2d 564
(Wash.Ct.App.1994) .

Held HGN testing must
meet Frye standard and
remanded for lower
court's determination
of the question.

----------------------------------------'.

"

WEST VIRGINIA

State v. Barker, 179 W.Va.
(1988) .
194, 366 S.E.2d 642

CLOSING ARGUMENT

Frye test was used. HGN
test results cannot be
used to estimate BAC
but can be used to show
that driver was under
the influence. Because
the State needed to
bring in evidence to
demonstrate HGN's
reliability, the court
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----------------------------------------State v. Zivcic, 229
WISCONSIN
119, 598 N.W.2d 565
(Wis.Ct.App.1999) .
----------------------------------------Smith v. State ex rel
WYOMING
Wyoming Dept. of Tr
11 P.3d 931 (Wyo.20

reversed and remanded.
This case was overruled
on other grounds in
State v. Nichols, 208
W,Va. 432, 541 S.E.2d
310. (W.Va.1999).
-------------------------------------A properly qualified
Wis.2d
officer may testify
regarding HGN results.
-------------------------------------Held that a properly
ansp.,
qualified police
00).
officer may testify
regarding results of
HGN test at an
administrative hearing.
Additionally, under
Wyoming law an
administrative agency,
acting in a quasi
judicial or judicial
role, does not need to
satisfy technical rules
of evidence so Daubert
does not apply.

-----------------------------------------

D.Md.,2002.
U.S. v. Hom
185 F.Supp.2d 530, 58 Fed. R. Evid. Servo 357
END OF DOCUMENT
Copr. (C) West 2002 No Claim to Orig. U.S. Govt. Works
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2002-NMCA-029
Defendant was convicted, following a bench trial, in the District Court, Santa Fe County, Michael E.
Vigil, DJ., of driving under the influence. Defendant appealed. The Court of Appeals, Alarid, l, held
that results of defendant's horizontal gaze nystagmus (HGN) field sobriety test (FST) did not meet
sufficient evidentiary standards to be admissible.
Affirmed.
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Before scientific evidence may be admitted, the proponent must satisfy the trial court that the
technique used to derive the evidence has scientific validity--there must be proof of the technique's
ability to show what it purports to show.
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The objective of the horizontal gave nystagmus (HGN) field sobriety test (PST) test is to discriminate
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impairment, and the link between blood alcohol content and driving impairment is a separate issue,
involving entirely different research methods.
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Automobiles
(;;;:;48AIX Evidence of Sobriety Tests
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110 Criminal Law
Evidence
<"" 11 OXVII(I) Competency in General
·~11 Ok388 Experiments and Tests; Scientific and Survey Evidence
{;;;;11 Ok388.2 k. Particular Tests or Experiments. Most Cited Cases

·~110XVIl

Results of defendant's horizontal gaze nystagmus (HGN) field sobriety test (PST) did not meet
sufficient evidentiary standards to be admissible in prosecution for driving under the influence, even
though behavioral psychologist who testified was qualified in abstract to design and conduct studies
ofHGN; psychologist did not provide information concerning the effects of relatively low alcohol
levels on the physiological mechanisms that produce HGN, and lack of scientific information was
given to indicate how physiological cues that make up a HGN FST varied with a defendant's blood
alcohol content in such a manner that the HGN FST could have provided statistically valid and
reliable evidence at varying criterion blood alcohol contents.
**844 *739 Patricia A. Madrid, Attorney General, Margaret McLean, Assistant Attorney General,
Santa Fe, NM, for Appellant.
Todd Hotchkiss, Roderick T. Frechette, II, Frechette & Associates, P.c., Albuquerque, NM, for
Appellee.
OPINION

ALARID, Judge.
INTRODUCTION
{I} In State v. Torres. 1999-NMSC-010,' 30,127 N.M. 20, 976 P.2d 20, the Supreme Court held
that the results of a horizontal gaze nystagmus (HGN) field sobriety test constitute scientific evidence
within the meaning of Rule 11-702 NMRA 2001 when offered by the State against a defendant in a
prosecution for driving while intoxicated; and, that HGN test results may not be admitted unless the
State, as the proponent ofHGN evidence, has demonstrated that such evidence meets the evidentiary
reliability standard adopted by the Supreme Court in State v. Alberico. 116 N.M. 156,861 P.2d 192
(1993). In the present case, the district court, applying Torres. ruled that the results of Defendant's
HGN test were inadmissible at trial. We affirm.
Overview ofHGN and Standardized Field Sobriety Tests
{2} HGN has corne to be a principal component of standardized field sobriety tests *740 **845
(FSTs) as the result of a series of studies conducted under the auspices of the National Highway
Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA). In the mid 1970s, Drs. Marcelline Bums and Herbert
Moskowitz, doing business as the Southern California Research Institute, were awarded a contract by
the NHTSA to conduct laboratory studies of various FSTs then in use around the country, with the
goal of identifying the most effective battery ofFSTs. The results ofthe research were published in
1977. M. Bums and H. Moskowitz, Psychological Testsfor DWI Arrest, Final Report, No. DOT-HS802-424 (1977) (hereafter the 1977 Report). The 1977 Report recommended a battery of three FSTs:
one-leg-stand, walk-and-tum, and HGN. According to Dr. Burns and Dr. Moskowitz, the combined
scores from the proposed three-test FST battery correctly discriminated between subjects having
blood alcohol concentrations (BACs) below 0.10 percent and those having BACs at or above O. 10
percent eighty-three percent of the time.
{3} NHTSA sponsored a further study to standardize administration and scoring of the FSTs. The
res1ilIs@$~sA~1"ere published in 1981. V. Tharp, M. Burns, and H. Moskowitz,
r.:( . \
vV

g.'

·
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Development and Field Test of Psychophysical Tests for DWIArrest, No. DOT-HS-805-864 (1981).
The researchers reported that in the laboratory, police officers trained in the administration of the
three-test battery were able to discriminate between subjects whose BAC was below 0.10 percent and
those whose BAC was at or above this level eighty-one percent of the time.
{4} NHTSA funded a third study. The purpose of this study was to evaluate the effectiveness of the
three-test battery in the field. Researchers concluded that a properly-administered HGN test would
correctly identify a suspect as having a BAC at or above 0.10 percent seventy-seven percent of the
time, and that when the HGN and walk-and-turn results were combined using a decision matrix, the
two tests would correctly identify a suspect as having a BAC at or greater than 0.10 percent eighty
percent of the time. T. Anderson, R. Schweitz, and M. Snyder, Field Evaluation of a Behavioral Test
Battery for DWl, No. DOT-HS-806-475 (1983).
{5} There have been further studies validating the }"TfITSA standardized FST battery, including
studies in Colorado, M. Burns and E. Anderson, A Colorado Validation Study of the Standardized
Field Sobriety Test (SFST) Battery, Final Report, submitted to Colorado Department of
Transportation (1995) (hereafter 1995 Colorado Report); Florida, M. Burns and T. Dioquino, A
Florida Validation Study of the Standardized Field Sobriety Test (S.F.S T.) Battery, (1998); and
California, J. Stuster and M. Burns, Validation of the Standardized Field Sobriety Test Battery at
BACs Below 0.10 Percent, Final Report, submitted to U.S. Dept. of Transportation, NHTSA (1998)
(hereafter 1998 Final Report). In the 1998 Final Report, researchers concluded that the NHTSA's
three-test FST battery enabled officers in the field to accurately estimate whether a motorist's BAC
was at or above 0.08 percent ninety-one percent ofthe time.
{6} The 1995 Colorado Report describes the HGN FST as follows:
The basic requirements for examination of the eyes for HGN are only that the officer must be able to
see the subject's eyes and the subject must be able to see the stimulus object. No special apparatus or
conditions are necessary. The officer instructs the subject to hold hislher head still and to follow the
movement of a stimulus (e.g., a pen, penlight, or finger) with the eyes. The officer observes each of
the subject's eyes for three signs:
(1) the ability of the eye to smoothly track or pursue the stimulus as it moves left and right in the
subject's visual field.
A lack of smooth pursuit movement is consistent with the presence of a D-1-P [depressants-inhalantsphencyclidine] drug.
(2) the presence and the amplitude of a jerking movement, which may occur when the eyes have
deviated as far as possible to the extreme side of the visual field.
A distinct jerking is consistent with the presence of a D-I-P drug.
**846 *741 (3) the angle of the eye's gaze when the first nystagmus jerking occurs; i.e., the angle of
onset.
Jerking which occurs prior to a 45 degree angle of gaze and persists when the stimulus is held in one
position indicates the presence of a DIP drug.
1995 Colorado Report, supra, at 20.
Procedural History
{7} Defendant was arrested on September 10, 1998. The arresting officer had observed Defendant
traveling in the wrong direction on the on ramp leading from State Road 599 to northbound 1-25.
After stopping Defendant's car, the arresting officer noted that Defendant "displayed signs of
impairment." The arresting officer administered a "Standardized Field Sobriety Test." Based on the
results of this test, the officer arrested Defendant. Defendant submitted to a breath alcohol test, which
indicated a BAC of 0.09 percent. Defendant was convicted in Santa Fe County Magistrate Court of
driving while under the influence in violation ofNMSA 1978, § 66-8-102.
{8} Defendant appealed to the First Judicial District Court. The district court conducted a trial de
novo on February 4, and March 3, 2000. The case was tried to the court without a jury. At the
begi~n,& ofthe ¥iJ-hJ-l1,~J?!osecutor explained to the district court that the State intended to present '." c
an exp~rt'~q,6\M-Ji,\cMiUa~1the HGN FST under the standards of Alberico and Torres. However,'-> ..J ~
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due to scheduling problems, the expert could not appear until later in the trial. The district court
proposed that the State go ahead and present its lay HGN evidence, with the understanding that the
court would disregard this testimony if the State's expert was unable to establish a foundation for its
admission. During the first day of trial, the district court heard testimony from the arresting officer,
who recounted his training and experience in administering the NHTSA's standardized FSTs. The
arresting officer provided a detailed description of the FSTs he administered to Defendant. The officer
testified that on the HGN FST, Defendant demonstrated a "lack of smooth pursuit" in both eyes,
"distinct nystagmus at maximum deviation" in both eyes, and an "angle of onset of nystagmus" of
approximately forty degrees. The officer testified that he observed six cues, the maximum possible
under the standardized HGN FST. The officer stated that, based on his training and experience, the
presence of all six HGN cues indicated Defendant was "under the influence" of alcohol or another
central nervous system depressant, an inhalant, or PCP at the time of the test. After the first day of
testimony, the trial was continued.
{9} On March 3, 2000, the trial resumed. The State tendered Marcelline Burns, Ph.D., as its expert on
HGN testing. Dr. Burns' twenty-one page curriculum vitae was marked and admitted. Dr. Burns holds
a bachelor's degree, a master's degree, and a doctoral degree in psychology. Dr. Burns recounted her
role in the development and validation of the NHTSA's standardized FST battery. Dr. Bums testified
that she has qualified as an expert witness on the HGN FST in at least twenty-six states.
{10} Defense counsel objected to the State's proffer of Dr. Burns as an expert. Inresponse to voir dire
by defense counsel, Dr. Bums conceded that she is not a medical doctor, and, that as a psychologist,
she is primarily interested in behavorial measurements. The district court explained that it understood
Torres to require that HGN evidence must be both scientifically valid and scientifically reliable. The
district court believed that Dr. Bums was qualified to speak to the second, "reliability," prong.
However, in the district court's view, Dr. Burns was not qualified by herself to establish the first,
"validity," prong. In the district court's view, the State should have called an expert in a discipline
such as biology or medicine, rather than a behavioral psychologist, to explain how the amount of
alcohol a person consumes correlates with HGN. The district court expressed its concern that without
such testimony, it could not rule out the possibility that the correlation between BAC and HGN
claimed by Dr. Bums was a "coincidence." Because the State could satisfy only the second prong of
the Torres test, the district court ruled that the arresting officer's testimony *742 **847 regarding the
results ofthe HGN FST were inadmissible.
{II} At the State's request, the district court continued the trial to enable the State to appeal the ruling
excluding evidence of the results of the HGN FST. We have jurisdiction pursuant to J-..TMSA 1978, §
39-3-3(B)(2) (1972).
DISCUSSION

ill ~

{12} Before scientific evidence may be admitted, the proponent must satisfy the trial court
that the technique used to derive the evidence has scientific validity--there must be "proof of the
technique'S ability to show what it purports to show." Alberico, 116 N.M. at 167, 861 P.2d at 203. We
begin by deciding what it is that the HGN FST "purports to show."
{13} Dr. Bums, the State's expert, is a leading--perhaps the foremost-- proponent of the HGN FST.
Dr. Bums was involved in the original NHTSA-funded research, as well as many of the subsequent
studies of the NHTSA's standardized FST battery. Although the original goal of the NHTSA research
was "[t]o develop more sensitive tests that would provide more reliable evidence ofimpairrnent,"
1977 Report, Technical Summary, that approach was abandoned during the development of the
NHTSA standardized FST battery. Dr. Bums testified that the HGN FST was validated by comparing
arrestlrelease decisions based upon the results of the NHTSA's standardized FSTs against the subjects'
BACs as subsequently measured by breath alcohol or blood alcohol tests. [FNl]
realize that during its redirect examination of Dr. Burns, the State inserted the
G ARGUMENT
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phrase "horizontal gaze nystagmus as a measure of impairment" into a series of
questions, and, that in responding to these questions, Dr. Bums did not take issue with the
State's characterization ofHGN "as a measure of impairment." In our view, any inference
that may be drawn from Dr. Bums' failure to correct the State's characterization of
HGN as a "measure of impairment" does not overcome her testimony on direct
examination and her unequivocal published statements that the HGN FST has been
validated as a means of discriminating between BACs below a given level and BACs at
or above that level, and not as a direct measure of impairment.

{14} In the 1998 Final Report, Dr. Bums explained how the limitations imposed by this methodology
have been misunderstood:
The only appropriate criterion measure to assess the accuracy of SFSTs is BAC. Measures of
impairment are irrelevant because performance of the SFSTs must be correlated with BAC level,
rather than driving performance. BAC provides an objective and reliable measure that states have
recognized as presumptive and/or per se evidence of impairment, depending on the statute.
Many individuals, including some judges, believe that the purpose of a field sobriety test is to
measure driving impairment. For this reason, they tend to expect tests to possess "face validity," that
is, tests that appear to be related to actual driving tasks. Tests of physical and cognitive abilities, such
as halance, reaction time, and information processing, have face validity, to varying degrees, based on
the involvement ofthese abilities in driving tasks; that is, the tests seem to be relevant "on the face of
it." Horizontal gaze nystagmus lacks face validity because it does not appear to be linked to the
requirements of driving a motor vehicle. The reasoning is correct, but it is based on the incorrect
assumption that field sobriety tests are designed to measure driving impairment.
Driving a motor vehicle is a very complex activity that involves a wide variety oftasksand operator
capabilities. It is unlikely that complex human performance, such as that required to safely drive an
automobile, can be measured at roadside. The constraints imposed by roadside testing conditions were
recognized by the developers of1\THTSA's SFST battery. As a consequence, they pursued the
development oftests that would provide statistically valid and reliable indications of a driver's BAC,
rather than indications of driving impairment. The link between BAC and driving impairment is a
separate issue, involVing entirely different research methods.
**848 *743 1998 Final Report, supra, at 10, 27-28 (emphasis added). [FN2]
FN2. The 1998 Final Study is available online at the National Highway Traffic Safety
Administration's website: http:// wWYV.nhtsa. dot.govipeoplelinjuryialcohoillimit. 081 !
SFSTREP.pdf

I2l ~

{IS} "[S]cientific validity for one purpose is not necessarily scientific validity for other,
unrelated purposes." Daubert v. Merrell Dow Pharms .. Inc .. 509 U.S. 579, 591, 113 S.Ct. 2786. 125
L.Ed.2d 469 (1993). As Dr. Bums has observed, "the objective of the test is to discriminate between
drivers above and below the statutory BAC limit, not to measure driving impairment." 1998 Final
Report, supra, at 28 (emphasis added). Based on Dr. Burns' testimony and our own review of the
1995 Colorado Report, as well as her published statements, we conclude that the HGN FST has not
beeItfi5§iWEf~1z(j:li~~~fs a direct measure of impairment. We conclude that the sole purpose for

Jbl
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which the HGN FST arguably has been scientifically validated is to discriminate between drivers
above and below the statutory BAC limit, which in New Mexico is 0.08 percent. [FN3]
FN3. The standardized FSTs initially were validated as means of discriminating between
BACs at or above 0.10 and those below this level. In the 1998 Final Report, Dr. Burns
concluded that the standardized FST battery was a valid and "extremely accurate" means
of discriminating between BACs above and below the 0.08 percent level and she
suggested that the FST battery can be used to accurately discriminate BACs above or
below 0.04 percent. 1998 Final Report, supra, at 26.

ill ~

{I6} The State argues that Dr. Bums was qualified to establish the validity of the HGN FST
and lay a foundation for the arresting officer's testimony that Defendant was "under the influence" at
the time the FST was administered. In making this argument, the State erroneously assumes that the
HGN FST measures impairment. However, as noted above, "the objective of the test is to discriminate
between drivers above and below the statutory BAC limit, not to measure driving impairment," and
"It]he link between BAC and driving impairment is a separate issue, involving entirely different
research methods." Thus, in order to lay a foundation for the admission of the arresting officer's
statement that Defendant was under the influence of alcohol or another central nervous system
depressant, the State was required to establish two predicates: first, that the HGN FST is a
scientifically valid means of discriminating between BACs below 0.08 percent and those at or above
0.08 percent; and, second, that a BAC at or above 0.08 percent correlates with diminishment of
Defendant's mental or physical driving skills. Dr. Burns appears to have been called to testify as to the
first predicate.
{I7} The State argues that the district court abused its discretion by ruling that Dr. Bums was not able
to explain how alcohol caused the eye movements observed by the arresting officer. At trial, Dr.
Bums testified that "[a]lcohol is a central nervous system depressant and as it depresses the brain,
which is the part that we are concerned about here, it affects the reticular formation, the brainstem,
and that disrupts or causes a dysfunction in the muscle and neural control of the eyes." Dr. Bums
conceded that she herself had not conducted studies or experiments to determine how and why
alcohol causes HGN and that her understanding of the mechanisms that produce HGN was based
upon her review of the published results of studies by other researchers. However, Dr. Burns also
testified that her knowledge of the physiological causes ofHGN was sufficient to allow her to design
and carry out studies correlating the HGN FST with BAC.
{I8} Some minimal level of knowledge of the underlying substantive area of science is necessary
even to design a statistical study. See 1 David L. Faigman, et al., Modern Scientific Evidence: The
Law and Science of Expert Testimony § 3-1.2 (1997) (hereafter Modern Scientific Evidence) (noting
"choice of which data to examine" may require subject matter expertise ~n addition to knowledge of
applied statistics). Dr. Bums testified that her knowledge ofthe physiological basis ofHGN was
sufficient for her to design and carry out studies of the HGN FST. There was no evidence refuting Dr.
Bums' testimony on this point. Dr. Burns' understanding of the causes ofHGN therefore appears to
have been sufficient for her to design and conduct studies to verify whether the HGN FST can be used
to discriminate between BAC below and above a given level.
**849 {*744 I9} Evidence that Dr. Bums was qualified in the abstract to design and conduct studies
ofHGN does not mean that she in fact designed and conducted scientifically sound studies. See
Modern Scientific Evidence, supra, § 1-3.3.3 (observing that "even the highest quality [scientific]
journals sometimes publish work that is Jater found to be wrong"). The district court appears to have
beerC!S~~A~b'fjNl~f more detailed understanding of the causes ofHGN, the court could not
r.
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be sure the results obtained by Dr. Burns and other HGN researchers were not a" coincidence."

ill ~

{20} We share the district court's concern. In the 1995 Colorado study, 234 motorists who
were stopped subsequently submitted to a breath- or blood-test, thereby enabling the researchers to
compare the subject's measured BAC with the arrest-release decision dictated by the FSTs.1995
Colorado Report at 13. At the time of the Colorado study, a BAC of 0.05 percent or greater provided
grounds for arrest under Colorado law. Id. at v. The mean BAC of the 234 motorists was 0.152
percent, or over thret;: times the statutory limit under Colorado law. Id. at 16. Of the 234 motorists,
184 had BACs at or above the statutory limit of 0.05 percent, id. at 14, table 4; and, ofthese 184
motorists, 133 had BACs at or above 0.10, or over twice the statutory limit, id. at 17. The driving
behaviors that led the officers participating in the study to stop a motorist in the first place clearly
were selecting out of the general driving popUlation a highly intoxicated group of test subjects. If the
officers had simply arrested every one of the 234 motorists, without even administering the FSTs,
seventy-nine percent (184 of234) of their arrest-release decisions would have been correct. In the
actual study, the researchers concluded that arrest-release decisions based on the FSTs were correct
eighty-six percent of the time. !d. at 14. Thus, administration of the FSTs did not dramatically
improve the overall percentage of correct decisions. Further, among motorists whose BACs fell in the
range between 0.03 to 0.07 percent (0.05 percent +- 0.02 percent), arrest-release decisions based on
the FSTs were correct only 57 percent (21 of37) of the time. 1995 Colorado Report, Appendix IV.
We share the district court's concern that some coincidental factor, such as the driving behaviors that
led an officer to stop a motorist in the first place, were largely responsible for the claimed ability of
the FSTs to discriminate between motorists above and below the statutory BAC. See Modern
Scientific Evidence, supra, § 3-5.2.3 (discussing "confounding variable"--factor omitted from the
researcher's analysis, which in fact drives correlation noted by the researcher).
{21} Further, Dr. Burns stated in the 1995 Colorado Report that "[i]t is ,possible that lack of smooth
pursuit and distinct nystagmus at maximum deviation occur at low BACs with some subjects but not
with others, or on some occasions but not others .... Research has not yet clearly defmed HGN signs
for low BACs." 1995 Colorado Report at 21. Dr. Bums noted that there is evidence that "smooth
pursuit movement breaks down at BACs as low as 0.04%" and that "controlled laboratory research at
low BACs is needed to examine the three HGN signs." Id. at 20. These statements suggest that the
HGN FST may be prone to false positives :under New Mexico law. See NMSA 1978, § 66-8- 11 O(B)
ill (1978, as amended through 1993) (establishing presumption that motorist whose BAC is 0.05
percent or less is not under the influence of intoxicating liquor). We think that it would have been
reasonable for the district court to want to know more about the effects of relatively low alcohol
levels on the physiological mechanisms that produce HGN.
{22} Lastly, we note that although the HGN FST was originally validated as a means of
discriminating between BACs below 0.10 percent and those at or above 0.10 percent, in the 1995
Colorado Report the FST battery was used to discriminate between BACs below 0.05 percent and
those at or above 0.05 percent. Further, in the 1995 Colorado Validation Study, Dr. Burns suggested
that the standardized FSTs also are effective when the criterion for arrest is 0.08 percent. 1995
Colorado Report at 15. The district court could reasonably have wanted to hear a more detailed
scientific explanation of how the physiological cues that make up the HGN FST vary with a subject's
BAC in such a remarkable manner that the HGN FST can provide statistically valid and reliable
evidence at varying criterion BACs.
**850 {*745 23} Torres required the district court to conduct a searching, de novo inquiry into the
validity ofthe HGN FST, not to merely rubber stamp the decisions of courts in other jurisdictions that
have admitted such evidence. It is the district court, not the expert, however qualified, who makes the
ultimate determination of the validity of scientific evidence. The district court was not required to
accede to the State's take-it-or-Jeave- it proffer of Dr. Bums, and it did not abuse its discretion in
requiring the State to produce an expert who could explain in greater detail than Dr. Burns the
CLOSING ARGUMENT
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physiological and pharmacological basis of the six cues that make up the HGN FST.
{24} In its reply brief, the State argues that the district court misapplied Torres by reading Torres to
require testimony from a medical doctor, and that it was on this narrow basis that the district court
rejected Dr. Burns. Although some of the district court's remarks could be understood as a request for
testimony from a medical doctor, in other places the district court expressed its concern more broadly,
using the terms "biological or physical or medical evidence," "some basis biologically or medically,"
"the biological, medical explanation." Our review of the entire transcript of Defendant's trial satisfies
us that the district court remained open to any witness who was capable of providing biological,
physical, or medical evidence about the relationship ofHGN to a subject's BAC.
{25} We note an alternate statutory rationale for upholding the exclusion ofHGN evidence. This
alternate ground follows from our recognition that the HGN FST has been validated, if at all, solely as
a means of discriminating between BACs at or above a given level, and BACs below that level.
{26} NMSA 1978, § 66-8-107(A) (1978, as amended through 1993) provides that "[a]ny person who
operates a motor vehicle within this state shall be deemed to have given consent ... to chemical tests
of his breath or blood or both, approved by the scientific laboratory division of the department of
health." (Emphasis added). NMSA 1978, § 66-8-11 O(A) (1978, as amended through 1993), provides
that "[tJhe results of a test performed pursuant to the Implied Consent Act [66-8-105 to 66-8-112
NMSA 1978] may be introduced into evidence in any civil action or criminal action arising out of the
acts alleged to have been committed by the person tested for driving a motor vehicle while under the
influence of intoxicating liquor or drugs." (Emphasis added). Lastly, Section 66-8-110(E) provides
that "[tJhe determination of alcohol concentration shall be based on the grams of alcohol in one
hundred milliliters of blood or the grams of alcohol in two hundred ten liters of breath." (Emphasis
added).
{27} The statutes cited in the preceding paragraph were enacted by Chapter 35 of 1978 N.M. Laws,
which created the Motor Vehicle Code. In 1978 when the Motor Vehicle Code was enacted, Dr.
Burns and her colleagues had only recently published the first laboratory study advocating the
adoption ofHGN as a FST. In view ofthe experimental status of the HGN FST in 1978, it is not
surprising that the Legislature did not include HGN as a method of proving a suspect's BAC.
Although the HGN FST has come to be widely known and widely used subsequent to the enactment
of the Motor Vehicle Code in 1978, the Legislature has not amended the Motor Vehicle Code to
authorize a conviction [FN4] based upon the results of non-chemical BAC tests such as the HGN
FST.
FN4. Nothing in our discussion of the Motor Vehicle Code should be understood as
foreclosing the use ofthe results of an HGN FST to establish probable cause for arresting
a motorist or to establish "reasonable grounds" for administering a chemical BAC test.
See § 66-8-107 (1978, as amended through 1993).

CONCLUSION
{28} The decision of the trial court excluding the results of Defendant's horizontal gaze nystagmus
field sobriety test is affirmed.
{29} IT IS SO ORDERED.
WE CONCUR: JONATHAN B. SUTIN, Judge, and IRA ROBINSON, Judge.
N.M.App.,2001.
State v. Lasworth
42 P.3d 844, 131 N,M. 739, 2002-NMCA-029
END OF DOCUMENT
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Abstract
Field sobriety tests have been USE:d by law enforcement officers to identify
impairt=d drivers. The reliability and predictive validity of these tests have been
questioned, however. Two groups of law enforcement offiCers viewed videotapes
of sober individuals periorming a variety of field sobriety tests or normal-abilities
tests (e.g., reciting one's address and phone number or walking in a normal
manner). Officers judged a significantly larger number of the individuals as being
impaired when they perform'ed the field
the normal-abilities tests.
sobriety tests is discussed.
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-
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sob~iety tests than .wh·~n they performed

The need to reevc;luate the prt=dictive validity of field
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Field Sobriety Tests: Are they designed for failure?
Field sobriety lests (FST) have been used throughout this century by POiice
officers to help them determine if 'an individual is too imp2.ired to drive an
automobile. A classic paper by Bjerver and Goldberg (1951) examined the
relationship bEtween performance on the FST and driving. Over the past two
decades the National Highway Transportation Safety Administi2.tion (NHTSA) has
funded several studies to examine the effectiveness of FST in predicting a person's
ability to drive (e.g., Anderson, Schweitz & Snyder, 1983; Burns ~ Moskowitz,
1en; Tharp, Burns & Moskowitz, 1981).
In e. 1977 report, Burns and Moskowitz examined a number of different tests
commonly used by officers.

Based on the results from 2. l2.boratory study, they

recommended three tests, the Horizontal Gaze Nystagmus (HGN) test, the Walk'.

and-Tum test 2.nd the One-Leg stand test for further n:search. The HGN measures
the onset of gaze nystagmus which is influenced by alcohol consumption asw~1I
as other physiological factors. The other two tests are motor-coordination tests.
The Walk-and-Turn test requires a person to stand on a line in a heel-to-toe
position while listening to instructions and then to take nine-steps in a heel-to-toe
fashion, pivot and take nine more steps along a straight line. The one-leg stand
requires an individual to stand with arms at the side and extend one foot six inches
off the ground.and maintain that position for 30 seconds without extending the arms
\

or losing one's balance. Although these tests seemed to hold the most promise,
t~e authors report that false alarms are a concern. In the 1977 study, 47 percent of

those subjects who would have been arrested based on test performance actually
had a blood alcohol concentration (BAC)-lower than. i O. the decision level used by
officers.
:.....

~.
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A 1981 report by Tnarp. B.urns & Moskowitz. employed the three previously
mentioned tests in another laboretory study.

Although the error rate improved

somewhat, 32 percent of the participants judged to have BACs greater then .10
actually had BACs lower than .10, the decision point used by many states for
2.ssuming driving impairment.

Reliebility coefficients for scoring of these tests

were often below accepted levels for stendardized tests.' Test-retest re!iebility
coefficients ranged from .61 to .72 for individuel tests end .77 for the totcl test score
for 77 individu2.ls who were dosed to the Seme BAC level on two occasions.
Inlerrrater reliebilty coefficients, based on having different officers score
performance on each occasion were even lower, ranging from .34 to .60 with a .57
for overall test sc·ore.
Problems in scoring can be attributed, in part, to the lack of standardization
across many of the FST studies. In addition, a few miscues in performance can
result in an individual being scored as impaired (Anderson, Schweitz & Snyder,
1983). For example, a person is viewed as impaired for missing 2 of 9 points on
the Walk-and-Turn test or 2 of 5 points on the One-Leg stand test. The stringent
scoring criteria as wen as subjectivity in determining whether or not a point should
be awarded may account for the low reliability coefficients as well as the high false
positive rates. Ttle fact that these tests are largely unfamiliar to most people and
not well practiced may make it more difficult for people to perform them. As few as

...

.

two miscues in periormance can result in an individual being classified as being
impaired because of alcohol consumption when the problem may actually be the
result on unfamiliarity with the test.
To test this hypothesis •. individuals who were completely sober were asked
to periorm several FSTs and several "normal-abilities" tests which should be wel!CLOSING ARGUMENT-·
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known to individuals, These latter tests included answering personal data
questions, such as stating onets address and phone number, as well as walking in
a norma! manner. Performance on the FSTs and "norma!-abilities· tests was
videC?taped. Law enforcement officers were esked to vi.ew these tapes and
determine if theSe individucls were impaired ("too drunk to driven). If the FSTs are
difficult to perform under normal circumstances then we can expect officers to
incorrectly judge individuals as being impaired on the basis of the FST
performance as compar~d with -the normal-abilities tests.
Method
Subjects & Design
Fourteen police officers from the local municipality or county sheriff's office
rated the performance' of 21 individuals who had completed the field sobriety and
"-.

..

. ...
-,"

"normal-abilities· tests. All individuals and officers were paid for their part~cipation.
The individuals performed ~oth field sobriety tests as well as normal abilities tests,
Half of the officers were assigned to each conditio~ in which they viewed
performance on either the field sobriety or "norma', abilities· tests.
Tests Performed .
Each participant performed six FSTs and four ·normal-abilities· tests in the
same order in an indoor setting. The FSTs included the walk-and-tum test,
alphabet recitation, one-leg stand, a one-leg stand while tilting backward with the
'I.

eyes closed and touching the nose, a one-leg stand with counting; and a one-leg
extension test. The four ·normal abilities· tests included counting from 1 to 10,
reciting either one's Social Security Number, driver's license number or date of

birth~ reciting one's home address and phone number, and walking in a normal
manner, turning around and walking back to the .starting point. Standard

-
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instructions for each test were read by the Experimenter and were includEd on the
videotape.
Procedure
Each offiCEr watched a videotapE of the 21 individuals performing one of the
two sets of tests. The order of performance of the individuals was the same for both
the FSTs and "normal-abilities· tests. The officers were allowed to t2ke notes and
were 2sked "Do you feel, 2S a law enforcement offiCEr... that the. fo)lowing subjects,
b2sed on field sobriety tests performed on videotape, have h2d too much to drink to
drive?- Their response, either Dyes· or "no: was recorded for e2.ch individual.
Each officer participated in individual sessions.
Results
The decision "too much to drink" or not W2.S entered into a mixed factorial
ANOV A with type of test (sobriety and norma!) and p2.rticipant as the independent
':.-

variables. There was a significant difference as a function of test, F (1, 12)
< .01.

=7.19, Q

There were 46 percent -too much to drink- decisions for the sobriety-test

videotapes and only 15 percent in the normal-abilities test videotapes. As
expected there was a significant difference among individuals, F (20,240)

=8.91, Q.

< .01 I as wellas·a significant interaction with type of test, • E (20,240) = 3.94, Q <

.01. A post hoc comparisons test revealed that there were significant differences in
the decisions f?r 10 participants. For nine of these. individuals, they were judged to

.

.

"have had too much to drink- more when they performed the sobriety tests than the
normal abili'ties tests. For three of these individuals, the difference was dramatic.
All seven officers who saw the s'obriety test performance rated these indi'vidu.als as
having had too much to drink. However, when the normal abilities tests were.
given, only one officer for two of these individuals and none of the officers for the
C~OSING ARGUMENT
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other individual reached the decision that the individual had too much to drink.
One participant showed a slgniiicant reversal, that is, the person was perceived es
having had too filuch to drink more often from the normal abilities test than from the
field sobriety tests.
Discussion
The data ilidicc.te thc.t judgments of impairment ae influenced by the type of
test periormed. An individual \Nc.S more likely to be judged as impaired on the
basis of FST p~rform.ance tK.an on performance of the normal-abilities tests. Even
without alcohol, the number of errors made by individuals periorming the FSTs was
sufficient for officers to judge that the individuals had had too much to drink. These
findings are consistent with other studies reporting sizable percentages of
< •

\.

'.

individuals judged to be impaired when they were not (Burns & Moskowitz, 1977;
Tharp, Burns & Moskowitz, 1981).
While standardization of test instructions, administration and scoring may
reduce the number of incorrect classifications, the major obstacle may be the FSTs
themselves. The fact that these tests require unfamiliar and unpracticed motor
sequences may put an individual at a disadvantage when periorming them. To the
law enforcement officer who has demonstrated the tests many times, the motor
sequences may seem easy and straightforward. It may also be that to the casual
observer the te.sts are also easy to perform. Yet, when an untrained individual
actually periorms the tests, then the difficult of periorming the tests at an acceptable
level may become evident.
The reliance on FST performance by law enforcement officers in their

-

decision to arrest or no~ and by juries in their decision as whether or not- to convict
a person of driving under the influenc: underscores the need to eX2.mine FSTs

-
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critically. They must be held to t~e same standards the scientific community would
expect of any reiiab!e and valid test of behavior. Tnis study brings the validity of
fSTs into question. If law enforcement officials and the courts wish to continue to
use FSTs as evidence of driving impairment, then further study needs to be
conducted addressing the direct relationship of performance on these and other
tests with driving. To date, resec.rch has concentrated on the relationship between
test performance and BAC and offiCers' perceptions of impairment. This study
indicates that theSe perceptions may"be faulty.
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Mfidavit of Harold P. Brull in the case of United State v. Hom
Case No. 00-946PWG
October 30, 2001MY BACKGROUND AND EXPERIENCE
My name is Harold P. Bru1l. My position is Senior Vice President, Public Sector Services for
Personnel Decisions International (pDI). PDI is one of the world's largest indust::rial/ organizational
psychology consulting organizations with 18 U.S. offices and 19 international operations, and a staff
of almost 1,000. Industrial/organizational psychology involves the definition and measurement of
human attributes, particularly in employment settings.
I have been employed at PDI since 1978. In my professional capacity, I have d~signed and
evaluated results from thousands of tests and procedures designed to measure varying quantities of
specific attributes in individuals. I have worked with over 1,000 law enforcement agencies ranging
in size from among the nation's largest to extremely small jurisdictions. I have taught at a variety of
university settings, including Cornell University, the University of Minnesota, St. Olaf College, and
the Southern Police Institute .
.My educational background includes a bachelor's degree in biochemistry from Cornell University, a
master's in educational psychology from the State University of New York at Cortland, and my
current status as a Ph.D. candidate in educational psychology at the University of Minnesota. I am a
licensed psychologist in the state of Minnesota since 1981. I am also president-elect of the
International Personnel Management Association Assessment Council (IPMAAC), an organization
of assessment experts operating in local, state, and national governmental settings.
Overview
For the purpose of this engagement, I was asked to review several pieces of literature that formed
the basis for the use of field sobriety tests (FSTs). These tests purport to identify whether an
individual has consumed alcohol, and in sufficient quantity, to exceed a threshold of impairment.
Prior to this engagement, I have had no experience, directly or indirectly, with FSTs. Rather, I
viewed the evidence supplied as I would any scientific foundation for a measure which attempts to
assess a human physiological, psychological, or behavioral characteristic.
Research Question
Based upon the material supplied, I have been asked to render an expert opinion as to the following
questions:
•

Do the procedures described accurately measure the condition in question? [An ingestion of
alcohol in sufficient quantity to elevate an individual's blood alcohol concentration (BAC) to
a level exceeding legal limits.]
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Has the research upon which these results are based been conducted in accordance with
generally accepted scientific principles?
Do the publications that I reviewed support the following legal criteria?
• Is the evidence susceptible to testing?
• Does it have a known error rate?
• Has it been subject to peer review?
• Is it generally accepted by the relevant scientific community?

The remainder of this affidavit attempts to answer these questions.
Definitions
Prior to a discussion of individual studies, several important terms and concepts must be diScussed.
This is particularly salient because the legal system, common word usage, and even the scientific
community often use terms with little regard to their precise meaning. For example:
Validity - Validity refers to the accuracy of inferences drawn from a particular test or procedure.
Thus, validity is not an inherent property of the instrument itself, but of how it is used. In lay terms,
the question becomes, "What conclusions can we accurately draw from the datar Thus, in the
instance of field sobriety tests, the question, "Has the subject consumed alcohol?" is a very different
question than, "Has the subject consumed sufficient alcohol to sustain an arrest and conviction?" It
may be the case that field sobriety tests are valid in determining probable cause, but not in
demonstrating unequivocally that a person is impaired by alcohoL
Reliability - Reliability is the property of a measurement to remain stable under different conditions.
Reliability is a necessary, but not sufficient, ingredient for validity. Thus, a bathroom scale which
gave a dramatically different reading each time it was stepped upon by the same person would be
said to be unreliable. As such, it could not give a valid (accurate) reading of a person's weight.
Reliability places an upper limit on validity.
Reliability by itself, however, does not guarantee validity. A bathroom scale which consistently gives
a reading of 147 pounds when stepped on repeatedly, may still be inaccurate. Reliability estimates
may take a number of different forms. For field sobriety tests, the two most salient are as follows:
Test/Re-test reliability - This refers to achievement of the same test result with the same
individual under the same conditions at different points in time. It would be considered
unreliable and unacceptable if the same individual with the same blood alcohol
concentration produced different field sobriety test scores.
Inter-rater Reliability - For those measurements involving human judgement, inter-rater
reliability refers to the likelihood that different test administrators would arrive at the same
conclusion. This is of particular interest for the current inquiry, since the population of law
enforcement officers administering FSTs is quite large.
Criterion - also known as dependent variable. This refers to the state or condition which is to be
r-"

r,-~
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predicted. Although different states use different criteria, for scientific inquiry, the criterion is
generally a specific blood alcohol concentration (BAC).
Predictor - In this instance, the predictor is a single component of the field sobriety test battery, or
the battery as a whole. The scientific question becomes, "To what degree do changes in the
predictor correlate with (predict) changes in the criteria?"
Error Variance - This refers to differences in the predictor which are unrelated to differences in the
criterion. As error variance increases, the certainty with which one can state inferences decreases.
This is represented by the following diagram:

Field Sobriety Test (predictor)
(Criterion)N ot "Impaired""Pass""F ail"Conect negativeFalse positive "Impaired"F alse
negativeConect positive
Of the four possibilities represented by the diagram, two, the false positive and false negative,
represent error variance. Both are of interest. A false negative (passing the field sobriety test but
being impaired) potentially leaves dangerous individuals on the highway. A false positive renders an
incorrect judgement about an individual being impaired which may then have inappropriate negative
consequences for that person.
For the purposes of this issue, there are three sources of enor variance:
o

•
•
•

The test itself - What confidence can be placed, even under ideal conditions, in test
results?
The test administrator (officer) - To what extent do actions of the test administrator
produce FST results unrelated to BAC?
Environmental conditions - To what extent do these produce differences in FST results
not accountable to BAC?
The subject (arrestee) - To what extent do attributes of the subject, other than ingestion
of alcohoL impact test results?

The literature supplied will now be examined to answer these questions.
Literature Reviewed
I reviewed the following documents for the purpose of rendering my opinion:
•
•

Psychophysical Tests for DWI Arrest U.S. Department of Transportation, contract no.
DOT-HS-5-01242,June 1997, final report.
Development and Field Test of Psychophysical Tests for DWI Arrest, Tharp, Bums, and
Moskowitz, Southern California Research Institute, March 1981, final report for U.S.
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Department of Transportation, contract no. DOT-HS-8-01970.
Field Evaluation of a Behavioral Test Battery for DWl, September 1983, Office of
Driver and Pedestrian Research, Problem-Behavior Research Division, U.S. Department
of Transportation, NHTSA Technical Note, DOT-HS-806-47S.
Field Sobriety Tests: Are They Designed for Failure? Cole and Nowaczyk., Perceptual and
Motor Skilis, 1994, 79,99-104.
A Colorado Validation Study of the Standardized Field Sobriety Test (SFS1) Battety.
Burns and Anderson, final report submitted to Colorado Department of Transportation,
November 1995.
A Florida Validation Study of the Standardized Field Sobriety Test (S.F.S.T.) Battery,
Burns and Dioquino (undated).
DWI Detection and Standardized Field Sobriety Testing,student manual, U.S.
Department of Transportation, National Highway Traffic Safety Administration
(undated).
Letter from Yale Caplan to Sasha Natapoff, dated 15 February 2001, and accompanying
curriculum vita.

GENERAL CONCLUSIONS
The Science of FSTs
There is absolutely no question that the use of FSTs to predict impairment or blood alcohol
concentrations is a scienti£c question. Neither the fact that the tests are behavioral or, in some
cases, do not require mechanical devices, obviates this fact. The measurement of pulse by one's
fingers applied to an artery is no less a scientific test than the measurement of body temperature via
a theonometer. The behaviors required of a field sobriety test are not analogous to those of driving
a car. One must make an inference from the former to the latter. This is comparable to an
instrument reading from which one makes an inference regarding aspects of an individual's health
(e.g., elevatedbody temperature as an indication of infection).
Sufficiency of Research Evidence
Based upon the documents reviewed, it is a reasonable question to ask whether field sobriety tests
rest on a solid foundation of scientific inquiry. This foundation might reasonably include the
questions raised in the legal community by the Daubert principles.
•
•
•
•

Susceptibility to testing
Known error rate
Peer review status
General acceptance by the scientific community

Each of these are discussed briefly below and in greater detail later in the report.
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As for the susceptibility for testing, the predictive equation lends itself well to scientific testing.
Whether in the laboratory or in the field, field sobriety test scores can be compared to a known
criterion, namely blood alcohol concentration. Given that the issue is susceptible to testing, the
question then becomes whether there has been sufficient research conducted to establish a known
error rate.
The question of known error rate relates to the question of testing adequacy. Have sufficient tests
been conducted so that the known error rate of a particular predictor may be, with any degree of
certainty, stated? The answer, based on the documents I have reviewed, is an unequivocal negative.
It is of concern that the iniriallaboratory results have never been replicated by any other researchers
or conditions lending themselves to peer review. Both the 1977 and 1981 studies were conducted
by the same research organization and apparently, the same principal investigators. To establish a
known laboratory error rate, one would wish to see comparable results by independent observation.
However, a far more critical flaw is the complete absence, based on the documents available to me,
of any evidence which would allow one to predict a known error rate in the field.
The statement by the authors of the Florida validation study (page 2) quoting the Colorado study,
"The obtained data demonstrated that more than 90% of the officers' decisions to arrest drivers
were confu:rDed by analysis of breath and blood specimens," is simply an erroneous, misleading, and
exaggerated statement regarding accuracy. The factual basis for this assertion is that over 90% of
drivers arrested in the Colorado study had BAC levels above 0.05%. The average driver across the
country arrested for DWI has a BAC of 0.17%. (1981, Page 19.) The combination oflow BAC
threshold (0.05% vs. 0.10%) and likelihood of severely intoxicated individuals being stopped makes
this finding a vastly inflated estimate of predictive accuracy. Neither the Florida or Colorado
studies, nor any other documents available to my review, gave any meaningful data to predict known
error rate under actual field conditions.
This issue of accuracy is directly applicable to the question of peer review. One simply has more
faith in results which are independently reviewed by professional colleagues. Neither of the original
laboratory results or the Florida and Colorado field results meet this criteria. In fact, a single
principal author, Marcelline Burns, is a principal in all results. Given that the studies all appear to be
funded by federal or state traffic agencies, lack of peer review is particularly troublesome. The
author's statements might lead one to believe that FSTs' error rate is less than 10%. However, this
is not the case; the actual error rate must be higher by some unknown amount. Such an assertion
would unlikely be permitted in a peer-reviewed article.
While the iniriallaboratory studies establish a baseline error rate, the field studies which I reviewed
do not allow for comparable estimation of error rate in the field.
Since field sobriety tests, by their nature, are conducted in the field, this question is of paramount
importance. Field studies are more difficult to control than laboratory studies. The unwanted
influence of extraneous factors (error variance) almost always weakens the certainty of the
experimental results.
Only one of the studies I reviewed is subject to peer review. In the scientific community, this
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generally means publication in a "refereed journal;" i.e., a publication where content is judged of
sufficient scientific value by professionals in the field. This study, by Cole and Mowaczyk, published
in Perceptual and Motor Skills is highly critical of field sobriety tests as predictor of intoxication.
The remainder of studies, while potentially well-designed and conducted, are contract works by
federal and state government agencies. As such, they may be considered as payment for delivery of
a "product" to the contracting agency. They therefore represent a potential bias toward proving that
field sobriety tests "work."
Regarding the question of general acceptance by the scientific community, the documents I
reviewed lead me to quite different conclusions, depending upon which study is examined. The
original laboratory studies, although conducted under National Highway Traffic Safety
Administration (NHTSA) auspices, appears to represent solid scientific inquiry and rigorous
methodology. The same, however, cannot be said regarding field studies. The initial field study in
the 1981 NHTSA report was inconclusive. The documents at my disposal regarding subsequent
field studies simply do not contain sufficient detail or rigor to support any hypothesis that field
sobriety studies, as conducted by police officers in the field, are valid and reliable.
This last finding is particularly problematic because many of the potential sources of error in the
field are simply unknowable at a later point. That is, factors which may introduce error and impact
test results are simply not reproducible or subject to documentation at a later point. These might
include psychological conditions on the part of the subject, interpretive skill on the part of the
officer, or the impact of environmental conditions upon test results. Thus, an FST finding,
presented in court, might be given erroneous deference which cannot be countered by knowable,
presentable evidence which might refute it.

SPECIFIC FINDINGS FROM DOCUMENT REVIEW
Laboratory Studies
Preliminary Comments
Virtually all of the information regarding field sobriety tests rests on a foundation of laboratory
studies conducted in 1977 and 1981 by the Southern California Research Institute under the
auspices of the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration.
Based 011 the information supplied to me, I find no other laboratory studies which confirm the
original findings. Nor do I find any peer-reviewed research which would support or corroborate the
NHTSA studies. Nevertheless, I can state that the study design, methodology, and reporting appear
to meet requirements for scientific inquiry and have been conducted with care and crerubility.
The relationship of hboratory studies to actual use in the field must also be ex-plored. I agree only
partially with Marcelline Burns (co-author of the original laboratory studies) and Ellen Anderson in
their introduction to the Colorado validation study (page 1) when they state, " ... it should be
recognized that the laboratory data are only indirectly enlightening about current roadside use of the
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tests." Since laboratory data represents measurement under "ideal" conditions, limitations in the
technique which are apparent in the laboratory can only be exacerbated by the uncontrollable
variables which occur in the "real world." To this, the Colorado study authors agree: "In particular,
note that controlled laboratory conditions are less variable and, therefore, may be less challenging
than the highly varied conditions which officers routinely encounter in the field" (page 1).
With this foundation, let's examine the laboratory data to assess with what degree of confidence,
FST results, under the most ideal conditions, can be viewed as reliable and valid predictors of blood
alcohol concentration.
Reliability
As stated, this is the index of stability in a test score. Without sufficient reliability, validity is
impossible because different inferences are likely to be drawn under what should be the same
conditions. In other words, any differences are the result of error variance, rather than valid
variance. Reliability establishes an upper limit for validity.
Even under controlled laboratory conditions, the use of field sobriety tests does not appear to meet
generally accepted scientific standards. The inter-rater reliability regarding arrest/ no arrest decisions
is .59. This estimate of reliability is even lower than that of the FST results themselves. This makes
sense in that the raters are obviously incorporating additional, non-standardized information into
their decisions. Thus, test score alone is not accounting for arrest/ no arrest decisions. Even raters
chosen for the laboratory studies are making decisions using data outside of FST results. This use of
additional, non-standardized or tested data is likely even more pronounced by the wider range of
officers in actual field conditions. These officers are thus more likely to present FST results as
"proof' of their arrest decisions, even though they are basing their decision on other factors.
The same difficulties with reliability are demonstrated with test/re-test reliability estimates. In this
case, the same subject who has consumed the same amount of alcohol is tested again. These
differences directly translate into roadside situations where factors other than BAC impact the
indi"v-idual's ability to perform on field sobriety tests. The researchers measured test/re-test
reliability under two conditions: having the same officer make the evaluation on the person at a
different point in time, and having two different officers (1981, Page 35). The test/re-testreliability
with the same officer making the decision for the same individual is .77. This reliability estimate,
obtained under laboratory conditions, probably represents an optimistic estimate. As such, it
certainly does not support any definitive statement regarding an individual's BAC. The results by
different officers are even more disturbing. The total FST score achieved by the same subject with
the same BAC measured by different officers (.57) is simply not high enough to warrant any precise
estimate of an individual's BAC. The authors appear to agree: "Tests/re-test reliabilities for
psychomotor tests are typically on the order of 0.7." (Guilford and Fruchter, 1978; 1981, Page 34.)
Review of the 1981 studies indicates that the reliability for arrest decisions (page 35) is substantially
higher for different officers observing the same subject under the same BAC. Thus, an arresting
officer's contention that an individual's BAC is over the legal limit is clearly incorporating other
information. Based upon the laboratory data, it is likely that the basis upon which the officer is
making such a claim lies well beyond FSTresults and is thus not subject to scientiEc inquiry or
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proof. 1bis has tremendous implication for the actual administration of FSTs in the field. It
suggests that different officers administering the same tests are likely to achieve quite different
outcomes, depending upon other, non-testable factors.
Validity
Reliability is a necessary, but not sufficient, condition for validity. The question remains as to the
accuracy of field sobriety tests. This represents an error rate of nearly 50%, comparable to deciding
whether a person should be arrested by flipping a coin. The 1977 study shows 47 of 101 arrest
scores to be inaccurate based upon the criterion ofBAC eqwti to or greater than 0.10% (page 25).
A large proportion of these "false alarms" (incorrect arrests) occurred in the 0.08% - 0.10%
category. However, mistaken arrests range from .054% to .096% (page 36).
The authors minimize these findings by explaining that, in the field, officers more typically arrest
drivers with higher BACs. While this data appears to be supported by nationwide demographic
research, Hthe average BAC of those arrested for DWl across the United States is 0.17%" (1981,
Page 19), this may be irrelevant in any particular case. What can be deduced from this finding is that
individuals whose blood alcohol count is near the legal limit, but not exceeding it, are most likely to
be misclassified as failing the FST. Again, giving any deference to the finding that a failed FST
means a BAC above legal limits is simply not warranted by this data. In fact, the 1977 laboratory
results indicate six people who would have been arrested even though they consumed no alcohol at
all (page 26).
The 1977 authors admit (page 41), "Again, it should be pointed out that all the evidence from these
data suggests it is unrealistic to attempt to use behavioral tests to discriminate BACs in the plus or
minus .02% margin around a given leveL" They further state (1977, Page 27) that "decision errors
occur most often with middle-range levels of intoxication."
Results were somewhat better in the 1981 study, probably resulting from an optimized set of
decision rules for the FST. However, results still are not strong enough to support definitive
statements of impairment based on FST score. For example, 1981 results are as follows (page 22):
Eleven percent of subjects with placebo doses (no alcohol) would be arrested
Twenty-two percent of subjects having BACs at 0.05% would be arrested
Thus, as BAC approaches, but does not reach, legally-defined limits, the probability of an officer's
arrest decision increases dramatically. The number of false positives (incorrect arrest decisions)
becomes quite large at BAC levels well below 0.10%.
The issue of validity (accuracy) also can be examined by looking more closely at individual officer
performance. This relates directly to the issue of validity by introducing potential unreliability on the
part of the officer. If one looks at the 1981 officer group, it varied considerably:
Experience, 1-19 years
DWI stops, 5-10,000
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The following interesting results emerge. The most accurate officer in terms of correctly arresting
people who had BACs equal to or above 0.10% was an officer with 3,500 stops. The least accurate
officer was one v.rith 5,000 stops. Thus, street experience alone does not seem to account for
accuracy among officers.

Summary
The 1977 and 1981 studies show that even under laboratory conditions, individuals with the same
BAC produce different FST results when measured at different times by different officers. Even
under these optimal conditions, the error rates for decisions based upon FST results are higher than
one would expect or require for a reasonable measure of scientific certainty.
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Field Evaluation
Introduction
The situation becomes even more problematic when one attempts to move the inquiry into the field.
Unfortunately, the 1981 study's attempt to extend its research to the field did not allow any
definitive results. "As a result, trends are reported, but the data are not appropriate for significance
testing; the assumption of underlying statistics which would be of interest are not met by the data."
(1981, Page 54.)
What is of interest is that the degree of predictive error in the field appeared to be substantially
larger than in the laboratory. "For eleven officers for whom we have some data, the average BAC
estimate was off by 0.077% before training, and the average BAC estimate was off by 0.0537% after
training." (1981, Page 63.) Compare this to the error rate ofBAC estimate by the officers in the
laboratory study (1981, Page 21). Here, the difference between officer estimate and actual BAC
ranged from .0230% to .0344%, averaging about 0.03%. Even after training, officers in the field
were far less accurate than officers in the laboratory.
While training clearly brought about improvement, it does not compare favorably to the laboratory
condition and is a margin of error substantially higher than one would find acceptable for predicting
with any degree of certainty.
Reliability
One of the most disturbing findings from the 1981 field sobriety study is that training did not always
appear to "take." "Unfortunately, some officers forgot or ignored most of the administrative
procedures, except those associated with nystagmus, by the time of their second post-training ridealong." (1981, Page 70.)
Note that this second ride-along occurred less than one month after training.
The 1981 authors conclude under laboratory conditions, and in the hands of adequately trained
personnel, the test battery is a sensitive index of BAC and of impairment (1981, Page 72). However,
in answer to the question, "Were officers better able to discriminate 0.10% as a result of using the
test battery?" the authors conclude definitive answers to the question cannot be offered (1981, Page
73). They continue, "Major effort is needed for a subsequent field evaluation." (1981, Page 73.)
Subsequent Field Evaluations
Among the documents offered for my review were validation studies conducted in Colorado (1995)
and Florida. However, the information supplied to me is not sufficient to classify these findings as
studies. They are merely summary reports, without foundation, of findings.
In addition, they suffer from a serious methodological flaw. Given the fact that many, but by no
means all, actual DWI stops in the field occur with drivers who are severely impaired, any accuracy
data from this research design is likely to be highly inflated. Thus, statements such as "field sohriety
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tests are 90% correct" are quite meaningless. While this figure may be true for the average arrestee
(BAC equals 0.17%), it may be quite erroneous in any other given situation.
The Colorado and Florida studies, co-authored by an original Southern Califotnia Research Institute
author, are highly supportive of FSTs. Again, the studies, or the summaries available to me, do not
represent peer-reviewed publications. They appear to be conducted under contract to agencies who
clearly have a vested interest in a particular outcome. The presence of misleading statements the
obtained data (from the Colorado study) demonstrated that more than 90% of the officers' decisions
to arrest drivers were confirmed by analysis of breath and blood specimens fails to mention that the
criteria for the Colorado study was a blood alcohol count of 0.05% (page 2). The accuracy figure
would be far lower using a criterion of 0.10%.
A 1983 NHTSA technical note evaluated the effectiveness of FSTs in the field. The result, while
potentially useful, is not compelling:
The accuracy of the combined procedure for all police agencies was 83%.
This accuracy figure ranges from 75% to 96% depending on what agency conducted the
tests.
"Of the misclassifications, 16% involved classification of a driver's BAC as greater than or
equal to 0.10% when his/her BAC was less than 0.10%."
Only 1 percent of misclassifications involve classifying a driver's BACas less than 0.10%
when his/her BAC was greater than or equal to 0.10%.
Using figures from the 1983 study, field sobrieties improved the accuracy of officers, but still
resulted in 31 false positives (incorrect arrests) of 200 individuals presented (page 10). This figure is,
however, an exaggerated estimate of FST accuracy. As the authors note, " ... in the great majority of
the cases, PBT data were available to the officers for a driver before he was arrested. Thus, most
arrest decisions were based on PBT data, rather than just test battery data." (1983, Page 9.) Given
the fact that virtually all of the misclassifications were false positives, this study demonstrates that
there is some unknown probability, higher than 15%, that an FST "failure" would lead an officer to
an incorrect assumption that the driver's BAC was equal to or greater than 0.10%.
The use of standardized FSTs appears to increase officers' confidence and make them more likely to
arrest drivers who, using the 0.10% criteria, should not be arrested.
The final conclusion, "The results of the field evaluation indicate that the test battery appears to be
about as effective as the use of PBTs in improving the BAC distribution of those arrested (e.g., a
reduction of false positives)" (page 11), clearly puts the accuracy of field sobriety tests on par with
preliminary breath testing devices (PBTs). My understanding is that PBT results are notoriously
unreliable and are therefore not admissible in court proceedings.
Cole Article
The article, "Field Sobriety Tests: Are They Designed for Failure?" by Cole and Nowaczyk
represents the only peer-reviewed document available for my review. Their study was designed to
" ... test the hypothesis that sober individuals will find the field sobriety tests difficult to perform and,
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a.s a result, will be judged to be impaired by officers viewing their performance." (page 100.)
All of the subjects in the Cole and Nowaczyk study had BACs of 0.0. They were then asked to
perform two of the three standard FST procedures. Unfortunately, the authors did not use the
horizontal gaze nystagmus test because it did not lend itself to videotape review. This means that
one cannot completely transfer findings from this study to the field situation.
The results, however, are quite startling. Out of 21 subjects, only three individuals were rated as
"unimpaired" by all officers on both the field sobriety and normal-abilities tests (page 102). "Fortysix percent of the officers' decisions were that an individual had 'too much to drink' from viewing
the field sobriety tests."
These were individuals who had BACs of 0.0. Clearly, a finding of failure to perform adequately on
two of the standardized field sobriety test battery with no alcohol in one's system seriously
undermines the confidence in FSTs as a predictor of alcohol impairment.
The authors' conclusion, "Even without alcohol, the number of errors made by individuals
performing the field sobriety tests was sufficient for officers to judge that the individuals had had
too much to drink." (page 103.) "The fact that these tests require unfamiliar and unpracticed motor
sequences may put an individual at a disadvantage when performing them." (page 103.)
Officer Confidence
There is also an issue regarding officer confidence and FST results/arrest decisions. The Florida
study states, "Experience and confidence have a direct bearing on an officer's skill with roadside
tests." (page 3.) The student manual for DWI detection and standardized field sobriety testing
makes repeated assertions regarding the validity of FSTs: "Your first task in Phase Three is to
administer three scientifically validated psychophysical (field) sobriety tests." (page VII-I.) "The
most significant psychophysical tests are the three scientifically validated structured tests that you
administer at roadside." (VII-I.) "Walk-And-Tum is a test that has been validated through extensive
research sponsored by the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA)." All of these
clearly are designed to give the arresting officer confidence that these procedures will be an accurate
measure of the arrest/ don't arrest decision. This confidence, however, might be compelling in a
courtroom, but nonetheless is not supported by the evidence.
Finally, the Florida authors appear to have a vested interest in squelching the legal controversy
which appears to plague their findings:
"For more than a decade now, however, defense counsel in many jurisdictions has sought to
prevent the admission of testimony about a defendant's performance of the three tests."
(page 3.)
.
"Since it seems unlikely in the extreme that they [traffic officers] would continue to rely on
tests which repeatedly lead to decision errors, it is a reasonable assumption than more often
than not their roadside decisions to arrest are supported by measured BACs." (page 3.)
"If, on the other hand, it can be shown that officers typically making correct decisions, based
on the SFSTs, perhaps the legal controversy that has centered on them for more than a

decade can be diffused and court time can be devoted to more substantive issues." (page 5.)
And finally, "There appears to be little basis for continuing legal challenge." (page 6.)
It is understandable that the authors have a stake in putting legal controversy around the accuracy of
FSTs to rest. Unfortunately, the evidence which I was able to review would clearly indicate that
more research is required before any definitive statement can be made regarding FSTs' predictive
accuracy.

CONCLUSION
After alIDost 25 years of use, the debate regarding the accuracy of FSTs continues. Based upon
review of the documents available to me, I can draw the following conclusions:
The laboratory studies which form the foundation for FST use appear to be well-4esigned.
The accuracy of FSTs, even under laboratory conditions, is less than desired or expected for
measures of this type.
The field studies available for my review were not well documented and produced unknown
error rates that are likely to be unacceptable in real world situations.
The error rate of FSTs in the field as actually conducted by police officers is unknown.
The one article subject to peer review is highly critical of FST accuracy.
The issue of general acceptance by the scientific community is unanswerable given the
information provided to me. The refereed article and the letter by Dr. Yale Caplan would
appear to indicate that at least these members of the scientific community do not give FST
results the weight of scientific proof.
In conclusion, it would appear that FSTs represent a useful tool in a traffic officer's armamentarium.
They would serve as a helpful preliminary indicator that further inquiry is required to ascertain driver
impairment due to alcohol. They were neither designed nor seem to support, without other stronger
data, the contention that an individual is legally impaired.
I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct to the
best of my knowledge.

Executed on: November 7.2001

Harold P. Brull
Sr. Vice President
Personnel Decisions International
45 S. 7th St.. Suite 2000
Minneapolis. Minnesota 55402
612/337 -8233
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AFFIDAVII OF JOEL P. WIESEN, Ph.D.

I, Joel P. Wiesen, do hereby affirm and state as follows:
1.

Education and Experience.

I am an industrial psychologist, specializing in the development of fair, valid tests of
human abilities. I was awarded a Ph.D in Psychology from Lehigh University in 1975. My
major field of doctoral study was experimental psychology and my minor field of study was
psychometrics and statistics. My graduate studies included courses in both psychology and
mathematics. I have taught undergraduate and graduate-level courses in statistics and research
methods at Northeastern University and elsewhere.
For over ten years I worked for the Division of Personnel Administration, which is the
agency of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts responsible for administering the civil service
examination program for both the state and municipal civil service employees, covering some
70,000 state employees and some 200 cities and towns. My responsibilities included the
.
development and validation of examinations, supervision and management of a staff of
examiners who developed civil service examinations, as well as the oversight and review of
examinations prepared by various consultants hired for this purpose. I also a.dvised the agency
and served as an expert in various matters related to test development and validation.
For the past 10 years I have been an independent consultant and have specialized in the
development and validation oftests, mainly tests used for personnel selection purposes. Since
1980, I have done work for and advised private and public organizations in the area oftest
development and validation. Some of these organizations are: Cummins Engine Company, Bell
Atlantic (now Verizon), TJ. Maxx, the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, the Commonwealth of
Virginia, the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, the state of Maryland, the city of Oklahoma City,
the city of Springfield, Massachusetts, the city of Orlando, and the U.S. Department of Justice.
I am also a published test author, having developed a test of mechanical aptitude which is
now used nationwide in some Fortune 250 companies as well as many smaller companies.
Although I develop and use mostly written tests, I have worked with and developed human
performance tests, including tests of physical abilities for jobs, especially for the job of fire
fighter.
I am a member of the following professional societies and organizations: American
Psychological Association, American Psychological Society ("Founding Fellow"), the Society for
Industrial and Organizational Psychology, the Personnel Testing Council of Metropolitan
Washington, the American Statistical Association, the Assessment Council of the International
Personnel Management Association, and the New England Society for Applied Psychology. I
was elected and served as president of the last two organizations.
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I have also served as a reviewer for professional societies, including journal reviewer for
the International Personnel Management Association, and reviewer for several annual
conferences of the Society of Industrial and Organizational Psychology and of the Assessment
Council of the International Personnel Management Association. In this role, I reviewed
manuscripts submitted for acceptance for the journal or for presentation at annual conferences.
In addition, I make presentations at national conferences and other professional meetings
on various aspects of testing, including such topics as: test development, test validation, and test
fairness. These conferences include: the American Psychological Association, the Society of
Industrial and Organizational Psychology, and the Assessment Council of the Illternational
Personnel Management Association.
I am a licensed psychologist in Massachusetts and Pennsylvania.
2.

My Charge

I was asked by the Office ofthe Federal Public Defender to review certain pUblications
and, based on those publications, to evaluate the Field Sobriety Test (FST) as I would evaluate
any other test of human capacity, report on its quality and validity as a test, and offer my opinion
as to whether the FST meets the scientific standards of my profession.
3.

Criteria for Evaluating Tests and Testing Research

New tests of human performance must live up to certain professional criteria prior to
being accepted by psychologists as valid and useful measures. Over 50 years ago, the American
Psychological Association developed and published a set of guidelines for psychological testing,
and these are periodically updated.

In 1999, a IS-chapter book entitled, "Standards for Educational and Psychological
Testing," was jointly issued by the American Psychological Association, the American
Educational Research Association, and the National Council on Measurement in Education.
These standards are accepted in and followed by the professional testing community, although
each standard may not apply to every test or testing situation. The book defines ''test'' as:
"An evaluative device or procedure in which a sample of an examinee's behavior in a
specified domain is obtained and subsequently evaluated and scored using a standardized
process." (p.183)
FSTs fall under this definition of a test since they involve measuring specific behaviors of people
in a standardized manner.

In the field of industrial psychology, as in the other fields of psychology which use tests,
these 1999 standards are used by test users (the person or agency responsible for the choice and
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administration of a test, and the interpretation oftest scores), test publishers, and test authors as
criteria for the evaluation of tests and testing practices. To the extent that the applicable
standards are not followed or met, a test user should tend to avoid using a given test, especially
for high-consequence decision making. To the extent that a test does not meet these standards, it
is also less likely the test will be published or used by testing professionals. If tests are used
which do not meet the applicable standards, the test results will be treated as less valid.
4.

Summary

My opinions on the scientific acceptability of the FST are based on my review and
analysis of the following five publications:
1. Burns and Moskowitz, 1977, "Psychophysical Tests for DWI Arrest"
2. Tharp, Bums, and Moskowitz, 1981, "Development and Field Test of
Psychophysical Tests for DWI Arrest" (volume 1 only)
3. Anderson, Schweitz, & Snyder, 1983, "Field Evaluation of a Behavioral Test
Battery for DWf'
4. Burns & Anderson, 1995, "A Colorado Validation Study of the Standardized
Field Sobriety Test (SFST) Battery"
5. Burns & Dioquino, undated, "A Florida Validation Study of the Standardized
Field Sobriety Test (S.F.S.T.) Battery"
In addition, I reviewed parts of Chapters VI, VII, and vm of the "DWI Detectionand
Standardized Field Sobriety Testing", an undated publication of the National Highway Safety
Administration. I did not evaluate this manual, but did note the procedures described for the FST
on some of the pages in Chapter vm.
These publications, singly and taken together, show only that the FST may have promise
as a psychological test. The five studies fall short of meeting professional standards in several
important areas related to testing and related to behavioral science research. More and better
research is needed before the scientific community can be assured that the FST is a fair, reliable,
valid predictor of intoxication. If any of these studies were submitted for publication in a peerreviewed research publication, in my opinion they would be rejected due to their serious
shortcomings in methodology and data analysis.
5.

Bums and Moskowitz (1977)

This report is flawed in several very serious ways. Considered as a whole, this report
does not meet the professional standards of the testing community. Some of the major
shortcomings of the report include:

I.
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a. The test studied and evaluated is different from the test used in the field.

In Bums and Moskowitz (1977) chin~rest and angle indicating equipment was used
for the nystagmus test (p.13, next to 1ast~; p. 14; p. 48, fourth~, and this equipment was
said to be the reason that their data showed "a substantially larger BAC-nystagmus
correlation than reported in the data from Finland" (pA8, second~. However, later
reports indicate that this equipment is not provided for use by police officers in the field.
As a result, the accuracy of the FST in the field will be significantly below that reported
in the 1977 study.
b. Overt bias in the evaluation of test accuracy.

In evaluating the FST accuracy, Burns and Moskowitz (1977) report that "borderline
cases are assumed to fall into the non-error category" (p. 28, last sentence). In plain
language, the authors artificially inflated the accuracy of the test by this method of
dealing with people who fall at the borderline. Thus, the accuracy for the FST is less than
they report.
c. The evaluation of accuracy capitalizes on chance.
The authors both develop the criterion score based on the data they collect, and then
evaluate the accuracy of the categorizations based on this same set of data (see last '\I on p.
28). It is well known in the field that this type of approach artificially inflates the
estimate of the accuracy. A better approach involves what is called "cross validation"
where the evaluation is done with a second set of data (sometimes "held out" from the
original analysis). There is no simple way to evaluate the extent to which the results are
biased by the method Burns and Moskowitz chose for this part oftheir data analysis, but
it is clear based on their methodology that the FST accuracy is less than they report.
d. The test is not neutral with respect to age and gender.
The authors report that older people and women will tend to have higher scores and
therefore be categorized as intoxicated more often than younger people or men (p. 34,
fourth '\I; p. 119, third '\I; and p. 121). This lack of neutrality is not explored in detail in
their report. This type of bias is a serious threat to the valid use of any test.
e. The officers were being watched.
The officers in this study were being watched by a member of the authors' staff
(1977, p. 16, first '\I). As a result of the ever-present "trained observers", the police
officers may have been more motivated than police officers in the field to carefully follow
the test administration and scoring procedures. Therefore, the accuracy of the test seen in
this study is likely to be a maximum, rather than to be representative of the FST accuracy
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when used by police officers in the field.
f. The study is unacceptable for journal pUblication.
Peer-reviewed professional researchjoumals commonly reject for publication reports
with deficiencies such as those described above. Due to its errors and shortcomings, it is
highly unlikely that the Burns and Moskowitz (1977) report would have been accepted
for publication by the Journal of Applied Psychology, or by a similar professional
research journal, had it been submitted for publication.
6.

Tharp, Burns and Moskowitz (1981): The Laboratory Study

This report describes two studies: a laboratory evaluation (described in Chapter 2) and a
field evaluation (described in Chapters 3 and 4). I will separately consider these two parts of the
report. The laboratory evaluation ofthe report is flawed in several very serious ways.
Considered as a whole, this part of the report does not live up to the professional standards of the
testing community. Some of the major shortcomings of the report include:
a. Many false positives.
Ofthe people tested who had no alcohol, about 20% were classified as too impaired
to drive (known as "false positives''); 18% were so classified by officers and 21% by
observers, that is, the authors' staff (p. 20, second ,; p.22, the first two entries in column
3). This is a high rate of incorrecfclassification of absolutely sober people.
b. The "mean absolute" error is high.
The authors calculated the difference between the actual blood alcohol content (BAC)
and the BAC estimated by the police officer who administered the FST, and then found
the average of these differences, ignoring the direction of the difference (they refer to this
as the "mean absolute value," p. 21, Table 3). They report the average difference to be
.030% (p. 20, first'ID. Although the authors do not give the distribution of these errors, it
is reasonable to think that about half of the officers' BAC estimates based on the FST are
wrong by more than .03%. So, for example, half the time the FST predicted a BAC of
.10% the actual BAC would be either less than .07% or more than .13%. This amount of
error is high in relation to the range ofBAC being considered.
c. Test results vary with time of day and scoring does not account for time of day.
The test score for the horizontal gaze nystagmus (HGN) test depends, in part, on the
"angle of onset" (p. 87, line C2). The authors report a statistically significant decrease in
the angle of onset for people in the alcohol group tested after midnight (p.9, last 1). This
means that the test score varies based on the time orday the test is administered. The
report does not address the implications of this statistically significant finding.
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d. Over-reliance on pilot work.
"Pilot work" usually refers to a small-scale investigation intended to refine a study's
data collection methods. Usually pilot work is done with relatively few people, and the
exact procedure used and results obtained may not be reported. In contrast, usually a
"study" is done with a sufficient number of people to reach scientifically sound
conclusions, and a full report of the data collection methodology and the data analysis is
provided.
The authors used "pilot work with gaze nystagmus" to "rule out a number of
unimportant variables" including: stimulus brightness, room brightness, fixation distance,
velocity of the stimulus movement, monocular versus binocular fixation, instructions to
inhibit nystagmus, and vertical positioning of the eye. These seven variables are all
potentially important, since they are likely to occur often in real-life applications. Most
ofthis pilot work is not reported in any detail (p.7, fourth'il). Without a full study
clarifying the effect of such variables, the standardization of the test is called into
question.
e. Agreement between officers is low.
The 1981 study included a retest of 145 participants who returned a second time to be
tested under the same alcohol dose (p. 34, fourth~. That the dose was the same for the
two sessions is seen in the correlations of .96 to .97 reported in Table 14 (p. 35). The
degree of agreement between raters for the total FST score is reported in terms oftestretest reliability to be .57 or .62, depending on whether officers' or observers' data are
considered (rightmost column, p. 35). Usually inter-rater reliability of .8 (or even .9) or
more is achievable. Reliability around .6, as in this study, is extremely low.

f. Test administration procedure changed over time.

In the 1981 report, the test-taker follows the visual stimulus with both eyes (1981, p.
85, last~. In the 1977 report, the test-taker was instructed to cover one eye when taking
the test (1977, p. 90,12). This may constitute a new version of the test. The studies do
not tell us to what extent the evaluations of the earlier versions of the test accurately
describe the new version.
g. Police Officers did not follow the decision criteria.
The authors give the decision criteria in Appendix B, but also state that they "were
not necessarily followed by the testers" (i.e., by the police officers, p. 19, first 1). In other
words, police officers did not necessarily use the FST results to decide whether the person
tested was too impaired to drive and to estimate the BAC. Not only does this mean that
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the test results (correct or incorrect arrest decisions) cannot be attributed to the FSTs
alone, but it indicates that officers in the field will not follow the decision guidelines.
h. False positive rates calculated on people tested on two days.
The authors report false positive rates in Table 8 (p. 27) which are based on 441
testings. But only 296 people were tested (p.lS), so Table 8 includes data from 145
people who returned on another day and tested a second time. Table 4 (p. 22) shows a
much lower error rate for the placebo dose people on the second day oftesting, as
compared to their first day of testing. In the real world people are not called back on
another day, given the same dose of alcohol, and then retested. This means that the false
positive rates reported in Table 8 are artificially low.
7.

Evaluation of Tharp, Burns and Moskowitz (1981): The Field Study

The field evaluation ofthe 1981 report is flawed in several very serious ways.
Considered as a whole, this part of the report does not meet the professional standards of the
testing cormnunity. Some of the major shortcomings of the report include:
a. Authors say the data are not appropriate for statistical significance testing.
The authors say "the data are not appropriate for significance testing" (p. 54, last ~.
This is a very serious and worrisome statement. Tests of statistical significance are
fundamental to this type of research, since they are the main method by which hypotheses
are tested and conclusions drawn. That the data cannot be tested with statistical tests is a
fundamental flaw in the study.
b. Authors report that the data were biased.
The authors report that the "data obtained during the ride-alongs may be biased" (p.
57, number 2, second~. Specifically, they say that most officers waited until the end of
their shifts to fill out the data forms, by which time they probably knew the BAC levels
based on the breath tests (p. 63, ~). The only field data the authors consider valid are for
73 arrestees who were given blood or urine tests, and these are reported to be a "biased
sample" in part because about one third of them were suspected of being under the
influence of drugs other than alcohol (p. 63, ~ and ~c). For this reason, the accuracy of
the test as reported in this study is artificially inflated, rather than representative of the
FST accuracy when used by police officers in the field with people who are not on drugs
other than alcohol.

c. No analysis of the data by ethnic group.
Some physiological measures vary by ethnic group. Although the authors collected
etlmic group identification (p. 44, first line; p. 52, section 3), and although the 1977 report
indicated gender and age differences in FST performance, the authors failed to report data
by ethnic group (p. 58). A reviewer thus cannot tell if the test operates equally across
etlmic groups.
d. The "mean absolute" error is high.
The authors calculated the difference between the actual BAC and the BAC estimated
by the police officer who administered the FST, and then found the average of these
differences, ignoring the direction of the difference. They report that, after training, the
officers' average difference is .0537% (p. 63, last~, and p. 64). Although the authors do
not give the distribution of these errors, the implication is that about half of the officers'
BAC estimates based on the FST are offby more than .0537%. This is high in relation to
the range ofBAC being considered, which would in turn lead to a high proportion of false
arrests. This is reflected in the authors' report that only half of the people with a BAC of
.10% to .149% would be arrested, and that 28.6% of the people with BAC of .05 to .099
(i.e., legal drivers) would be arrested (p. 66). Both the low detection rate and the high
number of false positives are based on data collected after the police officers were trained
(p.66).
e. An unspecified number of police officers had problems scoring the tests.
The authors report that most officers had "little problem" scoring the balance test, but
do not report how many did have problems, nor what the problems were (p. 42, first ~.
The authors report that by the end of training "very few questions remained" but do not
report how many or what these questions were (p. 42, end of third 1). If the officers had
trouble learning the procedure when trained by the authors' staff, then it may be that
officers in operational settings will have even less clarity about how to administer and
score the FST.
f. Sample of police officers is biased.
The authors started the field evaluation study with 20 police officers, but only used
data from 11 of them, because the other 9 did not provide data which the authors deemed
useable (p. 54, last 1; p. 64). This sample is both small and biased through self-selection.
The authors say that 5 of the 9 officers who did not provide useable data had a "poor
attitude" or showed "lack of cooperation" (p. 54, last 1). Since the laboratory study
showed considerable difference between officers in their success in using the FST (see,
e.g., p. 26), the sample of more motivated or more cooperative officers may not be
representative. For this reason, the accuracy of the test as reported in this study is
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artificially inflated, rather than representative of the FST accuracy when used by police
officers in the field.
g. The test scoring system changed over time.
The field evaluation part of the 1981 report presents a scoring system for the FST (p.
44, table 17). This system has 9 "checkrnarks" or points for the walk and tum (WAT), 5
checkmarks for the one legged stand (OLS), and 8 for the HGN, for a total of22 possible
points. However in Appendix B another scoring system is presented (p.87-88), with 10
"checkmarks" or points for the WAT, 7 checkmarks for the OLS, and 8 for the HGN, for
a total of 25 possible points. Further, the scoring system "decision criteria" described by
the authors (p. 88) uses scores from the individual tests, and therefore deviates from the
total number of points approach used in the 1977 report (1977, p. 28, section C). To the
extent that the test administration scoring system changed, we have a new version of the
test. This is true even across the two parts of the 1981 report itself, as just described. As
a result, the scores on the changed test may be higher or lower, or the accuracy or
correlation with criteria of interest may have changed. Since the new and old versions of
the test were not compared, the evaluations of the earlier versions of the test may not be
applicable to the new version.
h. Test administration and scoring in the field is uneven in quality.
The authors report that in the field some police officers (number not given) "forgot or
ignored most of the administration procedures" other than for the nystagmus test, but the
officers did not recognize they forgot (p. 70, first~. They also indicate that officers are
reluctant to use any scoring system (p. 69, next to last ~~ Both of these are serious threats
to the validity of the FST as used in the field. Even the report by Anderson, Schweitz,
and Snyder states that Tharp, Burns and Moskowitz "did not use a standardized procedure
for combining [the test] results and reaching an arrest/no arrest decision" (1983, p. 3,
second~. To the extent that the combining oftest results was left to the judgment of the
individual officers, the FST scoring was not standardized.
8.

Evaluation of Anderson, Schweitz, and Snyder (1983)

This report describes a field study in which FSTs were administered by police officers to
drivers stopped for suspicion of driving while intoxicated. One might expect this study to be
more objective and better than the previous reports, since it was conducted by different
researchers. Unfortunately, this report too is flawed in several very serious ways. Considered as
a whole, this report does not meet the professional standards of the testing community. Some of
the major shortcomings of the report include:

.;:'} '-
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a. Data collection procedures were unmonitored and so cannot be trusted.
The data collection procedures were designed to "minimize the possibility that
knowledge ofPBT (breath test] results would be available to officers before
administering or recording battery scores" (p. 6, third
but the authors report that "no
statements .can be made as to how closely the requested data collection procedures were
followed" (p. 6, third
lfthe PBT was administered before the FST, the scoring of the
FST would likely be intentionally or unintentionally biased in favor of the accuracy of the
FST. As a result, it is not possible to trust the results of this study.

m,

m.

b. The arrest decisions were made based on breath analysis as well as FST.
The criterion for this study was the accuracy of the police officers' arrest decisions.
However, the authors report that "most arrest decisions were based on PBT [breath test]
data, rather than just test battery data" (p. 9, , 2). To the extent thatthe FST was not
individually evaluated, the study can make no statement as to the accuracy or usefulness
of the FST.
c. The relevant data (from North Carolina) are not presented in full.
A little more than one quarter of the data collected on the FST came from North
Carolina, the only jurisdiction which did not administer the PBT (p. 7, third,; p. 9, third
The authors do not report all the FST data from this jurisdiction, but only the data for
two of the three tests which comprise the FST, saying "Only those cases for which the
combined 2 test score (sic) indicated there should be an arrest were included in this data
set" (p. 9, third
Since data for the full FST were not presented, the full FST cannot be
evaluated based on this report.

m.

m.

d. No statistical tests were conducted.
The authors draw conclusions based on inspection of data, but do not conduct
statistical tests to support their observations (p. 9, last
That no statistical tests were
used is highly unusual for this type of study, and makes the conclusions suspect.

m.

e. The FST was not administered in a standard fashion.
The administration ofthe FST was not standardized. The police officers in the field
decided which and how many of the three parts of the standard FST to give (p. 7, Table
1). The authors provide no reason for this non-standard administration of the FST. The
authors report a new system for scoring the tests that has two types of cutoffs: a cutoff on
each test "if it was the only one used" (p. 4, third
and a cutoff based on specific scores
on the WAT, and HGN tests combined (p. 4, Figure 1). The cutoffs reported for the
WAT are not the same when used alone and with the HGN test. In the narrative for the

m,
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W AT test, the authors say "If the test score is greater than 1, classify the subject as having
a BAC of above 0.10%" (p. 4, next to last 'ID. In contrast, Figure 1 on the same page
shows that people with WAT scores of2, 3, 4, or 5 should pass if the HGN score is low
enough. Because of the non-standard test administration and scoring, the results of the
study cannot be definitely attributed to the full FST or to any of its component tests.
f. Two different devices were used to measure BAC.
The authors report using two different devices for measuring BAC, one more precise
than the other (p. 7, ~ 2). They also report that the more accurate measure was available
only for people arrested, and that most ofthe measurements were made using the less
precise device (p. 7, ~ 2 and Table 1, last column). To the extent that the BAC
measurement device was giving scores that were generally too high or too low, the
evaluation of the FST accuracy is similarly flawed.
g. The authors suggest extreme caution in analyzing the data.
The authors say "Two major reasons make it necessary to be extremely cautious in
analyzing the data collected in this study" (p. 9, second'ID. The first, lack of random
assignment of officers to conditions, means that officers chose to give or not give the
FST. It may be that officers who chose not to give the FST will not do so as faithfully or
well as those officers who volunteered to give the FST, especially since officer
motivation was identified in earlier reports as an important, relevant variable. Further, on
p. 8 the authors say "the accuracy figures in Table 2 cannot be considered as applying to
the entire popUlation of drivers expected to be stopped by the police on suspicion of
DWf' (p. 8, ~ 2). I accept the authors' statements that the analysis of the data and the
conclusions drawn are limited by these matters.
9.

Evaluation of Burns and Anderson, A Colorado Validation Study (1995)

This report describes a study based on information drawn from impaired driving arrests in
seven Colorado law enforcement agencies. This report is too incomplete to form the basis of an
opinion regarding test validity. Specific flaws include:
a. Sections N and V are missing, which appear to include the methodology, results and
data analysis. Without these sections it is impossible to evaluate the quality of the
study or rely on its conclusions.
b. Data was provided by volunteer officers (p. 2, column 2, first'ID. The use of volunteer
officers raise a serious question of bias since officer motivation was identified in
earlier reports as an important, relevant variable.
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c. No checks on the data reporting methodology were described. Police merely reported
results. Officers may well have provided data only from those FSTs for which they
had high confidence, particularly since there was no check on whether breath test
results were also available.
d. Results were unclear. The authors report that "officers' decisions to arrest and release
were 86% correct," without defining "correct decision" (p. 5, column 1, third 1). This
lack of clarity is compounded by the use of two standards for arrest: between .05 .10, driving while impaired; and greater than or equal to .10, driving under the
influence (p. 2, column 1, first 1).
10.

Evaluation of Bums and Dioquino, A Florida Validation Study (undated)

Like the 1995 report, this report is too incomplete to allow for meaningful evaluation.
Specific flaws include:
a. Complete sections - ill and N, including the methodology - are missing.
Methodology was not described at all in the report as provided to me.
b. The data is incompletely described. The authors refer, variously, to "379 records," the
"BACs of256 drivers," and "313 cases" without explaining why the number changed
(p. 4, second ~; p. 5, first

m.

11.

Evaluation of all five studies.

Although all five reports concern FSTs, the procedures for administering the tests, the
scoring of the tests, and the criteria change from study to study, sometimes in important ways.
The five studies thus cannot be taken together to validate any particular version of the FST.
The scoring procedures changed over studies. The 1977 study used a single cutoff of28
points (1977, p. 28, last 1). The 1983 study used a scoring approach which had cutoffs on each
of the three tests, as well as cutoffs based on specific combinations of the HGN and WAT tests
(1983, p. 4). The BAC of interest also changed. The 1995 study describes two limits: .05% and
.10%. Earlier, the test had been validated only for .10% (1977, p. 28, last 1).
These changes are meaningful. What may be true for one set oftest administration
instructions, or for one scoring procedure, or for one criterion, may not be true for another. Thus
the studies give only a general indication of the level of potential validity of the tests as described
in the NHTSA manual: "DWI Detection and Standardized Field Sobriety Testing." Rather than
the five studies supporting each other, they evaluate somewhat different combinations oftest
content and test scoring. The differences are large enough to change the validity and accuracy of
the tests. The older studies are probably less germane, due to the changes in test content and
scoring over time. The reports for the newer studies are grossly inadequate. Given this, and in
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light of the specific critiques above (which are not exhaustive) I can only conclude that the field
sobriety tests do not meet reasonable professional and scientific standards.

I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct to the best of my
knowledge.

Executed on: October 31, 2001
Joel P. Wiesen
Director
Applied Personnel Research
27 Judith Road
Newton, MA 02459
(617) 244-8859
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